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Current state of the second generation intact stability
criteria ‐ achievements and remaining issues
Naoya Umeda, Osaka University, umeda@naoe.eng.osaka-u.ac.jp
Alberto Francescutto, University of Trieste, francesc@units.it
ABSTRACT

The paper summarises background and current status of the development of the second generation intact
stability criteria at the International Maritime Organization (IMO) by January 2016. The decisions at the
IMO so far together with the remaining issues, such as the required safety levels for vulnerability criteria,
and operational limitation and the guidelines are presented.
Keywords: IMO, intact stability, pure loss of stability, parametric roll, broaching, dead ship stability, excessive acceleration

The adopted approach for the second generation
intact stability criteria is physics-based, and multilayered. Since progress of ship design is faster than
accumulating accident data, empirical approaches
are not practical. If criteria are based on physics,
limitation of their applicability can be significantly
removed. Current ship dynamics together with ship
hydrodynamics seem to be sufficient for assessing
safety of intact ships by using numerical simulation
in time domain and scaled model experiments.
However, the use of such advanced tools for
practical purpose cannot be mandated because
these tools require experts, qualified experimental
facilities and time. Since the IS Code shall be
applied to all passenger and cargo ships of 24
metres or larger, the number of experts and
experimental facilities are definitely insufficient.
Since intact stability could be related to both details
of hull form and basic specifications of contract, the
use of advanced tools could be impractical for early
design stage. Therefore, it was agreed that, if a ship
complies with simplified criteria, the application of
advanced tools can be exempted. Here the
simplified criteria as lower level ones should be
still physics-based but with larger margin. As a
result, the framework of the whole criteria can
avoid inconsistent judgement in which a ship
complying with the lower level criterion could fail
to comply with the higher level criterion. During
the discussion, the lower level criteria were made to
consist of two levels: level 1 only requires a pocket
calculator while level 2 requires a spread sheet-type
calculation. These are named as “vulnerability
criteria”. On the contrary, the assessment using an

1. INTRODUCTION
The second generation intact stability criteria
development launched in 2001 was a part of the
revision of the Intact Stability Code at the IMO
(Francescutto, 2015). The existing intact stability
code known as IS Code 2008 (IMO, 2009) consists
of the purely empirical criteria based on Rahola’s
work, which was adopted at the IMO in 1968, and
the semi-empirical criterion using energy balance
of simplified ship roll model in irregular beam wind
and waves, which was adopted at the IMO in 1985.
In the empirical criteria casualty data of ships
having their length of 100 metres or less were used
for obtaining the relationship between GZ curve
parameters and ship stability safety. In the semiempirical criterion casualty data of ships by 1950’s
were used to determine the critical value of average
wind velocity, i.e. 26 m/s. Since they are directly or
indirectly based on casualty data of ships existing
before their developments, these two criteria could
be regarded as the first generation criteria. As a
result, applicability of these existing criteria to
current ships cannot be straightforwardly
guaranteed. The current major ship types, such as
containerships, car carriers, RoPax ships, were not
so easily found in 1950’s and the sizes of these
ships, particularly containerships and cruise ships,
are drastically increasing year by year. For properly
guarantee the stability safety for contemporary
ships, new criteria are required, which can be
named as the second generation intact stability
criteria.
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Based on this understanding, the level 2
vulnerability criterion for this mode has a
requirement of the ship forward speed. If the
Froude number defined with calm-water velocity
exceeds 0.24, the ship can be vulnerable to this
failure mode. This is because it is already
established that the surf-riding threshold with the
wave steepness of 1/10 can be defined as the
nominal Froude number of 0.3. Then the level 2
criterion requires the GZ calculation for a ship in
longitudinal waves in which the wavelength is
equal to the ship length as a conservative
assumption. Since an actual wavelength can be
different, the steepness used here is adjusted with
this equivalent wave and ocean wave spectrum with
the specified significant wave height and the mean
wave period by using the least square method in
space. This procedure is well known as Grim’s
effective wave concept.

advanced tool, named “direct stability assessment”,
requires a computer and, occasionally experimental
facilities.
This set of intact stability criteria deals with
five major failure modes, i.e. pure loss of stability,
parametric roll, broaching, dead ship stability and
excessive acceleration.
In case that a ship fails to comply with these
criteria, the ship could be allowed to navigate with
operational guidelines based on the direct stability
assessment procedures or operational limitations
based on the level 2 vulnerability criteria.
By the 3rd session of the Sub-Committee on
Ship Design and Construction (SDC) in February
2016, all vulnerability criteria with a limited
number of remaining issues were agreed (IMO,
2015a and 2016). Major remaining issues are the
standards, which specify the required safety levels.
For supplementing the descriptions of calculation
procedures in vulnerability criteria for each failure
mode, explanatory notes were also developed again
with a limited number of remaining issues. This
paper summarises these remaining issues in the
vulnerability criteria and their explanatory notes.
Furthermore, discussion points for direct stability
assessment, operational limitation and guidelines
are also highlighted.

Once the GZ curve of the equivalent wave is
obtained, it will be compared with an external
heeling moment due to forward velocity. If the
equilibrium between the restoring moment and the
external moment occurs at a heel angle larger than
15 degrees for a passenger ship and 25 degrees for
a cargo ship, the ship is judged to be vulnerable to
this failure mode. In addition, if the angle of
vanishing stability without external moment is
larger than 30 degrees, the ship is also judged to be
vulnerable. This procedure is repeated for all
combinations of significant wave height and mean
wave period, which appear in the wave scatter
tables normally in the North Atlantic. Then their
weighted average, which means the probability of
dangerous sea states for this failure mode in the
specified water area, is used for the final judgement
in the level 2. If the attained value is larger than the
required value, which is tentatively set to 0.06, the
ship is judged to be vulnerable to this failure mode.

2. PURE LOSS OF STABILITY
When a wave is positioned with the crest
amidships, the roll restoring moment could be
reduced. This is due to the effect of transom stern
and/or bow flare. If the ship runs with high speed in
following seas, this reduction continues longer than
in head waves. If the ship speed is slightly smaller
than the surf-riding threshold, the ship speed
increases at a wave crest so that the duration of
reduced restoring moment could be extremely long.
If the ship with high speed significantly heels
because of reduction of restoring moment,
asymmetry of the underwater submerged volume
could induce a hydrodynamic yaw moment, which
could act as external heel moment on a wave crest
amidship.

The critical Froude number and heel angles are
determined with the recent accidents of RoPax and
RoRo ships, which can be presumed to be relevant
to this failure mode. The required value was
determined with many sample calculation results
for existing and coming passenger and cargo ships.
At this moment this required value has not yet been
finalised but it should be done by 2018.

Therefore, in a numerical simulation model for
this failure mode, not only reduction of GZ curve
but also the effect of surge motion and roll-yaw
coupling should be taken into account.

The level 1 criterion was obtained by
simplifying the level 2. While the speed
requirement is the same as the level 2, the GZ
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For vulnerability level 2 criteria, an uncoupled
roll model is used so that time-domain simulation
can be avoided. Ignoring dynamic coupling effect
with vertical motion normally could result in overestimation of restoring variation in head waves so
that we may provide conservative predictions in the
level 2. It is noteworthy here that roll damping
moment including bilge keel effect should be
estimated by using simplified Ikeda’s semiempirical method or alternatives to it.

calculation in waves is replaced with the GM
calculation in waves. Furthermore, a method for a
fast approximate calculation of GM is provided
other than direct hydrostatic calculation. Here GM
in waves can be calculated only with a conventional
hydrostatic table and pocket calculator so that
workload of ship designers is very small. Regarding
the relationship with actual ocean waves, the
representative wave steepness is determined using
the wave scatter diagram, which is 0.0334 for the
North Atlantic. The required value for the GM in
waves is not yet determined but tentatively set to
0.05 m. This means that the effect of ship speed is
ignored. Generally speaking, GM well represents
GZ at least at smaller angle, with the exception of
ships having a large beam to depth ratio.

In case of the uncoupled roll model, the
occurrence zone of parametric roll can be
analytically evaluated. These estimations for typical
16 regular waves constitute the first check of the
level 2.
However, since the zone for parametric roll
occurrence is very wide for slender ships such as
containerships, we have to evaluate amplitude of
parametric roll for our final judgement even in the
level 2, which is named as the second check. If we
apply an averaging method or equivalent to the
uncoupled roll model, the amplitudes of parametric
roll can be estimated almost immediately including
stability of the coexisting solutions. Here GM is
assumed to vary with time but nonlinear characters
of GZ curve are kept as that in calm water. For
accurately modelling a hydrostatically calculated
GZ curve, numerical simulations of the uncoupled
roll model in time domain can be recommended.
Thus, the SDC agreed to use the numerical
simulation as a standard method and to keep the
averaging method as an alternative. In this case,
calculated results could depend on initial conditions
so that use-friendly guidelines should be developed
as soon as possible.

During the development stage of these criteria,
most sample calculations were executed with the
approximate method for GM in waves, which
appeared to be reasonably conservative with respect
to the direct hydrostatic calculation. As a result, the
outcomes of the level 1 are more conservative than
those of the level 2. However, it was experienced
that, using the direct hydrostatic calculation, the
level 1 occasionally occurs to be less conservative
than the level 2 so that some “false negative” cases
appear for ships having large beam to depth ratio.
Typical examples are offshore supply vessels.
Finding a way to resolve this issue is an urgent
matter. This may suggest that the required value for
the level 1 could depend on the GM calculation
methods because the current required value was set
mainly with the approximate GM calculation. The
current draft indicates that this criterion may not be
applied to “a vessel with extended low weather
deck due to increased likelihood of water on deck
or deck-in-water”.

This procedure for estimating the roll amplitude
is repeated for all combinations of the significant
wave height and the mean wave period, which
appear in the wave scattering tables normally in the
North Atlantic and then their weighted average,
which means the probability of dangerous sea states
for this failure mode in the specified water area, is
used for the final judgement in the level 2. If the
attained value is larger than the required value,
which is tentatively set to 0.06, the ship is judged to
be vulnerable to this failure mode.

3. PARAMETRIC ROLL
A ship in waves may experience the restoring
variation with time. Under certain conditions, this
restoring variation could induce violent roll motion,
with maximum amplitude which can be much
larger than beam-sea resonance. This phenomenon
can be categorised as parametric resonance. Using a
coupled heave-roll-pitch model in time domain, it is
possible to accurately predict parametric roll
resonance in irregular longitudinal waves. Such
numerical simulation can be used as a tool for
direct stability assessment.

For the level 1, the procedure used in the level
2 is further simplified. If we ignore nonlinearity in
both GZ and roll damping as well as the mean of
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wavelengths and wave heights by a perturbation
method starting with its solution without surge
damping. Then the occurrence probability of
waves that the ship can be surf-ridden is calculated
with a stochastic wave theory and the North
Atlantic wave statistics. Finally the probability of
surf-riding occurrence when a ship meets one local
wave is calculated and compared with the
acceptable safety level. Based on sample
calculation results for relevant ships, the acceptable
safety level is tentatively set to be 0.005. It is
noteworthy here that accurate prediction of calmwater resistance up to wave celerity is required and
the acceptable safety level depends on prediction
accuracy of wave-induced surge force.

GM variation, the formula of the averaging method
can be restricted to a simple estimation formula as a
function of GM variation amplitude and roll
damping. Regarding the relationship with actual
ocean waves, the representative wave steepness is
determined using the wave scatter diagram, which
is 0.0167 for the North Atlantic. Further
simplifying Ikeda’s method and hydrostatic GM
estimation, we can calculate the attained value in
the level 1 only with a hydrostatic table, bilge keel
area ratio and a pocket calculator.
For this failure mode, major remaining issues
are the required value of the second check of the
level 2 criterion, development of the guidelines for
numerical simulation in time domain. In addition,
estimation of the roll natural roll period should be
discussed further.

For avoiding such difficulties and designers’
workloads, the level 1 criterion was developed with
sample calculation results for various ships under
the wave steepness of 1/10 with measured waveinduced surge force and calm-water resistance. As
a result, we concluded that, if nominal Froude
number is smaller than 0.3, surf-riding is not likely
to be met. This criterion and standard is the same as
those in the ship-independent operational guidance
in the MSC. 1/Circ. 1228. In addition, with
calculated results based on the level 2, it was also
concluded that, if the ship length is larger than 200
metres, the ship is out of scope of this failure mode.
This is because ocean waves are too short for such
longer ship to be surf-ridden.

4. BROACHING
Even a directionally stable ship in calm water
can be directionally unstable at wave downslope. If
surf-riding occurs, a ship can be captured at wave
downslope so that the ship could fail to keep its
straight course in stern quartering waves even with
its maximum steering effort. This is known as
broaching. Because of surf-riding, the ship forward
speed is high. As a result, yaw angular velocity due
to directional instability could result in violent
centrifugal force, which could induce extremely
large heel.

For this failure mode, major remaining issues
are curve fitting method for calm-water resistance,
empirical estimations of self-propulsion factors and
thrust estimation for unconventional propulsive
systems.

Probability of stability failure due to broaching
can be predicted by combining a probabilistic wave
theory and a coupled surge-sway-yaw-roll
numerical model with accurately estimated
manoeuvring coefficients. This could be utilised as
a tool for direct stability assessment. Obviously
accurate estimation of manoeuvring coefficients
cannot be mandated for all SOLAS ships.

5. DEAD SHIP STABILITY
If a ship loses all propulsion power or a ship
master decides to stop engine power for avoiding
other dangerous phenomena, the ship would be
under beam wind and wave conditions for longer
duration as a worst situation. This is known as dead
ship condition, and the weather criterion was
originally developed for this condition but with a
simplified energy balance analysis. However, the
weather criterion is believed to excessively limit the
freedom of designing contemporary ships such as
large cruise ships. Thus, new criteria for this failure
mode were developed.

Thus, the SDC already agreed for the
vulnerability criteria to deal with surf-riding in
place of broaching. If we avoid surf-riding,
possibility of stability failure due to broaching is
small enough. It should be underlined that typical
surf-riding can be dealt even with an uncoupled
surge model in following waves so that we do not
have to estimate manoeuvring coefficients.
In the level 2 criterion, critical nominal speeds
for surf-riding of a self-propelled ship in regular
following waves are estimated for various
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calculations using many existing ships having
wider loading conditions were executed by one of
the authors (IMO, 2015b). Firstly, the calculated
attained values, i.e. C values, are plotted as a
function of the metacentric height, GM, as shown
in Figure 1. It does not show any distinct
correlation between GM and C, which corresponds
to a capsizing probability index for a ship in beam
wind and waves. Although larger GM is expected
to provide better stability, the existence of roll
resonance, which occurs at the ship-dependent
natural roll period, results in no distinct correlation.
Secondly, the calculated C values are plotted as a
function of the ratio of the heeling energy and
residual restoring energy, b/a, in the level 1 as
shown in Figure 2. In this figure, broadly speaking,
the values of C decrease with the increasing value
of b/a. This is because both methods deal with
stability failure mode in beam wind and waves.
Looking into detail, some scatters can be found in
the b/a region between 1.1 and 5.5. This is probably
due to the difference in estimation accuracy of roll
motions between the two different modelling.
Almost vertical trend of C can be found when b/a is
zero. This is because the level 1 assumes only one
stationary sea state for determining loss of static
balance between GZ and wind heeling lever and the
level 2 uses many different sea states and their
occurrence probability included in the wave
scattering diagram for the same purpose. If we use
0.04 or 0.06 as the required value, no “false
negative” case exists at least in these sample ships.
In other words, some ships failing to comply with
the current weather criterion can be regarded as
non-vulnerable for dead ship stability failure
keeping the safety level that the current weather
criterion requires. More data are required for
finalising this issue.

Probability of stability failure under this
condition can be estimated with the Monte Carlo
numerical simulation in irregular beam wind and
waves by using a sway-heave-roll-pitch model.
This could be utilised as a tool for direct stability
assessment but small probability could require so
many realisations for accurately obtaining the
probability for a practical ship.
The use of an analytical solution of uncoupled
roll model is a way to significantly reduce
computation time. In the level 2 criterion, the SDC
agreed to use linear GZ curve up to the critical heel
angle. Above the critical angle, the GZ is assumed
to be zero. Here the critical heel angle is
determined to keep the area of original GZ curve up
to the angle of vanishing stability, which is
responsible for dynamic ship stability, as the same
as the approximate GZ. Thanks to linear GZ, we
have no difficulty for calculating the probability of
stability failure in irregular beam wind and waves
with a wave scattering diagram. Here the roll
damping and the roll exciting moment can be
estimated with simplified Ikeda’s method and the
Froude-Krylov approach assuming rectangular hull
sections, respectively. If the calculated probability
for the relevant water area is larger than the
acceptable safety level, the ship is judged to be
vulnerable to this failure mode. The value of
acceptable safety level is tentatively set to 0.06 or
0.04, based on the sample calculations using
existing and actually designed ships.
Regarding the level 1 criterion, the SDC also
agreed to use the current weather criterion but with
the extended wave table that was already adopted in
the MSC.1/Circ. 1200 for the experiment-supported
weather criterion. This is because the current
weather criterion can be regarded as a simplified
version of the level 2 methodology with several
assumptions for wind gustiness, wave irregularity
and so on.

Dead ship stability (GM and level 2)

For this failure mode, major remaining issues
are the required value of the level 2 criterion,
development of guidelines for alternative roll
damping estimation using CFD (computational
fluid dynamics) and the applicability of simplified
wave excitation prediction to trimmed conditions.

1.0E+00
1.0E-01
1.0E-02
1.0E-03
1.0E-04
C 1.0E-05
1.0E-06
1.0E-07
1.0E-08
1.0E-09
1.0E-10
0.00

The use of new vulnerability criteria could
change the safety level guaranteed by the current
weather criterion. For this purpose, some sample

3.00

6.00

9.00

12.00

15.00

GM (m)

Figure 1: Relationship between the metacentric height and
the C value in the level 2 criterion (IMO, 2015b).
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a result, we can obtain a simple formula without
integral, which depends on the wave steepness from
the weather criterion and roll damping coefficient.
Here the roll damping and wave excitation are
estimated by simplified methods. The proposed
critical acceleration values here range from 5.3 m/s2
to 8.59 m/s2.

Dead ship stability (levels 1 and 2)
1.0E+00
1.0E-01
1.0E-02
1.0E-03
1.0E-04
C 1.0E-05
1.0E-06
1.0E-07
1.0E-08
1.0E-09
1.0E-10
0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00
b/a

5.00

6.00

6

7.00

For this failure mode, major remaining issues
are the critical acceleration values of both the level
1 and 2, the acceptable safety level of the level 2,
an example application of level 2 criterion to be
included in the explanatory notes.

8.00

Figure 2: Relationship between the b/a in the level 1
criterion and the C value in the level 2 (IMO, 2015b).

6. EXCESSIVE ACCELERATION
If GM is excessively large, the natural roll
period can be too small so that large acceleration
under synchronous resonance could act on crew or
cargoes. Since actual fatal accidents for modern
containerships under ballast conditions were
reported, this situation was also included as a
stability failure. However, the problem to be solved
is almost linear so that a standard seakeeping tool
can be used with acceptable acceleration value.
This could be a tool for direct stability assessment.
However there is a different-type difficulty. A
conservative estimation here could require too
small GM, which can be smaller than GM required
by other stability criteria.

7. OPERATIONAL

LIMITATION

&

GUIDANCE
It can be easily presumed that a safety level
estimated with a perfect direct stability assessment,
if available, could be smaller than the actual
accident rate. This is because operators might avoid
existing dangers by avoiding some dangerous wave
and operational conditions. Thus ignoring
operational aspects cannot be justified. On the other
hand, the outcomes from the level 2 criterion and
the direct stability assessment can be useful to
improve operator’s actions to avoid dangers.
Therefore, the SDC agreed to allow the ship
operation if the ship are judged as vulnerable to a
failure in the level 2 but the operational limitation
based on the level 2 application outcomes is
provided. Similarly, operational guidance based on
the direct stability assessment can be used for a ship
failed to pass the direct stability assessment.

Therefore, the vulnerability criteria should be
more conservative than the direct stability
assessment but its margin should be smallest. In the
level 2 criterion, the uncoupled roll model in longcrested irregular waves without forward velocity is
used because beam seas can be regarded as a worst
situation. By using the linear response operator,
wave spectrum, the Froude-Krylov wave exciting
moment and the equivalent linearization of roll
damping, the variance of lateral acceleration can be
calculated. Then, assuming the Rayleigh
distribution of roll amplitude, critical acceleration
value and the wave scattering diagram, the longterm probability of lateral acceleration exceeding
its critical value can be obtained. If it is larger than
the acceptable level, the ship is judged as
vulnerable to this failure mode. Here the critical
acceleration value is tentatively set as 9.81 m/s2 and
the proposed acceptable values ranges from
1.1× 10 −4 to 0.043.

The operational limitation agreed at the
working group of the SDC can be provided with the
use of alternative wave scattering diagram
specifying water area and season for each loading
condition. However, it is still discussed whether
the operational limitation can include effects of
operational elements, i.e. propeller revolution and
heading angle, as well as the wave period or not.
Some delegations say that estimation accuracies of
the level 2 methods on these elements are not
sufficient: the others say that, if we ignore these
elements, most of current containerships may not
be allowed to operate any more. Further discussion
is needed with sample calculation results. For the
operational guidelines, all wave and operational
elements can be used but developing such
guidelines for each ship requires tremendous

For the level 1 criterion, the level 2 procedure
is simplified by approximating the wave frequency
in the numerator with the natural roll frequency. As
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computational time with a well validated numerical
code.

8. CONCLUSIONS
Major remaining issues for vulnerability criteria
are finalising the standards, in other words required
safety levels. To do so, the relevant organisations
are requested to execute sample calculations using
existing and coming SOLAS and LL ships for their
various GMs, draughts and trims. For direct
stability assessment, more submissions of
comparisons between the simulations and
experiments are indispensable. We would
appreciate it very much if you would contribute to
these matters based on your own research projects.
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ABSTRACT

At the IMO (International Maritime Organization), the second generation intact stability criteria for pure loss
of stability are now under development. In its latest draft, vessels with extended low weather deck such as
offshore supply vessels (OSVs) are exempted from this application but its backgrounds have not yet been
explained other than sample calculation reports of inconsistencies between different levelled criteria. To
solve this problem, we executed model experiments for a typical OSV in astern waves and then identified
that the OSV is not relevant to the phenomenon that the pure loss of stability criteria assume but is relevant
to the phenomenon due to trapped water on deck. Further, effect of low weather deck length is investigated
by systematically modifying hull forms with help of a CAD software.
Keywords: IMO, Second generation intact stability criteria, pure loss of stability, water on deck, OSV

not so with the level 2. This is a so-called “false
negative” problem, which should be avoided in
regulatory applications. Thus, the current
vulnerability criteria are allowed not to be applied
to “a vessel with extended low weather deck due to
increased likelihood of water on deck or deck-inwater”.

1. INTRODUCTION
The second generation intact stability criteria to
be developed by the IMO are requested to cover
stability failure due to pure loss of stability in
following and stern quartering waves (Umeda &
Francescutto, 2016). For this failure mode, the
direct stability assessment and two-layered
vulnerability criteria should be developed. As a
possible tool for the direct stability assessment, a
coupled surge-sway-yaw-roll numerical model in
irregular waves was developed and validated with
model experiments using a containership (Kubo et
al., 2012).

However, its definition of the extended low
weather deck, based on a model experiment or
equivalent, was not yet established by 2015. In fact,
even a published free-running model experiment of
an offshore supply vessel in astern waves had not
been available so far. Therefore, the authors newly
executed a model experiment using a scaled model
of typical offshore supply vessel in stern quartering
waves and compared the obtained results with the
second generation criteria. As a result, the reasons
why OSVs should be exempted from the
application of the pure loss of stability criteria are
revealed. Furthermore, for investigating the effect
of weather deck length, calculations of the
vulnerability criteria were also conducted by
systematically modifying above-water hull forms of
the offshore supply vessel using a CAD software,
i.e. the NAPA software.

Based on the knowledge obtained from this
numerical model, the level 1 and 2 vulnerability
criteria were developed. Here the level 1 and 2
criteria utilize GM and GZ in longitudinal waves,
respectively. The standards of these criteria were
tentatively determined to avoid the “false negative”
problem between the two levels in many sample
calculation results except for offshore supply
vessels (IMO, 2015). The sample calculations
executed by two delegations indicate that offshore
supply vessels easily comply with the level 1 but do
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2. SUBJE
ECT

SH
HIP
EXPER
RIMENT

AND
D

MOD
DEL

Free-runnning modell experimen
nts of the 600 m
long offshorre supply veessel (OSV), as shown inn Fig.
1-2, in sternn quartering waves weree conducted at a
seakeeping and manoeuuvring basin of the Natioonal
Research IInstitute of Fisheries Engineeringg of
Japan. The vessel has a deck housee in its fore part
and a low w
weather deckk situated from
m its midshiip to
its stern w
with bulwarkks and freeeing ports. The
length of thhe low weather deck is 35
5 m in full sccale.
Its service Froude number
n
is 0.3 with ttwin
propellers aand twin ruddders. Its prin
ncipal particuulars
and rightingg arm curvee are shown in Table 1 and
Fig. 3, respeectively. Thee metacentricc height is seet to
marginally comply witth level 2 criteria
c
for ppure
loss of stabbility, which is lower than the desiggned
one. The veessel under thhe experimen
ntal conditioon is
judged not vulnerable to
t pure loss of stability w
with
M with the w
wave
the level 1 ccriterion beccause the GM
steepness of 0.334 is 1.32 m, which
h is much larrger
than 0.05m
m. However, it critically
y complies w
with
the level 2 ccriterion withh CR value of
o 0.06. Thuus an
inconsistenccy between the
t two leveels could apppear
if the calm-w
water GM iss smaller than
n 1.45m.

Fig..2 Free-runnin
ng model experriment of the OSV
O in astern
qua
artering waves

Table 1 Principal paarticulars of th
he OSV

Items

Model

Lbp

60.00m

2.00m

Mouldeed Breadth

16.40m

0.546m

Moulded Depth

7.20m

0.24m

Mouldeed draught

6.00m

0.20m

Metacentric height
(GM
M)

1.45m

0.0482m

Natural ro
oll period

11.50s

2.10 s

RIGHTING ARM (m)

The vesssel model raan with a co
onstant propeeller
revolution and attemppted to keep its speciified
course withh a PD auutopilot in stern
s
quarterring
waves. Thee translationaal and rotary
y motions off the
vessel modeel were measured by an optical trackking
system, coonsisting of two theodolites and two
prisms, an optical-fibrre gyroscop
pe, respectivvely.
were
The model was rereleassed when waater waves w
sufficiently propagatedd in the water area of the
basin. These experimenntal procedurres are basedd on
the ITTC (IInternationall Towing Taank Conferennce)
recommendded procedurres for intactt stability moodel
test (ITTC, 2008).

SShip

Fig.. 3 GZ curve of the OSV aat a wave cresst amidship in
n
long
gitudinal wavees. Here the waavelength is eq
qual to the ship
p
leng
gth and the wa
ave steepness raanges from 0 to
t 0.1

3. EXPERIM
MENTAL

RESULT
TS

AND
D

DISCUSSIION
The maximum roll anglles measured
d during eachh
mo
odel run in astern wavees are shown
n in Fig. 4..
Herre the wavellength is equual to the ship length, ass
the worst case assumed in tthe criteria for
f pure losss
of stability and
d the nominaal Froude number rangess
m 0.24 to 0.37 as also sspecified by the criteria..
from
H/λ, are 0.0
Thee used wavee steepness H
03, 0.05 andd

Fig.1 3D view
w of the hull foorm of the used
d OSV
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0.1. The ressults indicatee that roll angles under thhese
wave and opperational coonditions aree smaller thann 15
degrees so tthat no real danger
d
can bee expected.

3

pidly damped
d as shown in Fig.6. Th
hus, we cann
rap
preesume that this
t
large rroll damping
g is due too
reso
onance of sh
hip roll motioon and the trrapped waterr
on deck. This is similar to a mechanism
m of an anti-rollling tank.

H/λλ=0.03
30

Roll Angle

25
20
15

10degree(headingg
angle)

10

30degree(headingg
angle)

5
0
0.1

0

0.2

0
0.3

0.4

Froude Number

H/λλ=0.05

Fig.. 5 Estimated natural periodd of trapped water
w
on deck
k
as a function of water depth.

Roll Angle

30
25

10degree(headiing
angle)

20

30degree(headiing
angle)

15
10
5
0
0

0
0.1

0.2
0.3
Froude Number

0.4

H/λ=0.1

Roll Angle

30
25

Fig.. 6 Time serries of roll ddecay test with
w
the largee

20

insttantaneous inittial roll angle in degrees.

15

10degreee(heading
angle)

10

30degreee(heading
angle)

As a next step, modeel runs weree conductedd
und
der longer waaves. Here thhe ratio of wavelength
w
too
ship
p length, λ/L
L, was 1.5 annd the wave steepness iss
0.1. In this casee larger waterr volume waas trapped onn
decck because water ingreess across th
he bulwarkss
excceeds egress though the ffreeing ports. The resultss
sho
own in Fig. 7 indicate thaat larger rolll angles suchh
as about
a
50 deg
grees were reecorded. When the speedd
deccreases, the roll
r angle inccreases. Thiss tendency iss
com
mpletely diffferent from ppure loss of stability.

5
0
0

0.1
1

0.2

0.3

0.4

F
Froude
Number

Fig. 4 Maxim
mum roll angles (degrees)) recorded in
n the
experiment fo
for the wavelength to ship length
l
ratio off 1.0
and the wavee steepness of 0.03, 0.05 and
d 0.1 with the auto
pilot courses of 10 and 30 degrees from th
he wave directiion.

The reason
n of the lar
arger roll co
ould be thee
heeeling momen
nt of trappedd water-on-d
deck, whichh
cou
uld depend on the height of bulwarkss. In the casee
of this OSV, if
i the roll aangle exceed
ds about 21
deg
grees, the relative waater level exceeds
e
thee
bullwark. As shown
s
in tthe GZ currve for thiss
wav
velength as shown in FFig. 8, the loll
l
angle iss
larg
ger than 20 degrees andd the angle of
o vanishingg

This woould be beccause the traapped water--ondeck acted as a kind of
o anti-rollin
ng tank. Thiis is
ural period of
because thhat the estimated natu
possible traapped wateer on deck, which rannges
between 1.88 s and 2.4s in model sccale as shownn in
Fig. 5, is ccomparable to
t the naturaal roll periodd of
2.1s. The rooll decay testt of this mod
del in calm w
water
with large instantaneoous initial roll
r
angle was
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stability is sslightly largeer than 50 deegrees. Thus,, the
bulwark subbmergence cannot
c
be avoided at a w
wave
crest amidsship and theen the maxim
mum roll anngle
could be 500 degrees. This
T
suggestss that the reaason
of large rolll seems to be
b hydrostattic heel mom
ment
due to waterr on deck.

4

coeefficients as the input foor the simullation modell
are estimated with conveentional cap
ptive modell
exp
periments. The
T linear w
wave exciting
g forces andd
resttoring variation were ccalculated by a slenderr
bod
dy theory with low encounter frequencyy
assumption an
nd a directt pressure integral off
incident wave pressure upp to instantaneous waterr
level, respectiveely.
The compaarisons betw
ween the expeeriments andd
the simulationss are shownn in Figs. 9--10. For thee
gher speed case shownn in Fig. 9,
9 both thee
hig
measured and calculated
c
rooll periods are
a twice thee
enccounter wav
ve period aand differen
nt from thee
nattural roll periiod. The maxximum roll angle
a
occurss
whenever the ship centre m
meets a wavee crest. Thuss
thiss could be a period doubbling phenom
menon due too
resttoring variaation experim
mentally id
dentified forr
con
ntainerships by Kan et al
al. (1990). Th
he measuredd
rolll amplitude is much smaaller than th
he calculatedd
onee so that the trapped wateer that is nott included inn
the numerical model has a role to daamp the rolll
mo
otion as a kind of anti-rollling tank.

Fig. 7 Maxim
mum roll anglles (degrees) recorded
r
each free
running test for the waveleength to ship length of 1.5 with

RIGHTING ARM (m)

the wave steep
pness of 0.1.

Fig. 8 GZ currve of the OSV
V at a wave cresst amidship in

Fig.. 9 Compariison between the simulattion and thee

longitudinal w
waves for the wavelength
w
to ship length of 1.5

experiment for th
he wave steepnness of 1/10, th
he wavelength
h

and the wave steepness rangges from 0 to 0.1.
0

to ship
s
length of 1.5, the nomin
inal Froude nu
umber is 0.25,,
the specific heading angle from
m the wave direction
d
of 300
degrees and the rudder
r
gain oof 3.0. Here th
he positive rolll

For invvestigating mechanism
m
of this dangerrous
phenomenoon further, thhe coupled su
urge-sway-yyawroll numeriical model proposed by
b Kubo ett al.
(2012) wass used for siimulating th
he dynamic sship
behaviour uunder the wave
w
conditio
ons used in the
experiment.. This is a manoeuvring-ttype model w
with
linear wavee exciting foorces and resstoring variaation
focusing onn low frequuency phen
nomena but the
effect of trapped waterr on deck iss not taken into
account. All propuulsion and manoeuvrring

mea
ans starboard side down aand the posittive yaw doess
starrboard turn.

For the lower speed casse shown in Fig. 10, thee
g phenomennon were agaain found inn
perriod doubling
botth the expeeriment andd the simu
ulation. Thee
measured roll amplitude iss much larg
ger than thee
sim
mulated one. Furthermoore, the mean
m
of thee
measured roll angle
a
is alsoo larger than
n that of thee
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calculated rroll angle. Thhis suggests that hydrosttatic
heel momennt due to traapped water on deck, whhich
is not inclluded in thee numericall model, haas a
crucial rolee for inducinng the extreemely large roll
angle in thee experiment..

5

is 0.05m. Thee level 2 ccriteria consist of twoo
req
quirements: CR1 is baased on th
he angle off
van
nishing stabillity and CR22 is based on the angle off
heeel under actiion of the sspeed-depend
dent heelingg
lever. The standard for thesse values aree 0.06. Heree
the Froude num
mber is set too be 0.25. Th
he results aree
own in Fig. 12. Thus, w
when the weather
w
deckk
sho
length is largerr than half tthe ship length betweenn
perrpendiculars, the CR2 vaalue rapidly increases soo
that the vessel is judged ass vulnerable to pure losss
of stability. To avoid such “false negattive” case, itt
can
n be recomm
mended to innclude the low
l
weatherr
decck length in
n the defini
nition of a vessel withh
exttended low weather
w
deck..

Fig. 10 Com
mparison betw
ween the sim
mulation and the
experiment foor the wave stteepness of 1/1
10, the waveleength
to ship length
h of 1.5, the noominal Froudee number is 0..125,
the specific h
heading angle from the wav
ve direction oof 30

Fig..12 Weather deck
d
length annd CR values from Level 2

degrees and tthe rudder gain
n of 3.0.

program results.

5. CONCLUS
SIONS
4. EFFEC
CT OF WEA
ATHER DEC
CK LENGT
TH

From this study,
s
it cann be conclud
ded that puree
loss of stability
y at higher sspeed in asteern waves iss
nott relevant to this
t OSV. H
However, larg
ge heel couldd
occcur due to trrapped wateer on deck at
a very slow
w
speeed.

To creaate a proper definition fo
or a vessel w
with
extended loow weather deck,
d
the NA
APA system was
used to makke systematiically modiffied hulls off our
offshore suppply vessel (OSV) modell.

Based on the system
matic hull modification
m
n
surrvey, it also can be connclude here that, if thee
length of low weather
w
deckk is less than 0.5Lpp, it iss
nott appropriatee to apply the level 2 pure losss
critterion to this type of shipps.
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Fig.11 Simpliified OSV with
h weather deck
k length definittion.

The weaather deck leength, as deffined in Fig. 11,
was system
matically moodified with
h keeping oother
dimensions constant. Thhen the levell 1 and 2 critteria
were applieed to the geenerated hullls. All modiified
hulls compply with thhe level 1 with direectly
calculated G
GM in wavess because thee required vaalue
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Probabillistic Diirect Sta
ability Assessm
A
ment
V
Vladimir Shigunov, DNV
VGL Maritimee, Hamburg, Germany, vladimir.shigu
v
unov@dnvgl.com
ABSTRACT

According to the Seconnd Generatio
on Intact Staability Criterria (SGISC), developed by IMO, asssessment off
dynamic inttact stabilityy of ships caan be done uusing either of three “lev
vels” of asseessment: Lev
vels 1 and 2
involve signnificant simpplifications, whereas
w
Levvel 3 is based
d on advanceed numerical simulation methods
m
andd
allows, in pprinciple, usiing probabiliistic measurees directly ass safety criteeria. Becausee the numberr of stabilityy
failures perr design lifee is very low
w (problem of rarity), and
a because reliable esttimation of probabilisticc
measures reequires multtiple realisatiions, direct uuse of probaabilistic meaasures requirres very long
g simulationn
time. Two ppossible soluutions for this problem aare studied in the paper: one uses exxtrapolation of the meann
time to stabbility failuree over wavee height, annd the other the reductio
on of the tootal space of conditionss
encounteredd during the design life (ssea states, w
wave direction
ns and ship speeds)
s
to a ssmall numbeer of selectedd
situations ((“design seaa state appro
oach”), whicch are supposed to adeequately refllect the ship
p’s dynamicc
stability in all conditioons. Accuraacy and adeequacy of th
hese two ap
pproaches iss checked in
n numericall
simulations.
Keywords: Inntact Stability, Probabilistic
P
Methods,
M
Designn Sea States

and
d Classificatiion Societiess (e.g. for th
he definitionn
of structural loaads, dimensiioning of carrgo securingg
and
d lashing, passenger
p
coomfort asseessment andd
acccident invesstigation), aand althoug
gh SOLAS
S
allo
ows, in princciple, their uuse as altern
native designn
assessment meethods for tthe evaluatiion of shipp
dyn
namic stabiility, practiical approv
val by thee
Administrationss requires ddefinition of clear andd
uniiform procedures, as w
well as avaailability off
suittable tools.

1. INTRO
ODUCTION
N
Accordiing to the framework of the Seccond
Generation Intact Stabbility Criteria (SGISC), the
ship designn should fuulfill (in eacch conditionn of
loading) reqquirements of any of th
hree assessm
ment
Levels (1, 2 or 3), Fig. 1.
1 Alternatively, Operatioonal
Limitations (OL) or Operational
O
Guidance (O
OG)
can be developed, baseed on resultss of Level 2 or
Level 3 asseessment, resppectively.

What is the
t
sense oof going fo
or Level 3
assessment wh
hen a ship ((in a particu
ular loadingg
con
ndition) failss to fulfill Level 1 an
nd Level 2??
Sim
mplifications involved inn Level 1 and
a Level 2
pro
ocedures lead to scatterr of assessm
ment resultss
com
mpared to the true perforrmance, which has to bee
com
mpensated by
b safety margins.
The safetyy
margins are adjjusted in succh a way thaat all vessels,,
passsing Levels 1 and 2, aree sufficiently
y safe (whichh
means that vesssels, not paassing thesee assessmentt
n
uunsafe). Bettter accuracyy
levels, are not necessarily
ws reducingg safety maargins, thuss
of DSA allow
loading conditiions, not fuulfilling Lev
vel 1 and 2
assessments, may
m be evaluuated as suffficiently safee
by DSA. Moreo
over, loadingg conditions failing DSA
A
may still be allo
owed as seaggoing loadin
ng conditionss
if Operational
O
Guidance iss provided. This meanss
increased paylo
oad and betteer operability
y.

Figure 1: Secoond Generatioon Intact Stability Criteria.

Level 33, including Direct Stability Assessm
ment
OG), is basedd on
(DSA) and Operational Guidance (O
direct num
merical simuulation of sh
hip motionss in
waves andd allows, in
i principlee, using diirect
probabilisticc measures of
o the likeliho
ood of failurre as
safety criterria: probabillity of failurre in given ttime
or time too failure. Although direct
d
numerrical
simulations have been already useed by designners
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or, for small faiilure rates r <<< T ,

Level 1 and Leveel 2 criteriaa are closee to
finalization [1]; work onn DSA and OG
O is planneed to
be finished by SDC4 (F
February 2017). Thereffore,
OG should be
b discussed
d in detail uuntil
DSA and O
then; this paaper provides input for su
uch discussioon.

p ≈ t /T

sim
mulation,

Either nnon-probabillistic (mean roll amplituude,
maximum roll amplituude per specified expossure
time, root--mean-squaree of roll angle etc.) or
probabilisticc measures can be used
u
as saafety
criteria. W
When a probabbilistic appro
oach is usedd for
DSA or OG
G, one possiibility is to directly use the
probability of stabilityy failure during
d
a giiven
exposure tim
me as a criterion. This probability can
be found byy direct counnting, e.g. ass (weighted oover
all sea statees) number of stochasticc realisation s of
each sea staate in which stability failure occurre d to
the entire nuumber of reaalisations.

1
T ≈ T =
N

derrived from numerical simulationss with thee
fun
nction g ( x) ≡ − ln [1 − F ( x )] = x / T folllowing, forr
exp
ponential distribution, ffrom eq. (2)) for x ≥ 0 .
Fig
gure 3 plots standard deeviation σ of
o time untill
faillure event vss. the averagee time until failure T inn
com
mparison witth the theorettical line forr exponentiall
disttribution σ = T , followiing from (4). Figures 2
and
d 3 confirm
m the validitty of assum
ming Poissonn
pro
ocess for stability
s
faiilures and exponentiall

(22)

averagge time until stability failu
ure

E{ X } ≡ T = 1/ r

(33)

standarrd deviation of time untill failure

σ { X } = 1/ r = T



(11)

cumulaative distribuution functio
on

F ( x; r ) = 1 − e−rx for x ≥ 0 ; 0 otherwise



(8)

i

i =1

probabbility densityy function

f ( x; r ) = re−−rx for x ≥ 0 and
a 0 otherw
wise



N

T

Figure 2 compares funcction g ( x) ≡ − ln [1 − F ( x)]

Alternattively to directly using
g probabilityy of
stability faailure durinng a given time, anoother
probabilisticc measure is frequen
ntly used, the
average tim
me to stability failure. It is convennient
and commoon to assume stability faillure events too be
described aas a stationaary Poisson process (whhich
can be ddone if staability failu
ure events are
independentt of each othher). One waay to achievee the
independence of staability failu
ure events in
simulations is by perfoorming them
m only until the
first stabilitty failure eveent. For a Poisson
P
proccess,
the time intterval until stability
s
failu
ure is a randdom
variable, saatisfying expponential distribution witth a
constant ratte parameter r and



(7)

u
stabilityy
The estimatte of the aveerage time until

faillure T can be
b found byy repetition of
o numericall
sim
mulations N times and aaveraging tim
me intervalss
h
Ti until the first stabiliity failure from each

2. PROBA
ABILISTIC
C MEASURE
ES



2

(44)

variancce of time unntil stability failure

Var{ X } = 1 r 2 = T 2

(55)
Fig
gure 2: Function

p = 1 − e− rt = 1 − e−t / T

g = − lnn(1 − F )

(y-ax
xis) vs. non-dim
mensional time until stabiliity failure τ = T T (x-axis))
fro
om numericall simulations (symbols) an
nd theoreticall
exp
ponential distrribution (2) (linne) for a conta
ainer ship (top))
and a cruise vesssel (bottom).

The proobability of at least onee failure durring
time t can tthen be calcuulated as
(66)
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ΔT
T = 1.96σ m = 1.96 T

3

N;

thu
us, the requireed number oof stability failure events
N = 1.962 (ΔT / T )

(10)

Figure 4 shows the 995% confidence intervall
ΔT as percentage of T deepending on the numberr
of stability faiilure events N ; N = 1000 and 200
a
20 and 13% error, respectively.
r
corrrespond to about

3. PROBLEM
M OF RARIITY
Using prob
babilistic safe
fety measurees as criteriaa
req
quires some form
f
of counnting of stabiility failures,,
which means th
hat stability failure even
nts should bee
really encounteered during numerical simulations..
Forr the cases of
o interest inn practical approval,
a
thee
typ
pical number of stability ffailure eventts per designn
lifee is very low
w: of the ordder of magniitude of lesss
than one per design
d
life ((about 30 yeears), whichh
means that the relevant aveerage time until
u
stabilityy
faillure in simulations is morre than 30 yeears.
Besides, accurate estim
mation of aveerage time too
faillure from nu
umerical sim
mulations req
quires manyy
rep
petitions of simulationss in multip
ple random
m
realisations of sea states: about 200 according
a
too
Fig
g. 4, if 10%--accuracy iss required. This means,,
how
wever, very
y long sim
mulation tim
me: for thee
con
nsidered 30 years and 200 realisaations, 60000
yeaars of simulation time.

Figure 3: Staandard deviatioon of time unttil stability faillure
T (x-aaxis)
(y-axis) vs. avverage time until stability failure
f
from numerrical simulatioons (symbols) and theorettical
distribution (44) (line) for exceedance of 40°
exponential d
roll angle (top
p) and 6.3 m/s²² lateral acceleration (bottom
m).

distribution for time interval until stability faillure,
if care is taaken in numeerical simulaations that sttability failure eevents are independent of each other.

Even with significantlly simplified
d numericall
sim
mulation meth
hods, achievi
ving, for exam
mple, 1/10000
ratiio of compu
utation time to the simu
ulation time,,
the resulting computation
c
nal effort iss too large..
Bellow, two procedures
p
aare proposeed that cann
sign
nificantly red
duce computtational time.

Althouggh stability failure
f
has not
n been defiined
yet within the Second Generation Intact Stabiility
n exceedancee of
Criteria, an obvious deffinition is an
on threshold.. In
some roll anngle or lateraal acceleratio
the examples considereed here, excceedance of roll
a
angle of 400° or lateral acceleration
of 6.3 m/s² was
used for illuustration.

4. NUMERIC
CAL TOOL
LS AND EXA
AMPLES
In the exam
mples below
w, numerical simulationss
werre carried ou
ut with a seaakeeping sim
mulation tooll
rollls [2], com
mbining lineaar hydrodyn
namics withh

A practtically relevaant question is the requuired
number of sstability failuure events to
o be encounteered
in simulatioons for an acccurate enoug
gh estimate T of
the averagee time untill stability faailure T . The
standard deeviation σ m of the mean
m
time uuntil
stability faiilure T satisfies, for large enough N ,
the law of laarge numberrs
σm = σ

N

(99)

where σ iss the standardd deviation of
o the time uuntil
stability failure. Using σ = T acco
ording to (4)) for
exponentiall distributioon and requiring
r
995%
confidence for the estiimate T leaads to the hhalfbreadth of th
the 95%-conffidence interrval equal to

Fig
gure 4: 95% confidence
c
inteerval ΔT as percentage off
T vs. the numbeer of stability fa
failure events N .
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nonlinear Froude-Kryllov and reestoring forrces,
which is abbout 103 timees quicker th
han real timee for
motion simuulations in irrregular short-crested wavves.

4

stab
bility failurre rate r or average time untill
stab
bility failuree T = 1/ r ovver wave heeight (at thee
sam
me wave periiod) can be uused. This approach
a
cann
be used
u
to efficiently take innto account all sea statess
in a scatter tablle, thus, if thhis method iss applied forr
direect stability
y assessmennt, the resu
ults can bee
direectly used ass operational guidance.

As exam
mple ships, a cruise vesssel, 1700, 88400
and 14000 TEU containner ships an
nd a RoRo fferry
were used. For each veessel, three low-GM
l
loadding
conditions w
were selectedd, for illustraation of the ppure
loss, param
metric roll and dead ship condiition
stability failure modes, and three high-GM loadding
conditions to illustratte excessive acceleratiions
F 5.
stability faillure mode, Fig.

The extrap
polation metthod, propossed first byy
Ton
nguc and Söding
S
[3], is applied here in thee
folllowing form:
ln T = A + B hs2

(11)

where T is the average tim
me until a stab
bility failure,,
hs is the signifiicant wave hheight, and A and B aree

5. EXTRA
APOLATIO
ON OF FAIILURE RA
ATE
OVER WAVE HE
EIGHT

nstants, indeependent froom the signiificant wavee
con
height but depeending on waave period an
nd direction,,
ship
p speed and loading conddition.

To reduuce the total simulation tiime requiredd for
probabilisticc direct stability asssessment and
probabilisticc operationaal guidance, extrapolationn of

A linear exttrapolation oof ln T over 1 hs2 can bee
perrformed for such values of ln T , forr which ln T
lineearly depend
ds on 1 hs2 , ssee e.g. Fig. 6. Note thatt
lineear extrapolation is alsso acceptable when thee
dep
pendency of ln T on 1 hs2 is conveex, as in thee
exaample in Fig.. 7; linear exxtrapolation in
i such casess
lead
ds to under-estimation oof the averag
ge time untill
stab
bility failure, i.e. to conseervative resu
ults.
To find a value of lnn T , at and above
a
whichh
2
lineear extrapolaation over 1 hs can be peerformed (inn
an accurate or at least consservative waay), series off
merical simu
ulations weree performed for all shipss
num
and
d loading conditions desscribed abov
ve at variouss
forw
ward speeds and seawayy periods and directions..
Forr each of th
hese combinaations, signiificant wavee
height was systtematically vvaried. The average
a
timee
unttil stability failure was defined fro
om N = 200

Figure 5: Loaading conditioons in examplee computationss ()
for 1700 TEU
U container shiip: draft (x-axiis) vs. GM (y-aaxis),
minimum GM
M according to 2008 IS Code
C
(⎯), Levvel 1
vulnerability areas (grey) for pure loss (top), param
metric
ons (bottom) and
roll (middle)) and excessiive acceleratio
loading condiitions from Triim and Stabilityy Booklet (×).

gure 6: Examples of extrappolation appro
oximating welll
Fig
ressults of direct simulations.
s
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Figure 7: Examples
conservative rresults.

o
of

extrapolation

leading

5

to

me sea statee until the first
realisations of the sam
o 40° roll anngle
stability faillure event (eexceedance of
was used ass stability faailure event).. The resultts of
this study shhow that


For moost situationss, the depend
dency of ln T on
1 hs2 b
becomes linear for ln T > 5 , Fig. 8.

Figu
ure 9: Examp
ples of convexx dependenciess of ln T on
1 hs2 ; linear extra
apolation is connservative.

Figure 8: Exaamples of lineaar dependency
y of ln T on 1 hs2
over completee range of wavve heights.





dency of ln T on
In manny situationss, the depend
2
1 hs iis slightly to
o moderately
y convex, Figg. 9
(top), in some casses strongly convex, Figg. 9
(bottom
m); for suchh cases, linear extrapolaation
of ln T over 1 hs2 for ln T > 5 would leadd to
conserrvative resultts, i.e. is still acceptable.

Figu
ure 10: Concave dependenncies of ln T on 1 hs2 for

lnT
T < 6 ; linear ex
xtrapolation caan be used for ln T > 6 .

In som
me situations, the depend
dency of ln T on
2
1 hs iis concave fo
or ln T < 6 , Fig.
F 10; in ssuch
cases, extrapolatioon can be performed for
ln T > 6 to avoid non-conservattive errors.

Note that ln T = 6 meeans about 400 s timee
inteerval until sttability failur
ure, which is feasible forr
mo
odern numerical simulatioon methods.
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If extrappolation of failure
f
rate (or
( time inteerval
until failuree) over wavee height is ussed, the requuired
number of ffailure eventts used for av
veraging at eeach
wave heigght can be reduced, because linnear
extrapolatioon can be simultaneou
usly used aas a
smoothing linear fitt to remo
ove stochaastic
d
oscillations.. Figure 11 compares dependencies
s of
2
1/
h
on
,
obtained
w
with
200
(so
lid
lines)
and
d
20
ln T
s

6

6. DESIGN SEA
S
STATE
ES
Probabilistic direct stabbility assessm
ment requiress
sum
mmation of short-term pprobabilities of stabilityy
faillure over all sea states inn a scatter tab
ble and overr
all seaway dirrections. FFor examplee, the IACS
S
scaatter table fo
or the Northh Atlantic contains
c
1977
non
n-zero entriees; if assesssment is peerformed forr
eveery 10° seaw
way directionns, the numb
ber of short-term
m simulation
ns becomes 3743 (for each
e
forwardd
speeed and forr each loadding condittion). Onee
posssibility to reeduce the reequired numb
ber of short-term
m assessmen
nts is to redduce the tottal space off
con
nditions encountered duuring design
n life (wavee
height, period and directioon and ship speed) to a
smaall number of
o representaative situatio
ons, assumedd
to be
b sufficient for normingg: ships perfforming welll
eno
ough in the selected
s
situuations will also
a
perform
m
welll enough in all possiblee conditions (“design seaa
stattes” method)).

(dashed linnes) realisattions per point.
p
Althoough
dashed liness show moree stochastic oscillations,
o
tthey
can still be uused for a linnear fit.
For loaading condittions, marginally fulfillling
Level 1 parrametric roll vulnerability
y criteria, diirect
simulations can cover rather
r
large part
p of a scaatter
table in a feeasible simulation time. Such sea sttates
are highligghted greenn in the example
e
(Noorth
Atlantic scatter table) in Fig. 12;; sea states for
which extraapolation ovver wave heeight had too be
used are higghlighted bluue.

Figure 11: Exxamples of dep
pendencies of ln
using N=200 (so
olid lines) and 20 (dashed linnes) realisation
ns for a cruise
l T on 1 hs2 u
vessel (left) an
nd a 8400 TEU
U container shiip (right).

Figure 12: Seea states in wh
hich failure ratte was defined direct from numerical
n
simu
ulations (greenn) or extrapola
ated over wavee
height (blue);; numbers corrrespond to freq
quency of occu
urrence of sea states
s
in North
h Atlantic wavee climate.
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Variouss definitionss of design sea states are
possible; hhere design sea states cover all zeeroupcrossing periods of a scatter tablee (with a stepp of
w
height per
1 s), but wiith only one significant wave
wave period; this wavee height waas defined ussing
the wave ssteepness tabble from [3]]. Three w
wave
directions (hhead, beam and
a followin
ng) were useed in
each designn sea state to cover parametric and
synchronouus roll and puure loss of staability.
For com
mparison, allso full prob
babilistic diirect
stability asssessment was
w performeed, taking into
account all zero-upcrossing seaway
y periods andd all
wave heightts in the Norrth-Atlantic scatter
s
table and
for all wavve directions (assuming them uniforrmly
distributed) with 10° sttep. Exceedance of 40° roll
angle was uused as stabillity failure. Note that inn the
full probabilistic assesssment, it is not possiblee to
separate ccontributions from parametric or
synchronouus roll or puree loss of stab
bility in the ttotal
probability of stability failure.
f
The aim
m of this studdy was to com
mpare resultts of
full probabbilistic stabillity assessmeent (full scaatter
table, all w
wave directioons) with thee assessmennt in
design sea states (abouut 10 sea staates, three w
wave
directions). Stability failure ratess in design sea
states weree weighted and summeed; the weigghts
were taken equal to thee occurrencee frequencie s of
zero-upcrosssing periodds. This assessment
a
was
performed for the same
s
shipss and loadding
on, separatelyy at
conditions aas in the preevious sectio
several forw
ward speeds.
Using significant waave heights according
a
too the
wave steepness table [4]
[ leads to relatively stteep
seaways. Sttill, stabilityy failure ratees could nott be
computed ddirectly in some
s
cases (particularlyy in
short waves) because of
o too rare stability faiilure
events; in such cases,, extrapolatiion of stabiility
h
was uused.
failure rate over significant wave height
Examples in Fig. 13 illlustrate this: the significcant
a shown w
with
wave heighhts accordinng to [3] are
vertical bluue lines. In less steep seea states, e.gg. as
those suggeested by Itally for Level 2 vulnerabiility
assessment for param
metric roll, stability
s
faiilure
events are much lesss rare and might reqquire
extrapolatioon at all waave periods. On the oother
hand, steepeer design seaa states than those accordding
to [3] may bbe difficult too implement in model tessts.

Fig
gure 13: Exam
mples of depenndencies of ln T on 1 hs2 in
n
dessign sea statess; vertical bluue lines corresspond to wavee
heiight according
g to seaway steeepness table frrom [3].

(y-aaxis) on the long-term sttability failure rate in alll
seaa states and all wave dirrections (x-aaxis) for thee
fou
ur vessels between folloowing, beam
m and headd
wav
ves. Figure 15 shows weeighted sums of stabilityy
faillure rates ov
ver all desiggn sea states (y-axis) vs..
lon
ng-term stabiility failure rrate in all seea states andd
all wave directions (x-axxis) betweeen the fourr
vesssels, each po
oint correspoonds to a com
mbination off
a lo
oading condition and forw
ward speed.

Figure 14 comparees the depen
ndencies of the
weighted sttability failuure rate in design sea sttates
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ure 15: Stabillity failure rattes in design sea states (yFigu
axiss) vs. long-term
m stability failuure rate in all sea
s states and
all wave directio
ons (x-axis) ffor four vesseels (different
mbols) in follo
owing (top), beam (middlee) and head
sym
(botttom) waves.

A similar comparisonn was perrformed forr
exccessive accelerations staability failurre mode forr
loading conditiions with laarge initial GM values..
Thee stability faailure was deefined as thee exceedancee
of 6.3 m/s² laateral acceleeration; sim
mulations inn
dessign sea states were peerformed on
nly in beam
m
wav
ves (long-terrm probabiliistic assessm
ment was stilll
perrformed in alll wave direcctions). Figu
ure 16 showss
the weighted su
um of stabilitity failure rattes in designn
seaa states in beeam waves (yy-axis) vs. th
he long-term
m
exccessive accelerations stabbility failure rate (x-axis))
sep
parately for each of thee four vesseels; Fig. 177
sum
mmarises results.

Figure 14: Sttability failuree rates in design sea states (yaxis) at threee wave directioons (different symbols)
s
vs. loongterm stabilityy failure rate in all sea sta
ates and all w
wave
directions (x-axis) for four vessels.
v
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Figu
ure 17: Excessive acceleratiion stability fa
ailure rate in
beam design sea
a states (y-axiis) vs. long-teerm stability
failu
ure rate in all sea states and all wave direcctions (x-axis)
for four vessels (d
different symbools).

The concep
pt of design ssea states caan be used iff
the dependenccy of the ffull long-terrm stabilityy
faillure rate on the stabilityy failure ratee defined inn
dessign sea stattes is monootonous (i.e. ranking off
diffferent loadin
ng conditionss is the sam
me in the fulll
lon
ng-term assesssment and iin the design
n sea states))
and
d, besides, th
he same for all ships and
d all loadingg
con
nditions. Figu
ures 15 and 17 confirm, in principle,,
that this depend
dency is appproximately monotonous,
m
,
i.e. ranking of
o ships, looading con
nditions andd
ward speedss is correctlyy reproduced
d. However,,
forw
these dependeencies shoow significcant scatterr
bettween ships and forward
rd speeds, which
w
meanss
that standards, defined for the “design
n sea states””
method will haave to be sellected conserrvatively forr
som
me ships, i.e.. that this asssessment is not
n the “truee
Lev
vel 3” assesssment. Thiss scatter requ
uires furtherr
con
nsideration, e.g.
e the ideaa of differen
nt design seaa
stattes for diffferent stabiliity failure modes mayy
pro
ovide better results.
r
For the loaading condittions on thee margin off
Lev
vel 1 vulnerability aassessment, short-term
m
stab
bility failuree rate in deesign seaway
ys is of thee
ord
der of 5⋅10-3 1/s in full sccale; this corresponds too
tim
me until stabiility failure of about 30
0 s in modell
scaale, which is feasible forr model testts as well ass
for numerical siimulations.

7. PRACTICAL CONSID
DERATION
NS
The preparaation of the ssimulations has requiredd
abo
out 2 days fo
or 5 ships (66 loading co
onditions forr
eacch). Note th
hat the requiired input iss not part off
stan
ndard approv
val, thus the preparation has requiredd
mu
uch manual work,
w
whichh will not bee required inn

Figure 16: Excessive acceleeration stabiliity failure ratee in
n sea states (yy-axis) vs. long-term stabiility
beam design
failure rate in
n all sea states and all wave directions
d
(x-aaxis)
separately forr each of four vessels.
v
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performed only for assumed input parameters, most
importantly, standard seaway spectra. Sensitivity
of the results to the input parameters needs to be
investigated. In option (2), Operational Guidance is
pre-computed by an on-shore provider before
departure from the port, using the most actual
weather forecast available. This approach allows,
in principle, using comprehensive numerical tools
and statistical procedures. The drawback of this
option is the possibility of unforeseen delays in the
ship operator time schedule. In option (3), required
computations are performed in real-time (on board
or onshore) during operation, once accurate weather
forecast is available, thus both numerical tools and
statistical procedures have to be significantly
simplified; note that the advantage of more accurate
weather data may be to some degree compensated
by reduced accuracy of numerical tools and
statistical procedures. Note also that “real time”
means here simulations well before encountering
heavy weather conditions, in order to enable route
changing to avoid heavy weather if operational
measures are not sufficient to achieve the required
safety level.

the future. The computation time per loading
condition per forward speed was 750 h processor
time for the full long-term assessment using
extrapolation of failure rate over wave height.
When design sea states assessment was used, the
entire computational time was 68 h per loading
condition per forward speed.
Note that the
reduction of the computational time of the design
sea states method compared to the full assessment
was only 750/68 ≈ 11 times, from which 19/3 ≈ 6
times due to the reduced number of wave
directions; thus, the reduction of computing time
due to the reduced number of wave heights (1 in the
design sea states method vs. 16 in the full
assessment) was only 1.7 times.
Extrapolation of stability failure rate over wave
height in a probabilistic direct stability assessment
can be applied to provide accurate or at least
conservative results in acceptable computational
time. The advantage of this approach is that the
results of direct stability assessment can be directly
used as operational guidance. On the other hand,
design sea states approach can reduce the total
computational time required for direct stability
assessment by more than 10 times compared to the
method based on extrapolation. Although the
results of assessment in design sea states cannot be
used as operational guidance, this method can be
used to sort out sufficiently safe loading conditions
at a lower computational cost, and then use a more
comprehensive method to develop operational
guidance only for those loading conditions that fail
direct assessment.

Input from all interested stakeholders is
required to discuss advantages and drawbacks of
options (1)-(3).
Finally, practical approval of Level 3
procedures (both direct stability assessment and
operational guidance), needs quantification of the
uncertainty of the proposed methods, both for the
full assessment based on the extrapolation over
wave height and for the design sea states method.

Operational Guidance is defined as “the
recommendation, information or advice to an
operator aimed at decreasing the likelihood of
failures and/or their consequences” [5]; it is
assumed to be developed using outcomes of the
direct stability assessment. Operational Guidance
can be implemented, in principle, according to the
following approaches: (1) pre-computation and
approval of Operational Guidance at the design
stage; (2) pre-computations by an on-shore provider
before departure; and (3) real-time computations
during operation.
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Following option (1) Operational Guidance is
pre-computed and approved in the design stage,
which allows using most comprehensive numerical
tools and statistical procedures, e.g. probabilistic
assessment. However, such computations can be
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Regulatory Aspects of Implementation of IMO Second
Generation Intact Stability Criteria
William S. Peters, USCG Office of Design and Engineering Standards
Vadim Belenky, Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division
ABSTRACT

Development of second generation intact stability criteria at IMO began in 2005, but is based on research
that has been carried out over many decades. While research can identify algorithms or processes that can
successfully replicate or describe physical phenomena of ship stability failure, a regulation requires an
assessment about whether or not a standard has been satisfied. Even if presented in a probabilistic format,
the assessment of regulatory compliance ultimately comes to an evaluation of whether there is an acceptable
likelihood of failure. The development of the second generation intact stability criteria acknowledges both
the contribution of intact stability research through the use of levels of vulnerability criteria and the
challenge of identifying methods of assessment that are simultaneously reliable, consistent, and robust. This
challenge is further complicated by understanding that a given ship may be assessed to have both an
acceptable and unacceptable likelihood of failure based upon the ship’s loading condition. This paper
discusses these and related aspects of the development of regulations for the second generation intact
stability criteria. In particular, procedures for revision and rectification of the criteria, standards and
explanatory notes are discussed. The industry already provided valuable feedback on consistency between
the levels of vulnerability criteria on pure loss of stability. More feedback is expected in the next few years,
so the regulator has to be ready to process and use this feedback
Keywords: IMO, Second Generation Intact Stability Criteria, 2008 IS Code.

perseverance and diligence of those persons
involved in the effort.

1. INTRODUCTION
The development of the IMO second generation
intact stability criteria has been an intense effort
spanning many years. Even while the work to
restructure the 1993 intact stability code was
underway, the goal to address the problems against
accidents related to stability which generally had
not yet been solved was understood. Indeed, the
preamble to the 2008 IS Code recognizes this:
“…the safety of a ship in a seaway involves
complex hydrodynamic phenomena which up to
now have not been fully investigated and
understood. Motion of ships in a seaway should be
treated as a dynamical system and relationships
between ship and environmental conditions such as
wave and wind excitations are recognized as
extremely important elements.
Based on
hydrodynamic aspects and stability analysis of a
ship in a seaway, stability criteria development
poses complex problems that require further
research.” That the work to realize this goal is
coming to fruition is a testament to the

The care by which the outcomes of this work
are placed into a regulatory framework is no less
important than the work itself. Further, the
introduction of these new criteria into a recognized
international instrument such as the 2008 IS Code
represents - at least for some entities in the
maritime industry – added regulatory encroachment
where – they believe - none is really needed.
Machiavelli identified the problem: “There is
nothing more difficult to take in hand, more
perilous to conduct, or more uncertain in its
success, than to take the lead in the introduction of
a new order of things.” That the second generation
intact stability criteria regulation is an initiation of a
new order of things is a view difficult to
successfully oppose.
The development of the second generation
stability criteria recognizes that stability failure
may be caused by different physical mechanisms,
and, as identified in section 1.2 of Part A of the
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2008 IS Code on dynamic stability phenomena in
waves, the different modes of stability failure are
explicitly considered:

•

•

The criteria and standards for each of these five
stability failure modes are addressed in the
foregoing documents. The development of the
explanatory notes for the second generation
instability criteria is expected to ensure uniform
interpretations and application of the new criteria
such that two assessments of the same ship’s
loading condition yields a common result. The
technical background of these criteria is described
in Peters, et. al. (2011). Annexes 3 through 7 of
document SDC 3/WP.5 contain the current drafts of
the explanatory notes for each of the five stability
failure modes.

•
•
•

Restoring arm variation problems, such as
parametric excitation and pure loss of stability;
Stability under dead ship condition, as defined
by SOLAS regulation II-1/3-8;
Maneuvering related problems in waves, such
as broaching-to (initiated by surf-riding; and
Excessive accelerations (SLF 53/19, paragraph
3.28).

As has been discussed previously, the
appearance of novel hull forms renewed interest in
dynamic stability, (see e.g. France, et al. 2003) and
in development of methods to assess dynamic
stability. The development has emphasized an
adequate replication of the physics of stability
failure and on making the new criteria
performance-based (Belenky, et al. 2008). In other
words, instead of addressing certain types of ships,
the new criteria bases ship assessments on the hull
geometry, the loading condition, and the physics of
the stability failure.

3. GENERAL CONSISTENCY ISSUES
A critical element of the robustness of the
criteria is a reliable and repeatable assessment
method. Common difficulties are the implied
relationships between Parts A and B in the Code
that, currently, are handled as footnotes.
Mandatory criteria in part A refers to loading
conditions defined in Part B (Sections 3.3. and 3.4,
respectively). Part A criteria regarding righting
lever properties allows for alternative criteria for
cases where the angle of the maximum righting
lever when less than 25 degrees.

The multi-tiered structure of new criteria
addresses the potential complexity of the
application of the new criteria. The first-level
vulnerability check is very simple and quick, but
conservative. If vulnerability to a particular stability
failure mode is determined not to occur, no further
assessments are needed. If not, then a more
detailed, but less conservative analysis follows,
which is the second-level vulnerability assessment.

Further, the last paragraph of the section (2.3.5)
on the weather criterion points out that the criterion
was based on ships having certain parameters, the
most significant of which is probably the beam to
draft ratio (B/d) to be less than 3.5. The current
requirement permits the angle of roll to be
determined by model tests using the procedures in
MSC.1/Circ.1200. Given the costs associated with
model tests the desirability of permitting an
analytical method as an alternative is clear. The
challenge for this is to ensure that the alternative
method provides reliably consistent outcomes for
ships with loading conditions that satisfy the
weather criterion and those loading conditions with
parameters beyond those provided.

2. THE CURRENT STATUS
The IMO Sub-committee on Ship Design and
Construction (SDC) finalized the five elements of
the criteria as Draft amendments to Part B of the
2008 IS Code for:
•

•
•

•

Vulnerability Criteria of Levels 1 And 2 for the
Excessive Acceleration Failure Mode (Annex 2
of SDC 3/WP.5).

Vulnerability Criteria of Levels 1 And 2 for the
Pure Loss of Stability Failure Mode (Annex 1
of SDC 2/WP.4);
Vulnerability Criteria of Levels 1 And 2 for the
Parametric Rolling Failure Mode (Annex 2 of
SDC 2/WP.4);
Vulnerability Criteria of Levels 1 And 2 for the
Surf-Riding / Broaching Failure Mode (Annex
3 of SDC 2/WP.4).
Vulnerability Criteria of Levels 1 And 2 for the
Dead Ship Condition Failure Mode (Annex 1 of
SDC 3/WP.5).

4. CONSISTENCY ISSUES IN PURE LOSS
OF STABILITY
Large values of B/d seem to contribute to
consistency issues of vulnerability criteria for pure
loss of stability. Inconsistency between Levels 1
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Table 2 Vulnerability check for pure loss of stability

and 2 of the vulnerability criteria has been reported
in Annex of SDC 3/6/2, when analyzing results for
cruise ships for values of drafts and GM, i.e.
maximizing B/d ratio. To explore this, a case study
was performed with a notional cruise ship to
determine the underlying reason for inconsistency.
The geometry and principal particulars of the
notional ship are presented in Figure 1 and Table 1.
With the value of B/d = 4.75, the notional ship's
characteristics are similar to other ships for which
the inconsistency has been observed.

D, m

KG, m

Limit
factor

Standard values =
15
16.74
16
19.5
17
19.78
18
19.78

φmax
φmax
GMmin
GMmin

Level 1
GM, m
> 0.05m
3.0935
0.33
0.053
0.053

Level 2
CR1
< 0.06
0.0005
0.089
0.073
0.036

Level 2
CR2
< 0.06
0.00039
0.036
0.048
0.048

The mechanism of inconsistency may be
partially understood from Figure 2, which shows
the GZ curves for different wave steepness, when
the wave crest is near amidships. One can see that
somewhere between above the steepness 0.03
(actually above 0.0334 as the Level 1 criterion is
satisfied), the GZ curve becomes completely
negative. Because there are a sufficient number of
wave cases from the wave scatter table that are
capable of causing such a deterioration of the GZ
curve, the total probability exceeds the standard
value of 0.06.

Table 1 Principal particulars of notional ship for the case study

Length BP, m
Length OA, m
Beam, m
Draft, m
Speed, kt

3

260
271.7
38
8
25

GZ curve with the wave crest
near amidships, m

1

H/λ=0.01
0.02

0.5
0.03
0

Figure 1 Geometry of notional ship for the case study
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Heel, deg
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40
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The main control parameter for the study was
the Depth to the freeboard deck, which was varied
from 15 to 18 m in 1 meter increments. The
following steps were carried out for each value of
depth:

35

0.05

Figure 2 GZ curves in waves for different values of wave
steepness, D=17 m

• Step 1: Calculate the limiting KG value based on
2008 IS Code (Part A, 2.2 only – the weather
criterion was not evaluated since the B/d ratio is
out of applicable range).
• Step 2: Carry out the vulnerability criterion
Level 1 check for the critical KG. If the case is
found not to satisfy the Level 1 standard, the KG
is reduced and the case is re-checked. If the case
is still found not to satisfy the Level 1 standard,
the KG is reduced again. This process is
repeated until the Level 1 criterion is satisfied.
• Step 3: Carry out the vulnerability criterion
Level 2 check for the step 2 determined KG

As the inconsistency has been discovered, two
questions should be answered: why is the
vulnerability criterion inconsistent and what can be
done to insure consistency in the future?
Possible Reason for Inconsistency
The Level 1 criterion is based on the minimum
GM value calculated during the wave pass. As is
well-known, the GM does not characterize the
stability of a ship in large heel angles. At the same
time, the Level 2 criteria include stability
characteristics at large angles of heel such as the
minimum value of the angle of vanishing stability
in waves and minimum value of the heel angle
under specified heeling moment. Thus, a
consistency between Levels 1 and 2 is not
automatic.

The results are shown in Table 2. The third
column in the table identifies the limiting factor
from the 2008 IS Code, A/2.2. The inconsistency
between the Level 1 and 2 is observed for the
values of depth of 16 and 17 m
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noted in SDC 3/6/2, there are no reliable data on
vulnerability of cruise ships to pure loss of stability.
Three cases of stability failure attributable to pure
loss of stability have occurred with passenger and
ro-ro ferries, not cruise ships (Maritime New
Zealand, 2007; Swedish Accident Investigation
Board, 2008; Transportation Safety Board, 2011).
Indeed, caution has to be exercised, but for the time
being assume the notional ship is non-vulnerable to
pure loss of stability.

Such an answer may lead to another question:
more than a hundred sample ships have been tested
during the development of the vulnerability criteria,
but why has this inconsistency not been discovered
earlier in the criteria development as the
consistency between the levels was one of the items
checked when testing the vulnerability criteria?
The parameters of the GZ curve are not
independent values. Further, testing of the second
generation intact stability criteria generally
assumed that the first generation criteria are
satisfied. A possible reason, therefore, why it was
not discovered earlier is probably that the
consistency was implicitly provided by this
dependence. Thus, when the parameters of a ship to
be tested were out of the usual range (B/d = 4.75),
the “traditional” means of providing consistency
was no longer available.

Step Two: Refinement of Calculation Method
Inclusion of the weathertight volume as
buoyant volume into the stability calculations could
be an example of such refinement. Why is it a good
idea?
Consider the following scenario: when a ship
heels due to degradation of stability near the wave
crest, superstructures will immerse and provide
additional drag; speed will decrease and the wave
will take over the ship. Once the wave crest passes,
stability will be partially regained and a ship may
return to the upright position. As a result, the
duration of the immersing of the superstructure may
be not sufficient for progressive flooding to occur
through the closed weathertight openings. Thus, the
exclusion of the weathertight volume may make the
Level 2 assessment too conservative. Is this
possible?

Resolving the Inconsistency
Once the inconsistency has been discovered and
its reason understood, it must be resolved. For the
multi-tiered second generation intact stability
criteria, the following three-step procedure may be
considered:
Step one – establish the ground truth: is a ship
where the inconsistency between the levels is
discovered, actually vulnerable to the stability
failure of interest?

Table 3 shows results of calculations for the
notional ships with the volume of superstructure
included as it was assumed “weathertight.” Figure
3 shows GZ curves for different wave steepness,
when the wave crest is near amidships calculated
with the superstructure included. This inclusion
lead to a decrease of the CR1 values in the Level 2
check as they are related to the range of stability.
As expected, there is no effect on the CR2 value
since this reflects stability at smaller angles.
Formally, the inconsistency has been resolved
because the Level 2 criterion no longer indicates
vulnerability

Step two –consider if refining the calculation
method for cases where the inconsistency is found,
solves the problem. If it does, then, the explanatory
notes can be revised with the identified process,
which may be considered as a new interpretation.
Step three – consider if changing a standard
solves the problem. If it does, the regulation
document may be updated, but there would not be a
need to redo the sample calculations.
Consideration of revising the criteria should
occur only if both step two and three are
unsuccessful and the compelling need to resolve the
inconsistency remains evident.

Table 3 Vulnerability check for pure loss of stability with the
weathertight volume included

Step One: Ground Truth
The inconsistency between Level 1 and 2
means that Level 1 criteria indicate vulnerability,
while the Level 2 criterion does not. As an
approved direct stability assessment procedure is
not yet available, the ground truth has to be
established based on practical experience. As it is

D, m

KG, m

Standard values =
15
16.74
16
19.5
17
19.78
18
19.78

30

Limit
factor
φmax
φmax
GMmin
GMmin

Level 1
GM, m
> 0.05m
0.33
0.053
0.053

Level 2
CR1
< 0.06
0.0028
0.0035
0.0035

Level 2
CR2
< 0.06
0.036
0.048
0.048
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5. SUPPORT OF REGULATIONS

GZ curve near wave crest, m
0.6

Regulations or rules define a relationship
between a criterion and a standard. When a
regulation comes into effect, it does so only after a
normally
lengthy
process
that
includes
identification of compelling need, development,
testing, proposal, notice and comment, revision,
approval and adoption. Each of these stages adds to
the support that is necessary for the regulation
application to be consistent not only for the ships
that are tested but also for those that are not tested.
Hence,
the
regulation
support
includes
interpretations on the implementation of the
regulation as well as providing for regulatory
updating to reflect changes in accepted safety level
and design, construction and operation practices. In
this way, regulations may be conceived as similar
to published software.

H/λ=0.01
0.02

0.4
0.03
0.2
0.04
0

10

20

5

30

Heel, deg
40

-0.2
0.05

Figure 3 GZ curves in waves for different values of wave
steepness, D=17 m with superstructure included

Step Three: Changing Standards
While in a formal sense the inconsistency has
been resolved, the values in Table 3 are quite close
to the standard. So, a re-consideration of the
standard value may be appropriate.

There is a constant opposite pull between the
need for easily amendable regulations and the need
for regulatory stability to aid commerce. Outside
the scope of this discussion there exist international
issues that are bogged down because of the
difficulties of regulatory amendment.
This
experience, like similar others, demonstrate that
regulations should include flexible amendment
procedures based on the needed support.

The current standards are set by comparison of
the criteria values for a ship with known
vulnerabilities and ships known not to be
vulnerable. Usually, the gap between these
quantities is large enough that a change of the
standard value may be allowed towards less
conservative side without introducing new
inconsistencies.
Alternatively, the standard may be customized
for different size of ships (say, on the basis of
length). The GZ curves in Figure 2 and Figure 3
computed for the wave steepness 0.05 look very
dangerous with or without including the
superstructure. However for a ship with length of
260 m, the wave height is 13 m for steepness of
0.05. There is a low likelihood that a ship of this
size and power (and under control) would
encounter a wave of this size by the stern.

While the support issues are not explicitly
considered in the framework of IMO's second
generation intact stability criteria (Annex 1 to SLF
54/3/1), the explicit separation of criteria and
standards facilitates rational and transparent
organization of regulation support.
The criteria reflect current understanding of
physics of stability failure expressed with the
different level of complexity, depending on the
level. The standards reflect the operational
experience and empirical safety level. Adjusting the
standard allows the regulation or rule to be “tuned”
as experience is gained; thus being the principal
channel of support of the second generation IMO
intact stability criteria.

The Level 2 vulnerability criterion for pure loss
of stability is, in fact, a long-term probabilistic
criterion. As it was shown by the simulation study
(Boonstra, et al 2004, ter Bekke, et al, 2006, van
Daalen, et al 2005) carried out in the Netherlands
and summarized in SLF 49/INF.7, the long-term
probabilistic assessment performed without
including any (even extremely simple) operator
model may lead to overconservative results. Thus,
it may be meaningful to include such considerations
when customizing the standard for different sizes of
ships.

6. SUMMARY
The paper briefly reviews the current status of
implementation of the second generation of IMO
intact stability criteria, recalls its main idea and
refers to the most important technical publications
on the topic.
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France, W. M, Levadou, M., Treakle, T. W.,
Paulling, J. R., Michel, K. Moore, C. (2003) “An
Investigation of Head-Sea Parametric Rolling and
its Influence on Container Lashing Systems”.
Marine Tech.¸ Vol. 40, No 1, pp. 1–19.

The main focus is on the consistency aspects of
the implementation of the new criteria. The most
important one is the consistency between the
mandatory and recommendation parts – i.e.
between the parts A and B of the 2008 IS code as
the implementation of the second generation
criteria is expected in part B.

IMO SDC 2/WP.4 (2015) Development of
Second Generation Intact Stability Criteria. Report
of the Working Group, London, UK.

The other consistency aspect is how to handle
new information indicating inconsistency between
Level 1 and 2 of the vulnerability criteria. The
paper discusses an idea of three-step procedure that
may be useful for these issues. The three steps are:
establishing the ground truth (what level needs
adjustment),
consider
adjustment
through
calculation method and the adjustment of the
standard.

IMO SDC 3/6/2 (2015) Criteria Further
validation of some draft second generation intact
stability criteria. Submitted by Germany
IMO SDC 3/WP.5, (2016) Development of
Second Generation Intact Stability Criteria. Report
of the Working Group, London, UK.
IMO SLF 49/INF.7 (2006) Containership
safety, submitted by the Netherlands, London, UK.

Finally, the paper discusses general issues of
regulation support, concluding that the structure of
the second generation intact stability criteria allows
robust and transparent support through adjusting
the standards as application experience is gained.

IMO SLF 54/3/1 (2011) Report of the Working
Group at SLF 53 (Part 2), Submitted by the
Chairman of the Working Group, London, UK.
Maritime New Zealand (2007) Incident Report
Heavy Weather/Cargo Shift Aratere 3 March 2006.
Maritime New Zealand Investigation Report 06201, vi+57 p, 2007.
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ABSTRACT

The second generation intact stability criteria are currently under development and validation at the IMO.
These criteria are organized in 5 failure modes and 3 levels of assessment in each failure mode. The level 2
for parametric roll failure mode consists of two checks marked C1 and C2. The C2 check is based on the
computation of the maximum roll angle of the ship in both head and following sea by solving the differential
equation of parametric roll through a probabilistic approach. The future regulation proposes an analytical
solution of the maximum roll angle. It also allows a numerical one-degree-of-freedom simulation for solving
the differential equation and finding the maximum roll angle without specifying any method or parameter.
During the latest International Conference on the Stability of Ships and Ocean Vehicles, experts in the field
proposed a method and some parameters for this numerical solving: initial roll angle, simulation duration (in
terms of number of ship’s natural roll periods) and non-linear GZ. This paper deals with the influence of
these parameters used to compute the C2 check on the resulting KGmax curve. Results show that the
simulation duration has a major influence on the KGmax while the initial roll angle has a limited influence. As
expected, linearizing GZ is not relevant.
Keywords: Parametric Roll, Differential Equation, KGmax curve

first check (C1) considers the GM variation in
waves and the reference speed corresponding to the
parametric resonance using a probabilistic approach
based on a table of 16 weighted waves. This paper
deals with the second check of parametric roll
failure mode (C2). This check considers the
maximum roll angle in each of the 197 non-zeroweighted waves of the IACS Wave Scatter Diagram
(IACS, 2001) for 7 different ship speeds
corresponding to head and following seas.
Although both checks are embedded in the same
criterion, C2 is considered as a separate criterion in
this paper. Thus, a KGmax curve can be associated
with it for any ship. The maximum roll angle is
calculated as the maximum absolute value of the
function Φ(t) solution of the differential equation of
parametric roll. The new regulation (SDC 2/WP.4
and SDC 3/WP.5) proposes to calculate the
maximum roll angle from an analytical solution of
the differential equation. It also allows a onedegree-of-freedom numerical simulation. During
the 12th International Conference on the Stability of

1. INTRODUCTION
The second generation intact stability criteria
are currently being developed and validated at the
IMO. They have been presented in detail by Umeda
(2013). This paper deals with their version
amended in February 2015 and January 2016 by the
Sub-Committee on Ship Design and Construction
of the IMO (SDC 2/WP.4 and SDC 3/WP.5). These
new criteria are organized in 5 failure modes:
parametric roll, pure loss of stability, dead ship
condition, surf-riding/broaching and excessive
acceleration. In each failure mode, 3 levels of
assessment are defined. The first level requires
simple calculations and ensures large safety
margins. The second level is based on more
complex computations associated with probabilistic
approaches of the phenomena. It ensures medium
safety margins. The third level consists of a direct
assessment using numerical simulations and
ensures optimized safety margins. The second level
of parametric roll considers two verifications. The
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vulnerable to parametric roll by the level 2 criterion
(Grinnaert, et al., 2016) although neither the test in
the towing tank nor direct assessment computation
have proven this yet.

Ships and Ocean Vehicles, Peters et al. (2015)
proposed to solve this equation with a simulation
time equal to 15 natural roll periods of the ship and
an initial roll angle equal to 5 degrees. They also
recommended considering a non-linear GZ. These
proposals have been included in the explanatory
notes of the new regulation (SDC 3/WP.5). The
goal of this paper is to study the influence of each
of these proposals on the KGmax curves associated
with the C2 criterion for several ships chosen for
their variety of behavior with regard to parametric
roll.

The third ship is a roll-on roll-of vessel
presented by Garme (1997). She is assessed as nonvulnerable to parametric roll by the level 2 criterion
although parametric roll may occur in some
conditions in some lightly-weighted waves
(Grinnaert, et al., 2016).
The last ship is a tanker. The wall-sided shape
of her hull from bilge to deck makes her clearly
non-vulnerable to parametric roll (Grinnaert, et al.,
2016).

2. GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Differential Equation

3. INFLUENCE

The differential equation to be solved is
established as follows:
Φ+

Φ+

Φ,

=0

OF

SIMULATION

DURATION
Since parametric roll is a resonance
phenomenon due to the repetition of the encounter
of waves, attaining the steady state roll amplitude is
essential to determine the vulnerability to this
failure mode. Thus, the duration of the simulation is
important. The KGmax curves associated with the C2
criterion are computed for the four ships previously
presented for 6 different simulation durations, given
as a number of the ship’s natural roll period. The
following durations are tested: 3, 4, 6, 10, 15 and
20 natural roll periods. Peters et al. (2015) and SDC
3/WP.5 recommend a simulation duration equal to
15 roll periods.

(1)

J44 denotes the roll moment of inertia, including
added inertia. B44 denotes the non-linear damping
coefficient. In this paper, it is computed according
to Kawahara et al. (2009) and Ikeda et al. (1978)
for the lift component. W denotes the ship’s weight.
GZ(Φ,t) is the righting arm, as a function of the roll
angle Φ and the time t, varying with the wave
encounter frequency. In this study, GZ is computed
in calm water and “modulated” by the GM in
waves, as proposed by Belenky et al. (2011), Peters
et al. (2015) and SDC 3/WP.5. The solving of the
differential equation provides the maximum roll
angle, which is used to calculate the coefficient C2.
Since the number of non-zero-weighted waves is
large, Grim’s effective wave height concept (1961)
is used to render the computation faster. The
method used to compute C2 and the associated
KGmax is detailed by Grinnaert et al. (2016).

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the results for both
container ships. We observe that the KGmax
significantly varies with the time duration, but the
curves associated with 10, 15 and 20 roll periods
are fully coincident for both ships. This proves that
the steady state roll amplitude has been attained
between 6 and 10 roll periods.

Ships

Figure 3 shows the results for the Ro-Ro vessel.
We observe that all curves are close together. The
KGmax is slightly affected by the simulation
duration. The curves associated with 10, 15 and 20
periods are fully coincident.

The KGmax curves associated with the C2
criterion are computed for 4 different ships chosen
for their different behavior with regard to
parametric roll. The main particulars of all ships are
listed by Grinnaert, et al. (2016).

Figure 4 shows the results for the tanker. We
observe that all curves are coincident and
correspond to zero-GM. This proves that the tanker
is not vulnerable to parametric roll: parametric roll
never occurs, regardless of the wave and speed (the
C2 coefficient is set to 1 if the average value of GM
in waves is negative, see Grinnaert, et al. 2016).

The first ship is the well-known C11 container
ship. She is vulnerable to parametric roll (France, et
al. 2001).
The second ship is a 319 m container ship. An
extreme-roll accident occurred on this ship
(Kaufmann, 2009). She is assessed as possibly
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The simulation duration has no effect on KGmax
curves.
This first test shows that:
1) The more the ship is vulnerable to parametric
roll, the more the simulation duration has an
influence on the KGmax curve associated with the
C2 criterion.
2) The relevance of the simulation duration
equal to 15 natural roll periods of the ship proposed
by Peters, et al. (2015) is confirmed.
Figure 4: Influence of simulation duration on KGmax curves
associated with the C2 criterion for the tanker (all curves
are coincident).

4. INFLUENCE OF INITIAL ROLL ANGLE
The right term in equation (1) is equal to zero
because there is no transverse excitation in
parametric roll. The ship is assumed to sail in pure
head or following seas. Thus, a non-zero initial roll
angle (or a non-zero initial roll speed) must exist to
initialize the numerical phenomenon during the
simulation. Peters et al. (2015) and SDC 3/WP.5
recommend an initial roll angle equal to 5 degrees.
Since the C2 coefficient increases if the maximum
roll angle exceeds 25 degrees (see SDC 2/WP.4), it
may be interesting to start the simulation with an
initial roll angle larger than 5 degrees, in order to
reduce the number of natural roll periods of the ship
needed to attain the steady state roll amplitude.
Computations performed with an initial roll angle
equal to 10 degrees show that the steady state roll
amplitude is attained between 6 and 10 roll periods,
as if the initial roll angle were 5 degrees.
Computations with other durations between 6 and
10 roll periods would probably prove that the initial
roll angle has an influence on the duration needed
to attain the steady state roll amplitude. However,
the initial roll angle has no major influence on this
duration.

Figure 1: Influence of simulation duration on KGmax curves
associated with the C2 criterion for the C11 container ship.

Figure 2: Influence of simulation duration on KGmax curves
associated with the C2 criterion for the 319 m container
ship.

Even if the influence of the initial roll angle on
the duration needed to attain the steady state roll
amplitude is limited, the initial roll angle may also
have an influence on the KGmax. This should be
limited, but not zero. KGmax curves are computed
for the ships previously presented with initial roll
angles equal to 5 and 10 degrees. The results are
shown in Figure 5 to Figure 8 respectively for the
C11 container ship, the 319 m container ship, the
Ro-Ro vessel and the tanker. As expected, we
observe that the initial roll angle has no influence

Figure 3: Influence of simulation duration on KGmax curves
associated with the C2 criterion for the Ro-Ro vessel.
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on the KGmax curves of the tanker since she is not
vulnerable to parametric roll (Figure 8). On the
three other ships, the initial roll angle has a light
influence on the KGmax. Only one point differs
significantly for the 319 m container ship (Figure 6,
draft equal to 9.5 m, difference of approx. 0.5 m
between both KGmax).
To conclude this second section, we can note
the following:
1) The initial roll angle has no major influence
on the duration needed to attain the steady state roll
amplitude.

Figure 7: Influence of the initial roll angle on KGmax curves
associated with the C2 criterion for the Ro-Ro vessel.

2) Since the initial roll angle has a limited
influence on the KGmax associated with the C2
criterion, it is wise to clearly specify its value in the
future regulation.

Figure 8: Influence of the initial roll angle on KGmax curves
associated with the C2 criterion for the tanker (both curves
are fully coincident).

5. INFLUENCE OF LINEARIZED GZ
Figure 5: Influence of the initial roll angle on KGmax curves
associated with the C2 criterion for the C11 container ship.

Parametric roll is a failure mode that could
cause capsizing. Thus, it seems logical to study it at
large roll angles with a non-linear GZ which is
recommended by Peters et al. (2015) and SDC
3/WP.5. However, the C2 coefficient increases if
the maximum roll angle exceeds 25 degrees (see
SDC 2/WP.4). Thus, an error on GZ at angles
larger than 25 degrees has no influence on the
result. Since many ships have a linear GZ up to an
angle equal to 25 degrees, it is interesting to
compare KGmax associated with the C2 criterion
computed with linear and non-linear GZ. GZ curves
are computed in calm water for the four ships
previously presented at full load draft and KG equal
to KGmax given by the C2 criterion (except for the
tanker where the KG has been chosen for GM equal
to 0.175 m since her GMmin associated with C2 is
zero). They are shown in Figure 13 to Figure 16.
All configurations of GZ versus GM are presented:
the non-linear GZ is significantly larger than the
linearized GZ (GZlin = GM×Φ) for both the 319 m
container ship and tanker (Figure 14 and Figure

Figure 6: Influence of the initial roll angle on KGmax curves
associated with the C2 criterion for the 319 m container
ship.
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16). The non-linear GZ is lower than the linearized
GZ for the Ro-Ro vessel (Figure 15) and the GZ of
the C11 container ship is relatively linear (Figure
13). The non-linear GZ and linearized GZ are used
to compute the KGmax curves associated with the C2
criterion. The results are shown in Figure 9 to
Figure 12.
As expected, the linearized GZ reduces the
KGmax of the 319 m container ship (Figure 10). This
reduction is so large that considering the linearized
GZ instead of the real GZ would probably be an
error.

Figure 9: Influence of the GZ linearity on KGmax curves
associated with the C2 criterion for the C11 container ship.

It would be logical to expect a similar result on
the tanker (Figure 12) since her GZ curve has the
same configuration, but the linearized GM has no
influence on KGmax at a full load draft (11 m).
However, KGmax is reduced by the linearized GZ at
lower drafts: the tanker is assessed as vulnerable to
parametric roll if her GM is lower than
50 centimeters. The “jump” of KGmax between
drafts equal to 10 m and 10.5 m is a characteristic
of the KGmax curves associated with the C2
criterion. These KGmax curves are the lower
envelope of the restricted zones in the surface
formed by both draft and KG (where C2>0.06, see
Grinnaert, et al., 2016). Lesser jumps are observed
in Figure 10 and Figure 11.

Figure 10: Influence of the GZ linearity on KGmax curves
associated with the C2 criterion for the 319 m container
ship.

The result on the Ro-Ro vessel is unexpected
(Figure 11): at full load draft (5.5 m), the KGmax
given by the linearized GZ is more conservative
than that given by the real GZ although the
linearized GZ is larger than the real GZ. This is due
to the highly non-linear behavior of the parametric
roll differential equation.
The result on the C11 container ship is as
expected (Figure 9): since the non-linear GZ and
linearized GZ almost overlap up to an angle of
25 degrees, linearizing the GZ has a very limited
influence on the KGmax associated with C2.

Figure 11: Influence of the GZ linearity on KGmax curves
associated with the C2 criterion for the Ro-Ro vessel.

To conclude this last section, we observe that,
as expected, linearizing the GZ is not relevant,
unless the real GZ is linear up to 25 degrees for all
drafts scanned by the KGmax curve.
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Figure 16: GZ curve of the tanker.

Figure 12: Influence of the GZ linearity on KGmax curves
associated with the C2 criterion for the tanker.

6. CONCLUSION
KGmax curves associated with the C2 criterion
have been computed for four different ships chosen
for their variety of behavior with regard to
parametric roll. The influence of the one-degree-offreedom simulation duration, the initial roll angle
and of linearizing the GZ has been assessed.
The results of these sensitivity tests clearly
show that the more the ship is vulnerable to
parametric roll, the more the simulation duration
has an influence on the KGmax associated with the
C2 criterion. A simulation duration equal to 15
natural roll periods of the ship guarantees the
attainment of the steady state roll amplitude for a
ship known as highly vulnerable to this failure
mode. The initial roll angle has no major influence
on the duration needed to attain the steady state roll
amplitude, but its influence on the KGmax exists. In
the latest amendment of the new regulation (SDC
3/WP.5), the values of both the simulation duration
and initial roll angle are clearly specified in order to
avoid any possible interpretation of the rule. As
expected, except in special cases, linearizing the
GZ is irrelevant.

Figure 13: GZ curve of the C11 container ship.

Figure 14: GZ curve of the 319 m container ship.
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Validation of One Numerical Method for Parametric Roll
Criteria with Experiments
Jiang Lu, China Ship Scientific Research Center, Wuxi, China, lujiang1980@aliyun.com
Min Gu, China Ship Scientific Research Center, Wuxi, China gumin702@163.com
ABSTRACT

The numerical methods for the direct stability assessment of parametric roll are currently under development
at the International Maritime Organization (IMO) for the second generation intact stability criteria. For
providing a numerical method for parametric roll with sufficiently simple and enough reliable, firstly, heave
and pitch motions obtained by a strip theory applied to an upright hull is used to determine the simultaneous
relative position of the ship to waves in time domain; secondly, the nonlinear Froude-Krylov component of
roll restoring variation is calculated by integrating wave pressure up to wave surface with the heave and pitch
motions; secondly, the dynamic effect which consists of radiation and diffraction components is taken into
account. Finally, the proposed numerical method is validated by four ships with four experiments.
Keywords: Parametric roll, second generation intact stability criteria, dynamic stability, stability in waves

and pitch motions (Taguchi, et al., 1995). The
effect of surge motion, with added resistance taken
into account, on parametric roll was investigated by
some researchers (Umeda, et al.,2008;Umeda &
Francescutto,2008; Lu, et al., 2010,2011,2012), but
an experimental study with and without surge was
not conducted in the above investigations. The
partially restrained experiments with the surge
motion restrained and free running experiments
with the surge motion free were conducted in the
reference (Lu, et al., 2016).

1. INTRODUCTION
The numerical methods for direct stability
assessment of parametric roll are under
development at the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) for the second generation
intact stability criteria (IMO SDC.3, 2016).
Parametric roll in head seas is a nonlinear
phenomenon involving dynamic heave and pitch
motions, and it is still difficult to be predicted
accurately in head seas. IMO is also calling for the
validation of numerical methods or guidelines for
finalization of second generation intact stability
with samples.

In a linear seakeeping theory the roll motion of
a symmetric hull has no effect on heave and pitch
motions, the coupling from parametric roll to heave
and pitch is not taken into account in above studies.
Rodriguez et al. (2007) observed subharmonic
components in heave and pitch motions when
parametric roll occurs in their experiments. Neves
et al. (2009) using their nonlinear heave-pitch-roll
mathematical model numerically subsequently
revealed an interesting bifurcation structure of
heave and pitch motions together with parametric
roll. Later Lu et al (2013,2016) also observed
subharmonic components in pitch motion and
heave displacement together with parametric roll in
their free-running model experiment and half
restrained model experiment, but failed to
reproduce this phenomenon with a coupled heave-

Several successful predictions of parametric roll
in following waves have been reported (Munif and
Umeda, 2000) due to the fact that coupling with
dynamic heave and pitch is not important while the
wave induced added resistance is generally small in
following waves.
Although the accurate prediction of head-sea
parametric roll is difficult at this stage due to the
fact that the coupling with heave and pitch is
significant and the added resistance as well as the
resulting speed loss cannot be simply ignored, the
effect of dynamic heave and pitch motions on
parametric roll has been investigated so far by
many researchers and found that restoring arm
variation in head waves depends on dynamic heave
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Since the prediction accuracy of restoring
moment in head seas could be improved if the
dynamic component is included. The dynamic
effect is calculated by applying a strip theory to
different heeled hulls with regards to simultaneous
roll angle while it is assumed a linear relationship
with the wave height. This effect is considered as
an additional effect on GZ by dividing calculated
dynamic roll moment with a ship displacement.

roll-pitch mathematical model based on a nonlinear
strip theory (Hashimoto & Umeda, 2012).
Many prediction methods for parametric roll
ignore the radiation and diffraction effects on
restoring variation but some methods do not.
Boroday (1990) and Umeda & Hashimoto (2006)
took into account the radiation and diffraction
effects using a strip theory on the restoring
variation. Hashimoto et al. (2007) reported that
radiation and diffraction effects on the restoring
variation could result in larger parametric roll
amplitude, which improves accuracy for a car
carrier. The effect of radiation and diffraction
forces on restoring variation for parametric rolling
still remains open which requires further
experimental and numerical studies with more
examples as mentions in the reference (Lu, et al.,
2016).

2
,

,

, ,

(1)

0

where: φ : roll angle, µ: linear roll damping
coefficient, γ: cubic roll damping coefficient, W:
ship weight, Ixx: moment of inertia in roll, Jxx:
added moment of inertia in roll, GZ: righting arm, t:
time, ζG: heave displacement and θ: pitch angle, XG:
instantaneous ship longitudinal position.

As mentioned in the reference (Lu, et al., 2016),
there are several issues should be discussed to
finalize the guidelines in this respect and IMO is
also calling for conducting more examples to
finalize the guidelines of parametric roll with
sufficiently simple and enough reliable methods.
Therefore, the authors carry out the first step to
validate the uncoupled numerical models by
conducting four free running experiments with a
post Panamax C11 class containership, a pure car
carrier, a passenger ship and a 4250TEU
containership, respectively.

3. SUBJECT SHIPS
The principal particulars of the post Panamax
C11 class containership, the pure car carrier, the
passenger ship and the 4250TEU containership
used for this research are shown in Tables 1 -4 .
Table 1 Principal particulars of the C11 containership
ship

model

length: Lpp

262.0 m

4.0m

breadth: B

40.0 m

0.611m

Depth:D

24.45m

0.373m

mean draught: T

11.5 m

0.176m

0.560

0.560

0.24Lpp

0.24Lpp

metacentric height: GM

1.928 m

0.029m

natural roll period: Tφ

24.68 s

3.05s

items

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

block coefficient: Cb

The uncoupled roll model (Hashimoto et al.
2007, Umeda, et al.,2008) which has been used for
estimating parametric roll for many years is
expressed as (1) and called as 1 DOF approach.
Although this model is a 1 DOF of rolling model,
heave and pitch motions are taken into account to
estimate restoring variation. Restoring moment in
waves is calculated as a sum of two components.
One is the nonlinear Froude-Krylov component,
which is calculated by integrating wave pressure
around the instantaneously wetted hull surface with
heave and pitch motion obtained by a strip theory
applied to an upright hull. The other is the
hydrodynamic effects which result from radiation
and diffraction components that are extrapolated
nonlinearly with regards to roll angle (Lu, et al.,
2011, 2012).

Pitch radius of gyration:

κyy

Table 2 Principal particulars of the car carrier
items
length: Lpp

4.2m

breadth: B

0.624m

Depth:D

0.774m

mean draught: T

0.197m

block coefficient: Cb

0.646

Pitch radius of gyration:
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κyy

0.25Lpp

metacentric height: GM

0.019m

natural roll period: Tφ

3.45s
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Table3 Principal particulars of the passenger ship
items

model

length: Lpp

3.0m

breadth: B

0.514m

Depth:D

0.239m

mean draught: T

0.127m

block coefficient: Cb

0.515

Pitch radius of gyration:

κyy

Figure 2: The pure car carrier model in the free running
experiment.

0.24Lpp

metacentric height: GM

0.023m

natural roll period: Tφ

2.865s

Table 4 Principal particulars of the 4250TEU containership
items

model

length: Lpp

4.0m

breadth: B

0.511m

Depth:D

0.307m

mean draught: T

0.20m

block coefficient: Cb
Pitch radius of gyration:

Figure 3: The passenger ship model in the free running
experiment.

0.643

κyy

0.30Lpp

metacentric height: GM

0.026m

natural roll period: Tφ

2.7s
Figure 4: The 4250TEU containership model in the free
running experiment.

4. EXPERIMENTS

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The four free running experiments were
conducted in the seakeeping basin (length: 69m,
breadth: 46m, depth: 4m) of China Ship Scientific
Research Center, which is equipped with flap wave
makers at the two adjacent sides of the basin. The
ship model was driven by a propeller in the free
running experiment. The pitch and roll amplitudes
were measured by a MEMS (Micro ElectroMechanical System)-based gyroscope placed on the
ship model and the wave elevation was measured
by a servo-needle wave height sensor attached to
the towing carriage.

5.1 The C11 Containership
The head-sea parametric roll of C11
containership in the free running experiments is
recorded. Although the Froude number of the
forward speed is limited to 0.15 due to the length of
the seakeeping basin, the forward speed in not
limited in the simulations. In the results, the minus
Froude numbers mean the forward speed in
following seas while the positive Froude numbers
mean the forward speed in head seas. FK means
only Froude-Krylov components of roll restoring
variation are considered while FK+R&D means the
radiation and diffraction components of roll
restoring variation are also considered.

Figure 1: The C11 containership model in the free running
experiment
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60
Exp

1DOF(FK)

is larger than that in the experiments while the
speed range of parametric roll with the 1 DOF (FK)
is more close to that in the experiments in head seas.
The above conclusions are not always fit for
parametric roll in following seas. The difference
between the simulations with the 1 DOF (FK) and
the 1 DOF (FK+R&D) is not so larger and the
simulations with the 1 DOF (FK) is more
conservative than that with the 1 DOF (FK+R&D)
in following seas, and the radiation and diffraction
effects on restoring variation could be ignored in
following seas.
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Figure 5: Comparisons of parametric roll between
experiments and simulations, under the condition of
λ/Lpp=1.0, χ=00 and 1800.
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The prediction of head-sea parametric roll in the
1 DOF approach with Froude-Krylov, radiation and
diffraction components is generally larger than that
in the experiments while the prediction of head-sea
parametric roll with the Froude-Krylov on its own
is generally smaller than that in the experiments
except for H/λ/=0.01 as shown in Fig. 5. The speed
range of parametric roll with the 1 DOF (FK+R&D)
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The prediction of head-sea parametric roll in the
1 DOF (FK+R&D) overestimates the speed range
and maximum angles of parametric roll while the
prediction of following-sea parametric roll in the 1
DOF (FK+R&D) underestimates the speed range
and maximum angles of parametric roll. The
prediction of parametric roll with the 1 DOF (FK)
is more close to experiments than that with the 1
DOF (FK+R&D). The radiation and diffraction
effects on restoring variation could be ignored in
following seas and that in head seas should be
further studied for this kind ship.
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Figure 7: Comparisons of parametric roll between
experiments and simulations, under the condition of
λ/Lpp=1.0, χ=00 and 1800.
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The prediction of head-sea parametric roll in the
1 DOF (FK+R&D) is generally larger than that in
the 1 DOF (FK) while this conclusion is not always
fit for parametric roll in following seas. Both
simulations overestimate the speed range of
parametric roll and underestimate the maximum
roll amplitude corresponding to the maximum roll
in the experiments in head seas. Both simulations
have a good agreement with the experiments in
following seas, and the radiation and diffraction
effects on restoring variation could be ignored in
following seas.
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containership, respectively, the following remarks
can be made:
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1) The effect of radiation and diffraction
component on restoring variation should be taken
into account in head seas if a conservative
prediction of parametric roll in direct stability
assessment is required.
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2) The effect of radiation and diffraction
component on restoring variation could be ignored
in following seas if a simplified prediction of
parametric roll is required.
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3) One method could not be fit for all kind of ships
for predicting parametric roll, and the 1 DOF
approach can be recommended for parametric
criteria at this stage due to its simple application.

40
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A universal method should be found for most
kind of ships for parametric roll criteria in future
and this kind of ships whose parametric roll
disappears with the wave height increase should be
pay attention and more examples with experiments
and numerical simulations should be conducted to
finalize the guidelines of parametric roll criteria.
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Figure 8: Comparisons of parametric roll between
experiments and simulations, under the condition of
λ/Lpp=1.0, χ=00 and 1800.

The prediction of head-sea parametric roll in the
1 DOF (FK+R&D) overestimates the speed range
and maximum angles of parametric roll while the 1
DOF (FK) fails to predict parametric roll at some
points because the 4250 TEU containership is not
vulnerable to parametric roll and parametric roll is
diapeared while wave height increase.
The
simulations cannot accurately agree with that in the
experiments, but the simulations can also prove that
the 4250 TEU containership is not vulnerable to
parametric roll.
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ABSTRACT

Steps towards accurate and efficient characterisation of the hydrodynamic behaviour of active stabiliser fins
have been conducted using computational fluid dynamics. Conditions seen at hydrodynamic testing facilities
(Reynolds number = 135,000), with an angle of attack variation described as
= 10° + 15° sin
have
been modelled in two dimensions with various RANS turbulence models (k- SST, k-kl, Spalart-Allmaras
& LCTM) for reduced frequencies k=0.1 & 0.05. Solutions were compared to experimental results and
results from other calculation methods (LES) and to results from a typical sea keeping code. The results
showing the hysteresis loop for CL and CD show that a good agreement was seen to the literature. For
seakeeping applications, moderate refinement in time and space is sufficient, and that the k- SST
turbulence model best matches the CL and CD curves found in the literature. The increased knowledge of
stabiliser fins dynamics will be used to improve time-domain seakeeping codes and possible also the control
laws for active stabilizer fins.
Keywords: Active stabiliser fins; Dynamic stall; Computational fluid dynamics; RANS turbulence models; Roll damping

The subject of dynamic stall presents a set of
challenges on its own. This was studied in the
context of helicopter blades for example by
(McCroskey, Carr, and McAlister 1976), with its
own and distinct Reynolds (Re) and Mach number
regime. Less attention has been given to the
Reynolds regime of order 100,000 but
comparatively recently, two investigations stand
out. A study by (Lee and Gerontakos 2004),
concerned low-speed wind tunnel experiments for a
NACA 0012 section at Reynolds number=135,000.
Secondly, (Kim and Xie 2016) conducted thorough
Large Edge Simulations (LES) for the same
geometry, where a good agreement was seen to the
experiments and further, the influence of freestream turbulence was assessed. Other results
performed with RANS models include (Wang et al.
2012) and (Gharali and Johnson 2013), where in
general the maxima and minima and overall
hysteresis loop for the force coefficients agree with
the experimental results. However, the force
coefficients show large oscillations, particularly on
the down stroke.

1. INTRODUCTION

The subject of roll damping is an engineering
topic with active research, and is important for a
wide range of ship types, affecting not only the
cargo but also the comfort and safety of the
passengers and crew on board. The problem
originates from the lack of inherent roll damping
from a bare hull, and is compounded by the
dominant importance of viscous effects (Wang et
al. 2012)(Bačkalov et al. 2015). To overcome this
deficiency, devices such as bilge keels, anti-roll
tanks, for example, can be employed. Alternatively,
stabilizer fins can also be used, where an
appropriately mounted fin is used to produce a roll
restoring moment. Furthermore, stabilizer fins can
be passive or active; the latter consist of moving
surfaces as a component of a control system.
Typically, the fin operates by changing the angle of
attack, and can enter the dynamic stall regime.
Dynamic stall occurs when a lifting surface is
subject to a sufficiently large variation of the angle
of attack, (Leishman 2006). Towing tank
experiments (Gaillarde 2003) have shown that the
dynamic stall angle by far exceeds the static value.
This result was a strong motivation for this study.

The work presented here will detail numerical
simulations performed with computational fluid
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inflow and outflow boundaries were present at the
extremes of the domain, and a pressure condition
above and below (see schematic in Figure 1). Two
dimensionality was ensured using symmetry
boundaries on the sides. Five geometrically similar
grids, ranging from 368-56k cells were tested (see
Figure 2).

dynamics (CFD) code for conditions seen at
hydrodynamic wind/wave testing facilities of an
isolated stabilizer fin section. Given the difficulties
forecasted in the literature, a careful and
progressive approach will be adopted. Two reduced
frequencies will be tested and compared to the
literature and a typical seakeeping code.

Two grid motion methods have been tested, a
rigid grid motion and grid deformations using a
radial basis function, where no appreciable
difference was seen. The target iterative
convergence, an important metric when performing
CFD results, was set to 1E-5 in the LINF (worst
case). Typically, the RMS (L2 norm) residual value
is 1-2 orders lower.

The end objective of this work is to improve the
knowledge of the stall of stabiliser fins, with
particular emphasis on improving current
seakeeping codes, which currently model poorly the
behaviour at high angles of attack and hysteresis.

2. METHODOLOGY
ReFRESCO

The numerical simulations performed with CFD
code described in (ReFRESCO), a viscous-flow
code that solves the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations. This finite-volume code uses a cellcentred approach and the SIMPLE pressurecorrection equation for mass conservation. Time
stepping is performed implicitly with a secondorder backward scheme. Turbulence models are
used in a segregated approach, and include the k-
SST (Menter and Langtry 2003), k-kl (Menter,
Egorov, and Rusch 2006), Spalart-Allmaras
(Aupoix and Spalart 2003) and the LCTM (Langtry
and Menter 2009).
Geometry,
Conditions

Grid

Generation

&

Boundary

Figure 1: Boundary condition schematic

The fin section was assumed to be a NACA
0012. This symmetrical airfoil has been the subject
of
several
numerical
and
experimental
investigations. The analytical equations describing
this airfoil have been closed, resulting in a rounded
trailing edge with a small radius (0.125% of the
chord). The computational domain is discretised
using the commercial software GridPro. The
resulting structured mesh had a circular far field of
100 chords radius (from a domain size study), as
boundary related issues were beyond the current
scope. The entire boundary layer was resolved, and
therefore a ,
=

∗

/

2

Figure 2: Mesh around the NACA 0012 section

PanShip

Results were also compared to
PanShip
(Walree 2002), a typical seakeeping code. PanShip
is an unsteady time domain boundary element
method for ships equipped with (or without) lifting
surfaces for motion control. Linearised free surface
effects are incorporated through the use of transient
Green functions. Lifting surfaces are discretised in
to quadrilateral panels with a constant source and
doublet strength. Wake sheets consisting of doublet

(1)

(where ∗ : friction velocity and : kinematic
viscosity) value of < 1 was required. This is done
to correctly remove the necessity of employing wall
functions. Boundary conditions were such that an
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panels emerge from the trailing edge. Viscosity
effects are approximated by using empirical
formulations for frictional resistance and drag due
to flow separation.
Flow conditions and Fin Section Kinematics

Flow conditions typically seen in towing tanks
have been modelled, and given the availability of
the literature, the Reynolds number is chosen as:
=

= 135,000

(2)

where : density,
: inlet velocity, : chord length
& : dynamic viscosity.
The prescribed fin motions are described as:
=

+

sin

The mean angle of attack (
the amplitude of oscillation (

) was 10° and
= ±15°).

The frequency of oscillation is
dimensionalised in the reduced frequency,
=

2

.

(3)

Figure 3: Typical convergence for , pressure & turbulent
kinetic energy equations (upper figure) and CL signal
(lower figure). Reduced frequency, k=0.1; turbulence
model: k- SST; time step, T/dt=800.

non-

Turbulence Model

(4)

The force coefficients for all the tested
turbulence models against the AoA are shown in
Figure 4-6 below for all the tested turbulence
models. The upstroke has a very different
behaviour compared to the down stroke, where,
different to the smooth slope on the upstroke, the
down stroke shows several oscillations. These
oscillations correspond to the shedding of vortices,
and given the inherent differences in the turbulence
models, this results in a different shedding strength
and location. The peak CL values are comparable
for all turbulence models and agree well with the
LES, but are approximately 8% lower than the
experiments. A detailed discussion and possible
explanation for this mismatch is given in (Kim
2013). The LCTM model does account for laminarturbulent boundary layer transition, but no
appreciable difference is seen for this case. Given
the current reduced frequency, it is likely that
inertial effects dominate the viscous phenomena,
such as boundary layer transition. Comparing to the
LES, it appears that the k- SST model better
captures the down stroke behaviour. When
oscillations in the CL occur, the values are also
higher than predicted by the LES. This over
prediction could be explained by the twodimensional nature of the current CFD simulations.
Similarly, the CD curve shows a good agreement
between all the RANS models.

Two reduced frequencies were tested, 0.1 &
0.05. The force coefficients are normalised with
respect to the chord length, inlet velocity,
and planform area.

3. RESULTS, k=0.1
Iterative convergence

A typical iterative convergence is shown in
Figure 3, where also the CL and angle of attack can
be seen (including a starting up transient). The
force signal is seen to be periodical; no signal
processing has been performed of the presented
force coefficient signals. The LES results are phase
averaged over 3 cycles and the experiments over
100 cycles, which could explain the smoothness of
the results. It is seen how part of the cycle of
oscillation does not meet the target iterative
convergence, and that these time steps are near the
maximum incidence, where the flow is very
complex and therefore numerically more difficult to
solve. An effort was made to further improve the
convergence, but no appreciable difference was
seen in the force signal. Hence, the current shown
results presented are deemed to be sufficiently
converged.
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returns to approximately -5 degrees. These
differences are again attributed to the shedding of
the vortices, but are not of primary interest for a
seakeeping context and therefore a value of ⁄ =
400 ( : period of oscillation), will suffice.

Figure 4:CL vs AoA for the various turbulence models

Figure 6: CL vs t/T for various time steps (k-kl model,
finest grid). Incidence also shown (right axis)

Grid Refinement

The five geometrically similar grids have been
tested, and are shown below in Figure 7-8 (see
figure caption for legend information). Some
relevant grid parameters are shown in Table 1 (see
caption for details). The flow can again be divided
into two distinct motions, the up and down stroke.
The coarsest grid loses much of the detail
comparing to the other grids, showing a smoother
profile. Apart from the coarsest grid, all grid
densities show a good agreement of the CL vs AoA
to the LES. The peak CL and its associated AoA are
also in agreement. Again, the main differences are
seen during the down stroke, where the coarsest
grid loses much of the detail seen in the finer grids.
The CD is in good agreement for all grid densities.

Figure 5: CD vs AoA for the various turbulence models

Time step refinement

Given the unsteady nature of the problem, it is
important to assess the sensitivity of the force
coefficients on the time step. Four time steps have
been tested with the k-kl model, and the effect on
the CL is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that
during the upstroke (-5→25 degrees), no significant
influence of the time step is seen (this is also
evident by the easier convergence, see Figure 3).
However, during the down stroke (25→-5 degrees),
relatively small differences in amplitude are seen,
and are essentially identical when the incidence

Grid

Cells

|

|

Max. CL

Max. CD

A

368E3

0.42

0.24

2.18

1.00

C

187E3

0.57

0.35

2.16

0.941

E

104E3

0.69

0.44

2.15

0.927

G

56E3

1.0

0.6

2.26

0.952

Table 1: Summary of grid refinement study. Showing
number of cells, maximum y+ found in the cycle, the phase
averaged maximum y+, and the maximum CL and CD.
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upstroke, no hysteresis effect is observed. This
compares to the LES, while the experiments predict
a small hysteresis effect at this portion of the cycle.
PanShip can predict the maximum and minimum
CL, and the upstroke behaviour, as well as some
hysteresis. The largest difference is seen on the
down stroke, where the complex system of vortices
is inherently not accounted for. The enclosed area
(a measure of the work done) between up and down
strokes is also much smaller. The notable decrease
in force mentioned above is also not captured.

Figure 7: CL vs AoA for different grid densities, k- SST
turbulence model. Note grid denoted “A” is the finest (368k
cells) and “G” is the coarsest (56k cells)

Figure 9: CL vs AoA, comparison with PanShip

The maximum CD shows an under prediction of
close to 50% compared to all the other results, and
is higher at the minimum AoA. Again, some
hysteresis is present.

Figure 8: CD vs AoA for different grid densities. See
previous figure for legend information

Discussion & comparison with PanShip

The comparison of the ReFRESCO results with
results from literature and with PanShip results is
shown in Figure 9. ReFRESCO results show that
stall is adequately captured. The sharp decrease in
force (from about 2.2 to 0.5 for the CL) between 20
degrees on the up and down stroke compares well
to published data. This decrease is of practical
engineering importance, indicating how quickly the
fin loses a large portion of the generated lift force.
It is also shown that between approximately 0
degrees on the down stroke and 0 degrees on the

Figure 10: CD vs AoA, comparison with PanShip
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Contrasting with the higher reduced frequency,
it can be seen that between approximately 5 degrees
on the down stroke and upstroke, no influence of
the hysteresis is observed (comparing to 0 degrees
for k=0.1).

A lower reduced frequency (and therefore
slower rotation velocity) has been performed for
k=0.05. The comparison of force coefficients
between ReFRESCO, literature and PanShip is
shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. The current
ReFRESCO results appear to over predict the
maximum CL and CD by 19% and 21.4%
respectively (see “flow field description” below for
further discussion). With exception of the peak
value, a good agreement is seen for both for force
coefficients. Another difference captured by the
current ReFRESCO results are the oscillations seen
on the down stroke, which are not present in the
literature. The solution obtained is periodical, and
in the figures below 4 cycles are plotted, and
practically no differences are observed between the
cycles.

Flow field description

The flow field is shown in Figure 13, coloured
by the non-dimensional stream wise velocity
( ⁄ ) contours (see caption for details). The
calculated peak in CL and CD that is not seen in the
other results is the result from an over prediction of
the negative pressure of the suction side. Once this
dominant vortex has been shed, the forces compare
better to the LES results.

From the flow field it can also be seen how the
oscillations in the force coefficients arise from the
shedding of vortices and that the predominant
vortex results from the leading edge vortex. The
complex flow field also highlights the complexity
of the flow, consisting of leading and trailing edge
shear layers, bluff-body like shedding from the fin
section and adynamic wake. For k=0.05, the
maximum CL occurs at ~19°.

Figure 11: CL vs AoA, k=0.05

Figure 12: CD vs AoA, k=0.05
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6. FURTHER WORK

Further work will be done to incorporate the
obtained knowledge on the dynamic stall effect for
seakeeping applications. Two methods are currently
being assessed, either using a database calculated apriori, or a robust coupling between the CFD code
and the seakeeping tools.
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Fast time domain evaluation of Anti-Roll Tank and ship
coupling using non-linear retardation functions
Nicolas F.A.J. Carette, MARIN, n.carette@marin.nl

ABSTRACT

Anti-Roll Tanks (ART) have been used for more than a century to damp the roll motion of ships. These
devices exist in various configurations, passively and actively controlled. All versions rely on resonant water
motions in a chamber which, by essence, is a very non-linear process. To account for these non-linearities,
several approaches have been proposed, where the most recent and complete one is the direct coupling of
time domain seakeeping codes with a CFD models of the ART. However, this approach comes at the price
of relatively high computation effort. This is in contradiction with the need for long simulations to establish
the effects of the non-linearities in the ART reaction forces on extreme events. To reduce the computation
costs of a direct simulation, a new technique is proposed which uses retardation functions based on harmonic
ART response data. The technique proposed here uses a family of retardation functions with a Hilbert
transform method for time dependent interpolations to capture the non-linearity in the response of the tank as
a function of excitation amplitude.
Keywords: Time domain; seakeeping; Anti-roll tank; free surface tank; U-tank

approaches attempted to simplify response of an
ART by considering an that of an equivalent
pendulum. However,
this is considered too
simplistic to capture the non-linearity of the
response (see Abramson, Silverman 1966).
Therefore, because of the absence of another
analytical time domain model, both for either free
surface or U-type ART, another approach is
proposed here.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the early design phase, numerical methods
provide an efficient method to predict the motions
of a ship. However, it is well known that, due to its
underlying resonance principle, the response of an
ART is strongly non-linear. This is already known
for a long time from observations on board ships
(see Watts 1883; Lewison 1975)and is confirmed
by numerical studies (see Chu et al. 1968;
Verhagen,
van
Wijngaarden
1965)
and
experimental campaigns (see van den Bosch, Vugts
1966; Stigter 1966). Therefore, the numerical
model that predicts the merits of an ART should
take these non-linear effects into account.

The approach developed here is based on the
use of so-called retardation functions, or more
commonly named impulse response functions, for
damping and added mass of floating oscillating
bodies as proposed by Cummins (see Cummins
1962; Ogilvie 1964; Journée 2001). Such an
approach is very fast and light regarding
computational effort, and can be used for any ART
if its reaction forces (damping, restoring or added
mass) are available. However, this method assumes
a linear damping. This problem is addressed by
means of an
interpolation based on the
instantaneous excitation envelope. Following
earlier work (Carette 2015), the effective gravity
angle (EGA), which is determined by the local
transverse accelerations and the local vertical
accelerations, is adopted as the measure for the
excitation of the ART.

Time domain seakeeping codes are widely used
to study the behaviour of a ship in a seaway when
non-linearities, in either the excitation or the
reaction forces, are expected. Therefore, a method
to include also the effect of an ART in such a
simulation seems of great value. The most
straightforward approach is to couple such
seakeeping code to a CFD model of the ART (see
van Daalen et al. 2001; Cercos-Pita et al. 2015).
However, CFD calculations of an ART take
typically in the order of several hours per hour of
simulation on multi-CPU clusters, whereas time
domain seakeeping codes usually runs faster than
real time on a simple single-core desktop PC. Early
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2. METHOD

For every step in the simulation the local
envelope of the excitation amplitude is obtained
through a Hilbert transform of the history of the
preceding time steps. The window of the envelope
has the a time span equal to the one of the
retardations. However, such a transform has large
deviations at the fore and aft ends of the window,
thus leading to incorrect prediction of the envelope
at the current time step. Various techniques have
been developed to reduce those effects in signal
analysis, with the easiest being a simple mirroring
of the data. However, mirroring the data can
introduce discontinuities that reduce its benefits. An
alternative method uses motion prediction based on
the current position, velocity and acceleration. The
quality of this method is however limited in the
case of non-linear simulations. In the present work
a hybrid method is used. The method detects
different cases and applies either central symmetry,
axial symmetry, time shifts or motion prediction.
Afterwards, to smoothen the mirroring, a slope
correction of the mirrored part of the data is applied
by using the instantaneous acceleration compared
to the slope at the mirroring junction. The different
mirroring cases are:

ART response
The response of the ART at each time step can
be written in the form of a convolution of its
retardation function and history of excitation
velocity φ . Because the response of a tank is easily
known at zero-frequency, rather than at infinite
frequency, the infinite added mass is here replaced
by the zero-frequency restoring term, and leads thus
to the following equation for the roll reaction
moment at time t:
M x=
(t )

∞

∫ K (τ ) φ ( t − τ ) dτ + C0φ ( t )

(1)

0

where K is the retardation function obtained from
equation (2), and the damping b is derived from
harmonic oscillation tests (see van den Bosch,
Vugts 1966), CFD calculations (Kerkvliet et al.
2014) or frequency domain ART models (see
Verhagen, van Wijngaarden 1965; Stigter 1966).
The restoring term C0 is of course the free surface
effect of the ART, and can be easily estimated
based on the tank geometry.
K (τ ) =

2

π

∞

∫ b(ω ) cos(ωτ )d ω

(2)

• Immediately before a zero crossing: a central
symmetry around the zero crossing is done
(Figure 1).

0

To cope with the non-linearity of the response
due to the excitation amplitude, a linear
interpolation is used. Prior to the time domain
calculations, N retardation functions are computed
for a range of amplitudes of the excitation φa ,
rather than only one like in the case of a perfectly
linear damping. At each time step during the
simulation, the current amplitude is estimated from
the envelope of the excitation amplitude which is
computed using a Hilbert transform. The history of
the excitation envelope is stored along with the
history of the excitation amplitude and velocity.
The history of the envelope is used to obtain time
dependent linear interpolation coefficients ci for
each time step in the past. The retardation function
at the current time step is obtained by summation of
the coefficients and the retardation functions along
the amplitude axis. In this way, each motion sample
will be convoluted with a retardation function
obtained from linear interpolation based on the
amplitude envelope at that time.

• Close to a peak: a y-axis symmetry around the
peak is used.
• After a peak: y-axis symmetry around the backface of the peak is done (Figure 2).
• After a zero crossing:
o

If the sample is lower than a peak in the
past: a y-axis symmetry around the back
face of a lower peak (Figure 3).

o

If the sample exceeds all available peaks in
the past: no symmetry is used, the two next
samples are predicted using the current
position, speed and acceleration.

5
3
1
-1
-3

Roll history

-5
-7.5

N

K (t ) = ∑ ci ( t − τ )K i ( t − τ )

2

-5

-2.5

Mirrored future
0

2.5

time [s]

(3)

Figure 1: Central symmetry at zero crossing

φa
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Kat, Paulling 2001). This code uses a linear added
mass, wave damping and diffraction from 2D strip
theory calculations. The Froude-Krilov component
in the wave excitation is non-linear, taking into
account the instantaneous underwater geometry.
The code includes various semi-empirical models
for control surfaces and appendages. As in the 1
DoF model, the ART forces are computed at each
time step from the motion history up to that step,
and kept constant during the integration.

3
1
-1
-3
-5
-7.5

-5

-2.5

0

2.5

5

3

7.5

time [s]

Figure 2: Back face symmetry after peak
6
4
2
0

3. RESULTS

-2
-4

To verify the non-linear retardation function
technique, a stepwise approach was used. Firstly,
the use of impulse response functions to capture the
damping and restoring effects of an ART was
verified using forward and backward convolutions.
Secondly, the envelope capturing technique was
evaluated on its own by means of spectral analysis.
Thirdly, the time domain response of a tank tested
under irregular roll motion was computed. Finally,
the computed coupled motions of a ship with an
ART were compared to experiments.

-6
-40

-30

-20

-10

0

10

time [s]

Figure 3: y-axis symmetry around a previous peak

Coupled response
The ship motions are computed using a time
domain solver where the response of the tank is
added as an external force computed at the
beginning of each time step before the integration.
The motion excitation applied to the ART is based
on the EGA, rather than the roll, which is computed
at the centre of the ART, and is defined as the angle
to the vertical of the acceleration in the transverse
plane. This angle thus includes the roll angle, but
also the sway and heave accelerations at the tank
location. Use of the EGA, which introduces a
strong sway-roll coupling which was not accounted
for in the older roll-based methods.

Retardation function of an ART
Due to its relatively narrow peak, the damping
of an ART will lead to relatively longer retardation
functions than a typical wave damping operator.
Moreover, for an ART, the added mass is not used,
but the restoring term. The shape of the restoring
coefficient of an ART is however not optimal for a
Fourier transform , that is required in the derivation
of the retardation function, as it has an offset
between the value at zero and at infinite
frequencies, due to the free surface effect. A
Fourier transform works better in the case of a
signal starting and finishing at the mean value.

Initially, for verification purposes, a simple one
degree of freedom solver using added mass,
potential damping and wave excitation from a
potential code was used. This solver uses a 5th order
Runge-Kutta integrator available in the scipy
library (see Hairer et al. 1993). A linear and
quadratic damping can also be included. The
integrated function is given in equation (4):

φ =

+C φ
Finc + Fdiff + Fret + FART − BLφ − Bqφφ
xx
I xx + Axx

To verify the adopted approach, the response
of a reference U-tank was generated using Stigter’s
model (see Stigter 1966). The use of this analytical
model is to ensure that the frequencies can be freely
chosen to ensure the highest quality of the
retardation functions. The chosen tank has a natural
period of 8.3 seconds and a mass of water of about
134 tonnes. This tank has some internal damping
due to limited ventilation, although it has rounded
duct edges, such that its damping peak at low
amplitude is relatively narrow. At larger
amplitudes, the width of the peak increases rapidly.
Figure 4 shows that the damping from the

(4)

The excitation force at each integration time
step i is based on the average between the current
time step and the previous time step. The
retardation forces, including those of the ART, are
based on the previous time step and kept constant
during the integration.
The time domain, six degrees of freedom code
FREDYN was used (see de Kat, Paulling 1989; de
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important around the natural period of the tank,
otherwise the resonance of the coupled ship and
ART system will be affected by this method as the
restoring term has a direct influence on the
resonance frequency. If the resonance conditions
are of importance for the ship performance study, it
would be advised to correct the free surface effect
C0 such that the restoring term after convolution is
zero at the natural period of the tank. The motions
at low frequencies will then be affected by the
artificially reduced free surface effect.

Damping

1E+8
9E+7
8E+7
7E+7
6E+7
5E+7
4E+7
3E+7
2E+7
1E+7
0E+0

Restoring coefficient
3E+7
C [Nm/rad]

B [Nm/(rad/s)]

analytical model is in very good agreement with
experimental data, both in the frequency and in the
amplitude directions. Figure 5 presents the derived
retardation functions based on the damping at
various excitation amplitudes. Due to the width of
the damping peak at small amplitudes, the
retardation function is much longer than at larger
amplitudes.
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Figure 4: Damping of U-tank using Stigter's model
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Figure 6: Restoring term of ART before and after
convolution

Overall, the shape of the response of f an ART
in terms of its damping and restoring moments
seem well represented by the used retardation
functions, although it may lead to relatively long
convolution time spans in the case of small
amplitudes and low internal damping.
0

roll =0.5

20

40
time [s]
roll =1.0
roll =3.0

60

Estimation of the excitation envelope

roll =10.0

The linear interpolation technique between the
retardation functions relies on the evaluation of the
current motion amplitude. Due to the end effects of
the Hilbert transform, this evaluation is subject to
some error depending on the current sample being
around a peak, around a zero crossing or inbetween. To evaluate the quality of the hybrid
mirroring technique, some tests were carried out
with synthetic time traces generated from different
types of spectra, and the envelope was compared
with various parameters such as time span, time
step, spectrum width and peak frequency of the
spectrum. The time trace was generated for 1800 s.
The spectrum was based on a simple Hanning
window centred around the peak frequency, and
with a given width.

Figure 5: Retardation functions for ART

To check the representation of the restoring
term, it was reconstructed from the retardation
functions using the inverse convolution given in
equation (5).
t

c (ω ) = ω ∫ K ( t ) sin (ωt ) dt

(5)

0

Figure 6 shows that the obtained restoring term
is good at the lower frequencies and around the
resonance area, but deviates from the frequency
domain values for increasing frequency and roll
amplitude. The deviation seems to be driven by the
amplitude of the damping at very low frequencies.
The error in the restoring term should not be too
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Firstly, the effect of the time span of the
window used for the envelope was studied. A time
trace was generated with an irregular spectrum with
a peak frequency of 1 rad/s and a width of 0.5 rad/s.
The time step used was 0.1 s. A window with a
given time span was then ran across the signal, and
the envelope at the end of the window was
compared to the envelope of the complete signal.
Figure 7 shows that the length of the time span
does not have much effect on the quality of the
envelope using the hybrid mirroring, and is
considerably better than a direct Hilbert transform
of the window. The direct Hilbert transform shows
strong oscillations around the true envelope at twice
the peak frequency of the spectrum. The envelope
with the mirrored data shows much smaller
deviations, however it is somewhat discontinuous.
The discontinuities are due to the discrete logic in
the mirroring technique.

5

Envelope time trace

3

Signal

2
1
0
-1
100

102
Envelope

104
106
Time [s]

108

110

span=24s, Hilbert

span=60s, Hilbert

span=24s, Hybrid
Figure 7: Envelope with various window sizes

Spectrum of envelope
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Figure 8 shows the spectrum of the envelope.
The direct Hilbert transform of the window
typically shows a peak at twice the peak frequency
of the spectrum of the signal. The envelope with
mirrored data has much lower deviations at those
frequencies. The discontinuities due to the discrete
logic introduce local peaks in the spectrum, but at
frequencies way above the region of interest.

Figure 8: Spectrum of the envelope with various time spans

Spectrum envelope
PSD Envelope

1E+0

Secondly, the peak frequency of the signal
spectrum was varied, keeping the width of 0.5 rad/s
and the window span to 60 s. Figure 9 shows that
the hybrid mirroring technique yields a very good
estimate of the envelope around the peak frequency
of the spectrum for a range of peak frequencies. It
also clearly shows the peak in the direct Hilbert at
twice the peak frequency of the spectrum. This
peak could be problematic as it might affect the
ART response in a frequency region where it
already increases the ship motions; however, the
hybrid technique solves this issue.
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Figure 9: Spectrum envelope with various peak frequencies

Spectrum envelope
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Finally, the width of the signal spectrum was
varied from very narrow (0.25 rad/s) to very wide
(2 rad/s), keeping the peak frequency at 1 rad/s.
Figure 10 shows that the width of the spectrum
does not have much influence on the quality of the
envelope with mirroring, with a slight improvement
as the width is reduced, although at the cost of
peaks in the envelope spectrum at the harmonics of
the incoming spectrum.
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Figure 10: Spectrum of the envelope with various signal
spectrum width
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would be similar to those with the ART. This was
done with either a purely linear damping, or with
non-linear damping. Figure 12 presents the
distribution of the amplitudes of roll from the
different solutions. As expected, the roll amplitude
distribution with the linear damping follows the
(straight-line) Rayleigh distribution. The result with
the non-linear damping shows considerably lower
extreme values. What was less expected is that the
ship with ART presents an almost linear
distribution. This means that an ART reduces
typical values of the response (for instance the
mean amplitude, or the RMS) much better than the
extreme values.

Non-linear retardation functions
The reference U-tank used up to now was also
tested with irregular roll excitation with a
significant amplitude of 2 degrees on an oscillation
table. The test was carried out for 30 minutes full
scale. The tank was tested with rounded and sharp
duct edges to vary the internal damping. A flume
type free surface tank of similar natural period and
weight was also tested with the same motion time
traces. In both cases, the peak of the motion
spectrum was centred around the natural period of
the tank. To validate the non-linear retardation
functions, the response of both tanks was computed
for a range of amplitudes using Stigter’s model for
the U-tank and with Verhagen’s model for the free
surface tank. The range of amplitudes was chosen
such that it would overlap the irregular roll motions
during the test. The non-linear retardation functions
based on these operators were then used to
reconstruct the irregular reaction forces of the tank
using a time step of 0.25 s, which was sufficiently
small to have no influence on the calculation.
Figure 11 presents the result of the calculations
compared to the experiments in the form of
distributions of the amplitudes of the reaction
moment. The frequency of exceedance is plotted on
a Raleigh scale, on this scale the amplitude
distribution of a narrow-banded perfectly linear
process would show as a straight line (see Ochi,
Bolton 1973). The amplitude has been divided by
the RMS of the linear solution. The results show a
clear improvement with the non-linear solution that
now follows a non-linear distribution with a bias
towards lower extremes. This distribution of the
amplitudes of the response moment shows that the
tank is, as expected, less efficient at large
amplitudes than it is at small ones. Therefore, the
response of the ship may be biased towards larger
extremes if the tank is the significant source of
damping.

Figure 11: ART response moment distribution with
irregular motions of 2 deg SSA

Figure 12: Roll distribution, 1DoF time domain, Hs=0.5m,
Tp=8.7s, with and without ART

As an example, a one degree of freedom
simulation was carried out with the DDG51
equipped with the tested U-tank ART. The loading
condition of the vessel was chosen to be tuned with
the ART, and in such way that the ART would
represent about 2% of the displacement. The
calculations were performed with and without the
ART for 10 h with a time step of 0.1 s. The
calculations without ART were done with
additional damping such that the RMS motions

The fact that the roll with ART ends up more
linear than one would expect based on the RAO of
the tank moment is partly due to the width of the
wave spectrum and tank size. Indeed, the ART
response decreasing with increasing amplitude does
not have the same effect at the roll resonance as at
other frequencies. The ART damps the motions at
resonance, but increases them at lower and higher
frequencies, the non-linearities partly cancelling
each other. This also explains why the solution with
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the linear retardation functions gives very similar
results to the one with non-linear retardation
functions, in this case with the linearization around
the significant roll amplitude. However, using nonlinear retardation functions saves the trouble of
having to find the right linearization amplitude.
Moreover, in the case of tanks with larger
dimensions in the longitudinal direction of the ship,
the frequencies where the tank increases the
motions are further apart. This, combined with a
narrow wave spectrum, might even increase the
larger roll amplitudes.

7

calculations without ART were running at 15 times
faster than real time, and those with ART at 3 to 7
times real time.
The use of the EGA rather than the roll is in this
case quite important as the roll period of the ship is
very long. In such a case, the sway motions are not
small compared to the roll, especially of the
damped ship, such that the EGA deviates
substantially from the roll. Figure 15 presents the
roll distribution with the free surface tank using
either roll or EGA as excitation parameter during
the calculations.

Coupled motions
Finally, the coupling of non-linear retardation
functions for an ART with ship motions were
verified by comparison with experimental data. An
18000 tonnes heavy lift vessel equipped with a
210 tonne free surface ART was tested in beam
seas at zero speed. The waves were generated with
a JONSWAP spectrum with a peak period equal to
the ship’s natural roll period and with two different
heights, 0.75 and 1.5 metres. The tests and
calculations were carried out for 30 minutes full
scale. The ship model was restrained in surge, sway
and yaw by means of a soft spring setup with low
natural frequencies to avoid interaction with the roll
response . Prior to the tests, roll and sway decay
tests were performed.

Figure 13: Roll distribution with and without free surface
tank

The calculations were carried out with
FREDYN without surge, yaw and pitch motions.
The sway motions were restrained with a spring
coefficient corresponding to the experimental soft
spring. The roll damping parameters were based on
a linear and a quadratic coefficient derived from the
roll decay tests. The response of the ART was
derived using Verhagen’s model, and checked by
means of oscillation tests for the ART. The
excitation of the ART was the EGA at the tank’s
location. Figure 13 shows the roll distribution with
and without tank from the experiments and
calculations. It shows that the calculation model
captures quite well the damping due to the tank.
The distribution of roll with ART appears also
much more linear than with only bilge keels. Figure
14 presents the RAO of roll, where the double
peaked character of the response with ART is
clearly visible. The predicted RMS of roll was
within 1% from the result of the experiment for the
lower wave height and within 7% for the higher
wave height. On a single core 2.1GHz PC the

Figure 14: Roll RAO in irregular waves, with and without
free surface tank

Figure 15: Roll distribution, with tank, roll vs. EGA
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4. CONCLUSIONS

8

van Daalen, E.F.G. et al., 2001, "Anti Roll Tank
Simulations with a Volume Of Fluid (VOF) based
Navier-Stokes Solver". In Symposium on Naval
Hydrodynamics.

A new technique to include the non-linear
effect of an ART in time domain calculations has
been successfully developed. It uses an estimate of
the envelope of the EGA and an interpolation in a
set of amplitude dependent retardation functions..

Hairer, E., Norsett, S.P. & Wanner, G., 1993,
"Solving Ordinary Differential Equations I,
Nonstiff problems" 2nd ed. Springer-Verlag, ed.,
Springer-Verlag.

The adopted use of retardation functions to
capture the response of the ART as a function of
excitation frequency and amplitude works with
good accuracy. The use of envelope based
interpolation at each time step offers a fast and
efficient technique to capture the excitation
amplitude dependence of the tank response.

Journée, J., 2001, "Offshore Hydromechanics",
de Kat, J.O. & Paulling, J.R., 2001, "Prediction
of extreme motions and capsizing of ships and
offshore marine vehicles". In International
Conference on Offshore Mechanics and Arctic
Engineering. Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil.

The hybrid mirroring technique offers an
accurate envelope prediction at the end of the time
window. This technique greatly improves the
quality of the Hilbert transform at the ends, but at
the cost of small discontinuities at high frequency

de Kat, J.O. & Paulling, J.R., 1989, "The
simulation of ship motions and capsizing in severe
seas" SNAME, ed., The society of naval architects
and marine engineers, 5.

Finally, the use of the EGA as excitation
parameter for the tank greatly improves the
prediction of the tank-ship coupling in conditions
where the sway is non-negligible, which should be
the case if the tank is properly designed.

Kerkvliet, M. et al., 2014, "Analysis of U-Type
anti-roll tank using URANS. Sensitivity and
validation.". In International Conference on Ocean,
Offshore and Arctic Engineering. San Francisco,
USA.
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Specific Intended Uses: Establishing verification, validation and
accreditation objectives
Arthur M. Reed, David Taylor Model Basin, Carderock Division, Naval Surface Warfare Center,
arthur.reed@navy.mil

ABSTRACT
IMO’s implementation of the Second Generation Intact Stability Criteria has put in place a multitiered process by which the adequacy of a vessel’s stability can be assessed. The most stringent criteria is Direct
Assessment where by a vessel is assessed using a physics-based simulation tool. To be applied to stability assessment, these tools should undergo a formal Verification, Validation and Accreditation (VV&A) to
assure that they perform adequately. Before the VV&A can be performed, the problem for which the simulation tool is to be assessed must be defined. This use—the objectives of the simulation are defined by the
establishment of Specific Intended Uses (SIUs). SIUs will be characterized, and the way in which they are
used will be defined.
Keywords: Verification, Validation and Accreditation; VV&A; Formal VV&A, Specific Intended Uses, SIU

1

INTRODUCTION

Beginning in the early 2000’s efforts were initiated to develop performance based stability criteria
for commercial vessels with the re-establishment of
the intact-stability working group by IMO’s Subcommittee on Stability and Load Lines and on
Fishing Vessels Safety (SLF) (cf. Francescutto,
2004, 2007). Over time, the terminology to describe the new intact stability criteria evolved from
“performance based” to “next generation” to “2nd
generation”—the terminology in use today. This
entire evolution is described in the introduction to
Peters, et al. (2011).
The SLF Working Group decided that the
second-generation intact stability criteria should be
performance-based and address three modes of stability failure (SLF 48/21, paragraph 4.18):
• Restoring arm variation problems, such as
parametric roll and pure loss of stability;
• Stability under dead ship condition, as defined
by SOLAS regulation II-1/3-8; and
• Maneuvering related problems in waves, such

as surf-riding and broaching-to.
Ultimately, a fourth mode of stability failure was
added:
• Excessive accelerations.
The criteria and processes were first introduced in Belenky, et al. (2008). The state-of-theart in the assessment of vulnerability is presented
in detail in Peters, et al. (2011) and further summarized in Reed & Zuzick (2015)
The deliberations of the Working Group led
to the formulation of the framework for the second generation intact stability criteria, which is described in SLF 50/4/4 and was discussed at the 50th
session of SLF in May 2007. The key elements of
this framework were the distinction between parametric criteria (the 2008 IS Code) and performancebased criteria, and between probabilistic and deterministic criteria. Special attention was paid to probabilistic criteria; the existence of the problem of rarity was recognized for the first time and a definition was offered. Also, due to the rarity of stability
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failures, the evaluation of the probability of failure
with numerical tools was recognized as a significant
challenge.
The “Second-generation intact-stability criteria” are based on a two-tiered assessment approach:
for a given ship design, each stability-failure mode
is evaluated using two levels of vulnerability assessment in the first tier. A vessel that fails to comply
with the first- and second-level criteria of the first
tier must progress to the second tier where it is examined by means of a direct assessment procedure
based on tools and methodologies corresponding
to the best state-of-the-art physics-based prediction
methods in the field of ship-stability failure prediction.
If decisions regarding the adequacy of a vessel
stability-wise, are going to be made based on the
predictions of a Modeling and Simulation (M&S)
tool, there must be a reasonable assurance that the
tool provides acceptably accurate results. The process by which a tool may be determined to be sufficiently accurate is known as Verification, Validation
and Accreditation (VV&A).
Reed & Zuzick (2015) quoted “Verification,
Validation, and Accreditation are three interrelated
but distinct processes that gather and evaluate evidence to determine, based on the M&S’s intended
use, the M&S’s capabilities, limitations, and performance relative to the real-world objects it simulates.” Definitions for these three terms are provided below, each followed by a practical commentary relevant to computational tools for predicting
dynamic stability.
1. Verification—the process of determining
that a M&S’s implementation accurately represents
the developer’s conceptual description and specification, i.e., does the code accurately implement
the theory that is proposed to model the problem at
hand?
2. Validation—the process of determining the
degree to which an M&S is an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of the
intended uses of the M&S, i.e., does the theory
and the code that implements the theory accurately
model the relevant physical problem of interest?
3. Accreditation—the official determination

2

that an M&S, . . . is acceptable for use for a specific
purpose, i.e., is the theory and the code that implements it adequate for modeling the physics relevant
to a specific platform? In other words, are the theory and code relevant to the type of vessel and failure mode for which it is being accredited?
In the process leading to accreditation by a
Flag Administration, VV&A must be a formal process with structure that is prescribed. This structure
includes the identification of an Accreditation Authority (AA) and the establishment of accreditation
panels; and is described in Reed & Zuzick (2015).
The process of accreditation requires Specific Intended Uses (SIUs)—the objectives against
which accreditation occurs, the subject of this paper.
2

ROLE OF SIUS IN ACCREDITATION

As just described, accreditation is the process by
which a computational tool is certified as being sufficiently accurate and thus acceptable for use in a
particular case for a particular vessel or class of vessels. In the IMO context, this would be a vessel of
a particular size and proportions, which will have a
particular mode of operation. In practice this would
also be tied to a particular mode of stability failure,
and would be defined as a particular SIU.
SIUs are the statements that define the scope
of the problem or simulation that is to be modeled, and for which the M&S will be accredited.
In the context of direct assessment under secondgeneration intact stability, this will need to include
a definition of the type of vessel for which the M&S
tool is to be accredited—accreditation for small
fishing vessels may well not apply to a container
carrier; as well as the mode of stability failure that
is anticipated to be an issue. There can, and in fact
would likely be multiple SIUs for the same VV&A
activity.
2.1

Example of an SIU

As stated earlier, the SIU effectively defines
the objective of the accreditation. As such, the SIU
needs to answer the questions “what” and “why.”
The “what” part of the answer will in the case of accreditation have two parts, one part pertaining to the
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type of vessel, and the other pertaining to the mode
of stability failure. An example of this would be
the accreditation of a code for predicting parametric
roll of a container carrier—container carrier would
be the type of vessel and parametric roll would be
the mode of stability failure.
The “why” question relates to the way in
which the predictions from the code will be used.
Will the code be used to determine whether a vessel is susceptible to parametric roll in head seas at
24 kt in a particular sea state, or will it be used to
derive a speed polar plots for susceptibility to parametric roll in a series of sea states. The answer to
the “why” question serves to define the scope of the
effort required in the accreditation process.
To clarify, an example of an SIU is: “The XYZ
simulation tool will be used to generate operator
guidance polar plots for all applicable speeds and
headings against pure loss of stability for RO/PAX
vessels in the 11,000–13,000 t displacement range,
lengths of 130–150 m, and with beam-to-draft ratios of 4.5 to 5.5. These polar plots will enable the
vessel operators to avoid situations where pure loss
of stability could be an intact stability issue. The
information used to generate the operator guidance
polar plots will be developed using numerical data
generated by the XYZ simulation tool.”
In the example SIU, the answers to the “what”
question are RO/PAX vessels in a particular size
range with the stability failure mode being pure loss
of stability. The answer to the “why” question is to
generate operator guidance polar plots for all applicable speeds and headings.
2.2

3

Additional clarification is provided by the definition
of the comparison metrics and their associated acceptance criteria. HLRs reflect the technical specifications provided by SME-opinion. DFRs provide
additional specifications as necessary to more fullydescribe each HLR. Requirements Flow-Down Tables are useful tools in high-level assessment of the
appropriateness of the proposed accreditation criteria as well as required components of the Accreditation Plan (DoD, 2012).
An example of a Requirements Flow-Down
Table, Table 1, is provided for the example SIU
given above.
3

SUMMARY

With the advent of the second-generation intact
stability criteria, IMO has initiated a two-tier
performance-based stability assessment process for
unconventional hulls with a risk of intact stability
failure. If the design fails the first and second level
tests of the first tier, it then progresses to the second tier and direct assessment, which requires an
accredited physics-based simulation tool.
Accreditation requires that a set of Specific Intended Uses (SIUs) defining the objectives of the
accreditation be defined. These SIUs must define
what the M&S is to be accredited for (type of vessel
and mode of stability failure) and why (the product
to be produced by the M&S).
Additionally, the Requirements Flow-Down
Table which is used to define comparison metrics
and acceptance criteria based on the SIUs are described, and an example is provided.

Requirements Flow-Down Table

The answers to the “what” and “why” questions within the SIU are used to determine what
needs to be characterized and analyzed from the
perspective of the V&V process. This is accomplished by the development of a Requirements
Flow-Down Table. In the Requirements FlowDown Table, each SIU is decomposed in to several
high level requirements (HLRs), which characterize
important aspects of the SIU. The HLRs are each
further mapped into several detailed-functional requirements (DFRs). A comparison metric and an
acceptance criterion are identified for each DFR.
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HLR 1.b
The simulation and modelscale data must show consistently good correlation ranging
from the more simple conditions to the more complex
conditions. Good correlation
must be demonstrated for the
range of operational, environmental, and loading conditions
defined in the Quantitative Accreditation scope for which
comparison model data are
available.

High Level Requirements
HLR 1.a
Simulation must demonstrate
good correlation to model data
for ship responses to elemental
tests to suggest that underlying
physics are sound.

Table 1
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DFR 1.b.2
All comparisons must take into account all known
sources of uncertainty (sampling, instrument,
condition, etc.).
DFR 1.b.3
Parameters that are used to define Quantitative
Accreditation polar plots risk values and lifetime risk calculation must be assessed. If direct
validation of these quantities is not achievable,
a sufficient substitute quantity shall instead be
assessed. (rare motion metrics)
DFR 1.b.4
Parameters that are used to evaluate the Quantitative Accreditation system health must be assessed.
(non-rare motion metrics)

CM 1.b.4
Mean standard deviation, σ , of motions

CM 1.b.3
The 90th percentile of peak amplitudes, A90%,
of motions (in lieu of exceedance rates of
physical limit thresholds which are not expected to be available for validation)

CM 1.b.2
90% uncertainty intervals on the each parameter (model and simulation)

CM 1.b.1
Mean values, µ, of achieved speed and heading

CM 1.a.2
SME opinion/judgment

Comparison Metric
CM 1.a.1
Check-list of quantifiable metrics defining
“reasonable” correlation for elemental tests
used to inform SME opinion

Example Requirements Flow-Down Table.

Detailed Functional Requirement
DFR 1.a.1
Simulation must demonstrate the ability to successfully predict critical motion values in a large
number of Quantitative Accreditation conditions
for which model test data is available for comparison.
DFR 1.a.2
Collective SME judgment shall ultimately decide
whether or not this requirement is met (regardless of the code’s ability to meet the suggested
quantifiable metrics).
DFR 1.b.1
Parameters which characterize the ship’s operating condition relative to the seaway, and identify
the corresponding critical motion, must be assessed.

AC 1.b.1
Differences between mean
achieved speed and mean
achieved heading for each validation condition must be less than
specified amounts.
AC 1.b.2
The 90% confidence intervals
on each parameter value (σ and
A90%) for a given motion and
condition must overlap in order to
suggest that the underlying populations (model and simulation)
may be the same.

Acceptance Criteria
AC 1.a
ARP will vote using SME opinion informed by elemental test
comparisons whether to assess
subsequent acceptance criteria.
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DFR 1.e.1
Simulation must demonstrate the ability to successfully produce critical motion values in a large
number of Quantitative Accreditation conditions
for which model test data is available for comparison.

CM 1.e.1
Number of conditions which successfully pass
the following criteria: AC.1.b.1 through AC
1.d.

CM 1.d.2
Combined uncertainty in the comparison,
calculated as a function of the 90% uncertainty
intervals (CM 1.b.2) on both data sets, model
and simulation

DFR 1.d.2
Determination of simulation tool success must
only be reached using reasonably high-fidelity
validation data sets.

HLR 1.e
Simulation must be deemed
usable for conditions within
the current scope of the Quantitative Accreditation for which
comparison model test data is
not available.

CM 1.d.1
Margin applied to observed sample parameter
values (defined in CM 1.b.2 and CM 1.b.3)

DFR 1.d.1
Reasonable conservatism on the part of the simulation solution should be endorsed to promote the
overall safety of the sailor.

HLR 1.d
The safety of the ship and
sailor must be prioritized and
reflected in the criteria established for validation.

Comparison Metric
CM 1.c
Margin applied to observed sample parameter
values (defined in CM 1.b.2 and CM 1.b.3)

Table 1 (Cont’d) Example Requirements Flow-Down Table.
Detailed Functional Requirement
DFR 1.c
Thoughtful engineering judgment shall be applied
in the determination of permissible differences
between simulation and model test results.

High Level Requirements
HLR 1.c Necessary accuracy
of the simulation shall be influenced by an appropriate
balance between technical
excellence and judiciousness

Acceptance Criteria
AC 1.c
The observed values of compared sampled parameters may
be deemed acceptable if the difference between the values is less
than a specified amount. (margin)
AC 1.d.1
The margin allowed by AC 1.c
shall be increased by 50% in the
case of over-prediction on the
part of the simulation to allow for
additional conservatism on the
part of the simulation. (additional
conservative margin)
AC 1.d.2
Successful validation comparisons
for both rare and non-rare motions
(σ and A90%) may only be accepted if the combined uncertainty
in both data sets is sufficiently
small.
AC 1.e
70% of Quantitative Accreditation conditions for which model
data are available for comparison must pass criteria (AC 1.a
through AC 1.d) for 100% of critical motion parameter values. (rare
and non-rare motion assessments
calculated independently)
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Towards a theory of surf-riding in two-frequency
and multi-frequency waves
K.J. Spyrou, k.spyrou@central.ntua.gr, I. Kontolefas, ikon@central.ntua.gr, N. Themelis, nthemelis@naval.ntua.gr
School of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering, National Technical University of Athens, Greece
ABSTRACT

Steps are taken towards extending the theory of surf-riding for multi-chromatic waves. New bifurcation
phenomena are identified and classified that are intrinsic to the presence of extra frequencies in the
excitation. Alternative types of surf-riding are discovered. Chaotic transients seem to be quite a common
feature of ship surge motion in extreme following seas.
Keywords: ship motions, surf-riding, Lagrangian coherent structures, basin erosion, chaos

of ship behaviour, in relation to the frequency
content and intensity of wave excitation.

1. INTRODUCTION
The theory explaining the nonlinear surging and
surf-riding of ships in steep following waves has
been built upon the assumption of monochromatic
waves (Spyrou 1996). Many tacitly take for granted
that these phenomena endure, in almost identical
form, in irregular seas too. Nevertheless, the multichromatic sea renders the phase space flow of the
underlying dynamical system time-dependent, a
fact bearing many new possibilities of dynamic
behaviour. For example, a ship can appear
transferring randomly, in finite time intervals,
between ordinary surging and surf-riding-like
behaviour. Then, the concept of surf-riding
equilibrium that had been the basis for explaining
involuntary high speed runs in following waves is
gone [Spyrou et al. 2014, Belenky et al. 2016;
Themelis et al. 2016].

2. DESCRIPTION OF APPROACH
Unidirectional wave fields are considered,
created by the superposition of two or more wave
components, propagating in the direction of ship
motion. A standard mathematical model that can
reproduce asymmetric surging and surf-riding has
been employed, incorporating multi-frequency
excitation (Spyrou et al. 2014). The examined ship
was a tumblehome topside vessel, from the ONR
series, with length L=154 m, beam B=18.8 m and
mean draft T=5.5m.
Our analysis is focused on the identification of
system’s
hyperbolic
Lagrangian
coherent
structures (LCS) in phase space. The analysis is not
constrained by the number of frequencies in the
excitation, nor by the nature of it (“regular” or
“irregular”). The LCS are phase space objects of a
separatrix nature that can be considered as
analogous to the stable and unstable manifolds of
hyperbolic fixed points of autonomous dynamical
systems. Hence, they indicate basins of attraction
and, in general, they expose the skeleton of the
flow. The LCS concept came about from the
interbreeding of nonlinear dynamics and fluid
mechanics (Haller & Yuan 2000; Shadden 2011).
In a physical flow, LCS appear as cores of
trajectory patterns, identified as being, locally, the
strongest attracting/repelling material surfaces
advected with the flow. A few approaches have
been proposed for their identification, which vary

It is greatly desirable all yet undocumented
motions types that can be realized in irregular seas
to be systematically identified, evaluated and
classified. However, conventional computational
techniques that had been, up to now, successfully
applied for studying the effect of monochromatic
seas are not sufficient and a novel set of state-of-art
computational tools will be required.
Driven by these observations, the first results
from an ongoing exploration into the unsteady
phase space of ship surging under bi-chromatic and
multi-chromatic excitation will be presented; on the
one hand demonstrating the approach; and on the
other, identifying and analyzing new extreme types
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in their robustness, potential for handling multidimensional phase space, in terms of computational
cost, etc. Here we have implemented a scheme
based on the calculation of the largest finite-time
Lyapounov exponent (FTLE) field (Shadden et al.
2005; Kontolefas et al. 2016). Alternative
approaches (not reported here) are also under
evaluation.

steepness of the secondary wave is raised from a
very low value, in order to observe the successive
transformations of phase space, as the effect of the
secondary wave is intensified. The steepness of the
primary wave is set lower than previously; in such a
way that, in the absence of the secondary wave,
coexistence of surging and surf-riding would exist
(this fact is basically confirmed by the first graph of
Fig. 3).

For the bi-chromatic sea in particular,
supplementary calculations were performed;
specifically, a massive campaign of time-domain
simulations. The goal was to capture the mean and
the amplitude of the surge velocity oscillation, at
steady state, in order to evaluate how these relate
with characteristic reference velocities, such as the
nominal speed and the celerities of the participating
wave components.

3. PRINCIPAL

FEATURES
OF
UNSTEADY PHASE-SPACE FLOW

2

THE

(i)

(ii)

Figure 1: Phase-space portraits at different time instants,
for bi-chromatic wave excitation. The attracting and
repelling LCS (blue and red curves respectively) are shown.
Parameters were set to the following values:
 1 , s1 , 2 1 , s2 s1 , unom    L, 0.035, 0.9, 0.3,12  .

Bi-chromatic waves
The ship is excited by two harmonic waves,
defined as follows: the first (identified from now on
as the “primary”), has fixed length 1 equal to the
ship length L and its steepness is set at s1  0.035.
The other (“secondary”), can be regarded as a
perturbation effect; nonetheless, its height will be
allowed sometimes to become large. It will have a
comparable frequency value, while its steepness
will be varied according to the scenario.
The arrangement of system’s LCS right upon
the inception of global surf-riding is revealed
through the two time shots of Fig. 1. Some
differences from the monochromatic case are
noticed: firstly, crossings of LCS (i.e. essentially of
manifolds) appear, accompanied by the usual, in
these cases, stretching and folding process.
Secondly, as evidenced from Fig. 2, surf-riding is
oscillatory (the power spectrum of the motion is
also shown). In fact, this is a universal feature of
surf-riding in bichromatic waves. It will be revealed
later that the celerity of the primary wave dictates
the mean value of ship velocity during surf-riding.
The perturbing wave on the other hand, is
responsible for velocity’s oscillation around the
celerity of the primary wave.

(i)

(ii)

Figure 2: Character of surf-riding in bichromatic waves. (i)
Time history of surge velocity (black curve) contrasted to
the nominal speed (grey line). (ii) The discrete Fourier
transform of the time history of surge velocity.

The fact that basin boundaries become fractal is
verified by zooming successively onto a small area
enclosing a basin boundary segment, revealing the
well-known self-similarity pattern (see Fig. 4). The
erosion of surf-riding’s basins bears an important
consequence: surging becomes motion destination
from areas deep into surf-riding’s domain, in a
rather unpredictable manner. Two time-domain
simulation examples, shown in Fig. 5, verify this
behaviour. The particularly long, seemingly
chaotic, transient of case 2 should be noticed.

The crossing of LCS brings along the
fractalisation of basin boundaries and subsequently,
basin erosion. In the series of graphs of Fig. 3, the
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Although the ship was very close to global surfriding when the secondary wave excitation was
established, this extra forcing did not lead to global
surf-riding but to the fractal erosion of the surfriding domain.

(i) s s  0.100
2

1

(iii) s s  0.350
2

1

(ii) s2 s1  0.250

(iv) s s  0.400
2

1

Figure 4: Self-similarity is revealed by successive
enlargements of small rectangles placed on a surf-riding
basin boundary [it corresponds to Fig. 3(iv)].

(v) s s  0.425

(vi) s s  0.450

(vii) s s  0.500

(viii) s s  0.800

2

1

2

1

2

2

1

1

Figure 3: Transformation of the phase space as the
steepness of the secondary wave is increased, due to
tanglings of the attracting and the repelling LCS (blue and
red curves respectively). The time shot is always at 50 s.
Parameters have been assigned the following values:
 1 , s1 , 2 1 , unom    L, 0.02, 0.85,12.5 .

Figure 5: The erosion of surf-riding basins creates
possibility of initiating surging from deep within the surfriding area  1 , s1 , 2 1 , s2 s1 , unom    L, 0.02, 0.85, 0.500,12.5 .

A strong hint about the arrangement of surfriding and surging domains is offered from the
graphs of Fig. 6, representing the field produced by
the integration of phase-space-particles squared
velocity along trajectories. The process of fractal
destruction of the surf-riding domain is confirmed.

Behaviour for “irregular” wave excitation
The time-changing LCS for wave excitation
deriving from a JONSWAP spectrum, are shown in
Fig. 7. We considered a frequency band with width
0.5ωp, centred on spectrum’s peak ωp=0.598 rad/s.
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The significant wave height was HS=5.5 m. The
spectrum was discretized through 48 components.
Ship’s nominal speed was 12 m/s. Substantial time
variation of phase space flow can be noticed and, at
first reading, the flow shows less coherence. In Fig.
7 is illustrated, in addition, the evolution of two
groups of initial conditions (the green and the red)
separated by a repelling LCS segment. Their initial
placement is shown in the first of these graphs. The
green points are found directed towards lower
velocities (they should be identified as engaged in
surging) compared to the red points that seem like
being trapped at a higher velocity region. As a
result, eventually, the green points lag behind the
red points.

 L, 0.02, 0.85, 0.350 

4

excitation was computed by applying a filter that
had one of its parameters working as a control
knob, gradually raising the amplitudes of the
perturbation harmonics while lowering primary’s
(see Fig. 8). The spectrum (of JONSWAP type) had
TP=9.93 s and HS=7 m. The number of participating
harmonics was n=74 and ship’s speed was set at 12
m/s.

 L, 0.02, 0.85, 0.410 
Figure 7: Portrait of phase space flow for JONSWAP
spectrum. Two selected sets of initial conditions (appearing
as green and red areas) evolve into different velocity
ranges.

 L, 0.02, 0.85, 0.500 
Figure 6: First row: Areas of surging (dark) and surfriding (pale). Second row: Surging has dominated the
entire phase space (pale regions indicate high-velocity
transients not ending on surf-riding ). The values of the
parameters 1 , s1 , 2 / 1 and s2 / s1 are indicated below
the corresponding graph. Nominal speed is 12.5 m/s.
Figure 8: Wave amplitudes (black dots) obtained from a
JONSWAP spectrum on the basis of energy equivalence,
compared to the amplitude of the primary harmonic, as the
control parameter a is gradually increased from 0 to 1. The
intact spectrum (defining the energy level) is shown in grey.

In the final investigation targeting the phase
space, an irregular perturbation (calculated from a
spectrum) was superimposed to a harmonic
excitation, in such a way that, the wave energy
content (based on the amplitudes of the
participating discrete harmonics including the
primary one) was maintained constant. The

In Fig. 9 are illustrated successive
transformations of the phase space, which are
provoked by the gradual turning of the excitation
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from mainly regular to mainly irregular. We have
started, again, from a condition very close to the
beginning of global surf-riding. Whilst, this time,
global surf-riding did truly happen, it was followed
by an erosion process of the surf-riding basins,
provoked by LCS tanglings corrsponding to
neighboring surf-riding basins.

(i): s2  0

(iii): s2  0.5

5

version of surf-riding, ruled by the celerity of the
first wave. When the two wave components start
having comparable magnitudes however, the
outcome becomes difficult to predict. Three
examples, corresponding to frequency ratios 0.8,
0.9 and 1.05, are shown, respectively, in Figs 10, 11
and 12. For frequency ratio 0.8, and as the
steepness ratio is raised, the mean surge velocity
falls initially perfectly on the celerity of the primary
wave. Later however there is a jump to the celerity
of the secondary wave, returning shortly to
intermediate values (in-between the two celerities).
Further increase of the steepness leads to
domination of the celerity of the secondary wave. A
look into the fluctuating surge velocity reveals
period doublings and chaos. Some surf-riding
oscillations are extremely large, driving the ship, in
repeating short spells, to very high speed values.
Similar patterns are noticed for the other two
frequency ratios. It should be also noticed that the
reference system is moving with the wave celerity
c1 of the prime wave (   L ), thus the horizontal
axis of the figures of the the mean surge velocity
corresponds to c1.

(ii): s2  0.1

(iv): s2  1

Figure 9: Transformations of phase space arrangement as
one moves from a regular to an irregular excitation.

This is a new event where a surf-riding basin
intrudes into another basin of the same kind. This
makes uncertain the destination where the ship will
settle, although surf-riding remains as the certain
outcome.
It is evident therefore that, several new
phenomena of behaviour become possible when
one looks beyond the monochromatic sea; implying
that, the probabilistic evaluation of a ship’s
tendency for surf-riding in irregular seas becomes
an even more daring task.

4. CHARACTERIZATION OF HIGH SPEED
RUNS
Figure 10: Range of surge velocity (upper) and mean value
of surge velocity (down), for frequency ratio (of secondary
to primary wave) 0.8, steepness of primary wave 1/30,
nominal speed 12.5 m/s and initial surge velocity 10.5 m/s.

The final aspect considered was the
characterization of the encountered types of surfriding. Consider once more the idea of having a
steep primary wave, perturbed by a secondary
harmonic that is kept initially at a very low height.
Naturally, one would expect to see a perturbed
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5. CONCLUSIONS

6

Global under Dr. Woei-Min Lin (grant number
N62909-13-1-7).

Several new phenomena of ship surge dynamics
were observed when two or more frequencies were
included in the excitation. In bi-chromatic waves,
different types of oscillatory surf-riding exist,
governed either by the first or by the second wave
component. However, no coexistence of these two
types was noticed as stable motions. Moreover,
chaotic motions were identified in the intermediate
range, sometimes extending to very high surge
velocity values. They are preceded by
homoclinic/heteroclinic tanglings of LCS found,
creating fractalization of the surf-rising basin
boundaries. Such phenomena were noticed in
bichromatic as well as in multichromatic waves and
seem to be quite common. In general, the exhibited
dynamic behavior is very rich.

Moreover, useful discussions with Dr. Vadim
Belenky and Mr. Kenneth Weems of the David
Taylor Model Basin are acknowledged.

Figure 12: As Fig. 10, with frequency ratio 1.05.
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Split-time Algorithm Implementation in Advanced
Hydrodynamic Codes
Kenneth Weems, Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division
Vadim Belenky, Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division
ABSTRACT

The paper describes the current state of numerical implementation of the split-time method for the estimation
of probability of capsizing in irregular waves using an advanced numerical code – Large Amplitude Motion
Program (LAMP). The split-time method resolves the probability of capsizing into two steps. The first step
or “non-rare” problem is the statistical estimation of crossing rates over an intermediate threshold; the second
step or “rare” problem is the calculation of the probability of capsizing after crossing. Motion perturbations
are used to estimate the latter. The value of the perturbation of the roll rate at the instant of crossing which
would lead to capsize is used as a metric of danger. Metric values from all crossings are extrapolated using
the generalized Pareto distribution to determine a rate of capsize after crossing. The implementation is based
on 3 degrees-of-freedom model (heave-roll-pitch), in which the body nonlinear formulation is used for
hydrostatic and Froude-Krylov forces while all other hydrodynamic forces are modeled with empirical
coefficients. The paper describes the initial testing of the algorithm, problems that were encountered and
ongoing development including introduction of the hydrodynamic memory effects in the simulation of
perturbed motions
Keywords: Probability of capsizing, Numerical Simulations, split-time method, motion perturbation

calculation efficiency – too low of a threshold will
result in a large number dependent crossings, many
of which would need to be discarded, while too
high of a threshold will result in too small a number
of crossings.

1. INTRODUCTION
The objective of the split-time method is to use
the capability of advanced numerical codes for the
estimation of the probability of rare event such as
capsizing in waves. As capsizing in realistic
conditions is too rare to be observed with a
practical set of numerical simulation, the split-time
method proposes the separation of the problem into
“non-rare” and “rare” problems based on what is
observable and non-observable in “normal”
numerical simulations in random irregular seas.

The “rare” problem focuses on the estimation of
the conditional probability of capsizing when
crossing has occurred. A metric of the danger of
capsizing is calculated at the instant of each
crossing using a motion perturbation approach. A
series of perturbation simulations are performed in
the same waves as the non-rare simulation, starting
from the crossing point but with the roll rate
increased until capsizing is observed. The smallest
roll rate perturbation which leads to immediate
capsizing is the metric of capsizing danger as it
measures how close the ship was to capsizing, even
though capsizing or even an extreme roll angle may
not have been observed.

The solution of the “non-rare” problem consists
of computing a set of simulations in pseudo-random
realizations of the irregular sea conditions and
identifying crossings of an intermediate threshold
roll angle. In this context, crossings consist of upcrossings of the positive threshold roll angle and
down-crossings of the negative threshold roll angle.
Crossings of this threshold should be observable in
these “normal” numerical simulations in a
statistically representative quantity. The choice of
the threshold is arbitrary, but only independent
crossing events can be used for the further
calculations. As a result, the selection of the
intermediate threshold is a mostly an issue of

Once the sufficient size of metric value sample
(sufficient number of crossings) has been collected,
the tail of its distribution can be modeled and used
to estimate the conditional probability of capsizing
at the instant of crossing, as illustrated in Figure 1.
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f(y)

mature all-purpose numerical code for ship motions
and loads; its theoretical background is described
by Lin and Yue (1990). Hydrostatic and FroudeKrylov forces are calculated with the full 3D bodynonlinear formulation. The diffraction and radiation
forces are computed using a 3-D potential flow
panel model using either a body-linear or bodynonlinear formulations. Other forces (roll damping,
maneuvering forces, control systems, etc.) are
included using a variety of time-domain models.

Available data
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The LAMP system consists of a number of
modules providing tools for the preparation and
verification of input data and the post-processing of
simulation results.

Figure 1 Calculation of the conditional probability of capsizing
after crossing

In order to facilitate the modeling of the tail, the
metric is calculated as:

yi = 1 − φ& Ui + φ& Cri ; i = 1,..., NU

2

3. CALCULATION SCHEME

(1)

The overall sequence of calculations is
illustrated in Figure 2. After setting up the LAMP
model, a number of independent records, each
corresponding to different realizations of the same
irregular sea spectrum, are computed. A typical set
of simulations contains 200 records of 30 minutes
each. The 30 minute record length is long enough
for the initial transition to be considered small
portion of the record, but short enough to require a
moderate number of wave components (usually
250-300) wave components to avoid self-repeating
effect. Presenting the 100 hours sample in 200
independent records also facilitates parallel
calculations, so a cluster or High Performance
Computing (HPC) can be used in its full effect and
mitigates potential non-ergodicity effects.

where φ& Ui is the value of rate roll observed at the ith crossing, φ& is the value of perturbed roll rate
Cri

at that crossing which lead to capsizing, and NU is
the number of crossing observed. The probability
of capsizing after crossing is calculated by
extrapolating this distribution to a value of 1.0.
A review of the background theory of the splittime method for the probability of capsizing in
wave is available from Belenky, et al. (2016).

2. NUMERICAL CODE
The initial implementation of the split-time
method is carried out using the Large Amplitude
Motion Program (LAMP) as a platform. LAMP is a

Figure 2 General scheme of split-time method implementation with LAMP
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The set of the time history records computed
for exactly the same set of conditions (wave
spectrum, ship speed and relative wave heading)
represent an ensemble. Statistical estimates of the
ensemble are computed using LMPlot, which is the
principal LAMP-system module for postprocessing and plotting.
The LAMP_Liter module reads the non-rare
simulation histories, identifies crossings of one or
more specified threshold levels, calculates the
estimated crossing rate and runs the perturbation
simulations to find the value of the metric at each
crossing. The MPM-LAMP module fits the GPD to
the metric values, extrapolates to find the
probability of capsizing after crossing and
calculates the overall capsizing rate.

Figure 3 Non-rare problem: search for crossings and
calculation of the roll rate values at the instants of crossing

5. RARE PROBLEM
The calculation of the critical roll rate is carried
out using the motion perturbation method (MPM)
as illustrated in Figure 4. The MPM is essentially a
series of short simulations, starting from the instant
of crossing, in the same waves as the non-rare
simulation and with initial conditions other than roll
rate set to ship’s position and velocity at the
crossing. The initial roll rate is systematically
changed until capsizing is observed. Note that when
the perturbed simulation does not capsize, the
motion returns to its original time history. The
critical roll rate is the smallest roll rate leading to
capsizing.

The initial implementation and testing of the
split-time method in LAMP considers 3-DOF
motions (heave-roll-pitch) and uses the 3-D body
nonlinear formulation for hydrostatic and Froude
Krylov forces, while diffraction and radiation are
modeled using empirical coefficients rather than the
full potential flow solution of the wave-body
interaction problem. This configuration of the
LAMP solver is known as LAMP-0. For these
calculations, the same options are used for both the
non-rare and rare simulations, though this is not
required by either the theory or its implementation.

4. NON-RARE PROBLEM
The non-rare problem is solved by searching for
crossings of one or more prescribed threshold roll
angles. Once a crossing has been found, the value
of the roll rate at the instant of crossing is
determined by interpolation, see Figure 3.
The rate of crossing is estimated over the
ensemble of records:

ξ̂ =

NU
N T ∆t

(2)

Figure 4 Calculation of critical roll rate with the motion
perturbation method

where NU is the observed number of crossings, NT
is total number of data points in all records, and ∆t
is the time increment (data sampling rate), which is
assumed to be the same for all records. The
boundaries of the confidence interval of the
crossing rate are calculated with the assumption of
binomial distribution (Belenky, et al. 2016).

As it can be seen from Figure 4, some of the
time histories, while obviously bound to capsize,
did not actually reach the motion about the capsized
equilibrium. The reason is that LAMP calculations
sometimes exhibit numerical instability when roll
angle passes 90 degrees. This numerical instability
is caused by the way in which the 3-DOF motion
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constrains have been implemented in the LAMP’s
6-DOF dynamic solver.

Initial testing considered 10 conditions: two
significant wave heights with five relative headings
each. The fitted GPD distributions have shown
smaller values of the shape parameter in
comparison to the validation runs made with the
volume-based numerical model (Weems, et al.
2016). A full investigation into the relationship
between the GPD parameters and the characteristics
of the hydrodynamic model and dynamical system
remains for future work, though some first steps in
this direction can be found in Belenky, et al.
(2016a).

The split-time, however, does not require
simulations to be carried so far – it is simply
necessary to determine whether capsizing would
occur. In fact, to reduce the computational effort,
the perturbation simulations are usually truncated
as soon as a roll angle of 90 degrees is reached or
the motion converges to the unperturbed solution.
After the calculation of the capsizing likelihood
metric (1), the results must be de-clustered, as the
fitting of the GPD requires independent data points.
As can be seen from Figure 3, crossings are
observed in clusters and are likely to not be
independent events. To produce independent data
points, the metric data (1) is de-clustered. An
estimate of the auto-correlation function for the roll
response is calculated from the non-rare motion
data and a de-correlation time is found by looking
for the point where the envelope of the peaks of the
auto-correlation falls below 0.05, see Figure 5.
1

0
-0.5

7. HYDRODYNAMIC MEMORY
A significant challenge of using motion
perturbation methods with numerical seakeeping
simulation tools is the consideration of the
hydrodynamic memory effect.
Hydrodynamic
memory is an effect in which the flow field and
forces of the wave-body hydrodynamic interaction
problem are dependent on the short or mediumterm history of the solution and cannot be
completely quantified as functions of the state
variables and their derivatives as in a model based n
ordinary differential equations (ODE). In potential
flow seakeeping models, this memory is associated
with the unsteady disturbance wave field generated
by the ship's unsteady motion (radiation waves),
interaction with the incident wave (diffraction
waves) and forward speed (Kelvin waves). In
viscous flow solvers (e.g. RANS and LES), they
will also be associated with the generation and
evolution of vortical flow structures and the like.

Autocorrelation

0.5

Time, s
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80

De-correlation time

-1

Figure 5 Calculating de-correlation time from the autocorrelation of the roll response

Crossing events which are separated by the decorrelation time are assumed to be independent
while events closer than that are assumed to be part
of a cluster. The largest metric value in each cluster
is selected to provide only independent data for the
GPD fit.

Motion
perturbation
analysis
requires
simulations starting at crossing points of the nonrare simulations with variations to selected state
variables, which will be the roll velocity for the
present capsizing problem.
It is relatively
straightforward to save the complete state of the
calculation, including the unsteady free surface
disturbance, and then to restart the perturbation
simulation from this point.
However, large
variations in the roll rate generally result in a
significant transient behavior due to the impulsive
change in velocity, which often lead to instability in
the free surface potential flow solution.

The procedure for fitting the GPD distribution
to the LAMP-computed metric has been
implemented following Campbell, et al. (2016).

6. INITIAL TESTING
Initial testing has been performed on a
Windows workstation and on the NSWCCD
SeaTech Linux cluster. On the SeaTech cluster, 5
cores on each of 10 nodes can be used to run 50
LAMP or LAMP-Lite simulations in parallel,
resulting in a run time for the complete procedure
of about 30 minutes per long-crested condition for a
properly selected threshold.

The simplest solution to the problem is to use
an ODE-like approximation for the disturbance
wave forces in the perturbation simulations rather
than attempting to solve the free surface potential
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motion history but stability and speed issues would
be considerably mitigated.

flow problem. In its most basic form, this consists
of the prescribed added mass and damping
coefficients of the LAMP-0 model used in the
implementation and initial testing of the MPM
described abvoe and in the validation cases
described in Weems, et al. (2016). As these provide
an explicit calculation of the radiation and
diffraction effects in terms of the state variables,
they have no problem with the perturbation to the
roll rate or other state variables and have the
significant advantage that they result in a relatively
fast calculation of the perturbation simulations.
The approach is, however, approximate and the
effect of the approximation will need to be
quantified.

It is quite likely that practical considerations
will drive the implementation toward an ODE-like
model of the disturbance, albeit one with nonconstant coefficients derived from the motion
history. However, a solution with the more
complete hydrodynamic memory is necessary to
quantify the effect of the memory and develop the
required models.

8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The paper described the current state of
implementation of the split-time estimation of
method for probability of capsizing. The metric of
likelihood of capsizing is the difference between
observed and critical roll rate at the instant of
crossing of an intermediate threshold. The critical
roll rate (minimal perturbed roll rate leading to
capsizing) is calculated with a motion perturbation
method (MPM).

The incorporation of the regular time-domain
free surface potential flow solution in the
perturbation simulations comes down to
introducing the perturbation of the motion while
maintaining the stability and correctness of the flow
solution. The most promising scheme identified to
date is to begin the perturbation calculation some
time, perhaps 10-20 seconds, before the crossing
event, with prescribed motions during the period up
to the event. The prescribed motions would be
based on the motions from the non-rare simulation
with the velocity perturbation feathered in over this
time. An advantage of such an approach is that it
could be implemented with regular check-pointing
of the non-rare solution without having to identify
and save crossing points during the non-rare
simulations. A disadvantage of such an approach is
that it will be computationally relatively expensive.

The split-time/MPM method has been
implemented in the Large Amplitude Motion
Program (LAMP). For the initial implementation
and testing, the hydrodynamic forces are modeled
with empirical coefficients, while hydrostatic and
Froude-Krylov forces were computed with full 3D
body-nonlinear formulation (LAMP-0). Motions
were simulated with three degrees of freedom:
heave, roll and pitch
Ongoing implementation and testing work
includes the introduction of hydrodynamic memory
in the perturbed motion calculations and free surge,
sway and yaw motion in the non-rare and rare
simulations.

Another approach toward incorporating
memory into the perturbation simulations would be
to use an impulse response function (IRF) solution
of the disturbance potential.
The IRF-based
formulation of the wave-body interaction problem
uses body-linear solutions of the impulsive
radiation and diffraction problems that are
convoluted with the wave and motion time history
to provide a very rapid approximate body-nonlinear
solution. The method has long been used for
constant course and speed seakeeping simulations
(Weems, et al. 2000), and could be adapted to the
perturbation simulations in which the ship can be
assumed to have constant course and speed for the
duration of the perturbation.
The motion
perturbation would still need to be added to the
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Motion Perturbation Metric for Broaching-to
Vadim Belenky, Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division
Kostas Spyrou, National Technical University of Athens
Kenneth Weems, Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division

ABSTRACT

The paper describes the formulation and calculation of a Motion Perturbation Metric for estimating the
probability of broaching-to within the framework of the split-time method. The probability estimation
procedure within the split-time framework is divided into two steps or problems. The non-rare problem is
focused on statistically observable events and is intended to be solved with a set of relatively high-fidelity
numerical simulations in random irregular seas. It is usually related to the statistical estimation of an
upcrossing of an intermediate level. The rare problem is formulated for the time instant of upcrossing and is
focused on the conditional probability of broaching-to when the upcrossing of the intermediate level has
occurred. It is solved by evaluating an instantaneous metric of the likelihood of broaching-to that is
extrapolated to the level of broaching-to using a Generalized Pareto Distribution. The motion perturbation
method calculates the metric by perturbing the dynamical system toward a dangerous state in phase space.
The dangerous state is defined as a set of initial conditions leading to broaching-to, defined here as a
deviation from the commanded heading exceeding a given value. The distance in phase space towards the
closest dangerous state is the value of metric at the given instant of time.
Keywords: Broaching-to, Surf-riding, Split-time method, Motion Perturbation Method, MPM

separate the very complex problem of the
probabilistic evaluation of rare events in a complex
nonlinear dynamical system into two less complex
problems. An intermediate threshold for one of the
state variables is introduced. The value for the
threshold is chosen such that the upcrossings can be
observed at a statistically significant rate with highfidelity time-domain numerical simulation. The rate
of upcrossing can then be estimated from the time
series – this is the “non-rare” problem. The second
part of the split-time method is the “rare” problem,
which is focused on calculating a “metric” value
which quantifies the risk of the rare event at the
instant of each upcrossing. The “metric” must
include information on physics that goes beyond
what was observed within the simulation. For
example, surf-riding can co-exist with periodic
surging, and even if only periodic surging was
observed in the “non-rare” simulations, the metric
should reveal that surf-riding was possible at this
time instant for different initial conditions.

1. INTRDUCTION
The estimation of a probability of broaching-to
in irregular waves from a limited set of high–
fidelity numerical simulations has been one of the
objectives of the long-term ONR (the US Office of
Naval Research) project “A Probabilistic Procedure
for Evaluating the Dynamic Stability and Capsizing
of Naval Vessels.” An overview of the general
status and recent progress of the project can be
found in Belenky, et al. (2016).
Broaching-to is a violent, uncontrollable turn
which occurs despite maximum steering effort. It
occurs in following and quartering seas and is, in
general, infrequently encountered by a normally
controlled ship. Broaching-to may occur in two
different scenarios, the most frequent of which is
the development of directional instability in yaw
during surf-riding (Spyrou, 1996, 1997).
As broaching-to is a strongly nonlinear
phenomenon, the split-time framework may be
well-suited for its probabilistic characterization.
The main idea of the split-time method is to

The numerical value of the metric is meant to
express the “distance to failure” at the instant of
upcrossing. Each upcrossing yields a single
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number, but as the upcrossings were observed in
statistically significant quantities, the metric values
may be fitted with a Generalized Pareto
Distribution (GPD) to produce an extrapolated
estimate for the probability of failure.

broaching-to is therefore defined, somewhat
arbitrarily, to be 10 degrees. The initial formulation
of the metric is then defined as a distance, in phase
space, between the initial state and a critical state
leading to a deviation of 10 degrees from the
commanded heading, measured along the line
between the initial state and a “dangerous” point.
The dangerous point leads to broaching-to with a
heading deviation which significantly exceeds 10
degrees. The definition of the dangerous point
includes, but is not limited to, the stable surf-riding
equilibrium/pseudo-equilibrium (Spyrou, et al.
2016; Belenky, et al. 2016a).

2. INITIAL DEFINITION OF METRIC
Belenky, et al. (2016) considered a metric for
the likelihood of surf-riding that was defined as a
distance between the current state and the state
where ship would be captured into surf-riding,
measured along the line between the current state
and the stable surf-riding equilibrium (pseudoequilibrium in case of excitation with more than
one frequency). The practical implementation of
this metric encountered difficulties due to the
complexity of the phase space of surf-riding in the
multi-frequency environment (Spyrou, et al. 2016).

3. MOTION PERTURBATION METHOD
The idea of the motion perturbation method
(MPM) is to look into alternative variants of the
behavior of the dynamical system if the current
state is perturbed. It is similar to the motion
stability concept: the current state is given a
perturbation and the perturbed solution is followed
into the future. The difference is that the
perturbation is meant to be large.

At the same time, the deviation of heading due
to broaching-to can be easily detected and
measured from a relatively short numerical
simulation, see Figure 1. The simulation uses a
simplified 3-DOF (surge-sway-yaw) mathematical
model that is described in Spyrou, et al. (2015).

The perturbations are carried out in multidimensional phase space, starting from the vector
of initial condition X0 toward the “dangerous”
vector (or point) Xd:
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A set of sample heading time histories from
these perturbations is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1 Broaching-to after surf-riding in regular waves: a)
trajectory; b) time history of horizontal speed; c) time history
of heading
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Small deviations in heading, however, will be
frequently encountered in oblique waves and do not
represent any real danger as they can be easily
corrected without adverse consequences. A
minimum heading deviation corresponding to
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Figure 2 Heading time histories corresponding to perturbations
in phase space, for the case of regular wave with a coexistence
of periodic surging and surf-riding
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The wave in this case is a regular wave for
which both periodic surging and surf-riding can
result for the same propeller rate. The heading time
history which results in a maximum heading
deviation of exactly 10 degrees yields the value of
metric for the considered case.

The metric also needs to be reformulated to be
comparable between different upcrossings, because
the critical value  is defined in terms of relative
distance.
Figure 4 shows a projection of the phase space
for the coexistence case into the surging phase
plane: the distance is measured in ship lengths and
the surging speed is expressed in terms of Froude
number. The “dangerous” domain is presented with
five points. Each of them is used to get a direction
for perturbations. Five values of  corresponding to
a heading deviation of 10 degrees have then been
obtained.

4. FURTHER REFINEMENTS OF METRIC
FORMULATION
The testing of the initial metric formulation is
described in Belenky, et al. (2016). It includes
surging/surf-riding coexistence mode in regular
waves, bi-chromatic, tri-chromatic and full-band
irregular waves. One conclusion was that the stable
surf-riding pseudo-equilibrium is not necessarily
the most dangerous point. The actual domain of
broaching-to in full-band irregular waves may be
shifted in comparison to the coexistence case in
regular waves, see Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the projection of these boundary
points onto the surging phase plane. Three of these
points (shown as solid circles) were used to fit the
arc of a circle and find its center. It is no surprise
that the line between the initial position and the
center of the fitted circle comes from the stable
surf-riding equilibrium.
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Figure 4 Projection of the phase space on the plane distance
vs. surging speed: regular wave, surging / surf-riding
coexistence mode
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Figure 3 Maximum yaw angle as a function of the initial
position of the wave relative to the position of the stable surfriding equilibrium / pseudo-equilibrium (a) regular waves:
surging / surf-riding coexistence mode (b) full-band irregular
waves

Figure 5 shows this projection for the case of
full band irregular waves. This case is more
complex. The line between the initial point and the
center of the fitted circle does not cross the arc; as
the dangerous domain is too narrow. The direction
is defined then by the shortest distance shown with
red line.

As a result, an additional step has been added to
the metric calculation procedure – a search for
dangerous points. This information allows a
refinement of the metric calculation. The value of
metric actually determines a single point on the
boundary of “dangerous broaching” domain in
phase space. Several “dangerous” points yield
several points on the boundary. The metric can
therefore be reformulated as a distance to the
boundary in a more strict geometric sense.

The updated calculation scheme of the metric
assumes that the boundary of the “dangerous”
domain is smooth. However, Spyrou, et al. (2016)
shows that the boundary of the surf-riding domain
in the bi-chromatic case can be fractal. These
fractal boundaries present difficulties in getting a
numerical solution efficiently, as most iteration
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methods may fail. The fractal boundary has to be
approached from one side only and may require
development of special computational techniques.
However, the considered case seems to have a
smooth boundary, as it can be seen from Figure 6.

dangerous points needs to be carried out. These
dangerous points are used to set the direction of
MPM perturbations to find points on a broaching
domain boundary. These boundary points are
projected on the surging phase plane and fitted with
a circle; the distance to the curve is the value of the
MPM metric.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The paper describes the refinement of a MPM
metric of likelihood of broaching-to, which is
intended to be using within the split-time
framework for evaluating a probability of
broaching-to in irregular waves.
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As the “dangerous” domain for broaching-to in
irregular waves does not necessarily contain the
stable surf-riding pseudo-equilibrium, a search for
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ABSTRACT
In a series of papers, Degtyarev and Reed have presented the theory and provided the results from
an autoregressive model for representing a seaway—at a point in space, over a line and over a plane,
all as a function of time (1-D, 2-D & 3-D, respectively). In several other papers, Degtyarev and
Gankevich have provided the theory for a technique for eﬃciently computing the velocity potential
beneath a prescribed 1-D or 2-D surface, varying with time. Together this series of papers provides
the information needed to compute the fully nonlinear hydrostatic and Froude-Krylov pressures
under a seaway in an eﬃcient manner without having to be concerned with the computing-time
constraints imposed by the use of a Fourier series representation of a seaway imposed by the use
of a Longuet-Higgins model. The next step is to apply these models in a seakeeping code so that
the practical aspects of using these appealing theoretical approaches can be assessed. This paper
provides a very brief description of the methods, and outlines some of the issues that must be dealt
with in interpreting them.

KEYWORDS
Autoregressive modelling; Wave modelling; Sea state modelling
1

INTRODUCTION

more general problems such as the evolution of ocean waves in a storm, or the study
of ocean waves distorted in shallow water
represents a signiﬁcant challenge.
• Models of this class are periodic and need
a very large number of frequencies in order
to generate statistically independent nonrepeating waves for long simulations (Belenky, 2005) and the computation time increase linearly with the number of frequencies.
• In the numerical implementation of the
Longuet-Higgins’ model, it appears that

The, Longuet-Higgins’ Fourier series based
model of a seaway (Longuet-Higgins, 1962) is
distinguished by its clarity and the simplicity
of the computational algorithm. However, it is
not without some serious shortcomings inherent
in models of this class:
• The Longuet-Higgins’ model is only designed to represent a stationary Gaussian
ﬁeld. Normal distribution of the simulated
process is a consequence of the central limit
theorem. Its application to the analysis of
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the rate of statistical convergence is very
slow. This is seen as a distortion of the
energy spectrum of the simulated process.
• The Longuet-Higgins model is not obviously appropriate when simulating complex waves that have a broad spectrum
with many peaks, and in describing extreme events.
These latter three points become particularly critical in numerical simulation. In a time
domain computation of the responses of a vessel
in a random seaway, the repeated evaluation of
the velocity at hundreds or thousands of points
on the hull for thousands or tens of thousands
of time steps can become a major factor determining the execution speed of the code (Beck
& Reed, 2001). This becomes an even more signiﬁcant issue in a nonlinear computation where
the wave model is even more complex. Developing a less time intensive method for modeling
the ambient ocean-wave environment has the
potential for signiﬁcantly speeding up the total
simulation process.

In practice, it has been more common to
use an autoregressive model:
ζt =

N


Φt ζt−i + t ,

(1)

i=1

where ζt is the wave elevation at time t, N is
the order of the model, Φi are the regression
coeﬃcients, ζt−i are the N last realizations of
ζt , [i = 1, . . . , N ], t is Gaussian white noise
with variance σ2 . The equation for ζt can be
directly related to the power spectrum of the
seaway by:
Sζ (ω) =

Δ
σ2
2 , (2)

N

2π 
1 + j=1 Φj exp[−ijΔω]

where Δ is the sampling interval of the series.
The autoregressive coeﬃcients of (1) can
be estimated from the autocovariance function
(Kζ ) by solving the Yule-Walker equations:
Kζ (i) =

N


Φk Kζ (k − i),

(3)

k=0

2

AN AUTOREGRESSIVE MODEL
OF OCEAN WAVES

The autoregressive model (ARM) of ocean
waves is an alternative to the Longuet-Higgins’
approach that models a stochastic moving surface as a linear transformation of white noise
with memory. ARMs are commonly used in
other areas of probabilistic mechanics and dynamics to model stationary ergodic Gaussian
random processes with given correlation characteristics (Box, et al., 2008), but they have not
been extensively applied to wind waves.
2.1

One
dimensional
Model

Wind-Wave

The formal mathematical framework of regressive wave models was developed by Spanos
(1983), Gurgenidze & Trapeznikov (1988) and
Rozhkov & Trapeznikov (1990). The latter
built a one-dimensional model of ocean waves
ζ(t), on the basis of an autoregressive-moving
average (ARMA) model

and the variance of the white noise σ2 can be
calculated as:
σ2 = Vζ −

N


Φj Kζ (j).

(4)

j=0

where Vζ is the variance of the waves being simulated. The derivation of these formulae can be
found in Degtyarev & Reed (2011).
In theory, the number of autoregressive coeﬃcients N tends to inﬁnity. In practice, it has
been found that remarkably few coeﬃcients are
required to recreate the wave surface and to
recover the stochastic properties of the wave.
As the periodicity of the wave evaluation is dependent only on the random number generator,
very long wave records can be modeled without
self-repeat and at very small cost.
2.2

3-D Wave Model

For application to numerical simulation in
three dimensions (2-D space + 1-D temporal)
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having components (x, y, t), the expression for
the wave elevation is:
ζ(x, y, t) =

Ny 
Nx 
Nt


Φ(ix,iy,it)

ix=0 iy=0 it=0

× ζ(x − ix · Δx, y − iy · Δy, t − it · Δt)

(5)

+ σ2 (ix,iy,it)
Degtyarev & Boukhanovsky (2000) present
numerical procedures for estimating the parameters of the 3-D ARM for waves and the dispersion of the corresponding ﬁeld of white noise,
as well as the transition to a wave ﬁeld with an
arbitrary distribution. The procedures generally follow the one-dimensional implementation
and are based on the solution of the generalized Yule-Walker equations (cf., Degtyarev &
Reed, 2011), though with additional computational features.
3

a discrete set of component waves, each with
a speciﬁed frequency, amplitude, heading, and
phase; and these incident wave quantities are
generally computed directly using Fourier series expressions.
With the autoregressive wave model, the
incident wave is deﬁned by a regression order (Nx , Ny , Nz ) and increment (Δx, Δy, Δz),
a set of regression coeﬃcients (Φ(ix,iy,it) ), corresponding variance of white noise (σ2 ) and a set
of seeds for the pseudo-random number generator. At each time step of the simulation, the
incident wave model is set up by the following
steps:
1. Compute the elevation ﬁeld on a grid of
points around the ship
2. Estimate derivatives of the elevation in
time and space
3. Solve for the velocity potential ﬁeld beneath this elevation grid
4. Estimate derivatives of the velocity potential in time (Froude-Krylov pressure) and
space (incident wave velocity)
5. Set up interpolation functions for the elevation and potential derivatives on the local grids.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE AUTOREGRESSIVE WAVE MODEL
IN A SIMULATION CODE

A principal objective of the current eﬀort is to
apply the autoregressive incident wave model
to time domain ship motion simulations. The
issues and procedures are relevant to any hydrodynamic code; and, to a large degree, the
use of autoregressive wave models in general.
In the seakeeping calculations, the following incident wave quantities must be computed:
• Incident elevation at points on the hull
surface in order to determine the incident
wave waterline and create a panel model of
the wetted hull surface
• Incident wave pressure (ρ∂Φ0 /∂t) on each
wetted hull panel to calculate FroudeKrylov forces
• Incident wave velocity (∇Φ0 ) at the control
point of each body panel for potential ﬂow
body boundary condition
• Incident wave velocity (∇Φ0 ) for the inﬂow to external forces models such as appendage lift and drag.
In calculations using the standard LonguetHiggins’ model, the incident wave is deﬁned by

The required evaluations of the incident wave
elevation, pressure, and velocity are then handled by the interpolation functions. These steps
are described in more detail below.
4

INCIDENT
FIELD

WAVE

ELEVATION

The form of the expression for the autoregression wave elevation (5) naturally leads to the
evaluation of the local wave elevation ﬁeld on
a grid of points with spatial increments corresponding to the Δx and Δy of the regression
model:
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ζ(ix ,iy ,it ) = ζ(xix , yiy , tit )
=

Ny Nt
Nx 



Φ(jx ,jy ,jt )

jx =0 jy =0 jt =0

× ζ(ix −jx ,iy −jy ,it −jt ) + σ2 (ix ,iy ,it )
(6)
where Mx and My deﬁne the size of the wave
elevation evaluation grid, which is dictated by
the size of the domain over which elevations are
required and will generally be larger, sometimes
far larger, than the length of regression.
The elevation calculation is advanced in
time along with the simulation itself. In the
application of the autoregressive wave model,
the time step of the simulation is matched to
the time step of the wave autoregression function. In principle, however, diﬀerent time steps
could be accommodated by either interpolating
the wave elevation data in time or performing
multiple wave time steps for each simulation
time step.
Since the elevation at each point is dependent only on the elevations at lesser or equal
x, y, or t, the method is explicit and easily
calculated by sweeping through the elevation
grid in x and y at each time step. Calculating
the elevation on a ﬁnite grid presents no major
problem—the summation is simply truncated
at the edge of the grid.
The required extent of the wave elevation
grid will generally be the region over which incident wave data is required plus some allowance
at the minimum x and y edges for a “ramp-up”
region. For a 3-D potential ﬂow calculation,
this is simply the extent of the hull’s wetted
surface. The issue is a bit more complicated
for simulations with forward speed or a significant amount of drift. The 3-D autoregressive
wave model is generally cast in a global coordinate system, so the x- and y-grid lines of the
evaluation must be inherently ﬁxed in space.
Constructing a grid covering the entire range of
the simulation would be impractical for a simulation of any length, so a local grid scheme is
implemented.
In the local grid scheme, the grid is moved

with the ship but grid lines are maintained at
integer multiples of the increment grid. In effect, grid lines are added in front of the ship and
removed from behind it as the simulation progresses. The addition of grid lines forward of
the ship must account for the “ramp-up” time
of these added lines. Therefore, the resulting
grid must be elongated in the direction of travel.
For a typical seakeeping problem with a moreor-less constant speed and heading, the x extent
of the grid will be:




(xg (t) − L/2)
x0 =
− Nx Δx
Δx


L + 2U Nt Δt
Mx = Nx +
Δx

(7)
(8)

where xg (t) is the global x-coordinate of the
ship’s center (mid-ships) at a given time, L is
the ship length, Nx and Δx are the regression
order and increment in x, Nt and Δt are the
regression order and increment in time, and U
is the ship speed; · is the integer ﬂoor function, used to round the grid extents to integer
multiples of the grid spacing, so grid lines will
be coincident from time step to time step.
For cases with large unsteady motion, including maneuvering in waves and broaching,
the grid expansion must consider unsteady
speed in both x and y. Figure 1 shows a notional wave evaluation grid (not every grid line
is shown) at three simulation time steps for a
ship in a slow-speed turn.
4.1

Random White Noise

The term σ2 (ix,iy,it) in Equation (5) represents a ﬁeld of white noise. σ2 is the variance
of the white noise model and is a scalar value
calculated from the regression coeﬃcients described above. Along with the regression coeﬃcients, this value will be constant for stationary waves and a function of time for nonstationary (e.g. rising or falling) seas. The
quantity (ix,iy,it) is a random function that
should have unit variance and the same distribution as the wave elevations. For a Gaussian
(normal) distribution, it can be readily approx-
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Fig. 1

Moving Elevation Grid for a Low Speed Turn

imated by the expression:
=

12


Ri − 6

(9)

i=1

where Ri is a random value of uniform distribution, and range [0,1], which is the typical value
of the intrinsic pseudo-random number function
available in most math libraries.
4.2

Repeatability of the Wave Model

In the same way that the “random” phases
of the wave components provide diﬀerent realizations of the irregular wave ﬁeld in a LonguetHiggins model, the “randomness” of (ix,iy,it)
provides independent realizations of the ARM
wave ﬁeld. It is therefore necessary to be able
to generate independent sets of these random
values.
However, it is also highly desirable to be
able to reproduce the identical calculation of
the wave ﬁeld. This is useful for visualizing
the motion in waves, post-processing calculations such as relative motion and slamming, or
simply repeating a simulation for a speciﬁc set
of waves. To do this, it is necessary to use a
pseudo-random number generator with a seed
speciﬁcation option and to record the size and
origin of the regression grid.
4.3

In order to allow a central diﬀerence calculation
of the time derivative, the elevation calculation
is run one time step ahead of the simulation.
As the implementation of autoregressive continues, the calculation of these derivatives must
be evaluated along with the eﬀect and requirements of grid resolution and time step.

Derivatives of the Elevation Field

Derivatives of the wave elevation in space
and time are needed for calculation of the velocity potential ﬁeld. In an initial implementation,
these derivatives are computed using ﬁnite difference of the values on the wave elevation grid.

5

CALCULATION OF THE INCIDENT WAVE POTENTIAL FIELD

A signiﬁcant challenge of using the ARM of
wave for numerical simulations is that the ARM
provides only the elevation ﬁeld while numerical
ship-motion codes generally require the pressure and velocity ﬁeld beneath these waves. In
panel methods, the pressure ﬁeld is required
in order to evaluate the Froude-Krylov forces
and the velocity ﬁeld is required to set up the
body boundary condition for the disturbance
potential boundary-value problem. In order
to address this challenge, the implementation
must incorporate an “inverse problem” solver
which computes the incident wave velocity potential (φ0 (x, y, t)) beneath the speciﬁed wavy
surface. This inverse problem solution, which is
described in more detail in Degtyarev & Gankevich (2012) and Gankevich & Degtyarev (2015),
is summarized below.
The inviscid, incompressible potential ﬂow
beneath a free surface is described by the sys-
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tem of equations:
2

∇ φ = 0,
1
p
on z = ζ(x, y, t),
φt + |∇φ|2 + gζ = −
2
ρ
Dζ
= ∇φ · n on z = ζ(x, y, t),
Dt
(10)
where φ is the incident wave potential, D/Dt is
the substantial derivative and n is the local normal vector to the free surface. The ﬁrst of these
equations satisﬁes continuity throughout the
ﬂuid domain while the second and third are the
dynamic and kinematic free-surface boundary
conditions, respectively. In the inverse problem, the free surface is known.
5.1

2-D Solution

For unsteady, two-dimensional (x, z, t)
ﬂow, (10) can be rewritten as:

Substituting (14) into (12) yields the ﬁnal result:
∞

1
1
φ(x, z) =
2πi
λ
−∞
⎛ ∞
⎝
−∞

⎞
ζt

1 − iζx − iζx /



1 + ζx2

e−λ(ζ+ix ) dx ⎠

× eλ(z+ix) dλ.
(15)
It should be noted that while the free surface must be single valued, the slope of the wave
is not assumed to be small, as has been in previous solutions of the inverse problem. Gankevich & Degtyarev (2015) provide a comparison
of the previous and present methods.

In the numerical implementation of this
scheme for the elevations generated via the auφxx + φyy = 0
toregressive model, the inﬁnite inner and outer
integral limits of (15) are replaced by the cor1 2
p
on z = ζ(x, t)
φt + (φx + φ2z ) + gζ = −
(11) responding wave surface size (x0 , x1 ) and wave
2
ρ
number interval (λ0 , λ1 ) so that the inner inteζx
φx + φz on z = ζ(x, t).
ζt + ζx φx =
gral converges.
1 + ζ2
x

The 2-D potential at any time can be written
as a Fourier transform of a function multiplied
by an exponential:
∞

E(λ)eλ(z+ix) dλ.

φ(x, z) =

5.2
(12)

−∞

This potential implicitly satisﬁes the continuity
equation and can be substituted into the kinematic boundary condition to give:
∞

ζt
1 − iζx − iζx /

1+

ζx2

λE(λ)eλ(ζ+ix) dλ.

=
−∞

(13)
This expression represents a forward bilateral
Laplace transform and can be inverted to yield
a formula for the coeﬃcients E(λ):
1 1
E(λ) =
2πi λ
×e

∞

ζt
1 − iζx − iζx / 1 + ζx2 (14)

−∞
−λ(ζ+ix)

dx.

The solution of the 3-D problem (2-D spatially + 1-D time) is simular though it, not surprisingly, involves double integrals.
Estimate and Interpolation of Potential Derivatives

The inverse velocity potential calculation
provides the potential on a line of x-points or a
grid of (x, y)-points corresponding to the elevation data evaluated from the ARM. Currently,
there is no analogous formulae for the ﬂuid velocities, the derivatives of the velocity potential. So derivatives must be calculated using
ﬁnite diﬀerence techniques.
The lateral (x, y) resolution of the velocity potential will be dependent upon the resolution of the wave elevation ﬁeld. However, in
the vertical, (z), direction, the potential can be
evaluated for any z, so the resolution and range
of the vertical distribution of the potential and
its derivatives can be selected based on the requirements of the problem.
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SUMMARY

Degtyarev & Reed (2011, 2012) presented the
development of an autoregression model for incident random waves that is far more computationally eﬃcient than the Fourier series
like model of Longuet-Higgins. This model is
amenable to modeling the synoptic and temporal processes associated to the development and
evolution of ocean waves in a storm.
Degtyarev and Reed also showed that
the waves produced by the autoregression
model have the correct statistical characteristics spatially and temporally to represent ocean
waves—the desired wave spectra can be reproduced and the distributions of physical characteristics is correct. Although the model does
not explicitly contain the physics of gravity
waves, by using 2- and 3-dimensional (1- or
2-dimensions in space + time) autoregression
functions based on actual wave measurements,
the model even captures the dispersion relation
for gravity waves.
Degtyarev & Gankevich (2012) and Gankevich & Degtyarev (2015) have provided a technique for eﬃciently computing the velocity potential beneath a prescribed 1-D or 2-D surface,
varying with time.
This paper attempts to continue that development by outlining an implementation of
an auto-regressive incident wave model for use
in a time-domain numerical ship-motion simulation code. Several key aspects of this implementation are described, including the eﬃcient evaluation of the ARM on a set of moving grids for a simulation with steady or unsteady forward speed and the calculation of the
incident wave velocity potential ﬁeld beneath a
prescribed wave surface. The latter procedure
is not only a critical element of the application of the ARM, but provides a mechanism for
implementing other non-traditional ocean wave
models in numerical simulations. The complete
details of the implementation and examples will
be provided in Weems, et al (2016), to be presented later this year.
It remains to be determined whether or not

the ARM with the subsequent solution of an
initial value problem for the velocity potential
beneath the wave surface—the inverse problem,
is computationally competitive with a LonguetHiggins Fourier series based model. However,
there certainly will be a point where it is competitive, as the Longuet-Higgins model’s speed
is inversely related to the number of coeﬃcients
required.
Several areas where future research is
needed have been identiﬁed. One of the most
critical appears to be the derivation of a direct
method for computing the velocities in the ﬂuid
domain, a method similar to that used to compute the velocity potential.
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Validation of SplitǦtime Method with VolumeǦBased
Numerical Simulation
Kenneth Weems, Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division
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Bradley Campbell, Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division
ABSTRACT

The paper describes the results of a statistical validation of the calculation of the probability of capsizing in
irregular waves with the split-time method. The objective of the validation is to demonstrate that the splittime method correctly estimates probability of capsizing without necessarily observing it. Very large data
sets of motion simulations were produced for severe sea conditions using a very fast but qualitatively
realistic volume-based code, and a “true” rate of capsizing was determined by collecting the observed
capsizes in this data. A series of small subsets of these data sets were then used with the split-time
estimation, which was compared to the observed rate. In order to validate the evaluation of the confidence
interval, the comparison was performed many times and the percentage of successful estimations was
counted. If this percentage tends to the confidence probability, the statistical validation is successful. The
paper contains results for 14 different conditions, varying significant wave height, modal period and relative
heading. For the 95% confidence probability, the percentages of successes were between 80% and 100% for
50 sets; between 87% and 99% for 150 sets and finally converged to the theoretical 95% when all the sets
were averaged.
Keywords: Statistical validation, Probability of capsizing

the extrapolation can be regarded as successful if
this true value falls within the confidence interval.
However, due to the very same random nature, a
single successful extrapolation result is hardly
convincing. How would one know if this was not
just a coincidence?

1. INTRODUCTION
The probabilistic assessment of capsizing in
irregular waves with advanced hydrodynamic codes
leads to the solution of an extrapolation problem.
Capsizing is too rare to be observed in realistic sea
conditions within a reasonable simulation time. The
split-time method is a technique of extrapolation
that is specifically intended for the estimation of
capsizing probability; its development is reviewed
in Belenky, et al. (2016). The cited reference
reported a successful statistical validation for a
single condition (significant wave height, modal
period, speed and heading). The objective of the
present study is to check the robustness and
repeatability of that success by carrying out
additional validation calculations for different
conditions.

To ensure that the result is stable relative to the
environmental conditions, Smith and Campbell
(2013) and Smith, et al. (2014) introduced a multitier concept of statistical validation, which was
originally proposed by Smith (2012) for general
ship motion validation. The first tier is elemental –
it is successful if the extrapolation result contains a
“true” value within its confidence interval (the
methodology of obtaining the true value is
considered in the next section). The extrapolation
procedure is then repeated several times for exactly
the same condition, but using independent data sets
– this is second tier. A successful validation for a
given condition produces a certain percentage of
successes, referred to as a “passing rate.” Smith and
Campbell (2013) proposed 90% as a level for
acceptance, based on practical considerations.

The development of extrapolation methods for
probabilistic assessment of seakeeping in extreme
condition (Anastopoulos, et al. 2016, Belenky, et al.
2016, Campbell, et al. 2016) poses the problem of
statistical validation. The result of simulation-based
extrapolation is a random number that is estimated
with a confidence interval. If a true value is known,
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The third tier of statistical validation includes
consideration of several conditions reflecting the
expected operations. It is not yet clear how many of
those conditions need be successful for an
extrapolation method to pass. Examples of the
application of the procedure for the EPOT
(Envelope Peak over Threshold) method
(Campbell, et al. 2016) are considered in Smith
(2014) and Smith and Zuzick (2015).

2

instantaneous submerged volume and calculate the
inseparable hydrostatic and Froude-Krylov forces
from this volume. The rest of the forces are
approximated as coefficients. This approach yields
reasonable results for relatively long waves, as the
wave curvature is not resolved over the ship
breadth but is resolved over the ship length, see
Figure 1. Weems and Belenky (2015) show the
qualitative adequacy of the approach by comparing
shape of distributions of roll motion between the
volume-based calculation and LAMP.

The calculation of the confidence interval of the
extrapolated estimate is a key element for the
statistical calculation and should be validated
separately. The Generalized Pareto distribution
(GPD) was used to approximate a tail for both splittime method and EPOT, from which one can create
a set of GPD distributed data and apply the
calculation of confidence interval. If these
calculations are correct, the passing rate must tend
to the confidence probability used in those
calculations, see Glotzer, et al. (2016) for details.
This paper applies this multi-tiered procedure
(Smith and Zuzick, 2015) to the evaluation of the
probability of capsizing in irregular waves with the
split-time method.

Figure 1 Station/incident wave intersection for volume based
hydrostatic and Froude-Krylov forces for the ONR
Tumblehome hull in stern oblique seas (Weems and Wundrow,
2013)

The use of the volume-based calculation instead
of surface pressure integration for hydrostatic and
Froude-Krylov forces makes the model almost as
fast as models based on ordinary differential
equations. Weems and Belenky (2015) reported that
10 hours data was generated in 7 seconds on a
single processor of a laptop computer, allowing
millions of hours of simulation data to be
practically computed on a standard workstation or
modest sized cluster.

2. EVALUATION OF “TRUE VALUE”
The
extrapolation
validation
procedure
reviewed in the previous section requires a priori
knowledge of the probability of capsizing.
Theoretical solutions for probability of capsizing
are available for piecewise linear models (Belenky,
et al, 2016), but while these models do describe
capsizing qualitatively, i.e. as a transition between
two stable equilibria, they are too simplistic to be
considered as realistic ship motions. In particular
they cannot describe the realistic change of stability
in waves as well as the fact that the hydrostatic
restoring is inseparable from wave excitation for
large-amplitude ship motions.

3. ESSENCE OF THE SPLIT-TIME
METHOD
The objective of the split-time method is to
provide a means to use an advanced numerical code
for estimating the probability of rare event without
actually observing it in simulations. Its principal
idea is to separate the estimation procedure into an
observable or “non-rare” problem and a nonobservable or “rare” problem. The “non-rare”
problem is an estimation of the crossing rate of an
intermediate threshold. It has to be low enough to
observe a statistically significant number of
upcrossing events in, say 100 hrs, but high enough
so that most of these upcrossings can be treated as
independent events.

These effects are naturally included in advanced
hydrodynamic codes (Reed, et al. 2014) such as
LAMP (Lin and Yu 1990). However, these highfidelity codes are not fast enough to produce
samples of sufficient size that a statistically relevant
number of capsizes can be observed in relevant
wave conditions, as millions of hours may be
required (Campbell, et al. 2016).
The solution was proposed by Weems and
Wundrow (2013). The idea is to compute
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The “rare” problem is solved for each
upcrossing with a motion perturbation scheme
shown in Figure 2. The roll rate is perturbed at the
instant of upcrossing until capsizing is observed.
The minimum value of roll rate perturbation
leading to capsizing is a metric of the danger of
capsizing danger at the instant of upcrossing.
200

was 6 knots and heading 60 degrees relative to
wave propagation. The “true” value of the
capsizing rate was estimated from 176 capsizing
cases observed during 200,000 hours of the
volume-based simulations.
The tier-two validation data set consists of 50
independent extrapolations shown in Figure 3. Each
extrapolation estimate uses 100 hours of volumebased simulations, with no capsizing cases
observed during those times. The extrapolation
result is presented with a confidence interval for the
0.95 confidence probability. Besides these
boundaries, each extrapolation has the most
probable value (x in Figure 3) and the mean value
(circle in Figure 3). The calculation of the mean
and most probable value is discussed in details in
Belenky, et al. (2016). The tier-one validation is
successful if the confidence interval contains the
“true” value. The case shown in Figure 3 has 45
individual extrapolations that contain the “true”
value in its confidence interval. The tier-two
validation is successful when a percentage of the
underlining tier-one validation successes is close to
the accepted confidence level. This number is 0.90
for the considered case, which would be considered
a successful “passing rate” by Smith and Campbell
(2013).

Roll, deg
Capsized position

150
100

Instant of
upcrossing

50

80

60

40

100

3

120
Time, s

-50

Figure 2 Illustration of motion perturbations

Given a sufficient number of upcrossings, the
tail of the distribution of the metric value can be
modeled with Generalized Pareto distribution
(GPD), from which the estimate for the probability
of capsizing can be evaluated. The most up-to-date
description of the procedure can be found in
Belenky, et al. (2016).

4. RESULTS
A typical example of the tier-two validation set
is shown in Figure 3. A Bretschneider spectrum
was used to simulated long-crested waves with a
significant wave height of 9.0 m and a modal
period of 14 s.

The environmental conditions for the entire
validation campaign described in this paper are
presented in Table 1, while the results are
summarized in Table 2. The tier-two validation
procedure was repeated three times on independent
data to check the variability of the results.

The subject ship is the ONR tumblehome
topside configuration (Bishop, et al. 2005), speed
Logarithm of rate of capsizing
-4

”true” value

-6
-8
-10
-12
-14
-16

Index of extrapolation data
5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

Figure 3 Example of validation tier-two case; significant wave height 9.0, modal period 14s, heading 60 deg, passing rate 0.90
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Table 1 Summary validation conditions and “true” value estimates

Significant
wave
Modal
height, m Period, s

Low
Heading, Exposure, Number of Estimate of boundary
degrees
hr
Capsizes
rate 1/s
of rate

Upper
boundary
of rate

8.5

14

45

200,000

8

1.13E-08

4.24E-09

1.98E-08

8.5

14

60

200,000

31

4.38E-08

2.97E-08

5.93E-08

9

14

35

720,000

12

4.71E-09

2.04E-09

7.37E-09

9

14

40

200,000

12

1.70E-08

8.48E-09

2.68E-08

9

14

45

200,000

51

7.20E-08

5.37E-08

9.18E-08

9

14

50

20,000

7

9.89E-08

2.83E-08

1.84E-07

9

14

55

60,000

69

3.25E-07

2.50E-07

4.05E-07

9

14

60

200,000

176

2.49E-07

2.12E-07

2.85E-07

9

14

65

200,000

80

1.13E-07

8.90E-08

1.38E-07

9

14

70

200,000

6

8.48E-09

2.83E-09

1.55E-08

9

15

45

345,000

10

8.19E-09

3.11E-09

1.33E-08

9

15

60

300,000

11

1.04E-08

4.71E-09

1.70E-08

9.5

15

45

1,000,000

157

4.44E-08

3.74E-08

5.13E-08

9.5

15

60

1,000,000

242

6.84E-08

5.98E-08

7.70E-08

Heading,
degrees

Subset
duration,
hrs

Passing
rate
Sample 1

Table 2 Summary of validation results

Significant
wave
Modal
height, m Period, s

Passing
Passing Averaged
rate
rate
passing
Sample 2 Sample 3
rate

8.5

14

45

2,000

1.00

0.98

0.90

0.96

8.5

14

60

2,000

0.92

0.96

0.94

0.94

9

14

35

2,000

1.00

0.98

0.98

0.99

9

14

40

2,000

1.00

0.98

1.00

0.99

9

14

45

2,000

0.98

0.98

0.96

0.97

9

14

50

2,000

0.98

0.92

0.94

0.95

9

14

55

2,000

0.90

0.80

0.92

0.87

9

14

60

2,000

0.90

0.86

0.94

0.90

9

14

65

2,000

0.94

0.92

0.94

0.93

9

14

70

2,000

0.92

1.00

0.90

0.94

9

15

45

2,000

0.98

0.96

0.96

0.97

9

15

60

2,000

0.96

0.98

0.98

0.97

9.5

15

45

2,000

0.96

0.94

0.96

0.95

9.5

15

60

2,000

0.98

0.94

0.96

0.96
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5

7.

There were two cases when the passing rate fell
below 0.9: for headings 55 and 60 degrees at 9 m
waves. In general, the variability of the passing rate
within the same environment condition is not small.
The last column in Table 2 shows averaged passing
rate per condition, which is equivalent to 150
extrapolation data sets. The averaging passing rate
fell below 0.9 only once, for 55 degree heading,
indicating favorable tendency with the increase of
sample size.
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On the Tail of Nonlinear Roll Motions
Vadim Belenky, Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division
Dylan Glozter, Vladas Pipiras, University of North Carolina
Themistolkis P. Sapsis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
ABSTRACT

The paper describes the qualitative study of the tails of the distribution of large-amplitude roll motions. The
nonlinearity of a dynamical system is modeled with piecewise linear stiffness with stable and unstable
equilibria. Closed-form formulae were derived for the peak value and its distribution. The tail of the
distribution is heavy until in close proximity to the unstable equilibrium and then becomes light with the
right bound at the unstable equilibrium. It is shown that the tail structure is related to the shape of the
stiffness curve. Physical reasoning for such tail structure is based on the phase plane topology. The tail first
becomes heavy due to stretching of the phase plane, which is a result of nonlinearity. The inflection point in
the tail (when it becomes light) is related to increased capsizing probability in the vicinity of unstable
equilibrium; the position of the inflection point can be evaluated, defining domain of heavy tail applicability.
Keywords: Nonlinear Roll Motion, Distribution, Extremes

distribution; all values exceeding the right bound
have zero-probability.

1. INTRODUCTION
Probabilistic assessment of partial dynamic
stability failure is essentially an extreme value
problem for nonlinear roll motions. Some progress
has been recently reported by Campbell, et al
(2016) on applying Generalized Pareto distribution
(GPD) to model the extreme values of roll peaks,
above appropriate threshold (Coles, 2001).
Mathematical aspects of the problem are treated in
(Glotzer et al 2016). Statistical validation of this
method was described by Smith and Zuzick (2015).
While, in general, the method has shown
satisfactory performance, its accuracy may be
improved by applying one-parameter GPD instead
of two-parameter GPD. It requires introducing a
relation between the GPD parameters based on
physical properties of the dynamical system. This
relation is the main objective of this paper.

The appearance of right bound in a distribution
of roll peaks has a clear physical reason. A peak
implies a return after reaching a local maximum. As
a ship may capsize, there is a limit for the roll peak,
which should be reflected as a right bound by
statistics. However, GPD fitting, reported in
Campbell, et al (2016) resulted in positive shape
parameter and no right bound.
The question this paper tries to answer
formulates as follows: if a ship can capsize, the tail
of roll peak distribution should be light, so why is a
heavy tail observed in numerical simulations?

2. PIECEWISE LINEAR SYSTEM
A dynamical system with piecewise linear
stiffness is probably the simplest model of
capsizing, as it allows recreation of correct phase
plane topology, see Figure 1. It also allows a closed
form solution for probability of capsizing under
some assumptions; see review in (Belenky, et al
2016). So consider a dynamical system:

Normally, GPD has two parameters: shape and
scale. If the shape parameter equals zero, GPD
turns into the exponential distribution. This is the
case of a normally distributed quantity; distribution
of its extreme values can be approximated by the
exponential distribution. If the shape parameter is
positive, the tail is usually referred to as “heavy,” as
its probability of extreme value is higher compared
to normal/exponential case. If the shape parameter
is negative, the probability of extreme value is
lower compared to exponential and the tail is
referred as “light.” One of the specific features of a
light tail is a right bound, the upper limit of the

  2  2 f ()  f (t )
0 L
E

(1)

where  is a linear damping coefficient and fE is a
stochastic process of roll excitation, while the roll
stiffness fL is shown in Figure 1. It is assumed that
the excitation is “switched-off” once the roll angle
exceeds m0, reflecting absence of resonance for
negative GM and limited ability to react on waves.
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Distribution (11) is plotted in Figure 2.
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Here absence of damping for >m0 is also
assumed. While in reality roll damping is increased
for large roll angles, it is not expected to cause
qualitative change. In the absence of capsizing, the
solution for the range 1 is expressed as:

1
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Figure 1 Phase plane topology of capsize and piecewise
linear stiffness (Belenky, et al 2016).
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The function (5) is monotonic; the distribution
of this function is:
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Where d is a standard deviation of roll rates for
range 0, i.e. without influence of crossings. To
ensure that only roll peaks are considered, there is
no capsizing and a normalizing constant is needed.
It is equal to probability of capsizing:
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Inflection point

0.1
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0.01
1E-3

3. DISTRIBUTION OF PEAKS

Linear response

1E-4
1E-5

Formula for the peak (3) is a deterministic
function of a single random variable. This random
variable is the roll rate at the instant of upcrossing.
Assuming that the upcrossings of the level m0 are
so rare, that is the upcrossing events can be
assumed indendent, then the distribution of the roll
rate at upcrossing follows Rayleigh (see Leadbetter,
et al. 1983, Lindgren, 2013, also in Belenky, et al.
2016):

1E-6
1E-7
1E-8
1E-9
0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

max, rad

Figure 2 Distribution of peaks of piecewise linear and
linear response
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To see if the distribution (11) has a heavy tail,
compare it to the distribution of peak of a linear
system, corresponding to the range 0. Distribution
of large peaks of a linear system can be
approximated with truncated Rayleigh distribution
(Belenky and Campbell 2012):
f L max ( max )  C L


exp  



 max
 2x

 2max
2 2x

 max   m 0

C L  exp 



 2m 0
2 2x

lim f max ( max ) 

k1 0

3

12  m0
 2d

(16)

 2 

 exp   1 2m0 ( max   m0 ) 


d



The process of this limit transition is illustrated
below. The slope of the range 1 is changed
systematically from -1 to 0, as plotted in Figure 3.
Figure 4 shows corresponding changes in the
distribution of the peaks. The heavy part of the tail
becomes lighter, until it reaches the exponential
distribution (16) for k1=0. The “inflection point”
moves to the right, until it eventually disappears
when the position of unstable equilibrium goes to
infinity.






(13)





The tail of Rayleigh distribution can be
approximated with exponential distribution; thus
equation (13) may serve as benchmark; a larger
probability than (13) means heavy tail. Figure 2
shows that the piecewise linear system produces
this heavy tail through practically the entire
range 1. Then, it reaches an inflection point and
quickly tends to zero.

fL)

0.8

0.6

k1=0
k1=0.1

0.4

k1=0.3

Figure 2 answers the question, posed at the end
of section 1. The tail actually is heavy for most of
the interval and then turns light in the vicinity of
unstable equilibrium.

k1=0.5

0.2

k1=1
k1=0.75
0

Peaks of the response of the piecewise linear
system with unstable equilibrium shows an
interesting behavior. The “true” limiting
distribution has a light tail, but a heavy tail can be
used for approximation at least until the “inflection
point.” One may say that the piecewise linear
system has two tails. What are the conditions for
having two tails?

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

max, rad

Figure 3 Variation of piecewise linear stiffness

100

fmaxmax)

10
1
0.1
k1=1

4. DEPENDENCE ON THE SECOND SLOPE

0.01

Consider behavior of the distribution (11) when
the slope coefficient k1 tends to zero. Using the
relation between k1 and the position of unstable
equilibrium

1E-3

1  k1
 v   m0
k1

1E-4
k1=0
0.5
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lim  v  lim   m0
k1 0
k1 
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0.9

k1=0.5
k1=0.3
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max, rad

Figure 4 Distribution of peaks of pricewise linear response
for different slopes of the second range

(14)

When k1 reaches zero, the unstable equilibrium
ceases to exist.
k1 0

k1=0.75

Exponential tail

The changes in the slope coefficient for the
range 1 mean changes in the shape of stiffness.
Thus, shape of the stiffness after the maximum
defines the shape of the tail, while the position of
the unstable equilibrium defines the position of the
“inflection point.” The softening nonlinearity
(k1>0) seems to be responsible for the “two-tails”
structure. It disappears when k1 becomes zero.

(15)

The limit transition converts equation (11) into
the exponential distribution:
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5. WHITE NOISE EXCITATION
Separatrix

The relation between “two-tails” structure,
shape of stiffness and presence/absence of the
unstable equilibrium points to a possible
fundamental relation between the distribution and
topology of the phase plane. This link may be
revealed if one gets a closed-form expression for
joint distribution of motions and velocities. It can
be done using the Kolmogorov-Fokker-Plank
equation, if white noise excitation is assumed.
Indeed, it is far from reality, but the system (1)
under white noise excitation may have similar
relation between the distribution and phase plane.

Figure 6 shows distribution of piecewise linear
response under the “no-capsize” condition
computed with formula (22). This distribution has
three distinct regions: Gaussian core (i), heavy
tail (ii) and light tail (iii). The structure of the tail is
exactly the same as in the previous case in Figure 2,
where excitation was correlated but switched off
above the knuckle point (where damping was
absent, too).

where W(t) is Wiener process and s its scaling
factor or intencity. The the steady-state joint
distribution of the motions and velocities is
expressed as (see e.g. Sobczyk, 1991):

PDF of piecewise linear response
without capsizing

(18)

where CW is a normalizing constant and H(..) is the
Hamiltonian (total energy without disspation) of the
dynamical system (1)
1
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Inflection point
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Potential V() is symmetrical relative to the
origin and for  < v is expressed as:
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6. HEAVY TAIL STRUCTURE
Two previous sections presented some
arguments that the observed tail structure is a result
of the stiffness shape, and presence of the unstable
equilibrium, in particular. Presence of the unstable
equilibrium makes nonlinearity soft. The piecewise
linear system does not differ much in that sense
from a nonlinear system with smooth stiffness, as
most known qualitative properties are present
(Belenky, 2000).

(21)

 s ( )

f

0

The result in Figure 6, is one more argument
that the structure of the tail is defined by stiffness
shape. Thus, the correlation of the excitation can be
neglected for this type of qualitative study. This
provides a number of research tools that can only
be applied for white noise excitation.

The distribution of piecewise linear response,
not leading to capsizing is expressed as:
f s ()  C S

m0

Figure 6 Distribution of piecewise linear response under
no-capsize condition

The current study is focused on the properties
of the tail of large-amplitude response, so the
distribution (18) needs to be limited to noncapsizing case. In terms of phase plane, it
corresponds only to the area within the separatrix,
see Figure 5. The Hamiltonian implicitly contains
definition of the separatrix, as it is the only line
going through the unstable equilibria:
 s ()   H (v ,0)  V ()



Figure 5 Separatrix and non-capsizing area

(17)

 4

f  (,  )  CW exp  2 H (,  ) 
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.

v
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f E (t )  sW (t )

4

(22)

 s ( )

where CS is another normalizing constant.
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Figure 7 compares linear and piecewise /
nonlinear systems both in terms of potential and
phase plane. As the linear system contains more
potential energy, the potential function of the
piecewise system is always below the linear one.
The phase trajectories are, in fact, the level lines of
the potential function. As a result the phase plane of
the piecewise linear system (1) or a system with
softening nonlinear stiffness is stretched compared
to a linear system.

0.8

, rad

5

Piecewise linear response with
hyperbolic cosine

0.6

m0
0.4
Linear response with
trigonometric cosine
0.2

V(
0
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Figure 8 Piecewise linear response above the knuckle point
vs. linear response

v

m0

.


m0

7. LIGHT TAIL STRUCTURE
v

Obviously, the tail of both response and its
peaks becomes light because of the presence of
unstable equilibrium. Consider how it is reflected in
the distribution (22), by substitution formula (18)
and (19):



 4

f s ()  C S CW exp   2 V ()) 
 s

 s ( )

 4 2  
d 

exp  
2 
2
s


 s ( )



Figure 7 Stretching of the phase plane caused by soft
nonlinearity of stiffness

Another way to illustrate this stretching is to
compare short portions of time history of the
piecewise linear system. Both responses start at the
same time instant at the “knuckle” point with the
same initial velocity. As it can be seen from Figure
8, the response of the piecewise linear system (2) is
always above the similar linear response.

(23)

The integrand is in fact the normal distribution
as:
 2d 

s2
4

(24)

The integral term does not play much of a role
when the motion displacement is far from the
unstable equilibrium. The separatrix goes through
very large velocities for most of range 2 and the
integral in (23) is close to one (after being
multiplied by its normalizing constant). Once the
motion approaches the unstable equilibrium, the
limits of integration do get close to each other. As a
result the integral term in (23) decreases and forces
the entire distribution down, until it reaches zero at
the point of unstable equilibrium.

This also means that the piecewise linear
system spends more time above the knuckle point
that the linear system under the same initial
conditions. As a result, probability of finding the
piecewise linear system above the knuckle point is
higher and the tail of the response is heavier than
the linear one.
Also, one can see at Figure 8 that the local
maximum of the piecewise linear response is larger
than the linear one. Thus the tail of peaks of the
nonlinear response is heavier than the linear one, as
it can be seen in Figure 2.

Understanding of this mechanism allows
estimation of the position of the inflection point. It
can be checked that the logarithm of the
distribution (11) has the inflection point at:
inf  v 
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Position of the inflection point defines a
boundary of the heavy tail range and it should be
possible to find it for a general nonlinear system.

who also managed IAR program. Particpation of
Mr. Glozter was facilated by NWCDD NREIP
program managed by Ms. Rachel Luu.
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Numerical Simulation KPI Equation
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ABSTRACT

The analysis of different numerical procedures for nonlinear equations describing strong waves evolution is
carried out. We have chosen master equation, that is the generalization of Kadomtsev-Petviashvili-I Equation
(KPI), that shows major part of the problems in ocean waves evolution and at the same time most difficult
from the point of view of numerical algorithm stability. Some indications for choosing of correct numerical
procedures are given.
Keywords: Kadomtsev-Petviashvili-I Equation, numerical methods, solution stability

In the numerical integration of KPI equation
instead of the original equation its integraldifferential analogue is considered

As the initial distributions three surfaces were
selected:
1. The parallelepiped.
2. Gaussian distribution.
3. The ellipsoid of rotation.
In our case, we want to investigate the influence
of the shape of the initial distribution on the further
evolution of the perturbation. To unify the choice of
distribution parameters, we fix the volume and
variety of shapes and parameters for ellipses that fit
into the bottom of the box.

𝑢𝑡 + 0.5(𝑢2 )𝑥 + 𝛽𝑢𝑥𝑥𝑥 =
𝑥

𝜂 ∫ 𝑢𝑦𝑦 (𝑥′, 𝑦, 𝑡)𝑑𝑥′ + 𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦)

(1)

−∞

The solution of equation (1) in the half-plane
𝑡 ≥ 0 is sought for the initial distribution
𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦, 0) = 𝑞(𝑥, 𝑦).
Numerical simulation of the equation (1) is
carried out using linearized implicit finitedifference scheme, with, in some cases, flux
correction technique (FCT).

Compare the numerical calculation results with
the known analytical solution of the KPI equation.
We apply the finite-difference scheme (2) for
the equation, similar to (1):

Solution of the equation (1) is performed using
the approximation for the central-difference
operators. The order of approximation of a
difference scheme in the calculation is of the order
of 𝑂(∆𝑡, ∆𝑥 2 , ∆𝑦 2 ). The resulting system of
difference equations is reduced to the form:
𝑛+1
𝑛+1
𝑎𝑗 ∆𝑢𝑗−2,𝑘
+𝑏𝑗 ∆𝑢𝑗−1,𝑘

+

𝑛+1
𝑐𝑗 ∆𝑢𝑗𝑘

[𝑢𝑡 + 3(𝑢2 )𝑥 + 𝑢𝑥𝑥𝑥 ]𝑥 = 3𝑢𝑦𝑦

(3)

For the equation (3) there exist lump type soliton
solution, i.e. in the form:
𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 4

+

−(𝑥 − 3𝜇 2 𝑡)2 + 𝜇 2 𝑦 2 + 1/𝜇 2
[(𝑥 − 3𝜇 2 𝑡)2 + 𝜇 2 𝑦 2 + 1/𝜇 2 ]2

(4)

(2)

On fig. 1 we compare the exact solution with
the numerical solution for a single point in time
when 𝑦 = 0.

The system (2) is solved by the five-point
sweep (Thomas algorithm).

One can see the results difference is within the
tolerance accepted for purely implicit difference
scheme.

𝑛+1
𝑛+1
𝑛
𝑑𝑗 ∆𝑢𝑗+1,𝑘
+ 𝑒𝑗 ∆𝑢𝑗+2,𝑘
= 𝑓𝑗𝑘
𝑛+1
𝑛+1
𝑛
with ∆𝑢𝑗𝑘
= 𝑢𝑗𝑘
− 𝑢𝑗𝑘
.

At the boundaries of the computational domain
[𝑥1 , 𝑥𝑀 ] × [𝑦1 , 𝑦𝐿 ] set of difference boundary
conditions is imposed. Traditionally the so-called
"flow conditions" are used: 𝑢𝑥 = 𝑢𝑥𝑥 = 0 along the
boundary lines 𝑥1 and 𝑥𝑀 , and 𝑢𝑦 = 0 along the
lines 𝑦1 и 𝑦𝐿 .

In KdVB equation is calculated using a
difference scheme, which includes a flux correction
procedure. It is interesting to examine the
possibility of the use of this approach in our case.
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amplitude of the resulting soliton. The process is
similar to the pressure jump (fig. 3).

Figure 1: Comparison of exact solution (4) with numerical
one for 𝒕 = 𝟏𝟏. Mesh being 𝟕𝟎𝟎 × 𝟓𝟎𝟎, ∆𝒙 = ∆𝒚 = 𝟎. 𝟏,
∆𝒕 = 𝟐 · 𝟏𝟎−𝟓 , 𝒚 = 𝟎.

Figure 3: 3D demonstration of an abrupt increase in the
soliton amplitude for the initial conditions of the Gaussian
form at 𝒕 = 𝟕. Mesh 𝟓𝟎𝟎 × 𝟓𝟎𝟎, ∆𝒕 = 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 , ∆𝒙 = ∆𝒚 =
𝟎. 𝟐.

Finally, after the analysis carried out after
numerical experiments, it was decided not to use, in
general, anti-aliasing algorithm. The resulting
numerical dispersion ripples did not significantly
affect the nature of the perturbations and, most
importantly, do not underestimate the amplitude
and velocity of the soliton.

Some problems may appear when the source in
rhs is switched on. We have selected a source in the
form of an ellipsoid of revolution, as in the case 3
of the initial distribution. Calculations of the
equation (1) with a source, a natural analogue of the
impact on the water surface, provide numerous
options of possible situations with formation of
large-amplitude solitons. The source itself
generates solitons. Source intensity varies in a wide
range. Field exposure source is limited by the
natural conditions, but eventually forms a cluster of
perturbations, out of which solitons of different
amplitudes are formed. For example, we present the
evolution of the perturbation without taking into
account the initial distribution of any type (see
Fig.4).

Let us consider the dependence of the results of
the calculation on the initial distribution. To do this,
some of the values of geometrical parameters are
necessary to be fixed. The volume of initial
perturbation is the same for all figures: 𝑉 = 120.
Calculations were carried out without smoothing
procedure up to the time 𝑡 = 8; the number of
nodes is 800 × 700; the time step ∆𝑡 = 5 · 10−5;
mesh steps ∆𝑥 = ∆𝑦 = 0.1.

Figure 2: The formation of solitons with different initial
distributions for 𝒕 = 𝟖, 𝑽 = 𝟏𝟐𝟎. Mesh 𝟖𝟎𝟎 × 𝟕𝟎𝟎, ∆𝒙 =
∆𝒚 = 𝟎. 𝟏, ∆𝒕 = 𝟓 · 𝟏𝟎−𝟓 , 𝒚 = 𝟎.
Figure 4: 3D perturbation generated by a source at
𝒕 = 𝟏𝟓. 𝟓. Mesh 6𝟎𝟎 × 𝟖𝟓𝟎, ∆𝒕 = 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 , ∆𝒙 = ∆𝒚 = 𝟎. 𝟐.

As it clearly seen from fig. 2 the largest soliton is
formed from the original form of the ellipsoid of
revolution.

CONCLUSIONS
Some indications for choosing of correct
numerical procedures from our study can be
formulated as follows

Consider the initial distribution of Gaussian
type, with different volumes. All calculations were
performed without anti-aliasing. With the help of
numerical simulation we find the situation in which
after relatively small increase in volume, compared
with the previous value, sharply increases the

1. The proposed scheme has a sufficient
resolution for areas with large gradients.
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ABSTRACT

The present paper is intended to outline in brief the work and findings of a Triple-Helix project as initiated by
the Swedish Shipowners’ Association and concluded in mid-2015. The aim of the study has been to, in light
of the ongoing IMO deliberations on revision of SOLAS Chapter II-1, review and evaluate from a holistic
perspective, existing as well as proposed amendments to ro-ro passenger ship safety regulations.
Keywords: Ro-ro passenger ship, damage stability, safety standards, holistic perspective

1. INTRODUCTION

1. provide in-depth knowledge about and facilitate
understanding of existing as well as new
proposals for damage stability standards,

Ro-ro passenger ship services constitute an
important part of the European maritime
infrastructure, and indeed play a crucial role for
Sweden in connecting seaborne transport routes to
and from our neighbouring countries. Moreover,
northern European countries have been leading the
development of, not only the ro-ro passenger ship
concept as such, but also the development of relevant
safety standards for this fleet. Understandably, it is
therefore crucial for the Swedish maritime sector to
take part of the legislative process that covers a
significant share of the Swedish maritime
infrastructure.

2. facilitate understanding of ship type specific
characteristics from a safety standard aspect, and
3. if findings allow, develop comprehensive
proposals for improvements resulting in a
tangible safety enhancement for this ship type.
The present paper is intended to outline in brief
the work and findings of the first part of this project
as concluded mid-2015 [1]. Funding for a second
round has recently been granted.

2. STATE OF PLAY

Thus, in light of the ongoing IMO deliberations
on revision of SOLAS Chapter II-1 in general and
present discussions and proposals for an increased
safety standard for passenger ships in particular, a
Triple-Helix project has been mobilized by the
Swedish Shipowners’ Association, focusing on ro-ro
passenger ship safety from a holistic perspective.

2.1 Background
As per the entry into force of SOLAS 2009
comprehensive amendments to SOLAS Chapter II-1
related to subdivision and damage stability
requirements were introduced. Previous prescriptive
concepts such as margin line, floodable length and
B/5-subdivision were omitted and replaced by a
probability distribution function, pi, for a certain
damage extension along the ship’s subdivision
length. Moreover, the deterministic assessment of
single compartment and group of compartments
flooding was replaced by an expression of the
probability of “survival”, si, after damage.

The aim of the study has been to review and
evaluate, from holistic perspective, existing as well
as proposed amendments to ro-ro passenger ship
safety regulations, with the objectives to:
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The rationale behind the probabilistic damage
stability doctrine as applied within present SOLAS
regulations, normally referred to as SOLAS 2009, is
in principle based upon the assumption that the
survivability of a passenger ship, defined as 50%
probability to withstand capsize for more than 30
minutes following a collision damage in a seaway
signified by a critical wave height of HScrit, can be
expressed as a function of the maximum value of the
righting lever, GZMax, and the range of positive
stability, GZRange. A limiting wave height of 4.0m
has been derived by means of statistics of prevailing
conditions at reported collision damages. Thus, si =
1.0 means, in principle, a 50% probability to survive
(withstand capsize) the collision damage under
consideration for a time period exceeding 30 minutes
in a sea state HS = 4.0m.

2

owners to continuously work with safety related
issues, in many cases beyond legislation.
Only a few ro-ro passenger ships currently in
operation are designed and built to the SOLAS 2009
standards. Hence, the absolute majority of the ro-ro
passenger ship fleet presently serving the European
waters are built to SOLAS ’90, and nowadays in
compliance with the requirements of SA, a safety
standard that in principle has never been deemed as
insufficient. It could be mentioned that the intention
of damage stability requirements as set forth in
SOLAS 2009 was not to result in an enhanced safety
level when compared to the previous deterministic
damage stability standards, but rather to harmonize
the subdivision and damage stability standards for
passenger and cargo ships, and moreover to develop
a modern regulatory framework that would provide
an enhanced freedom for the designer to arrange the
subdivision of a ship.

Ro-ro passenger ships are conceptually different
from other types of passenger ships. In addition to
passenger accommodation and recreational areas,
nowadays located above the bulkhead deck, this ship
type is characterised by large vehicle decks designed
for the carriage of rolling cargo which impose an
increased risk, should water ingress occur resulting
in large free surfaces on these decks. A number of
devastating accidents related to this increased risk
have occurred, the outcome of which must be
regarded as intolerable.

During the development of the probabilistic
damage stability standards as outlined in SOLAS
2009 it was initially assumed that this safety
standard would also accommodate for the risk of
water on a vehicle deck. Nevertheless, SOLAS 2009
was questioned already before its entry into force.
The criticism has primarily been related to the
methodology’s ability to correctly address water on
deck (WOD) when assessing damage stability for roro passenger ships.

Consequently, over the years and in particular
post-ESTONIA northern European maritime
administrations, ship owners and ship builders have
actively participated in the development of new
regulations, such as the so called Stockholm
Agreement (SA), aiming at controlling and
mitigating the added risk stemming from the
conceptual nature of these ship types.
The
Stockholm Agreement requirements were initially
implemented regionally as a practical instrument to
attain an improved level of safety in respect of the
specific characteristics of the ro-ro passenger ship
concept. As of October 1st 2015 the SA requirements
are mandatory for all ro-ro passenger ships trading
between EU ports, [2], [3].

2.2 Passenger Ships in General
With reference to the outcome of several
research projects, such as the EMSA 1 and 2 and the
GOALDS project, the WOD-issue has been
extensively debated within the IMO and in particular
within SLF, the former sub-committee to MSC.
When now SOLAS Chpt II-1 is again subject to
revision, amendments emanating from SLF 55, [8],
to the calculation procedures of the survivability
factor si for ro-ro passenger ships have been
proposed, aiming at providing an equivalent safety
standard when compared to the Stockholm
Agreement for damage cases involving vehicle
decks.

As per today ro-ro passenger ships are subject to
some 20 ship type specific requirements, including
design and operational aspects as well as annual
Host State Control surveys for ships trafficking in
European trades. In addition hereto, it is normal
practice amongst at least northern European ship

In addition, catalysed by the Costa Concordia
disaster, the debate was later extended to include
also the overall “safety level” for passenger ships in
general, expressed by the required subdivision index
R. Thus, a third research study was initiated and
funded by EMSA, the so called EMSA 3, [10], the
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results of which, as conveyed by the EU, [11], have
constituted the basis for a proposal of the IMO MSC
sub-committee SDC in terms of a new formulation
of the required subdivision index R that is expected
to provide an adequate raise in the “safety level” for
passenger ships, [13], see Figure 1. The proposal is,
at the time of writing, being discussed at the IMO
MSC 96 with a view for approval at this session and
adoption at MSC 97.

3

2.4 Specific Requirements for SP Ships
It could be noted that a corresponding raise in
safety standard to a “societal acceptance level” for
Special Purpose Ships has not been deem as
necessary. Hence, for the purpose of calculating the
required subdivision index for SP-ships the equation
as provided in the present Regulation 6 of Chpt II-1
of SOLAS 2009 is retained, [13].

3. SURVIVABILITY FROM HOLISTIC
PERSPECTIVES

1.000

In the statutory context of ships’ stability, the
expression “Survivability” is normally assigned to
the s-factor as defined in SOLAS II-1 Reg. 7-2, in
which si accounts for the probability of not to capsize
within 30 minutes in a specific sea state after
flooding the compartment or group of compartments
under consideration. Nonetheless, for the purpose of
the present study the expression “Holistic
Survivability” simply means the ability to control
and mitigate the risk of loss of life on-board a
passenger ship and entails both inherent as well as
operating conditions.

0.950
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of the new formulation
of Index R as proposed in SDC 3/21

The linear part of the index R line, from zero to
1 000 persons, is intended to accommodate for the
fact that smaller ship were not very well represented
in the EMSA 3 study. Moreover, from 1 000 to
6 000 persons on-board the proposed index R curve
has been adjusted so as to fit between the EMSA 3.1
line that represents cost effective designs in respect
of collision damages and the EMSA 3.2 line that
represents cost effective designs in respect of both
collision and grounding/raking damages.

Even though a significant part of the
survivability of a passenger ship is composed of an
adequate degree of inherent safety, e.g. a built-in
capability to withstand collision or grounding
without catastrophic consequences, as stipulated in
the statutory requirements, the total safety of a ship
from a holistic perspective is to a large extent also
depending on a number of other elements, such as:
•

Operational Considerations / Trading Area

•

Proactive Safety Management

2.3 Specific Requirements for RoPax Ships

•

Decision Support

In addition to the raise in index R for all
passenger ships, also the WOD-mechanism
stemming from SLF 55 for a more strict calculation
procedure of the survivability factor, si, for ro-ro
passenger ships, whenever the respective damage
case under consideration involves a vehicle deck,
has been incorporated into the SDC 3 proposal, [13].
Nonetheless, it has been indicated by EU COM that
for ships trading between EU ports, compliance must
still be demonstrated also with regard to the
Stockholm Agreement as it is prescribed in Directive
2003/25/EC, [2].

•

Emergency Safety Procedures

•

Evacuation Procedures

The above listed elements are all addressed in
relevant chapters of the ISM Code and play a
paramount role for breaking the chain of events
during the development of an incident/accident
before reaching an irreversible level.
As structured way of assessing conceivable
chain of events which may eventually lead to an
irreversible stage when the risk of loss of lives is
inevitable, is presented in Figure 2, below, in which
levels for different consequences during the
escalation of an accident and required corresponding
control and mitigation actions are presented.
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Level

Events

Fatal Level

Loss of Lifes
and / or Ship

Irreversible
Level

Capsizing /
Sinking

Action

Uncontrolled
Fire

Significant
Level

Uncontrolled
Free Surfaces
ISM 8

Loss of Reserve
Buoyancy
ISM 8

Loss of
Residual
Stability
ISM 8

Secondary
Consequences

Listing /
Heeling Angle
ISM 8, 4

Damaged WT
Integrity
ISM 8, 4

Primary
Consequences

Structural
Damage
ISM 7, 4, 8

Collision
ISM 7, 8, 4

Incidents /
Triggers

Technical
Malfunction
ISM 10

Navigation
Error
ISM 6

Basic
Functions /
Qualities

Quality in
Design
ISM 1.2.2

Regulatory
Efficiency
ISM 1.2.2

Significant Fire
ISM 8

Internal
Flooding
ISM 8, 4

Local Fire
ISM 8, 4

Impact /
Explosion
Shock
ISM 8, 4

Grounding
Stranding
ISM 7, 8, 4

Unforeseen
Heeling Mom.
ISM 7, 8, 4, 10

Fire Ignition
ISM 7, 8, 4

Unforeseen
Lack of Training
Incorrect Cargo
Environmental
/Profession
Handling
Conditions
ISM 6.3
ISM 7
ISM 7
Operational
Quality
ISM 1.2.2

the survivability factor, si, is to be applied for ro-ro
passenger ships, whenever the respective damage
case under consideration involves a vehicle deck.
The graph in Figure 3 illustrates the consequences
for some few existing ro-ro passenger ships built to
SOLAS 2009 and in compliance with SA. For one
of these ships, a 600 persons RoPax built to SOLAS
2009+SA, the subdivision index margin emanating
from SA has been presented. Moreover, the
influence of an indicative 3% subdivision index
reduction due to the SLF 55 WOD-mechanism has
been plotted in the graph.

Evacuation /
Abandon Ship

Shift in CoG
ISM 8

Mustering
Chain
Breakers
Desicion
Support

Alarm /
Desicion
Support
Irregular
Human
Activities
ISM 6

Quality of Ext.
Support Funct.
ISM 1.2.3.7

4

Awareness /
Alert

Quality
Assurance /
Surveillance

1.000
0.950

Figure 2: Matrix for a Holistic Assessment of Safety
Management

Required Subdivision Index R

0.900

The matrix as was initially developed by the
DESSO Project, [15], but has been expanded to also
include applicable regulations of the ISM Code.
Obviously the matrix can be further developed, but
still in its present form, it facilitates the
understanding of vulnerabilities in survivability
from a holistic perspective and might further be used
to illustrate what proactive safety work is needed in
order to enhance the holistic survivability.

0.850
0.800
Margin due to SA
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due to SLF55
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EMSA3.2
EMSA3.1
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Figure 3: Graphical representation of consequences for
some SOLAS ’09 ro-ro passenger ships in relation to
proposed new formulation of index R

4. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

In addition to a pronounced spread, e.g. 3-12% in
terms of index A-reduction as reported in the Danish
study, [12], in the opinion of the authors the effect of
the SLF 55-proposal is rather unclear. The results of
the Swedish study, [1], show that when applying the
SLF 55 WOD-mechanism; for damage cases of
lesser extent resulting in a limited loss of buoyancy
and hence rendering a relative high residual
freeboard the most effective Risk Control Option,
RCO, would be an increase in G’M, see Figure 4.
Whereas for damage cases of larger extent where the
residual freeboard is relatively low or even negative,
the most effective RCO would obviously be to
increase the original freeboard, see Figure 5.

With reference to the Swedish Triple-Helix
study on ro-ro passenger ship safety from a holistic
perspective, [1], and to the development of the
regulatory framework as outlined in the above, some
findings and conclusions are presented in the below
sub-sections.
4.1 Proposal for new formulation of index R
Based upon the experience of at least some of the
few ro-ro passenger ships built to SOLAS 2009 it
can be concluded that the methodology to take into
account the effect of Water on Deck (WOD) referred
to as the Stockholm Agreement (SA) normally
governs the design. Hence, it seems reasonable to
conclude that SA allows for some margin with
regard to the requirements of SOLAS 2009 that
justifies a corresponding raise of the required
subdivision index R, see Figure 3.
4.2 Influence of the SLF 55 WOD-mechanism
In addition to the raise of index R the proposed
amendments to SOLAS II-1 are in part also based on
the WOD-mechanism as proposed by SFL 55, in
which a more strict procedure for the calculation of
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Figure 4: Evaluation of influence of the RCO:s ΔG’M and
ΔFB when applying the SLF 55 WOD-mechanism – Damage
Cases of lesser extent, [1]
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Figure 5: Evaluation of influence of the RCO:s ΔG’M and
ΔFB when applying the SLF 55 WOD-mechanism – Damage
Cases of larger extent, [1]
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However, as the attained subdivision index A is
composed of the product sum of the probability
factor, pi, and of the survivability, si, for all damage
cases, the respective damage extension probability
distribution evidently plays some role in the overall
outcome. Nonetheless, whenever the influence of
the vertical probability distribution factor, v, is
comparably high, it seems reasonable that the SLF
55 proposal will stimulate to some degree an
increased freeboard height for new designs.

6

area, ro-ro passenger ships are designed for a
significantly lesser sea state than represented by HSCr
= 4.0m (a first quick inventory reveals that
approximately 50% of the ships operating in the
Baltic region are designed for HSCr < 4.0m). This
aspect is cancelled out by the implementation of the
SLF 55 proposal.
It has also not been perfectly clear within the
Swedish project, how the influence of Barriers on the
Vehicle Decks will be taken into account within the
when applying the SLF 55 WOD-mechanism. Even
though obstructions on vehicle decks are normally
avoided as far as practicable, the arrangement of
WOD-barriers must be considered as a rather
efficient RCO, and may for some cases constitute the
only viable option to enhance the WODcharacteristics.

While the WOD-mechanism of the Stockholm
Agreement is directly related to the residual
freeboard, the SLF 55 WOD-mechanism is based on
the characteristic of the GZ-curve up to 20 deg. in
terms of the survivability factor si. Hence, in
addition to the residual freeboard, the SFL 55 WODresults are also strongly related to the metacentric
height, G’M.

4.3 Influence of Lower Holds

The EU proposal, [11] for a new formulation of
index R is based upon the results of the EMSA 3
study, but also datasets from a German Study, [9],
from the GOALDS project, [5], [6], [7], and from a
Danish study, [12] have been considered. The later
study encompasses six smaller ro-ro passenger ships
for which the loading conditions have been
modified, all of which resulting in increased
metacentric heights, in order to attain compliance
with the proposed new level of index R while
applying also the SLF 55 WOD-mechanism. It
could be noted that the G’M-values, as reported for
some cases of this study, might render high lateral
accelerations resulting in secondary problems for
passengers, crew and for the securing of cargo.

It could be noted that none of the four generic roro passenger ship designs constituting the basis for
the EMSA 3 study were arranged with lower holds.
Hence, the influence of lower hold arrangements,
which when arranged normally provides for about
15% of the payload capacity, has not been
considered in the proposal for a new formulation of
index R. However, as indicated in Figure 3, from the
attained index A for the 600 persons SOLAS
2009+SA ro-ro passenger ship which actually is
arranged with a lower hold, it seems reasonable to
assume that some payload capacity may be arranged
in lower holds also in a future perspective, at least
for the “smaller” ships. Nonetheless, for the
relatively large ro-ro passenger ships arrangements
of lower holds seem not to be feasible in a future
perspective. Consequently, for a constant “business
case” this payload needs to be carried on higher
decks, yet again imposing an increased beam to
compensate for the loss of G’M and/or to
accommodate for the stowage of the payload.
Alternatively, a reduced dwt-capacity may have to
be accepted.

Moreover, for a given set of hull lines, in
particular a constant KM-value, an increase in
freeboard renders a decrease in G’M due to the
vertical shift of the payload on the bulkhead deck
and consequently a decrease in the survivability
factor si. Hence, for a constant “business case” it
seems reasonable to assume that the proposed raise
in index R together with the reduction of index A due
to the SLF 55 WOD-mechanism, will impose wider
beams of future ro-ro passenger ships.

4.4 Inclusion of RCO:s to mitigate Collision+
Grounding Damage Scenarios

In addition, it should be noted that the
application of the existing Stockholm Agreement
includes an operational aspect in terms of a sea state
defined by the significant wave height HS up to
which the ship under consideration is intended to
operate. In many cases, due to the respective trading

As indicated in Figure 1 in the above, the
proposal for a new formulation of the index R
includes investments in RCO:s to account also for
grounding/raking damages, even though the EMSA
3 project itself has acknowledged that the calculation
methodology for grounding damages is still not
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mature enough to be implemented in a regulatory
framework. The justification for adjusting the index
R curve between the collision level and the collision
+ grounding level is based on a reasoning that for the
examined cruise ships grounding/raking represents a
significantly higher risk than collisions and that there
is a clear trend that RCOs improving the attained
index A for collision would also improve the
attained index A for grounding. Nevertheless, in the
opinion of the authors, it seems somewhat difficult
to acknowledge the same trend for ro-ro passenger
ships as these ships by necessity are arranged as to
minimize asymmetries resulting in pronounced list
following a damage. Thus, it is difficult to recognize
that any grounding/raking damage scenario that
would significantly differ from a corresponding
collision damage. However, in the opinion of the
authors, if such a damage case would anyhow be
identified it should be adequately addressed by the
existing regulation 7.5 and 7.6 in SOLAS II-1, which
in principle are related to arrangement of wing tanks
and vertical extent of damage assumptions while
taking into consideration also damages of lesser
extent.

7

is presented as an attained subdivision index A, it
seems reasonable that utmost efforts must be made
as to provide to the crew comprehensive yet
unambiguous information about the ships ability to
withstand all relevant damage scenarios, for all
representative loading conditions. An adequate
decision support is obviously vital when immediate
actions must be taken in order to break the chain of
events during the escalation of an incident / accident,
or in worst case if evacuation is deemed necessary.
The importance of other factors than “safety-bydesign” such as operational limitations and guidance
has also been recognised within the development of
the second generation intact stability criteria, [14].
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4.5 Holistic Perspectives
Whenever new regulations are introduced it is
obviously of vital importance that these regulations
are compatible and coherent with relevant
requirements of other instruments or codes and that
necessary consequential amendments are developed.
Explanatory notes and unified interpretations must
to the furthest degree be present at entry into force.
Even though a large amount of work has been
successfully completed, it is noted that some efforts
still remain, e.g. such as arrangements and control of
WT doors and of essential systems.
In addition, as long as compliance is required
also with the WOD-mechanism as set forth in the
Stockholm Agreement, [2], which originates from a
deterministic assessment of prescriptive damage
assumptions, it might be difficult to utilize in full the
so called freedom for the designer that has been
argued to constitute one of the main objectives for
implementing a goal based standard in terms of the
probabilistic damage stability doctrine.
Moreover, since the probabilistic damage
stability calculations are pertinent primarily to the
inherent safety standard of a ship in terms
subdivision and the overall result of the assessment
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An alternative system for damage stability enhancement
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ABSTRACT

There is an ongoing and continuous initiative to improve the survivability of passenger vessels and in the
past increasing safety standards have generally been catered for through the use of design(passive) measures.
However, this approach is becoming saturated and any such measures to improve damage stability severly
erode ship earning potential and are being resisted by industry. In a change of direction, this paper aims to
explore the use of operational(active) measures for damage stability enhancement in line with IMO Circular
1455 on equivalents. An alternative system for damage stability enhancement is intorduced that involves
injecting highly expandable foam in the compartment(s) undergoing flooding during the initial post-accident
flooding phase thus enhancing damage stability and survivability of RoPax vessels well beyond the design
levels in the most cost-effective way currently available. This is a mind-set changing innovation that is likely
to revolutionise design and operation of most ship types and RoPax, in particular. A case study has been
performed on a large RoPax vessel with impressive results that will challenge the current established practice
and open possibilities for novel and innovative design configurations.
Keywords: Damage Stability, Passenger Ship Safety, Risk Reduction

However, lack of retrospectively applied
legislation (supported by what is commonly known
as the Grandfather Clause) is not the only reason
for damage stability problems with ships. Tradition
should share the blame here. In the quest for
damage stability improvement, design (passive)
measures have traditionally been the only means to
achieve it in a measurable/auditable way (SOLAS
2009, Ch. II-1).
However, in principle, the
consequences from inadequate damage stability can
also be reduced by operational (active) measures,
which may be very effective in minimising loss of
life (the residual risk). There are two reasons for
this.
The first relates to the traditional
understanding that operational measures safeguard
against erosion of the design safety envelop
(possible increase of residual risk over time). The
second derives from lack of measurement and
verification of the risk reduction potential of any
active measures. In simple terms, what is needed is
the means to account for risk reduction by
operational means as well as measures that may be
taken during emergencies. Such risk reduction may
then be considered alongside risk reduction
deriving from design measures. IMO Circular 1455
on Alternatives and Equivalents offers the means
for this.

1. INTRODUCTION
Every time there is an accident with RoRo
passenger ships, exposing their vulnerability to
flooding, societal outcry follows and industry and
academia “buckle up”, delving for design
improvements to address the Achilles heel of this
ship type, namely damage stability. However, any
such improvements are targeting mainly
newbuildings, which comprise a small minority of
the existing fleet.
Therefore, state-of-the-art
knowledge on damage stability is all but wasted,
scratching only the surface of the problem and
leaving a high amount of ships with severe
vulnerability, that is likely to lead to further
(unacceptably high) loss of life. This problem is
exacerbated still further, today more rapidly, as the
pace of scientific and technological developments
is unrelenting, raising understanding and capability
to address damage stability improvements of
newbuildings cost-effectively, in ways not
previously considered. As a result, SOLAS is
becoming progressively less relevant and unable to
keep up with this pace of development. This has
led to gaps and pitfalls, which not only undermine
safety but inhibit progress.
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This paper introduces an alternative system for
damage stability enhancement that involves
injecting highly expandable foam in the
compartment(s) undergoing flooding during the
initial post-accident flooding phase thus enhancing
damage stability and survivability of RoPax vessels
well beyond the design levels in the most costeffective way currently available.

2. DAMAGE

STABILITY
SYSTEM (DSRS)

2

forming a near watertight seal over unprotected
openings. Moreover, with water being constrained
low in the ship, it actually increases damage
stability (Lower KG).
The system itself consists of a fixed supply of
both foam resin and hardener agents; each stored
within an individual tank and connected to a piping
network for distribution. The operation of the
system starts when two distribution pumps supply a
flow of filtered sea water into individual resin and
hardener lines. Both streams are then dosed with
concentrated resin and hardener agents, before they
each pass through a static mixer in order to produce
a homogeneous solution of each component.

RECOVERY

Whilst the safety of RoPax is improving, the
survivability in case of a serious incident such as
hull breach due to collision or grounding, resulting
in water ingress, is still relatively low, particularly
with most of the existing ships.
Deriving from the foregoing, the following
arguments may be put forward:
• Design (passive) measures are saturated.
Hence, any such measures to improve damage
stability severely erode the ship earning
potential and are being resisted by industry.
• Traditionally, the industry is averse to
operational (active) measures and it takes
perseverance and nurturing to change this norm.
• Up until recently, there was no legislative
instrument to assign credit for safety
improvement by active means. Only recently
IMO Circular 1455 opened the door to such
innovation.

Figure 1 - System Representation

The two lines are then fed to the protected
compartment where they meet and enter a foam
generator. Here both streams mix and compressed
air is introduced into the system for the in situ
production of foam. The foam is then passed in to a
branched piping network within the vulnerable
compartment where both port and starboard side
branches allow the foam distribution to be directed
depending on the damage side.

• Key industry stakeholders are keen to
explore this route.
Inspired by these considerations and with
support from Scottish Enterprise, the University of
Strathclyde is involved with R&D of a system,
patent pending, that can be fitted to new or
retrofitted to existing RoPax in order to reduce the
likelihood of capsize/sinking and further water
ingress following a major incident / accident.
The working principle of the proposed system
is simple: when a vessel is subjected to a critical
damage, stability is recovered through the reduction
of floodable volume within the vessel’s high risk
compartment(s). This is achieved by rapidly
distributing fast setting, high expansion foam to the
protected compartment(s), regaining lost buoyancy
whilst also eliminating free surface effects and

Figure 2 - System Representation
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The whole process is monitored and controlled
by a central system linked to vital components and
sensors. The use of the system is under the full
control of the crew, with a decision support system
available to help the ship’s master decide where
and when the system will act as well as inform all
concerned of the ensuing actions.

3

In order to ensure the system was applied in the
most efficient manner it was reasoned that the
compartment(s) protected by the system should be
those which constituted the greatest risk. As such, a
risk profile of the vessel was created in order to aid
in the identification of design vulnerabilities. This
then provided the foundation from which a risk
influenced decision could be made with regards to
the compartment(s) that should be protected by the
system while also highlighting the circumstances
under which this protection is necessary.

The foam compound meets all the
environmental and health criteria, it is not harmful
to humans and its release does not pose any danger
to the people onboard or the environment.
Furthermore the foam is non-flammable and in this
respect could reduce risk by other event sequences
such as a fire ignited in collision. The residual
clean-up post system discharge is also aided by a
foam dissolving agent ensuring minimal business
interruption.

The results from the probabilistic damage
stability assessment afforded a straightforward way
of determining the vessel’s risk profile by firstly
considering the local risk associate with each
damage scenario, as calculated by (Eq. 2).
𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 = 𝑝𝑖 · (1 − 𝑠𝑖 )

(2)

3. METHODOLOGY
These local risk values could then be mapped
across the vessel according to damage centre in
order to form the example risk profile as shown in
figure 3.

For the purposes of this study a large ROPAX
vessel, currently operating in European waters, has
been investigated with a view to assess the
effectiveness of the proposed Damaged Stability
Recovery System (DSRS) as a risk reduction
technology. A case study has been conducted on
the vessel using the probabilistic approach to
damage stability (SOLAS 2009) as a means of
establishing the initial level of risk associated with
the design. The effects of the DSRS have then been
modelled and the vessel re-examined in order to
assess the risk reduction afforded by the system.

DSRS Implementation & Modelling
In order to ascertain the impact of the proposed
system on vessel safety, the overall risk level
associated with the vessel had to first be identified.
As the attained index A represents the safety level
of the vessel, the overall risk, with regards to
collision damage, could be calculated according to
the simple formula below.
𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 1 − 𝐴

Figure 3: Example Risk Profile

In the above risk profile, risk is plotted on the
vertical axis and the damage position along the
horizontal. Differing lengths of damage, as
measured by multiples of adjacent zones, are
distinguished by marker type and colour. This
enables the identification of both safety critical
design spots and opportunities where safety could
be improved most significantly and efficiently. Two
cases in particular, circled in Fig. 3, are identified
as large risk contributors. As such, it can be
reasoned that the DSRS would be best applied in
the protection of one if not both of the
compartments which give rise to this risk.

(1)

This provided a benchmark from which to
gauge any improvement on the vessel’s safety
afforded by the DSRS.
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Following this methodology for the sample vessel,
the system could be applied in the most efficient
and effective manner.

4

Principle Particulars
Length o.a (m)
200.65
Length b.p (m)
185.4
Breadth (m)
25.8
Draught MLD. (m)
6.8
Displacement (t)
19468
Deadweight (t)
5830
Crew Number
200 persons
Passenger Number
1500 persons

The analysis for the case study was conducted
through modelling the vessel from the original GA
and lines plans. Relevant stability documentation
was used in order to ensure all unprotected and
weather tight openings were taken into account.
Loading condition information within the vessel’s
stability booklet was used in conjunction with the
damage stability GM limiting curves in order to
select the SOLAS 2009 initial loading conditions.

Table 1: Principal Particulars

The effects of the DSRS system were modeled
through alterations to the permeability of the
protected compartment(s) to account for the effect
of the foam. The required volume of foam was
taken as the minimum volume required to save the
most demanding high risk damage scenario.
The scope of the investigation saw a one and
two compartment approach to system application
whereby the impact of the system was assessed
when protecting the highest risk compartment and
also the two highest risk compartments.
Figure 4: General Arrangement

4. CASE STUDY: LARGE ROPAX
Overview
The vessel is a large ROPAX with a central
cased ro-ro deck suitable for drive through
operations. Further capacity is offered by a large
lower hold spanning from compartments nine to
fifteen. The vessel is also equipped with a hoistable
car deck suitable for additional car storage.
Accommodation for passengers is located within
the vessel’s superstructure with cabins available for
overnight journeys along with a range of public
spaces including a shopping center, cinema,
restaurants and bars.

Stability Assessment
In order to assess the damage stability
performance of the vessel a total of 942 damage
cases have been analysed under three loading
conditions as outlined in table 2.
Table 2: Loading Conditions

LC1 (dl)
LC2 (dp)
LC3 (ds)

The vessel was built in 1998 to a twocompartment subdivision standard according to
SOLAS 90’ along with Stockholm agreement
compliance with a significant wave height of 2.9m.
Below the bulkhead deck the vessel is divided into
a total of twenty water tight compartments and has
pronounced B/5 subdivision spanning almost the
entire length of the vessel and cross flooding ducts
fitted to enable symmetrical flooding.

Displacement (t)
19468
17412
15087

Draft(m)
6.8
6.4
5.733

GM(m)
2.226
2.003
3.191

The results of the SOLAS 2009 damage
stability assessment along with the required index
value calculated for this vessel can be found in
table 3 below. The risk profile derived for the
vessel is also provided in figure 5.

The vessel’s principal particulars and general
arrangement are provided in table 1 and figure 4.
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Table 3: SOLAS 2009 Results

As
Ap
Al
Attained index A
Required index R

5

Table 4: Re-calculated Index Values

0.79
0.80
0.96
0.83
0.795

Al
Ap
As
New Attained Index A

0.96
0.85
0.84
0.87

Figure 6: Updated Risk Profile
Figure 5: Risk Profile

It is clear from the newly calculated results that
the effects of the system have resulted in a
substantial reduction of risk. This is evident in the
eradication of the risk contribution made by one
and two compartment damages involving the
vessel’s lower hold. The risk stemming from three
compartment damages to this space has also been
mitigated, particularly in those damages located
closer to amidships. Unfortunately there still exists
a series of high risk three compartment damages
towards the fore of the lower hold and mitigation of
these risks would call for a larger volume of foam
to be utilised. In total the system has resulted in a
130% risk reduction for a one compartment
application.

It is noted that the required subdivision index is
fulfilled with a reasonable margin in this case.
However, observation of the vessels risk profile
reveals several vulnerabilities existing within the
vessel’s design. This risk is founded primarily by
damages that penetrate beyond the B/5 longitudinal
bulkhead of the lower hold. Damages involving this
space were not covered by the regulations in place
at the time although they do however present a
significant threat to the vessel’s safety.
Damage to the lower hold gives rise to large
scale flooding leading to a significant reduction in
the vessel’s residual stability.
Having been
identified as the largest risk contributor this space
was selected for application of the system.

Selection of the second compartment for system
protection involved re-evaluation of the vessel’s
risk profile. Through doing so, the vessel’s main
engine room was identified as the largest of the
remaining risk contributors. This particular space
has a large volume coupled with a high
permeability value leading to large scale flooding
when damaged and serious diminishment of the
vessel’s residual stability.

The volume of foam required in this case was
defined as that required to mitigate the risk
stemming from two compartment damages
involving the lower hold, equating 2000m3
expanded volume. The damage stability
performance was then re-assessed following a
permeability change to the lower hold to account
for the effects of the foam.

As the one compartment system application
required an already large volume of foam the
decision was made to use a constant volume of
available foam in the investigation of two
compartment protection. As such, the volume of
foam was shared between the two protected

The new attained index values calculated in this
case can be found in table 4 along with the updated
risk profile of the vessel highlighted in figure 6.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

compartments in such cases that they were
simultaneously damaged. When either of the
protected
compartments
was
damaged
independently the entire volume of foam was
assumed to be used for the damaged compartment
in question.

By combining expertise in ship damage
stability and specialist knowledge in expanding
foams, a non-intrusive cost effective solution to the
damage stability problem of ROPAX vessels has
been identified that does not interfere with the
existing characteristics of the vessel, its
functionality or business model, enabling the vessel
to remain competitive while being above all safer.

The damage stability results following this
process are provided in table 5 and the vessel’s
updated risk profile is provided in figure 7.
Table 5: Re-calculated Index Values

Al
Ap
As
New Attained Index A

6

0.97
0.86
0.85
0.88

Figure 7 : Updated Risk Profile

The results in this case show that the protection
of two compartments has worked to mitigate the
risk stemming from damages to the main engine
room but failed to eradicate these risks. In total,
there has been a relative 8% additional risk
reduction afforded by this further protection. In
order to generate a more meaningful reduction in
risk, either a larger volume of foam would be
required or the range of compartments served by
the system would have to be increased. The system
was however able to produce an overall risk
reduction of 136%.
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On damaged ship survivability assessment in design and
operation of passenger ships
Jakub Cichowicz, Brookes Bell Safety at Sea, jakub.cichowicz@brookesbell.com
Alistair Murphy, Brookes Bell Safety at Sea, alistair.murphy@brookesbell.com
ABSTRACT

This paper presents an alternative to SOLAS formulation for assessing damage survivability of passenger
ships.
Keywords: survivability, damage stability, SOLAS, GOALDS

The model discussed in this paper has been
derived in the project GOALDS.

1. INTRODUCTION
In SOLAS damage stability regulations the
probability of surviving (collision) damages is given
in the form of s-factor - an empirical formula derived
within research project HARDER (1999-2003) and
subsequently adopted by IMO for the harmonised
damage stability framework often referred to as
SOLAS2009. Although the new framework is based
on the same principle as the earlier probabilistic
instrument (resolution A.265) –in principle it
requires that the attained index of subdivision A (i.e.
the average probability of surviving collision
damage) is at least equal to the required index R - the
individual building blocks of the regulations were
revisited during the harmonisation process. In the
case of s-factor it led to radical change in the
survivability model and understandable concerns
with respect to robustness and reliability of the new
formulation. Given the step change to the model the
recurring question was whether the new formulation
preserves the safety level of deterministic approach
or that of the resolution A.265. Although a definitive
answer to this question could not be given the
common perception was that the SOLAS 2009
overestimates survivability of RoPax ships and
underestimates safety of cruise ships. In order to
investigate and resolve the issue, soon after the
regulations went into force, two large cooperative
research were established. One study, financed by
the European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA)
looked into survivability of RoPax ships whereas the
other, EU-funded, project GOALDS aimed at all
passenger vessels and attempted to provide the
survivability measure for collision and grounding
damages.

2. COMMON ASSESSMENT METHODS
The process of a ship loss following hull breach
and flooding to internal spaces is driven by a number
of random variables with loading conditions, sea
state in the moment of incident and damage extent
all having great impact on chances of survival. In
specific damage case loading conditions, damage
extent and even sea state are all determined but the
excitation and ship response are both random
(stochastic) processes. This, even under assumption
of stationary character of the processes, requires
significant number of trials to be conducted in order
to assess probability of surviving collision or
grounding damages with reasonable accuracy. How
accurate the assessment is depends on many factors
but the most important of them is the method
employed in testing.
Physical experiments
The most traditional method is based on physical
experiments with a ship model positioned in a
towing tank and subjected to action of beam seas.
Such tests are easy to conduct and are thought to
represent well the dynamics of damaged and flooded
ship but they are expensive, allow for very limited
and difficult control of trial parameters and suffer
from poor repeatability.
On the other end of the spectrum there are CFD
calculations, flexible and readily manageable and
allowing for detailed modelling of flooding even in
complex arrangements. This allows achieving highaccuracy predictions but comes at the expense of
computational effort. This makes the CFD-based
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where k accounts for list in the final equilibrium with
k  1 for heel angles smaller than 7 deg and
diminishing gradually to zero at 15 degrees heel,
smoment accounts for external moments due to wind,
passenger crowding or launching life-saving
appliances (whichever is largest) and s final being the

calculations a great tool for verification or highresolution investigations (e.g. sloshing) but renders
impractical in applications requiring short
calculation times.
Usually a good compromise between model tests
and CFD calculations can be achieved with the help
of computer codes based on linear models. Such
methods allow capturing the physics of loss with
reasonable accuracy - in typical applications the
damaged ship is not exposed to extreme weather
condition, on the contrary, the sea-state of interest
does not exceed H S of 4m.

„proper” survivability measure, linking (implicitly)
the residual stability characteristics to the critical
significant sea state and the distribution of sea-states
in the moment of collision.
That is, in final stage of flooding the average
probability of survival is given as

The satisfactory in most survivability studies
accuracy and relatively short computations make the
numerical models a viable tool in design process,
particularly when combined with techniques such as
Monte Carlo sampling allowing for statistical
modelling or other sampling techniques for the
design space exploration.

 GZ max Range 
s final  


16 
 0.12

0.25

(2)

where Range is a range of positive stability (of
flooded ship) and GZ max is maximum righting lever
within the Range with maximum contribution from
both parameters set at 0.12m and 16 degrees,
respectively.

There are however at least two applications
where speed of calculations is of particular
importance and for which – at present - none of the
methods discussed above is practical (or at least
widely utilised). These applications are regulations
and decision support in emergencies, both relying
extensively on empirical or semi-empirical models
for their speed and ease of use.

The formula is simple and can be readily
evaluated within all Naval Architectural packages
capable of calculating righting lever (GZ) curve of a
damaged ship. Unsurprisingly, the very simplicity of
the expression and lack of references to notions
traditionally associated with stability and safety of
damaged ship, such as initial metacentric height,
GM, or the residual freeboard, made Naval
Architects to question whether the SOLAS s-factor
actually works (Dankowski and Krüger, 2010),
(Sweden and the UK, 2009), (Scott, 2010). Soon
after SOLAS 2009 had come into force, it became
apparent that the s-factor – as implemented by IMO,
not as derived by HARDER – is a flawed and
unreliable instrument.

SOLAS s-factor
Formally, SOALS s-factor is an estimate of the
expected (averaged with respect to the statistical
distribution of sea states in the moment of collision)
probability of surviving collision damages. Its
present incarnation is built around of a concept of
critical significant wave height, H Scrit , i.e. a sea state
determining chances of survival (e.g. 50%) within a
trial of specific length (e.g. 30 minutes); detailed
information
about
the
development
and
methodology behind the s-factor can be found in
(Tagg and Tuzcu, 2002) and (Pawłowski, 2007).

3. ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT METHOD
The EU-funded project GOALDS was set up in
order to examine the existing formulation (and the
underlying methodology) and to propose an
alternative formula(e) covering both, collision and
grounding damages. The project confirmed that
HARDER built the formulation on solid foundations
and that the core concepts of capsize band and
critical significant sea-state are indeed of great
importance in assessment of the probability of
survival. Furthermore, GOALDS showed that a
small but important re-definition of the H Scrit

If the intermediate phases and stages are
neglected and only final stage of flooding is of
interest, with ship already at her damage
equilibrium, the s-factor is given as a product of
three terms
sSOLAS  k  smoment  s final

2

(1)
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3

practically eliminates the water on deck issue and
dependency on trial’s duration from the problem
(Cichowicz et al, 2016). Furthermore, it was shown
that at the heart of the s-factor issue lies the omission
of the scaling parameters accounting for size of a
ship.
In the process of re-engineering of the s-factor it
was proposed to use the explicit reference to H Scrit
and express the probability of surviving flooding
(i.e. both, collision and grounding) damages as in the
following
s final  expexp0.16  1.2 H Scrit 

(3)

Figure 1. Comparison of measured and predicted by
the HARDER model critical sea states.

with H Scrit given as
H Scrit 

AGZ
1
GM  Range
2

1

VR3 [m]

(4)

where AGZ is an area under the righting lever curve
within the positive range of stability and VR is
residual watertight volume (i.e. total volume of the
watertight envelope reduced by the volume of
compartments “lost” in the damage).
As the below figures illustrate the GOALDS
formula proved to be more accurate than its
HARDER counterpart across a diversified sample of
tested ships, varying in sizes and internal
arrangements. In spite of this, the model has been
perceived counterintuitive because of presence of
GM and Range in denominator, and the argument
that it is the whole combination and not the
individual parameters that matters failed to convince
the sceptics.

Figure 2. Comparison of measured and predicted by
the GOALDS model critical sea states.

Physical significance
The key observation to be made in order to
unveil the true meaning of the GOALDS formula for
H Scrit is that the ratio AGZ / Range corresponds to the
average value of the righting lever within the range.
It can be denoted as lc and plotted against the GZ

Nevertheless, the argument was right and the
factor within the expression has indeed strict
physical significance that could not be determined
directly at the time of development.

curve, as in the figure below.
l [m]

lc
j[rad]

j

j

jc jmax

Figure 3. The average righting lever plotted against
the GZ curve.
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The lever lc corresponds to external heeling moment
thus the angles j1 and j c mark stable (static) and
unstable equilibria. Furthermore, the tangent to GZ
curve at j 0 , i.e. GM , can be approximately given as
lc

j1  j 0

From this it follows that j1  j 0 

edge against the angle of static equilibrium j1 for the
all RoPax cases analysed in GOALDS.
8.000
7.000
Angle (deg) of car deck submersion

GM 

(5)
lc
and the H Scrit
GM

formula becomes
H Scrit  2j1  j 0 3 VR

4

(6)

6.000
5.000
4.000
3.000
2.000
1.000

It implies that the critical significant wave height is
proportional to work of the external moment equal
in magnitude to average restoring moment and
heeling the ship to the angle of static equilibrium.

0.000
-2.000-1.000 0.000 1.000 2.000 3.000 4.000 5.000 6.000 7.000 8.000
-1.000

In fact, since the lever from the external moment is
known it is possible to calculate (based on the workenergy balance) a corresponding angle of dynamic
heel, j 2 , as shown in the figure below

Figure 5. Car deck submersion vs static equilibrium in the
GOALDS RoPax sample.

-2.000

The unsurprising but having a lot of common sense
observation is that apart from two cases the car-deck
edge did not submerge below the angle of static
equilibrium. Interestingly, both “outliers” were ships
with side-casings on the car deck (furthermore one
of the ships had the deck edge submerged in the
equilibrium floating position). These results are in
line with expectations, namely that the damaged
RoPax ship will survive in sea states below which
the car deck edge is not submerged (which indirectly
implies that floodwater is not accumulated on the
deck or that the process of accumulation is very
slow). Furthermore, the results show that adding
extra buoyancy distributed at the side of the car deck
has positive impact on damage survivability.

Figure 4. Dynamic heel and work-energy balance.

The red (R), amber (A) and green (G) lines are
plotted in the figure above to highlight the design
implications imposed by the H Scrit formulation,
namely that


Use in design of passenger ships
The GOALDS formula was derived mainly
based on survivability tests of RoPax ships but,
given its rational character, it can be applied to all
passenger ships. This is because, in spite of obvious
differences in internal arrangements and dynamics
of the flooding process, both RoPax and passenger
ships are lost in a consequence of uncontrolled
flooding leading to diminishing stability and capsize
or sinking. In case of RoPax ships this is usually
because of (rapid) accumulation of floodwater in
large, un-subdivided cargo spaces whereas in case of
passenger ships the likely scenario involves slow
progressive flooding through unprotected openings,
opened semi-watertight doors or downflooding
points etc. Nevertheless, the survival criterion is

red (R) - no openings between j 0 and j1
(except watertight); no car-deck submersion
below j1



- only semi-watertight
amber (A)
openings between j1 and j 2



green (G)
- no restriction for opening
type beyond j 2 (dynamic equilibrium).

Angle (deg) of static equilibrium j1

It can be readily seen from the above that the
GOALDS formulation is consistent with physics of
loss, rational and intuitive. For instance, the figure
below shows the angle of submersion of the car-deck
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1.2

same for both types of ships: there must be reserve
of buoyancy and stability and the openings or design
features that may lead to uncontrolled flooding
should not submerge below angle of dynamic
equilibrium, j 2 . Should this cannot be achieved the
critical moment, lc , has to be lowered until the
criterion is met, as shown in the sketch below

Probability of survival [i]

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
S2009_DS/R7FSO_P23-25.2.0-2

S2009_DS/R7FSO_P17-19.3.0

S2009_DS/R7FSO_P20-22.2.0-1

S2009_DS/R7FSO_P7-9.5.0-1

S2009_DS/R7FSO_P7-9.6.0

S2009_DS/R7FSO_P8-10.3.0-1

S2009_DS/R7FSO_P8-9.5.0

S2009_DS/R7FSO_P4-6.4.0

S2009_DS/R7FSO_P20-22.3.0-2

l 'c 3
VR [m]
GM

s_GOALDS'

s_solas

Figure 5. Probability of surviving collision damages
according to SOLAS and GOALDS. SOLAS and the
GOALDS series marked by apostrophe (grey bars)
account for external moments

Then for the new critical moment l'c the critical
sea state is
H Scrit  2j '1 j 0 3 VR  2

S2009_DS/R7FSO_P20-22.1.0

Figure 5. Lowering the survival limit to account for the
design criteria.

S2009_DS/R7FSO_P7-9.6.0

S2009_DS/R7FSO_P20-22.3.0

S2009_DS/R7FSO_P7-9.2.0

S2009_DS/R7FSO_P8-10.6.0-1

S2009_DS/R7FSO_P8-10.1.0

S2009_DS/R7FSO_P21-22.2.0

S2009_DS/R7FSO_P9-13.4.0-1

S2009_DS/R7FSO_P9-13.3.0

s_GOALDS

(6)

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The method of survivability assessment based on
GOALDS formulations can be readily applied to all
passenger ships irrespective of size and internal
arrangement. The approach discussed in the
foregoing may not capture all the fine details of the
flooding and subsequent ship loss or peculiarities of
a ship’s response to different sea spectra but it was
never designed to do so. On the contrary, the method
was intended to give a quick, yet reasonably,
accurate estimate of the critical (but still safe) sea
state and thus, through the probability of
encountering such sea state during the collision, to
determine what is the expected probability of
survival, given the specific loading condition and
damage case. In operation the method can be
determined whether the damaged ship can survive or
should be abandoned.

Similar strategy can be adopted to accommodate
for external moments due to wind, passenger
crowding and LSA launching. They can be included
by imposing a condition lc'  lc  lm , where l m is the
healing lever due to largest of these moments, and
reducing the H Scrit accordingly.
As the following figure demonstrates these
moments may have critical impact on survivability
and the fact that they can be directly accommodated
within the GOALDS formula can be considered as a
clear advantage over the SOLAS approach.
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ABSTRACT

Several recent flooding emergencies on passenger ships have pointed out the need to quickly get a better
assessment of the survivability onboard a damaged ship. Advanced time-domain flooding prediction methods
can be used to quickly get an assessment of progressive flooding and stability of the damaged ship. This paper
presents an approach for using the Vessel TRIAGE method to display the severity of the damage case on the
basis of flooding prediction results. The application is demonstrated with a collision damage case of a large
passenger ship.
Keywords: damage stability, progressive flooding, decision support

based on progressive flooding calculation and virtual
reality.

1. INTRODUCTION
Investigations of recent accidents have clearly
shown that there is a need for a decision support
system on board the ships, e.g. MIT (2013) and
MAIB (2015). The most important information this
system should provide, is the severity of the flooding
case and the probable development of it. This
information must be provided in a way that is easy
to understand and easy to communicate further.

Vessel TRIAGE is a method for assessing and
communicating the safety status of a vessel in
distress situation, Nordström et al. (2016). The
concept for a decision support system, based on the
Vessel TRIAGE method, for flooding emergencies
was introduced by Pennanen et al. (2015). The first
approach for determination of the color coding was
presented by Ruponen et al. (2015), based on timedomain flooding prediction results. The present
study reviews the applied methodology for a flooded
passenger ship, and a new approach is introduced to
account the flooding extent is respect to the size of
the ship. Finally, a short case study with a collision
damage to a large passenger ship is also presented.

The IMO has recognized this need and SOLAS
currently requires all new passenger ships to be
equipped with a damage stability computer for
providing the master with operational information
on the residual damage stability of the ship after a
flooding casualty. In the recently revised guidelines,
IMO (2016a), however, the residual damage stability
output is defined in way of presenting the residual
GZ curve and floating position information. Judging
the severity of the flooding case and the survivability
of the people on board, based on GZ curve data,
requires interpretation, and is neither instantly
intuitive nor easily communicable to other involved
people on the accident scene.

2. VESSEL TRIAGE
Vessel TRIAGE is a method for assessing and
communicating the safety status of vessels in
maritime accidents and incidents. The method is
intended for use by both vessels and maritime
emergency responders to assess whether the subject
vessel can provide a safe environment for the people
onboard.

The first approach to a decision support based on
time-domain prediction was presented by Ruponen
et al. (2012). Recently, also Varela et al. (2014) have
presented a similar concept for decision support

The method is currently under consideration for
further testing its adequacy in search and rescue
operations by the IMO Sub-Committee on
Navigation, Communication and Search and Rescue
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(IMO, 2016b). A detailed description of the method
is given by Nordström et al. (2016).

2

practical to consider only color codes. Thus the total
survivability color code is the worst of the color
codes for the separate threat factors.

The method expresses the safety status of the
vessel in terms of a Vessel TRIAGE category. There
are four categories: GREEN, YELLOW, READ and
BLACK (see Fig. 1). However, the category
BLACK is not relevant for decision support onboard
the damaged ship since in that case the ship has
already been lost.

3. THREAT FACTORS FOR A DAMAGED
PASSENGER SHIP
Heeling and Stability
Even with a small heel angle the risk of capsizing
can be significant if the stability of the ship is not
good enough. Thus heeling has been a primary safety
indicator since the early decision support system
concepts, Lee et al. (2005).

Initially it was suggested by Ruponen et al.
(2015) to represent vulnerability as a real value
between 0.0 and 1.0. However, based on the Vessel
TRIAGE methodology, it is more simplified and

Figure 1: Vessel TRIAGE categories: definitions and description of general situation, Nordström et al. (2016)
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The s-factor in SOLAS II-1 Part II-1 Reg. 7 is
applied:
1
4

 GZ max range
s final  K  


16 
 0.12

Extent of Flooding
The extent of flooding can be measured as the
number of WT compartments with floodwater.
However, the problem is that this needs to be scaled
to the size of the ship, Ruponen et al. (2015). From
the Vessel TRIAGE color coding point of view, the
GREEN is the simplest case since the Safe Return to
Port regulation forms a solid background; GREEN is
possible only if flooding is limited to a single WT
compartment, although e.g. Vassalos (2007)
suggested green color and safe return to port also for
more extensive damages if stability is good and all
systems are available.

(1)

where GZmax is limited to 0.12 m and range to
16°. The effect of the heel angle  is accounted with
the coefficient:
K

15  
15  7

3

(2)

when the heeling angle is between 7° and 15°. If the
heeling exceeds 15° the effective s-factor is taken as
zero. This is supported by the SOLAS requirement
to be able to lower the lifeboats with heeling up to
15°.

The criterion for a change between YELLOW
and RED is more complex. A simple approach for
this problem is to use floodable length curves. In
order to ensure some conservativeness, constant
permeability of 0.95 may be used. The curves need
to be calculated for a range of draft and trim values,
and linear interpolation can be used to calculate the
floodable length for the actual loading condition
before flooding.

The range is limited to the angle, where the first
unprotected opening is immersed. Only real
unprotected openings above the bulkhead deck
should be considered in order to avoid too
conservative approach that limits the reserve
buoyancy of the hull. On the other hand, if no
limitation of the range is used, the results could be
too optimistic.

The flooding extent coefficient is:

The suggested color coding for stability of a
damaged ship for Vessel TRIAGE is presented in
Table 1. The change from YELLOW to RED is
taken rather conservatively based on Eq. (2) so that
a heel angle of 10° will result in RED. On the other
hand, GZmax < 0.05 m will trigger RED even if
heeling is less than 7°. Color GREEN is possible
only if heel is less than 7° and the ship has sufficient
stability range and GZmax.

Fext 

L flood
FLx flood 

(3)

where Lflood is the length of flooded compartments,
xflood is the longitudinal center of this length and
FL(x) is the interpolated floodable length function at
the relevant initial floating position.
The suggested Vessel TRIAGE color code for
flooding extent is presented in Table 2 and illustrated
in Fig. 2 for different flooding extents along with the
floodable length curve. In practice the suggested
threshold Fext > 1.0 means that the color code is
changed from YELLOW to RED if there is a risk of
progressive flooding to undamaged compartments
through flooding of the bulkhead deck.

Also alternative threshold values can be
considered, but the present approach has been
selected based on the current SOLAS requirements.

Table 2: Suggested Vessel TRIAGE color coding for flooding
extent

Table 1: Suggested Vessel TRIAGE color coding for stability

GREEN

small heeling and good stability,
sfinal = 1.0

GREEN

YELLOW

increased risk due to heel and/or
decreased stability: 0.8 ≤ sfinal < 1.0

flooding is limited to a single WT
compartment

YELLOW

RED

large heeling and/or decreased
stability: sfinal < 0.8

more than one WT compartment is
flooded but Fext ≤ 1.0

RED

Flooding extent exceeds floodable
length, Fext > 1.0
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4

Figure 2: Example of color coding for flooding extent based
on the floodable length curve.

This representation with triangles is very similar
to the vulnerability analysis presented in
Jasionowski (2011). However, the exclusion of
longitudinal and horizontal watertight subdivision
may result in too conservative results, since e.g. the
double bottom is not considered at all.

Figure 3: Damage scenario, with initially open WT door that
is closed before flooding progresses to the undamaged
compartment

Evacuation
The Vessel TRIAGE methodology does not
consider evacuation of the ship as a separate threat
factor. However, the heeling and stability of the ship
are very tightly linked with the available evacuation
time, Bles et al. (2002). A simplified approach for
evaluating an approximate required evacuation time
by using the predicted development of heel angle
was presented by Ruponen et al. (2015).

For the analysis of the Vessel TRIAGE color
coding, the worst predicted condition within the next
80 min (i.e. the required evacuation time).
Results
Initially flooding is detected only in one WT
compartment since the inflow to the aft damaged
compartment is very slow. Consequently the color
code is GREEN since the maximum predicted heel
angle is less than 7°, Fig. 4. This information is
available within 5 min after the damage.

4. EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION
Damage Scenario
Sample calculations were done for a 125 000 GT
large passenger ship design, originally developed for
the EU FP7 project FLOODSTAND. The studied
case is a collision damage on starboard side (SB) in
the aft ship. Two WT compartments are breached,
but in the aft one the breach is very small, Fig. 3.
There is also an open WT door, resulting in
progressive flooding to a third compartment.
However, this door is successfully closed 10 min
after the collision, and before water starts to flow
through the door.

The second prediction, started 5 min after
collision, accounts also flooding in the aft damaged
WT compartment, where the inflow of water is much
smaller. The WT door is still open, and therefore, the
prediction results in progressive flooding to a third
compartment. The predicted flooding extent exceeds
the interpolated floodable length, and thus the color
code is changed to RED, Fig. 5. The updated results
are available about 8 min after damage.
The prediction that starts after the open WT door
has been successfully closed, 10 min after damage,
results in color code YELLOW since flooding is
now limited to two compartments and heeling is
predicted to be less than 7°, Fig. 6.

The reference data is first calculated with a timedomain flooding simulation, Ruponen (2014). The
time histories of measurement data for the flood
level sensors are then generated based on the
amounts of floodwater and the floating position in
the reference results. This data is then used as input
for automatic breach detection and prediction of
progressive flooding, Ruponen et al. (2015).
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5

calculated floodable length curves triggers the code
YELLOW immediately, when flooding is detected
(or predicted to spread) in two or more
compartments. The result is considered to be
suitably conservative, meaning that the color
GREEN is only shown in cases, where the ship will
certainly survive the damage, and the color RED
means that evacuation and abandonment may be
necessary. This is in line with the definitions for
Vessel TRIAGE.
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Numerical Flooding Simulations- A Useful Tool For Marine
Casualty Investigations
Stefan Krüger, TU Hamburg, krueger@tuhh.de
ABSTRACT

The recent developments in numerical tools for the prediction of the sinking process of a ship have nowadays
resulted in quite reliable methods which can be applied during the design of a ship for all kinds of damage
stability investigations. Such tools are most useful, too, to compute intermediate stages of flooding. Another
aspect of the application of such computations is the numerical investigation of marine casualties and
eventually the preparation of possible salvage operations. The paper describes some aspects and challenges
of the application of such methods in the context of marine casualty investigations and discusses some
principal requirements and drawbacks of such methods.
Keywords: Sinking Simulations, Marine Casualty Investigations

full scale accidents of ships for validation purposes.
Besides the validation problem, investigations of
full scale accidents do in fact require that the
methods are applied to the real case. But the
problem exists that these accidents never happen
under ideal conditions where all data is exactly
known. Mostly the ship has sunk and it cannot be
accessed, important data are not known with
sufficient accuracy and the surviving witnesses
often do not clearly remember important facts. This
makes the analysis of full scale accidents always
challenging, and often it is not clear whether a
numerical model or a computational procedure is
actually suitable for the analysis. Therefore, we are
running research projects where we systematically
collect data of full scale capsizing or sinking
events, prepare the calculation models and figure
out the relevant event chains. These data are
collected in a database which are used for the
validation of other methods. In the framework of
this paper, we have performed several root cause
analyses for the German Fedral Bureau of Marine
Casualty Investigations (BSU). During our analyses
of such accidents we always identified some
technical challenges which made a further
development of our methods necesseary. This paper
describes some of these challenges and the related
methodological improvements. At first, a
classification of marine casualties is presented from
a methodological viewpoint.

1. INTRODUCTION
Marine casualties are typically complex event
chains, especially when the casualty leads to the
total loss of a ship due to capsizing or sinking.
Whenever such a casualty needs to be investigated,
lots of computations need to be made to figure out
the (most probable) event chain which has lead to
the final loss. During these investigations, a variety
of different computational methods is applied
nowadays, which extends from simple hydrostatic
calculations to complex dynamic computations.
The problem exists that all these methods require
more or less sophisticated computational models,
and they need to be validated. The validation of
such methods can be performed by computing
theoretical test cases, by the comparison with
experiments or by full scale accidents. The
validation by experiments has the advantage that all
data and test conditions are well defined, which
makes it quite easy to re compute these cases.
Further, any deviations between experiment and
computation can in most cases be reasonably
explained, and such deviations often result in the
refinement of the computational procedure or in the
model, or both. Therefore it is a conditio sine qua
non to validate numerical methods by experiments.
However, with respect to marine casualties,
experiments never reflect the full event chain as
they can only focus on a small part of the problem,
and they are always performed under ideal
conditions. Therefore it seems plausible to also use
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2. SINKING CASUALTIES OF SHIPS

are used to investigate the later phase of these
accidents.

If a ship has a stability event or a flooding
accident, it may capsize or sink. In such cases, the
event chain is always quite complex, and other
technical issues than stability or water tight
integrity must be treated as well. This may include
inter alia steering, power generation, propulsion
and other related issues. Consequently, not a single
method can be used for the analysis of such events.
On the other hand, during such investigation time is
an important factor, because the determination of
the most probable root cause (or event chain)
requires that many different scenarios have to be
evaluated. Therefore it is very important that
computational times are as low as possible. This
requirement also forces a specialization of the
computational methods for a clearly defined
purpose. If we once accept that different methods
are used for the investigation of such casualties, it
makes sense to classify the casualties accordingly.
This paper focusses on events where the ship has
sunk due to ingress of water. From a
methodological point of view, such events can be
classified as follows:
•

•

•

2

Figure 1: Time plot of roll angle, wave elevation and
floodwater ingress into two compartment during the
sinking of the ORTEGAL UNO (BSU 14/10), see also Fig. 4,
right.

One example of such calculations for the first
accident type is shown in Fig. 1 for the sinking of
FK ORTEGAL UNO (BSU 14/10). The vessel was
fishing in rough weather, and during the roll
motion, water entered through a side opening into
the fish hold. As the water tight door between fish
hold and the accommodation was open, water
entered into the accommodation, too. The
numerical investigation of the accident showed
clearly that if that door would have been closed,
that ship would not have sunk. The first phase of
this accident ended with a more or less steady
equilibrium at abt. 35 Degree heel (see Fig. 6,
right). Water then slowly entered the ship through
non secured openings, and it then slowly sank. The
sinking phase could then be investigated with
quasi- static sinking methods.

Water ingress occurs due to ship
motions, and only the later accident
phase may be seen as a slow sinking
event. Example: The sinking of
ESTONIA.
Water ingress occurs after the ship has
taken already a large heel angle due to a
combination of roll motion and other
heeling moments. Example: The
capsizing of the SEWOL.
Water ingress and flooding are
sufficiently slow (e.g. due to a
damage), and ship motions play a
minor role only. Example: The sinking
of the COSTA CONCORDIA.

The third type of accident is a classical sinking
event and it can be analyzed with analysis tools
where only the inflow fluxes need to be computed
in time domain, but the momentary equilibrium
floating condition can in most cases be obtained
from hydrostatic calculations.

The first and the second type of accident strongly
depend on the ship motions and the water ingress
due to the ship motions (at least during the first
accident phase), or due to a permanently increasing
heel, and this requires seakeeping analyses
including dynamic treatment of the free surfaces.
But these methods have limitations when the heel
angle is large, and then classical sinking analyses

This may be demonstrated by the sinking
computations we have performed for the COSTA
CONCORDIA accident (Russel, BSU 310/12). Fig.
2 shows the time development of the heeling angle,
and on can see that besides the relatively quick
initial list to portside (negative heel), the heel angle
develops quite slowly in time. The full lines in Fig.
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2 stop when the ship has reached the floating
position shown in Fig. 6, left.

3

accident, and the water tight doors of all three
compartments were left open. Prior to the
capsizing, there was practically no stability left (see
Fig., 3, right), and when then critical amount of
floodwater was reached, this resulted in a quick
turn and a strong alteration of the fluxes through the
opening. Due to the pontoon shape of the floating
body, the hydrostatic stiffness matrix varies
strongly during that phase, and it was numerically
challenging to obtain both stable fluxes and a stable
time development of heel during the capsizing.
It should also be noted that ships with large
weathertight superstructures may stay afloat for a
long time even at larger heel angles (COUGAR
ACE), but they might be vulnerable with respect to
sinking when water ingresses through an opening
that is not secured or not water tight.

Figure 2: Computed time plot of heel angle, draft and trim
for the sinking of COSTA CONCORDIA. At 1.10, the
fkoating position shown in Fig. 4 is reached.

Further it should be noted that the water ingress
into the ship may not only occur due to hull
damage, but also due to heeling by external
moments (SEWOL) or due to firefighting (LISCO
GLORIA, NORMAN ATLANTIC).

It must in this context also be noted that different
ship types may have a completely different failure
mode (as also the calculation in Figs. 1 and 2
indicate): Due to their specific subdivision,
conventional passenger vessels tend to a slow and
stable sinking in case of an accident with the ship
more or less in an upright position (COSTA
CONCORDIA, SEA DIMAOND, EXPLORER),
whereas RoRo- Passenger vessels often capsize due
to the massive accumulation of water on vehicle
decks (HERAKLION, ESTONIA, SEWOL) or
through submerged openings (VINCA GORTHON,
FINNBIRCH). From a technical point of view, a
capsizing during the flooding process is much more
challenging compared to a slow sinking. This may
be illustrated by the following casualty (BSU
266/14):

Figure 4: Capsizing the ferry SEWOL due to water ingress
through the stern ramp into the ship. Left: Results of Lee
(2015), right: Bley and Weltzin (2016).
Figure 3: Capsizing of a pontoon due to slow water ingress.
(BSU 266/14). Left: Situation immediately before the
capsize, right: Righting levers in that situation, free
movement of the floodwater. Source: BSU

This may be illustrated by the capsizing event of
the SEWOL, see Fig. 4. The ship suffered from
insufficient intact stability, and during a turn the
cargo shifted, which lead to a steady heel which
allowed water to enter the vehicle deck. When the
floodwater spread within the ship through several
openings, she took a large heel and sank finally.

Fig. 3 shows the capsizing event of a pontoon due
the slow ingress of water. The pontoon suffered
from a very small damage some days before the
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Other than the casualty shown in Fig. 3, the
stability remained positive during the capsizing and
the alterations of the hydrostatic stiffness matrix
were much smoother. Consequently, the
computational challenges were less severe for this
case, because from the methodological point of
view, this particular accident may still be
characterized as a slow sinking event (although the
capsizing from a practical point of view was too
fast to evacuate most of the passengers).

4

with sufficient accuracy. This holds for the loading
condition, for the status of opening and the possible
flux through these openings as well as for other
boundary conditions like cargo shift or the actual
weather conditions. Consequently, as the results are
sensitive to these input parameters, they show
significant scatter. This is reflected by Fig. 5, which
shows the development of the heeling angle over
time for the ESTONIA- accident according to
different authors (Dankowski (2014) and
Valanto(2008)). Although the general trend is
reflected well by all computations, there are
significant differences. Due to this fact it has been
put forward by many researchers that marine
casualties are not suitable for the validation of
computational methods due to these uncertainties.

Some accidents are characterized by the fact that
during some intermediate stage of flooding,
progressive flooding of compartments took place
which would not have been flooded in the final
stage
(EUROPEAN
GATEWAY).
These
intermediate stages often occurred due to inflow
obstructions, and they require adequate modelling.
As a consequence it was found that the sinking
simulations cannot be based on the ship data model
which is usually used for statutory purposes, but a
much finer model is required.

But the authors disagree with this opinion for the
following reason: The most important result of a
marine casualty investigation is the root cause and
the most probable event chain. And despite the
uncertainties mentioned, after a computational
sensitivity analysis there remains only one event
chain which fits to all boundary conditions, and that
is typically the result of the investigation. Despite
the fact that the authors of Fig. 5 computed a
different time series, there was no doubt on the root
cause of this casualty.

It was also found during our analyses that the status
of the watertight doors is an important boundary
condition for the flooding event. Either, they were
open from the very beginning of the accident, or
they were opened during the sinking. This was the
case for the accidents shown in Figs. 1-3.
For the sake of completeness we would like to
mention that there were some accidents which took
place du to large free surfaces (intact ship) and a
heeling moment during a turn (WALDHOF).

Figure 6: Two examples of photogrammetric determination
of the floating position. Source: BSU 330/12 (left) and 14/10
(right).

3. CHALLENGE OF MARINE CASUALTIES

What makes the situation easier today is the fact
that due to the massive presence of information
technology, the documentation of marine casualties
has significantly improved. In most cases, photos of
the accident exist (see Fig. 6) which allow with
modern photogrammetric techniques a quite precise
analysis of the equilibrium floating condition
during a given time stamp. Such information is
much more precise compared to testimonies, and
during the re calculation of the accident it is then
the boundary condition that the ship in the
computation must take exactly the same
equilibrium floating position as documented by the
photogrammetric investigation. For the cases
shown in Fig. 6 it could for example clearly be

Figure 5: Development of heel angle versus time for the
sinking of MV ESTONIA according to different authors.
Source: Dankowski(2014)/Valanto(2008)

The main challenge of complex marine casualties is
the fact that many important data are not known
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demonstrated by the computations that the
documented floating positions at the given time
stamps were only possible due to open water tight
doors (see also Fig 1 - 3).

5

description of the underlying concept of this
method is given by Söding, Shigunov, Zorn and
Soukup. The motions of the free surface are
obtained from the solution of the shallow water
equations according to Glim (1965) and Dillingham
(1981). These equations are combined with the
motion prediction of E4ROLLS. Dankowski has
alternatively implemented the Kurganov method
(2007) for this problem. Although these methods
give reasonable results for both ship motions and
the water ingress, they have significant numerical
problems when the heel angle takes large values (or
when the ship capsizes). Most of these problems
have their source in numerical instabilities when the
water hits the top of the flooded compartment.
Further, this dynamic analysis is very time
consuming if many flooded compartments are
involved, and this makes this set of methods not
applicable for the analysis of the complete sinking
process of a ship which typically includes many
damaged compartments. During the application of
these methods on full scale accidents in rough
weather it eventually happened that numerical
instabilities of the fluid motions occurred, which
then lead immediately to unrealistic ship motions
(and inflow fluxes, consequently). In all cases,
these problems could be (iteratively) healed by
adjusting the time steps. However, one must
conclude that these methods are not yet stable
enough to allow the application by unexperienced
users due to these reasons.

Figure 7: Computed ground contact of MV ESTONIA
during the HSVA/TUHH accident investigations (Source:
Valanto).

If the ship has finally sunk or grounded, the
position of the wreck is most often well
documented. This information is extremely useful
for the numerical investigation of the accident,
because each computation must then lead exactly to
this position in the final stage (see Fig. 7). On the
other hand, this computation demands to compute
also the very final stage of the accident, where
many compartments are flooded and the
equilibrium becomes unstable in all three degree of
freedom. This final stage is often combined with
large fluctuations of the hydrostatic stiffness matrix
(including floodwater), which leads to significant
oscillations of the fluxes.
Therefore, the boundary condition to compute also
the very final stage of the flooding poses severe
requirements to any computational method with
respect to computation time and numerical stability.

For the analysis of the sinking process, Dankowski
(2012) has developed a quasi-static method for the
(slow) sinking of ships with many flooded
compartments. Essentials of this method are the
direct computation of the pressure propagation
trough full compartments by a predictor- correctorscheme, the direct numerical computation of the
hydrostatic stiffness matrix including fluid shifting
moments and the automatic detection of flooding
paths by a directed graph. A full description of the
method may be taken from Dankowski (2012). The
method is quite fast and appeared to be robust when
the experimental reference cases of Ruponen
(2007) were analyzed. However, the application of
this method to some full scale accidents showed the
following problems which needed to be solved:

4. NUMERICAL METHODS
From the above mentioned findings, we can
formulate some basic requirements for numerical
tools for the analysis of such casualties: First, it
seems reasonable to provide a special set of
methods for those accidents which are dominated
by ship motions and to combine such methods with
the dynamic treatment of water ingress and the
motions of the floodwater in the compartments of
interest. In these cases, special attention must be
payed to the roll motion, and this degree of freedom
must definitively be treated non- linearly. For this
purpose, we use the time-domain seakeeping code
E4ROLLS which was originally developed by
Kröger, Petey and Söding. A good and complete

•
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When the ship capsized during the sinking
(HERAKLION,
EUROPEAN
GATEWAY),
the
quasistatic
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•

•

•

•

•

•

determination of the equilibrium needed to
be replaced by the solving of a differential
equation with small time steps.
The flux computation had to be stabilized
in these cases when large inflow fluxes
through large openings were combined
with substantial ship motions
When large compartments are filled
quickly and an up flooding takes place
through small openings (e. g. escalators),
the flux oscillates significantly and
requires numerical stabilization (COSTA
CONCORDIA).
When box-shaped objects were flooded
and capsizing took place, the equilibrium
determination became unstable which
required numerical healing of the
equilibrium determination and of the
inflow- flux computation (BSU 266/14).
Experiments with a test body having a
RoRo-like subdivision showed that there
can be a significant influence of the initial
roll motion on the inflow flux, which made
it generally necessary to replace the quasistatic equilibrium computation by the
solving of differential equations. This
posed new challenges on the stability of
the method for box-shaped objects.
Manderbacka and Ruponen (2015) have
found out that during the initial phase of
the flooding, the motion of the ingressing
fluid may have a significant influence on
the sinking process.
Additional features like heeling moments,
water tight door operations and pump
elements needed to be included in the
method to account for the individual
accident circumstances.

6

possible to sufficiently ventilate the compartments
due to model restrictions.
It further turned out that the sinking process is very
sensitive with respect to details of the subdivision,
which requires a fine model. Our computational
model for the COSTA CONCORDIA included
1536 spaces, 642 compartments and 1587 openings
to accurately re compute the sinking process. The
computations then could be performed slightly
faster than real time, but this is of course far too
slow if the computations shall serve as potential
decision making tools. Unfortunately from our
present experience it seems not possible to obtain
correct results for the sinking computations if the
compartment model is too raw.
Consequently, we must conclude that these
methods are useful tools on the one hand, but on the
other hand we must admit that the application of
such methods still requires a qualified user, which
may impede the broad use of methods.
Therefore, the future goal is to stabilize the
computations from a numerical point of view and to
increase the computational speed significantly.
This is important in view of the fact that such kind
of calculations shall be performed on board as
decision design tools.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The paper has shown that numerical sinking
computations can successfully assist the
investigation of marine casualties. As the
documentation of these casualties has significantly
improved, it is today well possible to clearly
identify the root cause of such events by
computations. Despite the fact that some
information on accident data is uncertain, marine
casualties are a useful validation basis. As sinking
events are very complex, there must exist different
computational methods to cope with the individual
requirements of each accident. Although these
computations are extremely useful, these methods
are still not stable enough to be widely used,
especially by non-experienced users. Consequently,
future efforts shall be put into the problem to
increase stability and computational time.

For the sake of completeness we wish to add that
during some model experiments there occurred the
problem of entrapped air and its consequence on
the sinking process. Although we have analyzed
this phenomenon during our model tests, too (ref.
Krüger, Dankowski, Kluwe et al.) we have come to
the conclusion that entrapped air plays a minor role
during full scale sinking only. This appears to be a
problem during model tests where it may not be
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Estimation of force coefficients for normal forces on
bilge keels and skin friction roll damping of ships
by CFD simulations
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ABSTRACT

A finite-volume method (FVM) is used to simulate the roll motion of an ellipsoid equipped with wallbounded flat plates with and without forward speed. Due to the circular form and a fixed roll axis of the
simulated ellipsoid, only normal forces act on the plates. The normal force component in phase with the roll
velocity over a harmonic roll period is estimated. The roll period, amplitude and the plate dimension are
varied. The simulation results are compared with results of different model test techniques. The focus is set
on modeling a simple definition for the normal force coefficient based on the Keulegan-Carpenter number
(𝐾𝐶). Compared to Ikeda’s method, an improved definition which considers a larger range of 𝐾𝐶 numbers is
formulated.
To transfer roll damping results from model scale into full scale, the frictional roll damping component
of different ships is investigated. FVM simulations of the roll motion with various scales are carried out. A
simple extrapolation procedure based on Kato's approach is developed.
Keywords: roll damping, force coefficient method, Ikeda’s method, bilge keels, skin friction roll damping, scale effects
*corresponding author, name at birth: Sven Handschel

forces on wall bounded plates: (A) measurement of
ellipsoid models in towing tanks and (B) force
measurements in U-Tanks, see Figure 1. Ikeda et al.
(1976) and Fujino et al. (1979) used an ellipsoid,
respectively a spindle-like body to determine the
drag force coefficient 𝑐𝐸 . Sarpkaya and O`Keefe
(1996) measured the force coefficient 𝑐𝐸 for
different plate dimensions in a U-Tank. The force
coefficients for different 𝐾𝐶 numbers estimated by
the mentioned experimental techniques are
compared in Figure 2. Additionally the
approximation function which is used in Ikeda`s
method and Ikeda`s given range of validity,

1. INTRODUCTION
Normal Forces on Bilge Keels
The roll motion of ships in waves is weakly
damped by wave radiation. Simple roll damping
devices such as bilge keels (BK) have the
advantage to damp ships with and without forward
speed in all weather conditions. Bilge keel
constructions of a width up to 450mm with
shipbuilding profiles were the industry practice in
the last decades. In the mean time, the ship beam
grew which led to large ratio of roll radius (𝑟𝐵𝐾 ) to
bilge keel width (𝑏𝐵𝐾 ), see Table 1.
The authors have found two different common
techniques which are used to measure normal
𝐾𝐶
200
100
25
2
0.3

Examples
plate in a tank
BK on ULCC
BK on RoPax
keel on lifeboat
plate at a buoy

𝑟𝐵𝐾 ⁄𝑏𝐵𝐾
121.5
72.75
45.5
7.4
1.2

𝑐𝐸,𝐼𝑘𝑒𝑑𝑎 =

22.5
+ 2.4 for 4 < 𝐾𝐶 < 20
𝐾𝐶

(1)

𝜑𝑎 [𝑑𝑒𝑔]
30
25
10
5
5

Table 1: Examples of wall bounded flat plates, e.g.
bilge keels, for low and high KC-numbers (𝒓𝑩𝑲 -roll
radius, 𝒃𝑩𝑲 -plate width, 𝝋𝒂 -roll amplitude).

Figure 1: Techniques to measure the normal force on
flat plates 𝑭𝑵 : (A) - periodical rolling ellipsoid body in
towing tank, (B) U-Tank with periodical flow.
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Figure 3: Influence of skin friction damping on total
roll damping for Duisburg Test Case (DTC)

Figure 2: Force coefficients of normal forces on BK Comparison of experimental measurement values and
Eq. 1 (Ikeda’s Method)

For a harmonic full roll cycle, it will be assumed
that the roll damping moment can be approximated
by a linear coefficient: 𝑀𝐹 (𝜑̇ ) = 𝑀𝐹𝑒 𝜑̇ . The
approach is based on the forward velocity 𝑈 of the
ship, the ship length 𝐿𝑊𝐿 at waterline, the roll
frequency 𝜔, the kinetic viscosity 𝜈 and the wetted
surface of the ship 𝑆:

with
𝐾𝐶 = 𝜋

𝑟𝐵𝐾 𝜑𝑎
,
𝑏𝐵𝐾

2

(2)

is plotted in this Figure. It can be clearly seen that
1. no experiences exist for 𝐾𝐶 > 20 and
2. Eq. (1) does not fit for 𝐾𝐶 < 3.

𝑀𝐹𝑒,𝐼𝑘𝑒𝑑𝑎
𝑈
= 1 + 0.653𝐾𝐶𝐿 = 1 + 4.1
,
𝑀𝐹0𝑒
𝜔𝐿𝑊𝐿

The paper presents a FVM simulation approach to
estimate force coefficients 𝑐𝐸 for 𝐾𝐶-values
between 0.5 and 100. Eq. (1) will be improved.

(3)

𝑀𝐹0𝑒 = 0.787𝜌𝑆𝑟̅ 2 √𝜔𝜈 [1

Skin Friction Roll Damping

(4)

0.386

𝑟̅ 2 𝜑𝑎2 𝜔
+ 0.00814 (
)
𝜈

The skin friction roll damping is the smallest
damping component and is mainly influenced by
flow phenomena which depend on Reynolds
number. Nevertheless, if Froude similarity is used
to extrapolate the damping moment to full scale, a
large scale factor can overestimate the total roll
damping significantly. An extrapolation error of 5%
and more is typical for large scale factors, see ITTC
(2011). Figure 3 shows the influence of skin
friction damping on total roll damping for the
benchmarking Duisburg Test Case (DTC, el Moctar
et al., 2012) container ship. The result given in
Figure 3 is based on the later presented new
approach.

].

To estimate an equivalent roll radius 𝑟̅ , Kato (1958)
̅̅̅̅ -distance
used the following empirical method (𝑂𝐺
from origin at waterline to center of gravity,
coordinate system positive downwards):
1
𝑆
̅̅̅̅).
𝑟̅ = ([0.887 + 0.145𝐶𝐵 ]
− 2𝑂𝐺
(5)
𝜋
𝐿𝑊𝐿
Based on FVM simulations of 39 test cases of three
modern monohull ship forms, a database of skin
friction coefficients was generated. A comparison
with Ikeda’s method shows an averaged deviation
of the maximum frictional moment 𝑀𝐹,𝑚𝑎𝑥
formulated as mean squared error (MSE) of 1.75.
Based on Kato’s approach from 1958, a new
extrapolation method based on the results of the
database was developed. The mean squared error
was reduced to 0.51.

The skin friction roll damping moment 𝑀𝐹 (𝜑̇ ) was
focused on in previous studies. Especially the
estimation approach of Ikeda (1978), based on
results of Kato (1958) for 𝑀𝐹0𝑒 and Tamiya (1972)
for forward speed correction, became common
practice and is recommended by the ITTC (2011).
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water surface flow. In all RANSE computations,
the turbulence model 𝑘 − 𝜔 − 𝑆𝑆𝑇 is used. The
dimensionless wall distance y+ for the first layer
reaches values between 30 and 90.
Simulation results were compared with
experimental results of an ellipsoid body, see
Figure 4, measured by Ikeda (1976, Figure 5) and
with results of the container ship Duisburg Test
Case (DTC), see Handschel et al. (2014). The CFD
results are in good agreement with the experiments.
To reduce simulation time, calculations with the
ellipsoid body to estimate the normal forces on
bilge keels were optimized. Instead of the previous
described domain discretization, an ellipsoid with
only one bilge keel is simulated. The rotor-stator
motion model is replaced by complete mesh
motion. The multi-phase flow is reduced to a
single-flow simulation. For 𝐾𝐶 = 11.2 a
comparison was carried out. A deviation of 2% was
achieved. The simulation time was further reduced
by a splitting of the ellipsoid. Only half of the
ellipsoid with the bilge keel was discretized.
Results of the optimized CFD discretization have a
good comparability to experimental results, see
Figure 6.

Figure 4: Simulation domain discretization for an
ellipsoid body with free surface

Figure 5: Frictional roll damping - comparison of
experimental (Ikeda et al., 1976) and numerical results rolling ellipsoid for various Froude numbers, grid
resolution 1.3 Mio. cells, time step ∆𝒕 = 𝝅⁄𝟏𝟎𝟎𝝎

3. NORMAL FORCES ON BILGE KEELS
To estimate normal forces on bilges keels, the
moment 𝑀𝐵𝐾 around the longitudinal axis of the
ellipsoid is determined by pressure integration. The
moment can be formulated as Fourier polynomial:

2. FVM SIMULATIONS
The simulation procedure is described in detail
in Handschel et al. (2012, 2014). The solver STARCCM+ is used to simulate the incompressible flow
around the rolling ship. The FVM solves the
governing equations in integral form for mass and
momentum, as well as for the volume fraction of
water and air and equations for the turbulence
modeling. The segregated iterative solution method
is based on the SIMPLE-algorithm.

∞

𝑀𝐵𝐾 = ∑[𝐶𝐴,𝑗 sin(𝑗𝜔𝑡) + 𝐶𝐵,𝑗 cos(𝑗𝜔𝑡)].

(6)

𝑗=1

The computational domain is divided into two
regions, see Figure 4. An inner cylinder (rotor) is
rolling around a fixed roll axis. A sliding interface
boundary condition is applied between the
stationary (stator) and the rotating part of the grid.
The grid is unstructured and trimmed hexahedral. A
prism layer on the wall region exists. Local
refinements are applied near the hull, the
appendages and the free water surface. A volume of
fluid (VOF) method is used to calculate the free

Figure 6: Force coefficients of normal forces on BK Comparison of experimental values and CFD.
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𝐶𝐴,𝑗 are coefficients in phase with the roll
angle, 𝐶𝐵,𝑗 coefficients in phase with the roll
velocity. Assuming harmonic roll motion behavior,
𝜑 = 𝜑𝑎 ∙ sin(𝜔𝑡),

simulation setups. As a precaution, it was decided
to choose simulation setups for the approximation
which achieve the smallest force coefficients.

(7)

4. SKIN FRICTION ROLL DAMPING
Roll simulations with different roll setups for
two ships in full scale, a RoPax (m1413z006,
Handschel et al., 2012b) and a Pax (m1399z001)
vessel, and simulations in model scale for the
containership DTC (m1398s001, Handschel et al.,
2014) were carried out to study skin friction roll
damping. The main dimensions of the ship are
listed in Table 2. The results were compared to
Ikeda’s method. The following differences could be
observed:

the equivalent damping energy 𝐸𝐵𝐾𝑒 can be
expressed by the conservation of energy approach:
𝐸𝐵𝐾𝑒 = 𝜋𝜑𝑎 𝐶𝐵,1 .

(8)

Details of this approach can be found in
Wassermann et al. (2016). The moment 𝑀𝐵𝐾 can
also be approximated by a force coefficient 𝑐𝐸
approach with
𝑀𝐵𝐾 =

𝜌
3
𝑐 𝜔2 𝜑𝑎2 cos 2(𝜔𝑡) ∫ 𝑏𝐵𝐾 𝑟𝐵𝐾
𝑑𝑙
2 𝐸

(9)

1. The skin friction roll moment is not
completely in phase with roll velocity. Based
on measured phase angles 𝜀𝐹 , an averaged
phase shift was determined:

which leads to the energy over a roll cycle of
4
3
𝐸𝐵𝐾 = 𝜌𝑐𝐸 𝜔2 𝜑𝑎3 ∫ 𝑏𝐵𝐾 𝑟𝐵𝐾
𝑑𝑙 .
3

(10)
𝜀𝐹 = (−0.206 − 𝜀𝐹,𝐵𝐾 )𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

The relation 𝐸𝐵𝐾𝑒 = 𝐸𝐵𝐾 results into an
estimation approach for the force coefficient 𝑐𝐸 of
one bilge keel:
𝑐𝐸 =

3𝜋𝐶𝐵,1
.
3
4𝜌𝜔 2 𝜑𝑎2 ∫ 𝑏𝐵𝐾 𝑟𝐵𝐾
𝑑𝑙

(11)

In Figure 6, results of CFD simulations and the
presented experiments of Figure 2 are compared.
Simulation and experimental results are in very
good agreement. The experimental and the
simulation results can be approximated by:

for 0.3 < 𝐾𝐶 < 100.

𝑈

√𝑔𝐿𝑊𝐿

) [𝑟𝑎𝑑].

(13)

𝜀𝐹,𝐵𝐾 = 0 for ships without, 𝜀𝐹,𝐵𝐾 = 0.18 for
ships with bilge keels.
2. The influence of forward speed on the skin
friction roll moment is modeled by the ratio to
the zero speed skin friction roll moment, see
Equation (3). A comparison of this approach to
simulation results is presented in Figure 7
(upper Figure). In the lower Figure, it can be
clearly seen that the forward speed effect can
be described more exactly by a formulation
based on the ratio 𝐾𝐶𝐿 ⁄𝜑𝑎 . A correction of
Tamiya’s equation (3) to

The Fourier coefficient 𝐶𝐵,1 is determined with
a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) algorithm. All
other parameters are simulation inputs.

𝑐𝐸 = 0.47 ∙ ln(𝐾𝐶)2 − 4.94 ∙ ln(𝐾𝐶) + 13.75

4

𝑀𝐹𝑒
𝐾𝐶𝐿
𝐾𝐶𝐿 2
= 1 + 0.79
− 0.022 (
)
𝑀𝐹0𝑒
𝜑𝑎
𝜑𝑎

(14)

is recommended.
3. Kato used Hughes skin friction line as
formulation for the skin friction force

(12)

Dim.
𝐿/𝐵
𝐵/𝐷
𝐿/𝐷
𝐶𝐵

Compared to Equation (1), the range of validity
is significantly extended by Equation (12).
Nevertheless, Equation (12) should be applied with
care because a detailed validation study for the
range of 𝐾𝐶-numbers larger 20 is still missing.
Simulations to estimate results for large 𝐾𝐶numbers are very sensitive to small changes in

m1398s001
6.979
4.246
29.631
0.632

m1399z001
8.176
4.456
36.433
0.647

m1413z006
6.525
4.304
28.087
0.542

Table 2: Main dimensions of the ships, 𝑳-ship length,
𝑩-ship breadth, 𝑫- ship draft, 𝑪𝑩 -block coefficient
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Figure 8: Ratio of skin friction to total roll damping
moment over 𝝀 for different correction factors 𝒌

results to the results of the new method, column (1),
and Ikeda’s method, column (2):
𝑀𝐹,𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
.
𝑀𝐹,𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑠

(15)

The new approach improves the mean squared error
of Ikeda’s method from 1.75 to 0.51.
For a best-practice conversion approach of total roll
damping, 𝑀(𝜑̇ ) = 𝑀𝑒 𝜑̇ , from model (m) to full
scale (FS) with scale factor 𝜆, the method can be
applied as follows:
Figure 7: Skin friction forward speed correction –
Comparison Tamiya’s Equation (3) and new Equation
(14) – RA - different roll axis heights

𝑀𝑒,𝐹𝑆 =

9
𝜌𝐹𝑆
2
𝑀
𝜆
𝑒,𝑚
𝜌𝑚

(16)

−

9

1

2
̅3
[3𝜋 𝑟𝑚 𝜑𝑎 𝜔𝑚 𝑆𝑚 𝜆 (𝜌𝑚 𝐶𝐹,𝑚 − 𝜌𝐹𝑆 𝐶𝐹,𝐹𝑆 )]
∙ (−2 sin(2𝜀𝐹 ) + cos(2𝜀𝐹 ) + 3)

coefficient. To consider the oscillating roll
motion, the Reynolds number definition is
modified. Based on experiments with small
rolling cylinders, Kato estimated a correction
factor 𝑘 = 0.51. Although this factor could be
confirmed for simulations in full scale, a factor
of 𝑘 = 2.5 is recommended to consider the
correct skin friction moment in model scale,
see Table 3 of the Appendix. In Figure 8, it
can be clearly seen that deviations of factor 𝑘
have less influence on total roll damping for
ships in full scale as for ships in model scale.

𝐶𝐹 = 𝐶𝐹0 [ 1 + 0.79

𝐾𝐶𝐿 = 2𝜋

𝑈
𝜔𝐿𝑊𝐿

for 0 <

𝐶𝐹0 = 1.328𝑅𝑒𝐹,𝑥

𝑅𝑒𝐹,𝑚 = 𝑘

In the Appendix, Table 3 shows a comparison
between simulations and the improved method as
well as the original Ikeda method. The comparison
is presented in two columns as a ratio of the
maximum friction moment 𝑀𝐹,𝑚𝑎𝑥 for simulation

𝑟̅ 𝑚 2 𝜑2𝑎 𝜔𝑚
𝜈𝑚

𝐾𝐶𝐿
𝐾𝐶𝐿 2
− 0.022 (
) ]
𝜑𝑎
𝜑𝑎

−0.5

𝐾𝐶𝐿
𝜑𝑎

+ 0.016𝑅𝑒−0.114
𝐹,𝑥

with 𝑘 = 2.5
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(18)

< 20

and 𝑅𝑒𝐹,𝐹𝑆 = 𝑘

(17)

𝑟̅𝐹𝑆 2 𝜑2𝑎 𝜔𝐹𝑆
𝜈𝐹𝑆

(19)
(20)
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5. CONCLUSION

6

normal forces acting on bilge keel” (in japanese),
Jour. of KANSAI SNA, Vol. 144.

The investigation shows that the calculation of
force coefficients based on Ikeda’s method for
normal forces on bilge keels and skin friction
damping is not sufficient for today’s application.
Based on finite-volume method simulation results,
an improved formulation for force coefficients of
normal forces on bilge keels over a wider range of
𝐾𝐶 numbers could be determined, see Equation
(12). To transfer the of the Reynolds number
depending skin friction roll damping from model
scale into full scale, an extrapolation method based
on Kato’s approach was developed. Especially for
model tests with large scale factors, the bestpractice conversion approach, Eq. (16-20), is
advantageous. Nevertheless, a database with 39
simulations does not represent all types of ship
forms and roll setups. To improve this approach,
the database should be extended. Furthermore it
should be noted that the presented simple parameter
methods do not replace experiments or more exact
simulation methods which should be preferred if
possible.
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8. APPENDIX

Table 3: Skin friction roll damping moment – Comparison new method (1) and Ikeda’s method (2)
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ABSTRACT

Ship roll damping is a key factor for predicting large amplitude roll motions, such as parametric roll and
stability under dead ship condition. In this paper, the free roll motions of one pure car carrier and one
international standard model ship 2792 for dead ship are simulated based on the unsteady RANS equations in
calm water by two types of mesh, the sliding mesh and the overset mesh. The free roll decay curves of
numerical simulations are compared with experimental results, and the roll damping coefficients are also
compared with that from Ikeda`s simplified formula. The calculated free decay curves agree quite well with
the free decay curves from the experiments, and the errors of roll damping coefficient calculated by CFD are
smaller than that from Ikeda`s simplified formula, which validate that the unsteady RANS equations can be
used to predict roll damping.
Keywords:Roll damping, RANS, free rolling, commercial CFD codes

consideration of different characteristics for
different objects. Currently, the vulnerability
criteria for parametric roll and dead ship stability
are under development by International Maritime
Organization (IMO) at second generation intact
stability criteria, in which the roll damping
coefficients were proposed using Ikeda`s simplified
method. Most of the calculated results of traditional
ships by Ikeda’s simplified method can fit
experimental data quite well at the same order
magnitude. However, if the size is outside the
application range of Ikeda’ method, or for the large
amplitude motions in some phenomena, the
accuracy will be low, which limit the application
scope of Ikeda’ method.

1. INTRODUCTION
The large roll motions such as parametric roll
and dead ship stability are one of critical risks for
the safety when the ship sails in the seas, and the
roll damping is essential to accurately predict these
large roll motions. However, the accurate
prediction of ship roll damping is very difficult,
except for high cost experiments. Therefore, a
numerical method to predict the large roll damping
with high accuracy is desirable.
In general, most of the calculation methods are
based on the potential theory, and the most
common method is Ikeda`s method (Ikeda, Y.,
1977, 1978, 1979, 2000, 2004). These formulas can
be used quite well for the conventional ships, but
the prediction results are sometimes conservative or
underestimated for unconventional ships (Japan,
2011a; Japan, 2011b; Sweden, 2011). This is
because the large roll damping is strongly
nonlinear, which has relationships with fluid
viscosity and flow characteristics, such as the flow
separation and vortex shedding. So the experience
or semi-experience formulas can`t take the full

Except for Ikeda`s simplified method, the
Correspondence Group on Intact Stability regarding
second generation intact stability criteria also
proposed that the roll damping could be calculated
by roll decay/forced roll test or CFD simulation
(United States & Japan, 2014). Although the model
tests can predict roll damping very well, but it is
costly and time-consuming and most of
experimental data are limited to a certain frequency
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range and particular geometry, which is impossible
for the large-scale expansion of the application
(Bass &Haddara, 1988; Blok &Aalbers, 1991).

2

In this paper, the free roll decay curves as well
as the roll damping coefficients calculated by both
methods are compared with experimental results.
Considering that the Ikeda`s simplified method is
recommended for the evaluation of roll damping
coefficient in the latest drafts for parametric roll at
second generation intact stability (Correspondence
Group on Intact Stability, 2015), the results of roll
damping coefficients are also compared with that
from Ikeda`s simplified formula.

For the accurate calculation of roll damping, the
influence of viscosity must be considered. The CFD
numerical simulation can consider different objects
and its characteristic, which can also reduce the
cost. With the development of CFD technology, the
turbulent models have been improved, such as
RANS equation, discrete vortex method. In
addition, the fine structure of the flow field can also
be analyzed by CFD, so CFD could be widely used
to predict roll damping. Forced roll method and free
roll decay method are two main methods for the
calculation of the roll damping.

2. SHIP GEOMETRY
The pure car carrier and the international
standard model ship 2792 for dead ship stability
with scale of 65.0 are adopted for the CFD
computations. Main particulars of the pure car
carrier and the standard model 2792 are given in
Table 1 and Table 2. The body plans of the ship
2792 are shown in Fig.1, and the hull geometries of
two models are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3,
respectively.

In our previous studies (Min Gu, et al, 2015),
the forced roll motions of one 2D ship section
based on the methods of orthogonal design and
variance analysis were carried out, in which
different calculation parameters for the roll
damping are analyzed, and the free motions of one
3D containership were also carried out.

Table 1: Principal particulars of the pure car carrier.

The aim of this paper is to study the feasibility
of CFD for the prediction of roll damping. The roll
damping of one pure car carrier and ship 2792
which is provided by an IMO’s intersessional
corresponding group as one of standard ships for
developing the second generation intact stability
criteria are simulated based on the unsteady RANS
equations in calm water, and two methods are used
during numerical simulations, one is sliding
interface method and another is dynamic overset
grid method.

Items

Model

Length: Lpp

3.5m

Mean draught: T

0.145m

Breadth: B

0.521 m

Depth: D

0.445m

GM

0.064 m

Displ.: W

169.23kg

Table 2: Principal particulars of ship 2792.

In the sliding interface technique, two cell
zones are used, and they are contacted by a “mesh
interface”. The inner zone which is close to the
bodies is moving with bodies, and the outer zone
translates with bodies, which leads to the relative
rotation between the outer zone and the inner zone.
Overset meshes, also known as overlapping meshes,
are used to discretize a computational domain with
several different meshes that overlap each other in
an arbitrary manner. Overset mesh has a
background region enclosing the entire solution
domain and one or more smaller regions containing
the bodies within the domain.Both methods are
most useful in problems dealing with moving
bodies.
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Items

Ship

Model

Length: Lpp

205.7m

3.165m

Mean draught: T

6.6m

0.102m

Breadth: B

32.0m

0.492m

Depth: D

20.2m

0.311m

GM

1.989m

0.0306m

Displ.: W

23986ton

87.34kg
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Figure 4: Free roll decay tests of the pure car carrier.

Figure 5: Free roll decay tests of ship 2792.

4. COMPUTATION METHOD

Figure 1: Lines of ship 2792.

Mathematical model and numerical method
All computations are performed by solving
unsteady RANS equations. RNG k-ε two-equation
model is employed for the enclosure of the
governing equations. The VOF method is adopted
for the treatment of nonlinear free surface. The
pressure-correction algorithm of SIMPLE type is
used for the pressure-velocity coupling. Two
methods are used during simulations, one is the
sliding mesh, and another is the overset mesh. The
enhanced wall function is adopted based on the
previous studies (Min Gu, et al, 2015).

Figure 2: Hull geometry of the pure car carrier.

Figure 3: Hull geometry of ship 2792.

In simulations, the modes of roll, sway and
heave are free and other modes are constrained. The
solution domains are shown in Figs.6 and 7, andthe
types of body meshes are shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9,
respectively. The boundary of the computational
domain is composed of inlet boundary, outlet
boundary, wall boundary (hull surface), and outlet
boundary.

3. EXPERIMENTAL
Typical models used to study roll decay are
usually with bilge keels which take account of the
contribution of bilge keels to roll damping.
However, for simply and basically, models without
bilge keels in calm water are used in this paper. The
free roll decay experiments for the pure car carrier
are performed at the seakeeping basin (length: 69m,
breadth: 46m, height: 4m) of CSSRC (China Ship
Scientific Research Center), as shown in Fig.4, and
the free roll decay experiments for ship 2792 are
carried out at the towing tank of Wuhan University
of Technology, as shown in Fig.5. The roll decay
curves are measured by a MEMS (Micro ElectroMechanical System)-based gyroscope placed on the
ship model, and the initial roll angles are 10º, 20º
and 25º, respectively.

Figure 6: Computational domains and meshes with
thesliding mesh method.
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as the linear formula (4), which is the essential
component of roll damping.
(4)
Where,
decrement of roll decay curve and
mean swing angle of roll decay curve.
The linear fitting coefficient A can also be
calculated as formula (5), for the conservation of
energy.

Figure 7: Computational domains and meshes with the
overset mesh method.

(5)
Thus,
(6)
The results of
are compared for different
methods, which can analyze the combined error of
roll amplitude and roll period. The natural roll
periods measured in model tests are used in the
Ikeda`s
simplified
formula,
taking
into
consideration that only the equivalent roll damping
coefficient can be calculated by Ikeda`s simplified
formula.

Figure 8: Hull meshes of the pure car carrier.

Figure 9: Hull meshes of ship 2792.

Analysis methods

5. THE CALCULATION RESULTS AND

According to the latest drafts for the
vulnerability
criteria
of
parametric
roll
(Correspondence Group on Intact Stability, 2015),
if we introduce the equivalent linear damping
, the roll motion in calm water
coefficient
can be modelled as:

ANALYSIS
The grid analysis
Based on our previous studies, a simple grid
analysis is given out before the numerical
simulation for the dynamic overset grid method.

(1)

Taking the pure car carrier as an example, the
profile of the computational domain is shown in
Fig.10. The computational domain is separated into
two main regions, background region and overset
region, and each region is further divided into
several small zones. The meshes in overlap region
are refined to guarantee the data exchange between
overset region and background region. The
waterline plane region is also refined to capture the
free surface.

Where,
virtual moment of inertia in
roll, W: ship weight, GM: initial metacentric height.
Then：
(2)
Where,

,

In Ikeda`s simplified
normalized as follow:

formula,

is

Generally, the size for the background region
and the overset region should be large enough to
simulate actual situation. However, the size of the
overset region should be as small as possible to
reduce computation cost in the actual simulations.
In this paper, two different widths of overset region
are analyzed, one is 4B(S1) and another is 5B(S2).
This is because the width is the main influential
size when simulating free roll motion in calm water.

(3)
Where, B: ship breadth, : ship displacement
volume and : water density.
In order to compare the results of roll damping
coefficients between CFD and Ikeda`s simplified
formula, the extinction curve should be expressed
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The comparison results shown in Fig.11 show that
the two curves are almost the same, which meaning
that the width 4B is enough for the simulations.

5

The results of pure car carrier
For the free roll decay motionsof the pure car
carrier, the comparisons between numerical
simulation results and experimental results are
presented from Fig.13 to Fig.18.The results of
coefficient in formula (2) and (6) calculated by
different methods are compared in Table 3.

Overlap

Water_in
Water_out
Overset

Background

Figure 10: The profile of computational domain for the
overset grid method.

Figure 13: Free decay curves for the pure car carrier with
initial heel 10º(exp, overset mesh).

Figure 11: Comparisons between different widths of
overset region.

Figure 14: Free decay curves for the pure car carrier with
initial heel 20º(exp, overset mesh).

Three cases for the grid convergence are also
carried out to confirm grid density. In the first case
shown as V1 in Fig.12, the base size for the
background domain is equal to 0.08 and the base
size for the overset domain is equal to 0.04. In the
second case shown as V2, the base size is decreased
to 0.07 for the background domain and 0.035 for
the overset domain. In the third case shown as V3,
the base size is kept for the background domain and
the base size for the overset domain is decreased to
0.03. The results show that the base size in the first
case is small enough for the numerical simulations.

Figure 15: Free decay curves for the pure car carrier with
initial heel 25º (exp, overset mesh).

Figure 16: Free decay curves for the pure car carrier with
initial heel 10º(exp, sliding mesh).

Figure 12: Comparisons between different base sizes.
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Figure 18: Free decay curves for the pure car carrier with
initial heel 25º(exp, sliding mesh).

As can be seen from these figures, the roll
periodscalculated by the overset girdmethod agree
better with the experimental data than that by the
sliding mesh method, but the roll amplitudes
calculated by the sliding meshmethod are better
than that by the overset girdmethod. Although the
roll damping coefficients calculated by CFD are
better than that in Ikeda`s simplified formula, the
errors of the pure car carrier are larger than the ship
2792 (Table 4), so the feasibility for different types
of ship and different conditions should be further
verified.

Figure 17: Free decay curves for the pure car carrier with
initial heel 20º (exp, sliding mesh).

Table 3: Results of 2α calculated by different methods for the pure car carrier.

Initial heel
10º
20º
25º

Exp
Value
0.0082
0.0103
0.0119

Overset mesh
Value
Error
0.0050
39.02%
0.0082
20.39%
0.0092
22.69%

Sliding mesh
Value
Error
0.0060
26.83%
0.0089
13.59%
0.0100
15.97%

Ikeda
Value
0.0046
0.0072
0.0085

Error
43.90%
30.10%
28.57%

The results of standard model 2792
For the free roll decay motionsof ship 2792,
the initial roll angles 10º, 20ºand 25ºare simulated
respectively by two methods, as shown from Fig.19
are
to Fig.24, and the results of coefficient
shown in Table 4.

Figure 20: Free decay curves for ship 2792- initial heel 20º
(exp, overset mesh).

Figure 19: Free decay curves for ship 2792- initial heel 10º
(exp, overset mesh).

Figure 21: Free decay curves for ship2792- initial heel 25º
(exp, overset mesh).
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Figure 24: Free decay curves for ship 2792- initial heel 25º
(exp, sliding mesh).

Figure 22: Free decay curves for ship 2792- initial heel 10º
(exp, sliding mesh).

The curves show that the periodsand
amplitudes calculated by the overset girdmethod
agree better with the experimental data than that by
the sliding mesh method. The results of roll
damping coefficient 2α also show that the accuracy
of CFD is higher than Ikeda`s simplified formula.

Figure 23: Free decay curves for ship 2792- initial heel 20º
(exp, sliding mesh).
Table 4 Results of 2α calculated by different methods for ship 2792

Initial heel
10º
20º
25º

Exp
Value
0.0076
0.0122
0.0157

Overset mesh
Value
Error
0.0084
10.53%
0.0127
4.10%
0.0156
0.64%

Sliding mesh
Value
Error
0.0079
3.95%
0.0110
9.84%
0.0137
12.74%

Ikeda
Value
0.0088
0.0156
0.0192

Error
15.79%
27.87%
22.29%

3) Based on our current studies, the following
combination of calculation parameters are
recommend when simulating free roll decay
motion, unsteady RANS equations combined with
RNG k-ε / SST k-ω two-equationturbulent model to
solve flow field, VOF method to capture free
surface, sliding interface technique or dynamic
overset mesh technique to compute bodies motions,
enhanced wall function to treat near-wall boundary
layer.

6. CONCLUSIONS
As the comparisonsfor the free rolling motions
ofone standard model and onepure car carrier
among two numerical simulation methods, Ikeda`s
simplified method and experiments, the following
remarks are noted:
1) For the method of dynamic overset grid, the
natural roll periods agree quite well with
experimental results, but the roll amplitudes are
slightly larger than experimental results.For the
method of sliding interface grid, both thenatural roll
period and the roll amplitude are slightly larger
than experimental results.

In our simulations, neither of the two ships has
bilge keels. However, the bilge keel damping
contributes a large portion to the total damping
(Bassler&Reed, 1999), so more works should be
carried out in future to validate the feasibility of
CFD for roll damping, and to improvethe accuracy,
especially for the unconventional ship with bilge
keels.

2) The roll damping coefficients calculated by
CFD are better than that calculated by Ikeda`s
simplified formula, which indicate that CFD based
on unsteady RANSequations has the ability to
predict roll damping, at least for large roll
amplitudes.
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ABSTRACT

Among all ship motions, roll motion is the most important response of a ship to calculate, because large
amplitude roll motions may lead to capsize, cargo shift, loss of deck cargo and other undesirable
consequences. However, the accuracy of the calculated results by using linear potential flow theory, such as
strip method, for roll motion lag behind the other degrees of freedom. This is because; viscosity plays an
important role in roll, especially near resonance. Computational methods based on potential flow theory do
not capture these viscous effects such as effective creation of vortices in the boundary layer, flow separation
at appendages and vortex shedding. The vortex shedding is the main physical phenomena involved in the
viscous damping of the roll motion and it affects the flow velocity around the body that may lead to pressure
increase or decrease. In this study, roll damping of a forced rolling hull with bilge keel for large amplitude
roll motion with free surface is calculated by using Unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (URANS)
solver. The generated vorticity contours around the hull and bilge keel is observed and it is showed that
vortices shed from the bilge keel are proportional to amplitude of roll motion. In the case of large roll
amplitude motion, the vortex shedding from the bilge keel interacts with free surface and this interaction
leads to decrease on the roll damping. The results are compared with Ikeda’s estimation method.
Keywords:Roll damping, bilge keel, large amplitude, URANS, Ikeda’s method, vortex shedding, free surface

keel provides a vortex generation around the body
which increases the viscous effect contribution of
total damping. The generated vortices by bilge keels
mitigate the roll motion by transferring energy from
the ship to the surrounding fluid.
Many
researchers have studied the viscous roll damping
prediction, e.g. Ikeda et al. [1-3], Himeno [4], and
they offered some empirical methods for roll
damping estimation based on model tests. Since the
1970s, Ikeda’s estimation method based on the
component analysis model has been used to predict
roll damping. In this method, the equivalent linear
damping coefficient in the roll equation, Be, is
divided into five damping components as friction,

1. INTRODUCTION
Roll motion of ships is an important issue in
safety and habitability of ships becauseit limits ship
operability, affects crew performance and dynamic
stability and it can lead to ship capsize. Therefore,
roll motion is the most critical response of a ship in
waves. For a better evaluation of roll motion, the
roll damping should be calculated correctly which
has a nonlinear character for large amplitudes roll
motion in a seaway. The roll damping depends on
not only radiated waves but also viscous effects.
The roll damping from radiated waves can be
computed by using linear potential theory but the
viscous damping cannot be computed. The bilge
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Since the roll damping is dominated by
vorticity, CFD based Unsteady RANS solvers have
the potential to produce superior roll damping
predictions compared to existing methods since the
effects due to viscosity, creation of vorticity in the
boundary layer, vortex shedding, and turbulence are
naturally included in the calculations. The
advantages, such as low cost and fast computational
time compared to experiments, lead researchers to
use CFD for the estimation of roll damping.

incompressible Navier-Stokes solver to simulate
free roll decay of FPSO with and without bilge
keels. The simulations were compared with the
experiments carried out by Oliviera and Fernandes
[11]. It was observed that the vortex size and hence
roll damping depends on the amplitude on roll
motion and the width of bilge keel. Van Kampen
[12] showed a practical method to evaluate the roll
damping and motions of an FPSO with aberrant
bilge keels and/or riser balconies in waves by using
a commercial CFD code and the numerical results
were used to modify traditional Ikeda’s method.
Irkal, et al., [13] carried out numerical simulations
using the RANSE solver FLOW-3D to obtain the
best configuration of the bilge keel for use in
reducing the roll motion. The velocity and vorticity
patterns around the bilge keel obtained from
numerical simulations and validated with PIV
measurements. Yıldız, et al., [14] showed the
shallow draft effect on roll damping by using
URANS method and validated the results with
experiments. They also showed why Ikedas’s
estimation method overestimates the roll damping
values at shallow draft.

Yeung &Ananthakrishnan [5] were perhaps the
first to attempt to capture the flow attributes
through the application of URANS techniques, and
their efforts have set the direction for further studies
in this area. URANS-equation methods have been
used to study the flow around two-dimensional
oscillating cylinders (Korpus&Falzarano, [6];
Yeung, et al., [7]; Sarkar&Vassalos, [8]). Bassler
[9] investigated the hydrodynamics of large
amplitude ship roll motion as components of the
added inertia and damping based on the results of
forced roll test and CFD. It was shown that the
effects of the hull geometry, bilge keel geometry,
deck edge and the free surface all affect the
hydrodynamic components during large amplitude
roll motions. Avalos, et al. [10] developed a 2D,

Although there have been many studies on roll
damping estimation by using experiments or CFD
methods, there is still a critical need for
development of methods for predicting large
amplitude roll damping of ships with appendages.
In this study, the effect of large amplitude roll
motion on roll damping is investigated by using a
commercial CFD code. Also the roll damping
coefficients are calculated by using Ikeda’s
estimation method. The vorticity generation around
the hull is visualized by using numerical solver. The
effect of vortex shedding and free surface
interaction is investigated at different roll
amplitudes. It is observed that the roll damping is
decreased when the bilge keel interacts with the free
surface. Ikeda’s method does not consider the

eddy, wave, lift and bilge keel. Most modern
potential flow ship motions simulation tools use this
method to predict the roll motion. However, Ikeda’s
method is typically only valid for smaller roll
motions which were only performed for roll
amplitudes up to 10 degrees, and later extended to
15 degrees, where linearization is applicable.
Although these limitations were acknowledged in
the development of the models, the method has a
few weaknesses and overestimates the results at
larger roll amplitudes. The developments in CFD
and experimental flow measurements have been
beneficial to study these weaknesses and
limitations.
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freesurface interaction so that the roll damping
results are overestimated at large roll amplitudes.

ܤସସ =

2. ROLL DAMPING ANALYSIS
As many numerical simulations that indicate a
body motion, a gradual start of the motion is needed
in order to avoid strong transient flows at the earlier
time-steps of the calculation. It can take
considerable number of iterations to get rid of those
initial peaks. The final motion of the hull will be a
pure sine:

Dimension analyses give the following
dimensionless representations of the damping
coefficient.

∅ሺtሻ = ∅ sin ߱ݐ


ೈಽ
ܤସସ = ఘ∇రరమ ට ଶ
ೈಽ

(1)

ଵ గ
ଵ
 ݊݅ݏቀସ . ் . ݐ
ଶ

1
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− ଶ ߨቁ + ଶ ,  < ݐ4ܶ
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The prediction method, which is now called
Ikeda’s estimation method, divides the roll damping
into the frictional (BF), the wave (BW), the eddy (BE)
and the bilge keel (BBK) components at zero forward
speed, and at forwardspeed, the lift (BL) is added.
The roll damping coefficient, B44, can be expressed
as follows.

ቋ(2)

The roll angle ∅ሺtሻ is now defined by

∅ሺtሻ = fሺtሻ∅ sin ߱ݐ

(7)

3. IKEDA’S ESTIMATION METHOD
Ship roll damping may be computed using
Ikeda’s estimation analysis method. In this method,
the equivalent linear damping coefficient in the roll
equation, B44, can be obtained using a linear
combination of physical components, each as a
function of roll amplitude, roll frequency, and
forward speed.

A start-up function is defined that slowly
increases the amplitude from zero to the final value
for the first 4 periods, the frequency will be
constant during the whole computation. The
start-up function f(t) is defined by
fሺtሻ = ቊ

(6)

(3)

ܤସସ = ܤி + ܤௐ + ܤா + ܤ + ܤ

The uncoupled equation of motion to describe
the forced roll motion may be written as
ሺ ∅∅ܫ+ ܽ∅∅ ሻ∅ᇱᇱ + ܤሺ∅, ∅ᇱ ሻ + ܥሺ∅ሻ = ܯா ሺݐሻ (4)

(8)

Ikeda’s method is developed for conventional
cargo ships and it has been improved to apply many
kinds of ships. However, Ikeda’s method has
problems to calculate roll damping when draft is
shallow where the bilge keel comes closer to the sea
surface during roll motion.

whereܽ∅∅ is the added mass for roll motion,
ܤሺ∅, ∅ᇱ ሻ is the damping moment, ܥሺ∅ሻ is the
restoring moment and ܯா ሺݐሻ is the time history of
the computed moments and it is fitted with
ܯா ሺݐሻ = ܯ ݊݅ݏሺ߱ ݐ+ ߝሻ
(5)

URANS method is a practical way to check the
accuracy of the Ikeda’s estimation method for such
cases, and it can help us to develop more accurate
models to describe and predict roll motion. The
main disadvantage of URANS code at this moment
is the results of these computations cannot be taken
for granted. Therefore, URANS results have to be
validated by comparing with experimental results.

by applying the Fourier analysis, ܯ is the
amplitude of the roll moment and ߝ indicates the
phase angle between the prescribed roll angle and
the roll moment. Time history of the computed
moments is acquired via CFD simulations, then ܯ
and ߝ can be calculated with Fourier analysis
between timehistory of moments and roll angle. The
final step is calculation of roll damping coefficient
which can be expressed as follow:
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hull around the roll axis in order not to disturb the
region around the body. There is an interface
between stationary zone and rigid moving zone
which avoids cell-deforming issue. The hull is
surrounded by a circular rotating zone (inner
region) and rectangular boundary (outer region).
Rectangular boundary is located far enough from
the body so that the velocity and pressure field
generated by the oscillating body is not affected by
the outer boundary. The generated mesh around the
bilge keel is refined to visualize the vortices better.
Fig. 2 shows the midsection of the model and the
generated mesh around the hull and bilge keels.

4. NUMERICAL SETTINGS
The turbulent flow with a constant density can
be described by a set of non-linear coupled partial
differential equations which are derived from
conservation of mass and momentum. These
equations are known as Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations and conservation of mass
that cannot be solved analytically for turbulent
flows;
തതത
డ௨

തതത
డ௨

డҧ

൬ డ௧ഢ + ݑഥఫ డ௫ ഢ ൰ = − డ௫ + ߤ
డ௨
డ௫

=0

ೕ



డమ ത௨തതഢ
డ௫ೕమ

−

തതതതതതത
ᇲ ᇲ
డ௨
ഢ ௨ണ
డ௫ೕ

݂݅ ݎ, ݆ = 1,2,3

4

(9)
(10)

p defines the pressure and u shows the
velocities at the each direction where i,j=1,2,3 refer
to the x,y,z direction. In the present study, these
equations are solved numerically by using a finite
volume method based RANS solver for the flow
around a forced rolling hull. A hull midsection with
bilge keel is used for calculations. Table 1 shows
the main dimensions of the selected model. The
selected model is forced to sinusoidal roll motion at
different roll amplitudes.

Figure 1: The geometry and computational mesh

Table 1: Principle particulars of the model

length: L
0.80m
breadth: B
0.237m
depth: D
0.14465m
block coefficient: CB
0.8
bilge radius
0.035m
breadth X length (BK)
0.01m x 0.80m
The selected RANS solver discretizes the
transport equations before solving the equations.
After the discretization step, the location of the free
surface is determined by using the Volume of Fluid
(VOF). The computational model has to be defined
to start this step. Fig. 1 shows the computational
model used in this study. There are two cell zones,
the moving fluid zone and the remaining stationary
zone. The cylindrical fluid zone is rotated with the

Figure2: The generated mesh around the hull and bilge
keels

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CFD computations have been carried out for the
hull at different five roll amplitude values and
results have been compared with Ikeda’s estimation
method. The moments acting on the hull and bilge
keels are computed separately when the hull is
forced to the roll motion. Fig. 3 and 4 show the total
(hull + bilge keel) moments and bilge keel moments
at different roll amplitudes. As it is shown on the
Fig.3 the total moment increases when the roll
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small to moderate roll amplitudes can be observed.
However, Ikeda’s assumption overestimates the
values when the roll amplitude increases. This is
due to free surface effect and vortex shedding from
the bilge keels which are not considered in Ikeda’s
method. The bilge keels interact with the free
surface when the roll amplitude increases and this
interaction effects the generation of the vorticity
around the bilge keels. The generated vortices and
vortex shedding affect the force acting on the bilge
keels and the bilge keel roll damping.

amplitude increases. However, the bilge keel
moment decreases at the point where the bilge keel
interacts with the free surface. This effect cannot be
seen on the total moment figure because the bilge
keel moment is a small portion of total moment.
The effect of free surface interaction can be shown
on Fig. 4. The bilge keel moment increases until 20
deg. and it decreases at 27.27 deg. where bilge keels
come closer to the free surface.

Figure 3: Time history of total (Hull + BK) moment for
different roll amplitudes

Figure 5: Roll damping coefficients at different roll angles

6. FLOW VISUALIZATION by CFD
The vorticity generation from the bilge keel
corresponds to changes in the bilge keel force and
the roll damping. The vortex shedding is the main
physical phenomena involved in the viscous
damping of the roll motion and it affects the flow
velocity around the body that may lead to pressure
change. To investigate the effect of the roll
amplitude on the roll damping, the vorticity
evolution near the bilge-keels are simulated and
compared for different roll amplitudes. The blue
color in the figures denotes negative (clockwise)
vorticity, while the red color denotes positive
(counter-clockwise) vorticity. And the vorticity
(1/s) scale is same for each figure, from -50 to 50.
Fig. 6 shows the generated vortices around the hull

Figure 4: Time history of bilge-keel moment for different
roll amplitudes

The roll damping coefficients are calculated
numerically by using moments acting on the hull
and bilge keels. Fig. 5 shows the numerical results
and Ikeda’s method results obtained in the present
study with bilge keels. The non-dimensional roll
damping coefficients of the hull with bilge keels are
shown for various roll amplitudes. The agreement
between numerical results and Ikeda’s method for
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and bilge keels at 8.59 deg. and 20.0 deg. As it is
shown, the size and core of the vortices increase
with the increasing roll amplitude. This explains
how the roll damping increases when the roll
amplitude increases. However, the roll damping
decreases when the roll amplitude is 27.27 deg. At
this point the bilge keel interacts with free surface
as it is mentioned before. The vorticity generations
around the hull are compared for different roll
amplitudes to investigate the vortex shedding and
free surface interaction on roll damping.

6

generated positive vortex and dissipates into the
surrounding fluid while the body reaches the
maximum roll velocity. The more intense negative
vortex is dragging the positive vortex that is less
intense, as it is also shown in Avalos et al [10]. As
the body rolls to maximum amplitude, the newly
generated negative vortex starts to shed from the
bilge keel. When the hull reverses its direction, a
new positive vortex will start to occur from the tip
of the bilge keels. As the roll motion progresses in
time, a new vortices will be generated every half of
an oscillation and a new cycle of vortex shedding
will start.
Fig. 8 shows the vorticity contours around the
bilge keels for 27.27 deg. where the bilge keel
interacts with the free surface. As it is shown on the
figure, the vortices start to shed earlier. After the
hull reaches at the maximum roll amplitude, the
negative vortex starts to occur as same as 20 deg.
However, the free surface affects the generation of
vortices and the vortex starts to shed just after the
maximum roll amplitude. This interaction with the
free surface does not allow the vortices to grow up.
It can be seen that the size of the vortex for 20.0
deg. condition is bigger than the large roll
amplitude condition. This explains the decrease of
bilge keel moment at large roll amplitude. The
damping from the bilge keel decreases when the
vortices become weaker.

Figure 6: Vorticity contours around the hull at maximum
roll speed (top=8.59 deg, bottom=20.0 deg)

Fig. 7 shows the vorticity contours around the
bilge keels for 20 deg. roll amplitude, Fig. 8 is for
27.27 deg. The vortices are shown for the half
oscillation period for both conditions. As it can be
seen in the Fig. 7, the body is at maximum roll
speed where the vortices are too strong. The
generated positive vortices start to shed while the
body is rolling. At the maximum roll amplitude
where the roll speed is zero, the positive shed
vortices start to dissipate after the hull reaches the
maximum roll amplitude.At this point roll direction
changes, negativevortex starts to occur from the tip
of the bilge keels and rolls up gradually with
increasing strength and core size. The previously
generated positive vortex interacts with the newly
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Figure 7: Vorticity contours and vortex shedding around

Figure 8: Vorticity contours and vortex shedding around

the hull for 20.0 deg. roll amplitude

the hull for 27.27 deg. roll amplitude
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vortices grow until where the free surface
interaction is not effective. This leads to increase of
roll damping. The roll damping coefficient starts to
decrease when the bilge keel come closer to the free
surface because the free surface affects the
generation of vortices and vortex shedding.

It is also observed that the free surface
disturbance is stronger for 27.27 deg. as Himeno [4]
cautions that the bilge keel wave-making
component cannot be neglected where bilge keel
interacts with free surface. It might be said the
wave-making damping increases when the
bilge-keel component decreases at large roll
amplitudes. Wave-making damping can be
calculated by using the radiated wave amplitudes
but it will be studied as a future work because the
mesh around the free surface needs high quality to
measure wave heights.

Results show that the numerical calculation is a
practical and fast way to estimate the roll damping
and it can be used to modify the existing method
especially where the method is not applicable, like
large roll amplitudes.
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A framework for holistic roll damping prediction
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ABSTRACT

In this paper a framework for holistic multi-tier roll damping prediction is presented. The approach
provides a platform for best possible prediction given the different stages in the ship design process. Starting
from the earliest design stage a semi-empirical model gives the foundation for a complete model that is
applicable for all possible loading conditions and operational conditions. The components in the model are
continuously updated with input from CFD calculations and model tests when available, and finally prior to
delivery of the ship the model is assessed and tuned based on full scale trials. The approach is well suited to
be used as roll damping input in operational guidance systems as well as to provide feedback to the design
process in a systematic manner.
Keywords: Roll damping, Roll decay, Ikeda’s method, Full-scale, Model-scale, Holistic, Extrapolation, Operational guidance

practical reasons the speed trial is normally
performed in ballast draught and evaluated for the
contractual condition using procedures such as
ITTC (2014) where weather effects and load case
effects are eliminated. Throughout this process a
power performance model is continuously updated
and ultimately finalized after the sea trial, prior to
the delivery of the ship. For design houses and ship
yards the speed trial is a key event as contractual
figures are assessed and feedback is given to the
design process. A schematic picture of the different
stages of the design process is given in figure 1.

1. INTRODUCTION
Accurate roll damping modeling is crucial to
assess and control vulnerability to critical roll
responses both in the design stage and in the
operation. Yet, the roll damping is rarely given
sufficient attention (if any) in the design process
when it comes to hydrodynamic optimization.
In a typical design process the vast majority of
the hydrodynamic focus is put on predicting and
minimizing the power requirement of the vessel. In
most cases these efforts are concentrated to one
single design point, reflecting the speed and loading
condition that is stipulated in the new building
contract. Semi-empirical methods are normally
used for the first power predictions in the
conceptual stage. This may involve established
methods such as Holtrop Mennen (1982) or in
house methods based on reference hulls. The
second stage of the process normally involves hull
line optimization using Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) and in the third stage the most
promising hull shapes are evaluated using model
tests. Typically one or two hull form alternatives
and several propeller and rudder configurations are
tested in the towing tank. Based on these tests full
scale predictions are updated using well established
transparent extrapolation procedures such as ITTC
(1999). Prior to the delivery the vessel is taken out
on sea trial where a speed trial is conducted. For

If the roll damping has been given any attention
in the design process this has likely been done in
the model test stage by carrying out roll decay tests.
At this stage the hull lines are more or less set and
it is normally too late to make any drastic changes.
For practical reasons the roll decay tests are likely
carried out in the design condition only and the
non-dimensional roll damping is evaluated from the
decays and assumed to be valid for the full scale
vessel, typically regardless of condition. However,
the design condition does not necessarily have to be
a realistic service condition and normally describes
the vessels’ performance in calm weather. For
many ship types, ocean going vessels in particular,
the loading condition and speed can be different for
every voyage. Furthermore, the operation is
certainly not limited to calm weather.
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2. THE HOLLISTIC APPROACH
Concept development

For the concept development stage the only
feasible approach for estimating the roll damping is
semi-empirical methods. Ikeda’s method is the
most established semi-empirical method and the
damping is estimated as the sum of the following
components:

CFD optimization

hull lift

ζ𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡 (𝑉),

bilge keel

ζ𝑏𝑘 (𝜔𝐸 , 𝜑𝑎 , 𝑉),

hull friction

ζ𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝜔𝐸 , 𝜑𝑎 , 𝑉),

eddy making

ζ𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦 (𝜔𝐸 , 𝜑𝑎 , 𝑉),

wave damping

ζ𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝜔𝐸 , 𝑉).

Besides the hull main parameters for the
considered floating condition these components are
also dependent on 𝜔𝐸 , 𝜑𝑎 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉 which is the
natural roll frequency, roll amplitude and forward
speed. As load case specific components are
considered the model is useful to identify
operational conditions that may require particular
attention and provides a good foundation for the
hollistic roll damping model.

Model Tests
Sea trial

Operation

2.1 Updated Lift and Aerodynamic damping
Ikeda’s original method (1978) as described in
Himeno (1981) and ITTC (2011) gives physically
relevant estimates but quantitatively not satisfying
levels for unconventional designs such as modern
volume carriers. However, the method can be
significantly improved with small modifications of
the hull lift component. Figure 2 shows a
comparison for a modern Pure Car and Truck
Carrier between model tests and Ikeda’s bare hull
damping where the hull lift coefficient has been
estimated with non-viscous CFD and applied
together with Yomuru’s original expressions for the
levers of the lift force and the effective angle of
attack. As seen, satisfying agreement with model
tests is obtained. As practically the same
calculation model that is used for the power
predictions can be used to obtain the lift coefficient
of the hull the additional work to provide required
input for this estimate is fairly limited.

Figure 1: Illustrating the different stages in the design
process

This paper presents a framework for a holistic
multi-tier roll damping prediction approach where a
roll damping model, that is applicable to all
possible operational conditions, is developed and
improved throughout the design and building
process. The model is established in the earliest
concept development stage and continuously
improved all the way to sea trial and the delivery of
the ship and is suitable to be used as input for
operational guidance. The roll damping is threated
on component basis and the extrapolation and
tuning of these components is inspired by the wellestablished
power
prediction
extrapolation
procedures, such as ITTC (1999). The idea with
this approach is, besides providing a platform for
best possible prediction given the different stages in
the design process and for the vessel in service, also
to provide feedback to the design process in a
systematic manner.
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However, as the Reynolds numbers are
different neglecting viscous scale effects is
questionable, especially when the damping is low
and the bilge keels are small. Worth noting here is
also that model tests intended for power predictions
are normally performed without bilge keels due to
the uncertainties related to the viscous scale effects.
An attempt is therefore made here on proposing an
extrapolation procedure for model tests. The bare
hull damping and the bilge keel component is
threated separately and model test with and without
bilge keels are required.
Figure 2: Predicted damping for the bare hull of a Pure
Car and Truck Carrier in model scale using Ikeda’s
method with the lift damping component is estimated with
hull lift coefficient from non-viscous CFD together with
Yomuru’s original expressions for the levers of the lift force
and the effective angle of attack, compared with model tests
for roll amplitudes of 2 to 10°.

2.2.1 Bare hull extrapolation
To evaluate the bare hull damping a similar
procedure as used in the ITTC (1999) power
prediction extrapolation procedure is suggested. In
those procedures the wave component, which is
considered scale independent, is basically derived
by deducting a semi-analytical expression for the
viscous (and form) components. In a similar
manner it is proposed to evaluate the wave damping
component according to

In Söder et al (2015) it was demonstrated that
aerodynamic damping not always is neglectable
relative to hydrodynamic damping and therefore
preferably shall be considered. The estimation of
this component however requires input on the
aerodynamic lift coefficient of the hull. This
coefficient can either be estimated at an early stage
from reference hulls or from CFD. Thus ζ𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡 and
ζ𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 can be replaced by ζ𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡𝐶𝐹𝐷 and ζ𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜𝐶𝐹𝐷 . An
updated roll damping model can thus be given by
𝜁 = ζ𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡𝐶𝐹𝐷 + ζ𝑏𝑘 + ζ𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆 + ζ𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦 +
ζ𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 + ζ𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜𝐶𝐹𝐷 .

ζ𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑚 = ζ𝑏ℎ𝑚 − (ζ𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡𝐶𝐹𝐷 + ζ𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑚 +
ζ𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦 )

(2)

where ζ𝑏ℎ𝑚 is the evaluated damping of the
bare hull from the model tests and ζ𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑚 is the
frictional component in model scale. In Ikeda’s
method the eddy component is not dependent on
the Reynolds number which could be questioned.
However, for simplicity the same assumption is
made here.

(1)

In Ikeda’s model only the frictional component
has a scale dependence and sub-index S here
denotes full scale.

Based on the result for the model tested load
case a tuning function 𝑘𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝑉) is used to tune the
expression for the linear potential damping that was
used in the earlier stage for best match with the
evaluated wave damping for the tested case. The
tuning function is obtained by minimizing the
difference between the evaluated wave damping
and the product of the tuning function and the linear
potential damping ζ𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝜔𝐸 , 𝑉) according to
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
min𝑘
(𝑉) ζ𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 − 𝑘𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝑉) ∙ ζ𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝜔𝐸 , 𝑉) (3)

2.2 Extrapolation of model tests
Free roll decay model tests can be performed in
the towing tank with the same model as used for the
power predictions. Model tests at speed are
typically performed with the same Froude number
as the full scale vessel so the wave pattern shall be
the same in the two scales. Currently there are no
established scaling procedures for roll damping
model tests. According to IMO (2006) scale models
with bilge keels shall have a minimum length of
2m, the bilge keel height shall exceed 7mm and the
scale factor shall not be larger than 1:75 to avoid
viscous scale effects. As typical models at the
established towing tanks often measures some 6 to
7m these requirements are normally fulfilled.

𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒

𝑚

The full scale wave damping component can
then be estimated as
ζ𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑆 = 𝑘𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝑉) ∙ ζ𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒 (𝜔𝐸 , 𝑉).

(4)

The tuning function derived for the tested load case
is thereafter held constant for other load cases.
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Conditions are set to represent typical local
Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒𝑥 of full scale and model scale
bilge keels given a scale factor of 1:30. The
velocity fields are shown in figure 4 where also a
third case without boundary layer is added.

2.2.2 Bilge keel extrapolation
To investigate how the bilge keels are subjected
to viscous scale effects the boundary layer
thickness at the bilges are studied for an actual hull
shape. CFD calculations are performed in ANSYS
with a 230m Pure Car and Truck Carrier in model
scale 1:30 and full scale. The calculations are
performed with a boundary layer mesh
corresponding to y+ ~1 in model scale and y+~100
in full scale and with standard wall functions. Due
to simplifications introduced with the wall
functions in full scale in particular the results need
to be considered with care. The boundary layers are
shown in figure 3, as seen the differences in
boundary layer thickness are remarkable. When
considering that a typical bilge keel height of this
kind of vessel is some 0.4 to 0.8m deep in full scale
(or 1 to 3% of the breadth) it appears that scale
effects needs to be considered even if IMO’s
guidance is met.

Figure 4: Comparing the boundary layer thickness over a
wall where a 0.4m high flat plate is located perpendicular
to the flow. Conditions are set to represent typical local
Reynolds number in way of bilge keels in model scale
(1:30), in full scale and without boundary layer (symmetry
boundary condition).

For this specific case the calculations suggests
that the drag coefficients of the plate in full scale is
some 50% higher than in model scale. In addition,
without any boundary layer (symmetry b.c.) the
drag increases with additionally 70% relative full
scale. In view of these results it is proposed to
consider the scale effect of the bilge keel damping
when extrapolating model tests. The following
procedure is proposed.
The damping of the bilge keel component in
model scale ζbkm can be estimated as
ζ𝑏𝑘𝑚 = ζ𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑚− ζ𝑏ℎ𝑚

(5)

where ζ𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑚 is the damping of the hull fitted
with bilge keels in model scale. With a similar
procedure as for the wave component a tuning
function 𝑘𝑏𝑘 (𝑉) is estimated as
ζ𝑏𝑘𝑚 = 𝑘𝑏𝑘 (𝑉) ∙ ζ𝑏𝑘 (𝜔𝐸 , 𝜑𝑎 , 𝑉)

(6)

Figure 3: Comparing the boundary layer thickness in
model scale at the top and full scale at the bottom for a
230m PCTC. Results are normalized and corresponds to
Reynolds number that give the same Froude number, full
scale speed 10kn.

The scale correction is estimated as the ratio
between the mean dynamic pressure over the full
scale bilge keel and the model scale keel according
to

In a greatly simplified manner it is investigated
how the bilge keels could be affected by the
different conditions by evaluating how the 2D drag
of a 0.4m high flat plate perpendicular to a wall is
dependent on the boundary layer thickness.

𝑆𝑏𝑘 = ∫0 𝑆 ( 𝑈 ) 𝑑𝑧𝑆 / ∫0 𝑚 ( 𝑈 ) 𝑑𝑧𝑚 .

𝛿

𝑢(𝑧) 2
∞

𝛿

𝑢(𝑧) 2
∞

(7)

The velocity profile and the boundary layer
thickness 𝛿 at the bilge keels can either be
estimated using CFD or in a simplified manner
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based on Prandtl’s (1/7)th power law together with
the local Reynolds number Rex at a longitudinal
position x according to
𝑢𝑧
𝑈∞

7

𝑧

= √𝛿

3. EVALUATION
In figure 6 the roll damping for a Pure Car and
Truck Carrier, as given by the complete model is
illustrated together with model test and full scale
results. In this case the model tests and full scale
tests were carried out at virtually the same load
case. The weather condition during the full scale
trials was calm so the aerodynamic damping was
negligible. The results from the complete model are
given without overall correction factor as well as
with correction factor. As seen there is a fairly large
gap between these two curves which requires
further attention. Scale effects not properly
accounted for or biases in the test setup are likely
causes which need to be investigated thoroughly.

(8)

and
𝛿 ≈ 0.385 𝑥/ 5√𝑅𝑒𝑥 .

(9)

The bilge keel damping in full scale can then be
estimated according to
ζ𝑏𝑘𝑆 = 𝑘𝑏𝑘 (𝑉) ∙ ζ𝑏𝑘 (𝜔𝐸 , 𝜑𝑎 , 𝑉) ∙ 𝑆𝑏𝑘

(10)

2.3 Full scale assessment
The roll damping model for the full scale vessel
is now given by
𝜁 = (ζ𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑡𝐶𝐹𝐷 + ζ𝑏𝑘𝑆 + ζ𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆 + ζ𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦 +
ζ𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑆 + ζ𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜𝐶𝐹𝐷 )𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 .

5

(11)

where 𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 is an overall tuning coefficient or
correction factor.
To assess the model and establish 𝑘𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 full
scale trials needs to be performed. In Söder et al.
(2012) full scale roll-decay tests were performed by
inducing roll motion using controlled rudder
impulses. This approach is suitable to use here and
a sample roll decay test is illustrated in figure 5.

Figure 6: Damping as evaluated from model tests, full scale
tests and the complete model. All three methodologies with
virtually the same load case. The linear equivalent damping
at 2° is given for all cases.

To demonstrate application of the holistic
model it is used to estimate the damping for two
“off design” conditions for the same vessel, a
partial loading condition and a scantling condition.
The linear equivalent damping for 2, 4 and 6° are
given in figure 7 and as seen the difference in
damping is large for these two cases.

Figure 5: Time series of rudder angle and roll angle during
a full scale roll decay test onboard a Pure Car and Truck
Carrier.

The tests could preferably be carried out prior
to delivery during the ordinary sea trail, for instance
during the speed tests after completion of each
speed measurement during the speed runs. This is
particularly suitable as double runs typically are
carried out with and against the wind direction so
uncertainties related to the wind damping can be
minimized.
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indicate that the scale effects, especially related to
the bilge keels can be significant. Further work is
required and the here presented holistic approach is
a way forward for addressing the problem.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a framework for holistic multi-tier
roll damping prediction has been presented. The
approach provides a platform for best possible roll
damping prediction given the different stages in the
design process and for operation.
Starting from the earliest design stage Ikeda’s
semi-empirical model complemented with an
aerodynamic component gives the foundation for a
complete model that is applicable for all possible
loading conditions and operational conditions. As
the hull lines evolves the model can be updated
with input from CFD calculations providing the
hull specific lift coefficient and a more precise lift
damping component. In the next stage of the design
process updated input is provided from model tests.
The bare hull damping and the bilge keel damping
is threated separately and model test with and
without bilge keels are required to establish these
components.

Figure 7: Damping as evaluated from the holistic model for
a partial load case and a scantling case for a Pure Car and
Truck Carrier. The linear equivalent damping at 2,4 and 6°
are given, counted upwards.

4. DISCUSSION
Roll damping can be estimated using semiempirical methods, computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) calculations, model tests or full scale tests.
None of these methods may alone be sufficient to
capture the full roll damping behavior of a given
ship in any given condition. However, they can all
provide a valuable contribution in the different
stages of the design process and in service.

To evaluate the bare hull damping semianalytical expressions for the viscous components
and lift components are deducted from the total
damping and the remaining part is considered to be
the Froude number dependent potential damping. A
tuning function is used to match the evaluated
potential damping for the tested case with the
model for linear potential damping that typically is
calculated using strip theory. The method
incorporates a simplified scaling procedure for the
bilge keel component reflecting the different
viscous effects and in the model scale relative to
full scale. The scaling procedure is based on the
differences in dynamic pressure over the bilge keels
due to the different boundary layer and results
demonstrate that these effects can be considerable.
Finally prior to delivery of the ship the model is
assessed and tuned based on full scale trials. In this
stage the final model that can be used as input for
operational guidance is assessed and feedback to
the design process can be given in a systematic
manner.

The roll damping is rarely given sufficient
attention (if any) in the design process when it
comes to hydrodynamic optimization. Yet, with
insufficient damping a new design may need to be
operated with restrictions (more conservative
routing) or loaded with restrictions (less cargo or
more ballast water) to get an adequate dynamic
behavior in certain conditions. Therefore, assessing
the dynamic behavior of the vessel in different
service conditions at an early stage is crucial when
optimizing the design to identify if any operational
conditions require particular attention.
For operational guidance systems providing insitu ship-specific decision support, such as Ovegård
et al (2012), a proper consideration of damping in
the actual condition is crucial to provide relevant
guidance and thus improve the safety level and
avoid unnecessary deviations. With irrelevant
information in onboard decision support systems
guidance will be too rough which will lead to
reduced safety level or unnecessarily conservative
operation.

Further work is needed on assessing tuning
functions that are robust for different load cases for
the potential damping. Model tests in different load

Scale effects related to roll damping requires
more attention. The CFD calculations in this paper
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cases and speeds are needed together with linear
potential calculations for the corresponding
conditions. Assessment of the full scale correlation
factor also requires further attention. The accuracy
of full scale trials need to be investigated and
guidelines for successful tests established.
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Operational stability beyond rule compliance
Mikael Huss, Senior Advisor, Wallenius Marine AB, mikael.huss@walleniusmarine.com
ABSTRACT

This paper summarises operational experience and stability management activities within a shipping company in order to maintain safe and efficient shipping with car carriers. It is recognised that this type of ships has
developed to become more sensitive to stability variations in waves and that the existing requirements in the
Intact Stability Code and other IMO regulations and guidelines so far give very limited operational guidance.
Stability management activities discussed include design measures, decision support systems on board, training and monitoring. It is believed that all these areas should be addressed in the future for ships that are
found vulnerable under the second generation intact stability criteria presently under development within
IMO.
Keywords: Stability in waves, Parametric rolling, Car carriers, Second generation intact stability criteria

will also open up for additional proactive actions,
including both design and operational measures.

1. INTRODUCTION
Although stability criteria in the Intact Stability
Code have been applied by most national administrations for a long time, they became internationally mandatory as late as 2010 through amendments
to the SOLAS and Load Line Conventions. The
general criteria provide GZ requirements that aim to
cope with various events causing large heeling
moments to an intact ship. Together with other design requirements on freeboard, water and weather
tightness and damage stability, a reasonable level of
stability robustness is in general achieved for ships
of any kind. Still, the main contribution to safety
can probably be found in proactive operational
measures to avoid the critical events to occur; e.g.
lashing to avoid cargo shift, route planning to avoid
extreme wind and waves and navigational procedures and systems to avoid collisions. Many of these measures are reflected by other requirements in
other chapters of the conventions.

For Wallenius Shipping with a large number of
car carriers operating around the world and a continuous program with new vessel designs, stability
management has been identified as a key area of
interest with regard to safety, quality and efficiency
objectives. This presentation gives some examples
of how these three objectives have been targeted by
activities in design, decision support systems, training and monitoring. It intends to open up for a discussion on what is needed to further improve safe
and efficient operation in the future.

2. EVOLUTION OF CAR CARRIERS
The evolution of dedicated ships for transportation of cars and trucks can be traced back to the
1950s. Following the reconstruction after the war,
the demand for new cars increased on both sides of
the North Atlantic. In 1956, the Swedish ship owner Olof Wallenius who had been engaged mainly
with tankers and bulkers but also with two small car
carriers for the Great Lakes, received a long-term
contract with Volkswagen for transport of cars to
the US. At that time cars had mostly been carried in
general cargo ships but were now started to be carried on larger scale in combination or alternation
with other cargo on bulk carriers on demountable
decks or in reefers. During the following years different concepts for handling cars were developed
and tested including side ramps, bow ports and ele-

For ships designed to carry large volumes and
high centre of gravity, such as car carriers, container vessels or cruise ships, stability is one of the major design constraints. The vulnerability to stability
variations in waves, which is not explicitly covered
by today’s rules, becomes much more critical for
these ships. The ongoing development of additional
intact stability requirements with regard to phenomena such as parametric excitation and loss of
stability in waves is certainly well motivated and
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vators but the vast majority of cars were still lifted
on/off in traditional cargo holds.

PCTCs may seem just as floating garages by
sight but indeed their underwater hull have very
sophisticated forms to obtain the lowest possible
fuel consumption under variable service conditions
and to obtain the the highest possible initial stability to carry large volumes of cargo with high centre
of gravity. To raise the metacentre with 1.6 m as
shown in Table 1, within the main dimension constraints without increasing resistance is indeed a
significant achievement for increased transport efficiency.

The RoRo concept that initially emerged for
short sea transportation during the early 1960s was
adopted for ocean transport in the highly innovative
first and second generation combined RoRo/Container vessels for Atlantic Container Line
that started on Wallenius’ initiative. This concept
led further to the first two dedicated Pure Car Carriers (PCC) delivered in 1975-1976 with a length of
200 m, a breadth of 28.2 m and a capacity of 4900
cars. They were followed by the two first Pure Car
and Truck Carriers (PCTC) in 1977 with length
190 m, Panamax breadth 32.2 m and a capacity of
5500 cars. At that time Wallenius had become a
main tonnage provider for the rapidly expanding
Japanese export of cars around the world (Wallenius-Kleberg, 1984)

From 1983, the intact stability criteria required
by the Swedish Administration have been the same
as the general criteria in the Intact Stability Code,
i.e. they have remained unchanged through the development of the standard PCTC. Due to the large
superstructure, the criteria are not decisive in general, only at light draft may the weather criterion
require rather high GM, but that will anyway be at
hand for the ballast conditions. For normal service
conditions including margins for manoeuvres, wind
and waves, a GM below 0.8 m has in general not
been considered feasible as an operational seagoing
condition. This is significantly above the GM limits
given by the Code, which typically could be around
0.3 m. When the first probabilistic damage stability
requirements for dry cargo ships became effective
from 1992, this led to some changes in the watertight subdivision, but the GM-limit could still be
maintained at about the same level as had been used
in practice as minimum before. Even the significantly stricter damage stability requirements from
2009 could be handled by additional horizontal
subdivision with a GM minimum at loaded condition marginally raised to about 0.9 m.

The 200/32 m PCC or PCTC have been standard concepts for world wide car transport since
then, mainly driven by the restrictions in Japanese
ports and by the Panama Canal. It has been joined
by the larger LCTC with a length of about 230 m
and lately by 200 m vessels with a breadth beyond
the present Panama restrictions, both types with a
typical capacity of about 8000 cars. The world fleet
consisted in the mid 2015 of about 470 car carriers
with a capacity of 5000 cars or more with additionally about 60 ships in order (Fearnsearch, 2015).
Although the main dimensions of typical
PCTCs have been maintained for more than three
decades, the development towards more efficient
ships has continued within those restrictions. Table 1 compares the capacity of three generations of
PCTC. The increase in car deck capacity of about
20% is dramatic and has also resulted in significantly higher centre of gravity for the cargo, compensated for by increased form stability and increased ballasting.

3. OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
The development of stability optimised hull
forms has naturally also led to more stability sensitive vessels. Wallenius had an early awareness of
the potential problems with stability variations in
waves for this type of ships. Early in the 1990s the
company supported a research project at KTH
(Huss and Olander, 1994) which eventually resulted
in the Seaware EnRoute Live on-board decision
support system for seakeeping that also included a
motion sensor with live motion recording in six
degrees of freedom. This system enabled one of the
first high frequency full motion recordings ever of
parametric roll in head sea with the PCTC “Aida”

Table 1: Comparison of capacity of three generation
PCTC, all with length over all 200 m, breadth 32.3 m and
design draught 9.5 m.
Date of
delivery
1985
1995
2006

Capacity
car units
5300
5850
6700

Deck
area [m2]
47300
52400
56400

VCG of
load on car
decks [m]
19.4
20.4
21.9

2

KM at design draught
[m]
14.8
15.7
16.4
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4. DESIGN MEASURES

in 2003. Although this case was not the first and not
the most severe the company had experienced at
that time, the motion records made it possible to
analyse and understand the phenomenon in much
more detail. A report of the incident was presented
to IMO in a Swedish submission to the IMO SLF
sub-committee’s work with review of the intact stability code (IMO 2004). After the incident, rough
criteria for parametric roll were included in the live
on-board guidance on all Wallenius ships in accordance with the early guidance from IMO in
MSC.1/Circ.128 (IMO 2007).

The first step towards achieving better control
was to map the characteristics of the existing fleet
and identify the trends and changes inherent in the
development of more efficient vessels. In lack of
suitable standard methods at that time, we developed in-house benchmarking procedures that would
capture the influence from differences in hull form,
damping and load conditions and provide a qualitative measure of the sensibility. We also started a
regular research cooperation with KTH and Seaware in order to further develop knowledge, methods and tools in this area.

Following the introduction of a new generation
PCTC and LCTC in the mid 2000s with significantly more stability optimised hulls than previous generations, parametric rolling and pure loss of stability came even more in focus. In 2008, one of the
new LCTC experienced heavy parametric rolling
with a maximum amplitude over 30° in moderate
following seas with a significant wave height of
just slightly more than 4 m. Eventually, the vessel
got out of resonance by changing course and speed,
see Figure 1.

Firstly, the vessels quasi-static stability in regular waves of different length and height was analysed and compared. Figure 2 shows an example
comparing the three PCTC generations listed in
Table 1.

3.5

GM-variation in a regular wave H=4.0m, L=0.9*Lpp, Quasi-static equilibrium
GM in calm water
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Figure 2: Comparison of three generation PCTC quasi
static GM variation in regular waves. Wave height 4m,
wave length 90% of Lpp.
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Secondly, the roll damping at speed was estimated based on a combination of semi-empirical
calculations, model tests and full scale verification
(Söder et al., 2012).

-180
23:25:00

Figure 1: Measured parametric roll in following waves with
a LCTC 2008.

At that time, the live warning system was not
active, but would anyhow most likely not have
identified the situation as critical due to the rather
low wave height. This case together with two other
measured parametric roll excitation in head and
quartering seas with the same vessel generation
have been publically reported (Rosén et al., 2012).
A few more cases with parametric roll or other stability related incidents have been captured by our
monitoring systems and analysed in detail and together they have indicated the need for, as well as
made it possible to, develop a more thorough stability management within the shipping company.

Thirdly, given each vessels estimated stability
variation and damping, parametric excitation in following irregular seas was simulated using a simple
one degree of freedom equation with irregular GM
variation obtained from linear superposition of response in regular waves. The change of average
GM was roughly accounted for by adjusting the
calm water GM with an addition taken from the
average variation in regular waves with the same
wave height as the significant wave height used in
the simulations. These simulations were performed
for typical critical conditions experienced under
real service, like the one in Figure 1.
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Figure 4: Qualitative comparison of different PCTC generFigure 3: Example of results from a simplified 1-dof simuations with regard to parametric roll. Results from 1-dof
lation of parametric rolling in following irregular sea. The
simulations in following waves with Hs 4m and varying
upper graph shows a 1h roll sequence with typical parawave periods. The effect of enlarged bilge keels on the most
metric rolling. The lower graph shows a small sequence of
sensitive ship type is also included. The dot represents the
four minutes with wave profile and GM variation during
110112a_irregular(graph)160223
saved 2016-02-23 11:30
simulated sequence in Figure 3 and the condition is similar
the development of large amplitude rolling.
to the real case shown in Figure 1.

All simulations were performed for different
wave mean periods at constant significant wave
height. The same sequence of waves (generated
from 300 components with fixed steps in periods)
was used for simulations with different ship characteristics so that the roll sequences could be compared directly with each other. The results were
combined in an ad hoc “severity index” that incorporated both the relative frequency of roll angles
above ±10° and the maximum amplitudes in accordance with Equation (1).
𝑝𝑟#$%& =
where

Another aspect of highly stability optimised
hull forms is that the KM is strongly varying with
the trim. Due to very wide aft sections and more
vertical forward sections around the water line, the
waterplane area and initial stability will increase
significantly with aft trim. At the same time also
the resistance will increase significantly. Adding
ballast in order to increase GM for a given cargo
condition will also increase the resistance and fuel
consumption. For the most optimised ships, typically 0.1 m increase of GM will result in about 0.5%
increase in fuel consumption for the very best combination of trim and ballast and may result in significantly higher consumption rates for less optimal
combinations. In order to be able to optimise stability and efficiency together all vessel types have
been model tested in a wide range of combinations
of draught, trim and speed. The results have then
been incorporated with the loading computer as one
of the decision support systems described in the
following section.

𝑝𝑟%() 𝑝𝑟*+,°

𝜙%() − 𝜙%45
,1
2 ∙ 60°
𝑝𝑟*+,° = 1 − 𝐹= 10° + 𝐹= −10°
𝐹= is the cumulative distribution of
roll
𝑝𝑟%() = 𝑚𝑖𝑛

(1)

For the example sequence in Figure 3,
𝑝𝑟#$%& = 0.29 with 𝑝𝑟%() = 1.0, 𝑝𝑟*+,° = 0.09.

All these studies of stability characteristics of
the existing fleet have also resulted in an enhanced
understanding of important design parameters and
enabled more thorough owner’s requirements on
stability and efficiency for new projects which go
far beyond statutory minimum requirements.

This “severity index” distribution over periods
provided a very clear qualitative differentiation between the vessel generations sensibility to parametric rolling. See one example in Figure 4 where the
sequence in Figure 3 is illustrated by the dot.
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5. OPERATIONAL DECISION SUPPORT
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rolling and pure loss of stability based on linearised
GM variation (Dunwoody, 1989; Bulian, 2010),
which have been adapted and fine-tuned with operational experience and measurements from real incidents within our fleet (Ovegård et al., 2012). These models are since 2011 incorporated in the onboard system for both route planning and live warning so that the specific conditions can be accounted
for as precise as possible. This includes the actual
sea state and load condition as well as the general
stability and damping characteristics of the individual vessel.

The Master has the unique authority and responsibility to keep the ship seaworthy in all conditions. This includes the choice of route as well as
the load condition and stability. Taken into account
the highly optimised ships and their complex individual characteristics and differences, we find it
important to supply the Master on board with decision support to enable this authority and responsibility. With the increased knowledge obtained from
simulations, monitoring and analysis, we have also
realised that the support systems must reflect the
individual ship rather than being generic if they are
to be fully effective. This has led to a close cooperation with the system suppliers so that we can
maintain control over the ship models used in their
systems.
Standard support systems on board related to
stability include today the following:
•

•

•

•

Loading computer with intact and damage stability assessment including statutory limits but
also with possibility to modify e.g. hold permeability to better simulate reality in the actual
loading condition.
Ballast optimisation in order to obtain target
stability for a given cargo and tank configuration with lowest possible fuel consumption for
a given speed.
Route planning and route optimisation with
ship and loading condition specific models for
performance in wind and waves and with continuous updated weather forecasts. The objective is to find the most cost efficient route in
terms of both track and speed for a given target
time of arrival, while at the same time avoiding any critical condition with regard stability
and ship motions in waves.
Live warnings for critical conditions and advice on heavy weather manoeuvring to avoid
critical combinations of speed and course
based on real time motion measurements and
analysis of the prevailing wave spectrum.

Figure 5: Example of heavy weather manoeuvring advise
with regard to stability in waves in the on-board decision
support system Seaware EnRoute Live.

In addition to decision support, we are also
looking into the possibility to use more active supporting systems that would mitigate critical situations directly without operators’ actions. Although
it is still not implemented on our ships in service, it
is well within reach to mitigate parametric roll using rudder control (Söder et al., 2013). This would
be in line with what we see in cars today with active brake assistance systems. One of the crucial
components in such systems will be the early detection of critical events that could put rudder control
systems into an alert mode ready for active roll mitigation. Promising results from tests with signal
based detection have recently been reported (Galeazzi et al., 2015).

In the development of all these systems, Wallenius Shipping has been active both in drafting the
detailed system specification and in developing
and/or testing new methods and models. One example is the implementation of simplified models
to identify risk boundaries for avoiding parametric
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6. TRAINING

myths that still prevailed both at shore and at sea
within the organisation.

Like any management strategy, stability management needs to address physical conditions
(hardware), systems (software) and people. Operational stability is in the end in the hands of the crew
on the ships, and their knowledge, skills and routines are decisive for the outcome. In parallel with
the mapping of ship characteristics and the development of operational support, we have been running three-days stability training courses with all
senior officers. The courses have been divided on
the following three subjects including also handson training or demonstration of support systems:
•

•

•

6

7. MONITORING
Within just a decade, vessel monitoring has developed from the traditional noon reports sent
ashore to high frequency measurements from various systems on board feeding a number of automatic and on-demand analyses and reports for different
stakeholders. Among those measurements we have
today access to 6-dof rigid body motions recorded
with 10 Hz resolution by a dedicated motion sensor
on almost all ships. In addition, we have roll, pitch
and heave together with speed, position, heading,
rudder motions, wind, etcetera, recorded from the
navigational systems as well as detailed data from
the engine control system with 1 Hz resolution. Because of limitations in the satellite communication,
these high frequency measurements are today
stored on board and only aggregated statistical
properties (in general mean, standard deviation,
minimum, maximum and period per 10 min interval) are sent ashore and combined with weather and
other route data. However, the high frequency data
is still stored on board and can be retrieved on line
from the ships when needed. Within short we foresee that also the full high-frequency records will be
pushed ashore on a daily basis.

General Intact stability (Rules; Documentation; Loading computer assumptions and features; Heeling from wind and manoeuvres;
Ballast optimization; Ways of assessing the
stability during operation; Potential effect of
cargo shift; Service experience/statistics)
Damage stability (Subdivision and damage
stability basics; Rules (pre and post SOLAS
2009); Documentation; Emergency awareness
on board; Procedures for damage stability assessment on board; Shore based emergency response services; Review of public information
from flooding accidents)
Heavy weather stability (Stability variation in
waves; Critical phenomena; Assessment methods and limitations; Comparison between vessel generations; Review of incidents with parametric excitation and loss of stability; Route
speed and course optimization; Support system
usage; Communication with ship management
and ship operation)

This means that we nowadays have the technical basis for following the dynamic behaviour of
each individual ship for each individual voyage and
loading condition, literary every second, always.
Based on these motion measurements we can also
calculate the time series of wave and wind induced
(rigid-body) accelerations on any car at any position during the transport. Both for further research
and for transport quality this opens up completely
new perspectives and we are just in the beginning
of exploring the opportunities for getting
knowledge and value out of this information. Here
are just a few examples included as illustration of
the data.

The course discussions have mainly been targeting a common understanding that the answer to
what is optimum stability is not a specific GM but
rather an active on board stability management adjusted to the circumstances of each vessel, condition and voyage. From the office we try to support
this on board management with technical systems,
monitoring, analysis and recommendations.

Figure 6 shows an example of results from a
study of aggregated roll statistics between June
2014 and September 2015 from 14 vessels. The
data set includes in total 593000 records of 10 min
data from seagoing conditions.

My experience from these courses is that they
have opened up for further discussion and exchange
of knowledge/experience between vessels and office, they have widened the view from prescriptive
to functional and they have also closed down some
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0

Roll probability distributions based on 593000 10 min records

Within this study, limited to 14 vessels and 16
months, the statistics shows in general very moderate rolling. Only 211 10 min records were found
where the maximum roll amplitude to any direction
had exceeded 10° and 109 of these showed differences between maximum and minimum roll amplitudes that exceeded 18°. Most of these higher roll
records could be summarised under 14 different
cases/conditions of which half were identified as
typically synchronous roll in stern quartering waves
and the other half were likely parametrically excited roll from stability variations in waves. Of these
were two in head to bow seas and five in following
seas. Most of the conditions have been reported to
have a GM of 2.0 m or more, so they do not in general represent low stability cases.
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Figure 6: Long term distribution of roll standard deviation
and maximum amplitudes within 10 min records from service data between June 2014 and September 2015.

If we consider the roll amplitudes in irregular
seas being Rayleigh distributed (narrow banded
linear response assumption), the frequency distribution of extreme amplitudes within each 10 min record set will follow:

The two most severe records with amplitudes of
17° were from the same condition in heavy weather
with following waves with a significant height of
about 7 m. An extract from the records is shown in
Figure 8 which include both some aggregated
10 min data and the high frequency roll records.
The live warning system on board did show alert
during this passage. However, there were no
manoeuvring options considered feasible to fully
avoid critical conditions at that time so the Master
decided to keep high awareness and make necessary manoeuvres to get out of resonance whenever
rolling started to develop. The amplitudes could
also be kept well below critical levels.

𝑓B)CD 𝜙, 𝑁 =
JK

I
𝜙𝑁
K
= G 1 − 𝑒 KLJ
𝜎=

MI+

𝑒

I

JK
KLJ K

(2)

where 𝜎= is the standard deviation and N is the
number of amplitudes within the set.
Figure 7 shows a comparison between theoretical extreme value distribution assuming linear roll
response (2) and the real distribution of maximum
amplitudes to any direction measured for the same
period. There is a small bias in the measured distribution compared to the theoretical that well could
be the effect of non-linear damping, but in general
the fit is surprisingly good.

1.2

Comparison between measured and theoretical roll amplitude distributions
Theor. amplitude distr. (Rayleigh)
Theor. extreme distr. (N=56)
Meas. distr. of max amplitudes

1.1

Frequency distribution of amplitudes

7

1
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Figure 8: Sequence with the highest roll amplitudes during
the studied 16-month period combined with 10 min average
data for speed, pitch period and roll period. The periods
have been plotted with different scales to better illustrate
the excitation of large amplitudes when there is a perfect
2:1 relation between roll periods and pitch periods.
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Figure 7: Distribution of roll amplitude extremes within
10 min records. N=56 corresponds to the average number
of amplitudes to any direction within all records.
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8. FUTURE REGULATORY ACTIVITIES

8

IMO 2004, “Review of the Intact Stability Code
– Recordings of head sea Parametric Rolling on a
PCTC”, SLF 47/INF.5 submitted by Sweden.

The IMO work with development of second
generation intact stability criteria under the SDC
Sub-Committee is expected to, as a first step, result
in a MSC Circular to encourage Member States to
apply the new interim criteria. The idea is to gain
experience before the new requirements are completed and made mandatory as an amendment to the
IS Code (IMO 2016). We welcome this development and think it will enhance safety and support a
more proactive approach. However, there is of
course also a risk that ships found vulnerable under
these criteria will be considered as less safe per se.
In our opinion and based on our experience, this
need not be the case, they may just have to be operated with more active management, support and
care. As in every other area, the balance between
efficiency and safety is not a fixed point in time but
is relying on available knowledge and technology.

IMO 2007, “Revised guidance to the Master for
avoiding dangerous situations in adverse weather
and sea conditions”, MSC.1/Circ.128
IMO 2016, “Finalization of the second generation intact stability criteria”, SDC 3/WP.3
Ovegård E., Rosén A., Palmquist M., Huss M.,
2012, “Operational guidance with respect to pure
loss of stability and parametric rolling”, 11th Intl
Conf on the Stability of Ships and Ocean Vehicles
(STAB 2012), Greece.
Rosén A., Huss M., Palmquist M., 2012, ”Experience from Parametric Rolling of Ships”, chapter
in Fossen T.I., Nijmeijer H., Parametric Resonance
in Dynamical Systems, Springer.
Söder C.-J., Rosén A., Werner S., Huss M.,
Kuttenkeuler J., 2012, “Assessment of Ship Roll
Damping Through Full Scale and Model Scale Experiments and Semi- Empirical Methods”, 11th Intl
Conf on the Stability of Ships and Ocean Vehicles
(STAB 2012), Greece.

This presentation aims to show that we have
started on the journey towards functional stability
management, but it has no intention to say that we
have arrived. More research, system development
and operational experience is needed to carry us
further along this route.

Söder C.-J., Rosén A., Ovegård E.,
Kuttenkeuler J., Huss M., 2013, “Parametric Roll
Mitigation Using Rudder Control”, Journal of Marine Science and Technology, Vol.18, No.3,
pp.395–403.
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ABSTRACT

Fishing is one of the most dangerous occupations worldwide. Most of the accidents involving mid-sized
fishing vessels are due to static and dynamic stability failures, and one of the main reasons is the crew lack of
training on these matters. If stability guidance systems want to be used onboard this type of vessels, they
have to fulfil three main requirements: they have to be based on simplicity, they have to be very easy to use
and to interact with and their installation and maintenance have to be inexpensive. Within this framework,
the authors proposed their own alternative, consisting on an onboard stability guidance computer system.
In this paper, some alternatives for overcoming the main drawback of this system, which is the manual
interaction with the crew, are presented. A methodology based on the frequency analysis of the ship roll
motion, together with an estimation of roll inertia applying a breakdown method is proposed for determining
the vessel intact stability levels in an automatic and unattended way. The performance of this methodology
has been verified using data from a towing test campaign of a mid-sized stern trawler, showing accurate
results.
Keywords: Onboard stability guidance, Fishing vessels stability, Stability monitoring

onboard which provides some information
regarding stability to them is the stability booklet,
but this is only present in the larger vessels of some
countries, taking into account that under 24 m
fishing vessel regulations are country-dependent.
But in addition, and even in the largest vessels,
crew training is not enough to let them understand
the information within the booklet.

1. INTRODUCTION
Fishing is well known for being one of the most
dangerous industrial sectors in many countries,
such as the U.S., the U.K. or Spain, and accounts,
according to ILO, for more than 24.000 casualties a
year (Petursdottir et al., 2001).
Most of the accidents involving fishing vessels
affect the medium-small range of the fleet, and are
mainly due to stability issues, both static and
dynamic, including large heel and capsizing, pure
loss of stability or broaching. Several authors and
studies coincide in that one of the main reasons for
this large stability-related accident rate is the crew
lack of training in stability matters (MíguezGonzález et al., 2012a).

The issue of stability/operational guidance is a
deeply studied topic, and its regulatory framework
(including SGISC) and its application onboard
large commercial vessels are attracting a lot of
attention in the last years. However, when it comes
to small fishing vessels, its application, due to the
difference in level of training of the crews, is not so
straightforward.

Fishing vessel masters usually rely in their
experience to determine the stability level of their
vessels, and this subjective analysis is usually a not
good approximation. The only element available

Regulators and administrations are aware of
these facts, and some programs and publications
focused on increasing the training of the
masters/crewmembers of these type of vessels have
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been ran worldwide (MAIB, 2008; Gudmundsson,
2009). However, and although these training
programs are of paramount importance, onboard
guidance provides masters with even more
information to complement their knowledge and to
carry out an objective analysis of the risk level of
their ships in real time.

2

prototype phase, has one major drawback, which is
a common issue to all the aforementioned fishing
vessel stability guidance systems: in order to
determine the stability characteristics of the vessel
(metacentric height and righting lever curve), it
relies on the information that the crew manually
introduces in the system (weight items and their
positions and tank filling levels). Although the
interface is very simple and it is designed to
account for inaccuracies, it requires the crew
interaction, which is not always guaranteed.

Within this last group, there are two main
approximations. One is to provide masters with
weather guidance, including updated information
regarding sea state, which is transformed into a
safety of navigation index based on ship dynamic
stability curve, obtained for the design loading
conditions. This methodology was implemented by
the Icelandic Maritime Administration, and
together with a compulsory inclining test program,
it proved to drastically reduce the number of
accidents involving the Icelandic fleet (Viggosson,
2009). The second alternative consists on providing
the crews with an approximation of the stability
level of their ship in real time, based on
measurements or on a group of possible alternatives
where to choose from, i.e. real time stability
guidance, together or not with some input regarding
sea state.

This paper will present one alternative for
trying to overcome these major drawback, which
consists on a methodology based on the frequency
analysis of the ship roll motion, together with an
estimation of roll inertia, for determining the vessel
intact stability levels in an automatic and
unattended way. The objective of this proposal is to
minimize the need of external data and to maximize
the accuracy of the obtained risk level.

2. METHODOLOGY
The aforementioned guidance system is
composed of a naval architecture software that,
from the hull form, hydrostatic data and weight
distribution, and from a sea state estimation,
computes a stability index based on IMO Intact
Stability criteria and maximum wave to capsize
(Deakin, 2005). From this data, both weight
distribution and approximate sea state have to be
manually introduced by the crew. In order to
automate this system, it would be a great
improvement to be able to monitor dynamic
stability, so that basic initial stability parameters
(transverse metacentric height) could be
determined.

Up to date, just a few authors have dealt with
the topic of developing fishing vessel oriented
stability guidance systems, which have some
differences to those installed onboard larger
vessels: they have to be based on simplicity; they
have to be very easy to use and to interact with; and
their installation and maintenance has to be
inexpensive. Some examples are the well-known
stability matrix, the stability posters, and some
others (Womack, 2002; Deakin, 2005), which
provide the risk level of the ship according to the
loading condition, that in some cases include the
influence of the sea state and which show the
obtained results using a static interface (a poster
placed on the navigation bridge).

Considering the uncoupled linear equation of
roll motion of the ship,
(1)
(𝐼𝑥𝑥 + 𝐴44 )∅̈ + 𝐵44 ∅̇ + 𝑔∆𝐺𝐺∅ = 𝑀𝑜𝑜

where 𝑀𝑜𝑜 is the external excitation, 𝐼𝑥𝑥 is the ship
transverse mass moment of inertia, 𝐴44 is the added
mass in roll, 𝐵44 is the damping coefficient, ∆ is the
ship displacement and 𝐺𝐺 is the transversal
metacentric height, the roll natural frequency for
the case of small amplitude linear oscillations could
be estimated by:
𝑔∆𝐺𝐺
𝜔𝑁 2 =
(2)
𝐼𝑥𝑥 + 𝐴44

Following this premises, the authors (within the
Integrated Group of Engineering Research) have
proposed their own alternative, consisting on an
onboard stability guidance computer system. It
provides the minimum essential information related
to the stability of the vessel in the current loading
condition, in a very clear and understandable way,
even for users with no specific training in the use of
computer software (Míguez-González et al.,
2012a). However, this system, which is the
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And rewriting the previous formula, the
metacentric height would be:
𝜔𝑁 2 (𝐼𝑥𝑥 + 𝐴44 )
𝐺𝐺 =
𝑔∆

Roll natural frequency
In order to estimate the roll natural frequency,
the vessel roll motion is analysed. The spectrum of
roll motion has a peak around the roll natural
frequency, which is more acute if a resonance
phenomenon is taking place (Enshaei, 2013;
Terada, 2014). Regarding the sampling frequency,
the time series length has to be such that it contains
enough information to be able to determine the
position of this peak with certain accuracy. This
procedure is similar to that applied in wave buoys
to obtain wave height and direction; in this cases,
20 minutes intervals are usually applied, that is the
minimum time window in which the sea is
considered stationary (Nielsen, 2007). However,
this time window is too large for the case under
analysis. In 20 minutes, the ship condition could be
significantly modified, even leading to a dangerous
situation. In the case of stability guidance, the
results are considered in real time when data are
obtained at least every 3 minutes (Pascoal et al.,
2007; Tannuri et al., 2003). In addition, the
sampling frequency should also satisfy the Nyquist
theorem (Medina, 2010).

(3)

If the Weiss formula based in the roll gyradius
of the vessel (𝑘𝑥𝑥 ) is applied to obtain the
transverse mass moment of inertia, the GM
estimation is reduced to (Krüger and Kluwe, 2008):
𝐺𝐺 =

𝑘𝑥𝑥 2 𝜔𝑁
𝑔

2

3

(4)

Considering the ship as a rigid body oscillating
in just one degree of freedom (roll), the problem of
real time estimation of the initial stability is
reduced to determining the parameters involved in
this motion: natural roll frequency, transverse
moment of inertia (both dry and added inertia) and
vessel displacement.
Ship displacement is obtained by means of the
guidance system from the weight data introduced
by the crew, although this value could be also
obtained in real time by means of a draft
monitoring system or draft marks observation by
the crew. Transverse moment of inertia is obtained
using the proposed estimation of the lightship
weight inertia and the data introduced by the crew
in the stability guidance software. This value could
be also estimated using the aforementioned Weiss
formula. Added inertia in roll is precomputed for
different drafts by using a strip theory code, and
then the needed data is interpolated for the actual
draft of the vessel. Natural roll frequency is
obtained by analyzing ship roll motion, following
the methodology described in the corresponding
section. Once all the variables have been obtained,
the estimated initial stability of the ship could be
computed by means of equations (3) or (4).

The power spectrum of a signal shows how its
energy or power is distributed throughout each
component of the frequency and consequently, it
permits to identify the natural frequency of the
system under analysis. In order to be able to
compute it, it is necessary that the signal is
represented in the frequency domain. There are
several tools that permit the time-frequency
analysis, but to be implemented in the onboard
stability guidance system is an indispensable
condition that the calculation algorithm would be
able to obtain the results easily in what we have
considered real time. For this reason and because it
is the most common way of generating a power
spectrum, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was
chosen (Medina, 2010). In our case, an
approximation of the power spectrum 𝑆(𝜔), where
no normalization or averaging has been done, is
obtained by multiplying the FFT results (𝑔(𝜔)) by
their complex conjugate. Although the obtained
results are not the real power spectrum, this has not
an effect on the frequency distribution and so, on
the peak frequencies of the system.

The employed methodology is summarized in
Figure 1.

Therefore, the applied calculation procedure
will be the following:

Figure 1: Applied methodology.
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have also been taken into account using their
weights, location and approximate shape.

(5)

𝑔(𝜔) = 𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝑥)

𝑆(𝜔) = |𝑔(𝜔)|2

(6)

For the sake of comparison, the Weiss formula
approach (Krüger and Kluwe, 2008) has been also
considered:

As a consequence of the discrete sampling of
the signal, the “spectral leakage” may appear. The
spectral leakage is no more than energy dispersion.
It is usually related to the discontinuities that exist
at the beginning and the end of the signal, and that
could degrade the signal-noise ratio and mask other
smaller signals at different frequencies. The effects
of spectral leakage can be reduced decreasing the
discontinuities at the edges of the signal. A possible
solution is to apply a window function. The process
consists of multiplying the signal by a function that
reduces the signal to zero at the edges and that it is
known as windowing.

𝐼 = 𝑘𝑥𝑥 2 ∆

Where 𝑘𝑥𝑥 is the roll gyradius, usually taken as
a percentage of the vessel’s beam.

In addition, the added mass in roll, which may
be expressed as an increase in percentage over the
total value, must be kept in mind. In this case, the
added mass was computed by using a strip theory
code.
Finally, the ship displacement can be obtained
by the sum of the load items considered in the
calculation of the inertia or by the vessel
hydrostatics if the draft is known. This fact makes
necessary the interaction with the crew in both
cases. Although introducing the vessel draft in the
application after checking the draft marks seems to
be easier than defining all the load items, the use of
draft sensing could help solving this issue and
avoiding any interaction, although this alternative
seems to be out of range due to cost of installation.

Windows generally cause a reduction in the
accuracy of the measured peak amplitude of the
signal and also introduce damping. However, this is
not a problem given the fact that the main objective
is to determine the natural frequency of the system,
and not to compute the exact amplitude of the
spectrum peaks.
There are numerous window functions, of
which we will focus only on those that offer more
accuracy and, therefore, better results. These are
Hanning, Blackman and Blackman-Harris windows
(Boashash, 1992; Harris, 1978; Oppenheim et al.,
1999).
Transverse mass
displacement

moment

of

inertia

(7)

3. RESULTS
In order to check the proposed methodology,
results from a towing test campaign of a mid-sized
stern trawler had been used. These tests include
regular and irregular head waves of different
frequencies and heights. In some of the cases,
parametric roll resonance took place. Their detailed
description can be found in (Míguez-González et
al., 2012b).

and

The transverse mass moment of inertia
calculation by direct integration is a complex and
time consuming process given the fact that the
shape of the vessel and its density varies from one
point to another. For this reason, the process is
usually simplified by considering the ship as a
single object with known shape and uniform
density or by breaking it down into its most
relevant components and approximating them to
known shapes with constant density (Aasen and
Hays, 2010). In this study, the lightweight mass
moment of inertia has been obtained by integrating
the midships structure along the length of the vessel
and weighting it using the curve of areas, and also
considering the weight, position and shape of the
most representative lightweight elements (such as
winches, main engine, diesel generators, etc.).
Tanks and other cargo elements which have to be
considered in the loading conditions of the vessel,

Table 1:

Test vessel main characteristics.

Overall Length

34.50 m

Beam

8.00 m

Depth

3.65 m

Draft

3.340 m

Displacement
Metacentric Height (GM)
Natural Roll Frequency ( ωφ )
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The values of the roll radius of gyration
obtained following this procedure are slightly
smaller than those measured in the towing tank
tests, and also than the reference value for this type
of vessel (0.4 (Krüger and Kluwe, 2008)); roll
decay and inclining tests should be carried out to
verify the accuracy of the method.

The tested model is a 1/18.75 scale trawler; roll
decay tests at different speeds and an inclining test
were carried out to determine the vessel metacentric
height, displacement and natural roll frequency,
together with roll moment of inertia. The vessel
main characteristics are shown in Table 1.

However, as is indicated in Figure 1, two
alternatives for the computation of the metacentric
height will be considered in the onboard system. On
one hand, that based on the inertia obtained using
the direct calculation method including crew inputs.
And on the other hand, that based on the reference
value of 0.4 for the roll gyradius. These will allow
us to choose the less favourable alternative.

Transverse mass moment of inertia

Roll natural frequency

Figure 2: Test vessel.

In this section the results obtained after
applying the proposed estimation method to the roll
time series in four different test runs are presented,
including results using Hanning, Blackman and
Blackman-Harris windows. In Table 4, the values
of the obtained natural frequencies and the
corresponding GM values for the four test cases are
shown.

From the data above, and applying a strip
theory code to determine the vessel roll added
mass, the roll dry mass moment of inertia and the
roll gyradius were determined. Results are shown in
Table 2.
Table 2:

Test vessel mass distribution. Towing tank tests.

Load condition
Towing

Tank

Tests

∆ (t)

Ixx (t∙m2)

kxx/B

A44 (t∙m2)

448

4383.60

0.391

469.26

In Figure 3, the results from a test run in regular
waves and where parametric resonance takes place
are presented in real scale. On the top, a record of
the roll motion and the application of the window
functions are presented. As it was expected, the
signal is reduced to zero at the edges due to
windowing and its amplitude is damped. This effect
is more or less pronounced depending on the type
of window used. On the bottom, the results of
applying the FFT to the different time series are
displayed. It can be seen that most of the energy of
the spectrum is concentrated in the natural
frequency of the vessel. Nonetheless, there is a little
scattering around it, likely produced by the
discontinuities in the edges, which is reduced with
the use of window functions.

These values were compared to those calculated
by using the previously described breakdown
methodology, corresponding to the four mandatory
loading conditions of the vessel, taking into account
the tank filling levels, the positions of the different
load items and the cargo stowage in the hold of the
vessel. These data would be computed by the
onboard system based on the actual loading
condition introduced by the crew. These results are
shown in Table 3.
Table 3:

Test vessel mass distribution. Breakdown
method.

Load condition
Fully loaded departure. No
cargo
Ground

departure,

35%

consumables, 100% catch
Arrival

at

port,

10%

consumables, 100% catch
Arrival

at

port,

consumables, 20% catch

10%

∆ (t)

Ixx (t∙m2)

kxx/B

492

4450.88

0.376

489

4102.09

0.362

465

3734.43

0.354

411

3545.94

0.367

In Figure 4, results from a regular wave case
with no parametric rolling are presented. In contrast
to the previous case, due to the absence of the
resonance phenomenon there is a greater dispersion
of energy, and more than one peak have been
identified, although of lower intensity than the one
corresponding to the natural frequency. However,
the quality of the estimation of the natural
frequency remains satisfactory.
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Figure 6. Test 4. Irregular waves. Fn 0.1. No parametric
roll.

Figure 4. Test 2. Regular waves. Fn 0. No parametric roll.

In the case of irregular waves, the results are
similar to those obtained for regular waves. When
the resonance phenomenon takes place (Figure 5)
there is no energy dispersion of the spectrum and a
clear single peak appears in the solution.

The relative error does not exceed 8% and in
the irregular wave cases, the most realistic ones, is
below 1%. The application of window functions
showed no improvement in the obtained results.
Metacentric Height

If no resonance occurs (Figure 6), the degree of
dispersion is increased, and results obtained
applying the windowed time series are not
satisfactory. However, the frequency of the system
can still be identified using the not windowed
solution.

The GM values corresponding to the natural
frequencies obtained from the time series analysis,
which are shown in Table 4, have been calculated
by using the real value of the mass moment of
inertia which was determined in the towing tank
tests of the vessel.

The values obtained in all the tests are very
close to the actual value of natural frequency (ωn =
0.563 rad/s).

Although the obtained relative error is small
(less than a 15 % in all cases), to evaluate the
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quality of the results obtained for the GM it is
necessary to focus not only on the final value, but
also on the percentage of induced error.
Table 4:

computation of GM that has to be evaluated by
carrying out an error propagation analysis.
Finally, the last parameter to be considered is
ship displacement. The case of the displacement is
similar to that of the mass moment of inertia, as
both of them have to rely on the interaction with the
crew. Regarding the displacement, it could be
determined by considering the loading condition
defined by the crew, or by the input of the draft in
the guidance system, which seems to be a less
bothering alternative. In any case, the
aforementioned uncertainty analysis will be needed
to quantify the influence of the estimation of ship
displacement in the calculation of GM.

Natural frequency results.
Regular Waves

Irregular Waves

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

0.1

0

0

0.1

Fn
Parametric
resonance?
ωn no windowing (rad/s)

Yes

No

Yes

No

0.531

0.602

0.567

0.567

ωn hanning (rad/s)

0.531

0.602

0.567

0.071

ωn blackman (rad/s)

0.531

0.602

0.567

0.071

ωn blackman harris (rad/s)
Resulting GM
(no windowing)

0.531

0.602

0.567

0.071

0.311

0.400

0.355

0.355

7

As the results are values obtained from the
combination of other variables, which have
uncertainty themselves, it will be necessary to carry
out an error propagation analysis that will let us
know which are the variables that have more
influence on the correctness of the solution (vessel
displacement, mass moment of inertia or natural
roll frequency).

5. CONCLUSIONS

4. DISCUSSION

In order to obtain the vessel GM, the natural
roll frequency has been estimated by applying
windowed FFT to a group of roll motion time series
from a towing tank test campaign, including both
regular and irregular head waves. The results show
a good agreement with the real values in all the
tested cases; the performance of the estimation has
not been increased by the use of three different
windows, Blackman, Hanning, and Blackman –
Harris. However, it is necessary to complement the
obtained results with those from a broader towing
tank test campaign, including also stern, beam and
oblique waves.

In this paper a real time onboard estimation
method of ship’s initial stability, intended to be
used in small and medium sized fishing vessels has
been presented. The main objective of the proposed
methodology was to overcome some of the
drawbacks of these type of systems and to try to
minimize the need for crew interaction.

The results of roll natural frequency have been
validated for head seas, so the effectiveness of the
proposed method is only demonstrated for this case.
If the wave direction changes, the forces acting on
the vessel are modified and the accuracy of the
results may be affected. For this reason, it would be
necessary to carry out another test campaign in
which more wave incidence angles were
considered, including not only head waves, but also
stern and oblique ones, to analyze how the
performance of the method changes with wave
incidence.

For the estimation of roll mass moment of
inertia, a breakdown method is proposed based on
the different load items which compose the vessel
loading condition. However, this approximation
still relies in manual data introduced by the crew;
the use of the Weiss formula and the estimation of
the vessel roll gyradius to determine the inertia
implies a simplification in the calculation, although
results in both cases have been very similar.

Another point of concern is how the transversal
moment of inertia is determined. If the breakdown
method is applied, the crew have to input the load
items in the system, and therefore it would carry on
depending on manual data. A possible solution
would be to install a remote sounding system, but
the problem will be the same regarding hold
stowage and individual load items (such as nets,
etc.). A possible solution would be the one stated in
the text that is to also apply the Weiss formula, to
approximate the roll gyradius and to choose the
worst situation from both alternatives. Of course,
this would lead to a level of uncertainty in the

Considering that two of the premises of this
system are simplicity and low cost of installation,
the use of draft sensing and tank sounding for
determining the vessel displacement is not a
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feasible option; draft manual input seems to be the
best alternative.

Matemáticas y sus Aplicaciones, EPN-Quito,
Ecuador.

Finally, the need for an uncertainty analysis has
been also stated in the paper. Due to the fact that
the values of both roll mass moment of inertia and
vessel displacement rely up to some extent on data
introduced by the crew, it is necessary to determine
which is their contribution to the obtained solution
and the influence of the uncertainty of these data in
the computation of GM.
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Estimation of the metacentric height by using onboard
monitoring roll data based on time series analysis
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a novel procedure to estimate the metacentric height (GM) is proposed based on an
autoregressive modeling procedure and a general state space modeling as to an onboard monitoring roll data.
Firstly, the autoregressive modeling procedure is applied to estimate a natural frequency on the roll motion.
After that, the general state space modeling procedure is applied to estimate the GM by using the estimated
natural frequency. In order to verify the proposed procedure, model and onboard experiments were carried
out. From these results, it can be confirmed that the proposed procedure can achieve the good estimation in
which the estimated results are good agreement with the given one in model experiments and the derived one
from stability manual corresponding to the ship condition in onboard experiments.
Keywords: General state space modeling procedure, Monte Carlo Filter, Nonlinear observation

spectrum on the roll motion, although the model
order of the autoregressive model can be
automatically determined by Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) [Akaike, 1973]. As the pointed out
by Yamanouchi (1956), in general the roll motion
cannot be approximated by 2nd order
autoregressive model, since the roll motion in
waves is driven by a colored noise sequence. And
the natural frequency cannot be approximated by
the peak frequency of the spectrum, since the peak
frequency on the roll motion slightly varies with an
encounter angle relationship between the ship and
waves. Therefore, to estimate the natural frequency
needs to use the way like Yamanouchi (1956). In
this paper we focused on the way of Yamanouchi
(1956) from the viewpoint of the convenience of
calculation algorithm, although as such way there
are Ohtsu and Kitagawa (1989), Iseki and Ohtsu
(1999), Terada and Kitagawa (2009) and Terada et
al. (2016).

1. INTRODUCTION
It is very important for a captain, officers and
crews of a ship to understand the value of
metacentric height (GM) under navigation. On the
other hand, technique of onboard measurement on
ship motions, vibration and so on has been
improved in recent years. From this background,
the onboard monitoring data concerning ship
motions can be used to develop a safe navigation
support system for heavy weather operation. In the
fact, Bradley and Macfarlane (1986), Brown and
Witz (1996), Ohtsu (2008) and so on had developed
the system to estimate the GM. And also, Iseki et
al. (2013) and Hirayama (2015) have developed the
navigation support system to remain the safe
navigation in heavy weather operation.
In these research, as to the way to estimate the
GM dynamically, there are Brown and Witz (1996)
and Ohtsu (2008). These methods use the natural
frequency on the roll motion. However, it seems
that the way to estimate the natural frequency has
some problems. That is, in these methods an
autoregressive model is used to estimate the natural
frequency. In Brown and Witz (1996) the model
order of the autoregressive model is fixed with 2nd
order. And also in Ohtsu (2008) the natural
frequency is approximated by a peak frequency of a

On the other hand, even if we can estimate the
natural frequency, we must also estimate a radius of
gyration (k). This is big problem with respect to
accurate estimation of the GM. In order to treat this
problem, in general an empirical formula is used.
However, according to knowledge of recent
statistical science, we can also estimate the k with
the GM. That is, we can apply the way called a
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general state space modeling procedure [Kitagawa,
1996] which is a class of time series analysis. This
way is especially effective to solve the nonlinear
problem in time series analysis, since these is the
powerful tool to achieve the state estimation of the
state space model which is called the Particle Filter
(Monte Carlo Filter).

characteristic of the external disturbances such as
waves and winds.
According to Yamanouchi (1956), Equation 1
can be approximated by the following 2nd order
autoregressive model.

x(n) + a1 x(n − 1) + a2 x(n − 2) = u (n)

(2)

Where,

From these background, in this paper, we
introduce a novel procedure to estimate the GM
based on time series analysis concerning the
onboard monitoring roll data. This procedure is
constructed by the combination of two different
statistical methods. First one is an estimation of the
natural frequency of roll motion based on the way
of Yamanouchi (1956), and other one is an
estimation of the GM by using the estimated natural
frequency at the previous step based on the general
state space modeling procedure. In the second step,
as mentioned before, the k is also estimated with
the GM at same time. In this case, the influence of
the estimation error of the natural frequency can be
absorbed in the process of the general state space
modeling procedure. This point is the most
different point from other method to estimate the
GM, and is novelty. In order to verify the accuracy
of the proposed procedure, model and onboard
experiments were carried out. From there results,
we can confirm that the proposed procedure can
achieve the good estimation in which the estimated
results are good agreement with the given one in
model experiments and the derived one from
stability manual corresponding to the ship condition
in onboard experiments. Obtained findings are
reported in detail.

1

a = − 2 log a1



 f = cos −1  − a1
 2 a

2








(3)

On the other hand, u(n) can be also approximated
by the following M-th order autoregressive process.
M

u (n) = ∑ bi u (n − i ) + v(n)
i =1

(4)

Where v(n) is the Gaussian white noise sequence
with mean 0 and variance σ2. By substituting
Equation 2 into Equation 4, then the following
autoregressive model can be obtained.
x ( n) =

M +2

∑ ci x(n − i) + v(n)
i =1

(5)

Here, for example, if M = 2, then the relationship
between coefficients c* and a*, b* can be written as
follows:

c1 = a1 + b1
 = +
c2 a2 a1b1 + b2

c3 = a2b1 + a1b2
c4 = a2b2

(6)

Therefore, to estimate the natural frequency, we
firstly perform the determination of the best
autoregressive model based on the minimum AIC
estimation method [Akaike, 1973]. And then, the
coefficients a1 and a2 can be obtained by solving
the algebraic equation like Equation 6. And finally,
the natural frequency can be calculated by using the
relation of Equation 3. It should be noted that the
solution of Equation 6 can be calculated by using
the Newton-Raphson method.

2. ESTIMATION OF THE NATURAL ROLL
FREQUENCY

As the amplitude of the roll motion is enough
small, consider the following roll motion equation:
x(t ) + 2αx (t ) + ω 2 x(t ) = u (t )

2

(1)

where, x(t) is a roll angle of the ship, α is a damping
coefficient, ω (=2πf ) is a natural angular
frequency, f is a natural frequency and u(t) is an
external disturbance, respectively. Here, as
mentioned before, u(t) is treated as the stochastic
process and does not satisfy the assumption of the
white noise sequence, since the characteristics of
the roll motion change with the frequency

3. ESTIMATION OF THE METACENTRIC
HEIGHT (GM)

To estimate the GM and the k, consider the
following equation:
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f =

g GM
2πk

general state space modeling, and can be expected
as the way to estimates the Eq. 12, since we use the
nonlinear observation model shown in Eq. 9.
Concretely, the estimation of the probability
distribution can be done by the repeat of the oneahead prediction and the filtering based on an idea
of sequential Bayesian inference. This significant
merit is that the estimates gradually converge the
true value. It should be noted that we show the
detail of the MCF in APPENDIX-I.

(7)

where g is the gravitational acceleration.
Furthermore, allow that the f, the GM and the k in
Equation 7 gradually change with the time n. Then,
Equation 7 can be expressed as follows:
f ( n) =

g GM(n)
2πk (n)

(8)

In this case, we add an observation noise in
Equation 8, and consider that model the observation
model in the general state space model. Moreover,
we replace the f(n) with the y(n) according to the
general expression of the state space modeling
procedure and we consider that the y(n) (= f(n)) is
given as the observation data. As a results,
Equation 8 can be written as follows:
y (n) = h(GM(n), k (n)) + ε (n)

Note that this procedure is called “A Selforganizing state space modeling procedure”
[Kitagawa, 1998], since the procedure includes the
completely unknown parameter k(n).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Model experiments
In order to verify the proposed procedure, we
firstly carried out the free running model
experiments concerning a container ship at the
marine dynamics basin belonging to Japan
Fisheries Research and Education Agency. The
principal perpendiculars and the photo are shown in
Table 1 and Fig. 1, respectively.

(9)

where h(*) is the nonlinear mapping function
corresponding to Equation 8 and ε(n) is the
observation noise according to the Gaussian white
noise sequence with mean 0 and variance τ2.
Now, we introduce the following vector:
T
x (n) = [GM(n), k (n)] .

(10)

Where, the notation T means the transpose of the
vector. And, suppose that the time evolution of the
GM(n) and the k(n) can be achieved by a random
walk model shown in Equation 11.
x (n) = x (n − 1) + w (n) ,

Table 1: Principal particulars of the sample ship.

(11)

85.0 m GM

0.828 m

B

14.0 m Tϕ

13.3 sec

dm

3.54 m k'yy

0.264

W

where w(n) is the 2-dimensional Gaussian white
noise sequence with mean vector 0 and variancecovariance matrix Ʃ. Here, we consider Equation
11 the system model in the general state space
model.

2993.21ton

Note: Scale ratio = 1/33

By simultaneously considering the Equation 9
and 11, we can obtain the following general state
space modeling procedure.
 x (n) = x (n − 1) + w (n)
.

 y (n) = h( x (n)) + ε (n)

Lpp

(12)

Note that h(x(n)) in Equation 12 is same with
h(GM(n), k(n)) in Equation 9.
To implement the state estimation of Equation
12, we apply the Monte Carlo Filter (MCF), which
is a type of the particle filter, proposed by Kitagawa
(1996). The MCF is powerful tool for the nonlinear
and non-Gaussian state space modeling such as the
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One record of the measured time series data

Time(sec)

300 samples
300 samples

Δ = 1 sample

100
data set
300 samples
300 samples

Figure 2: Schematic diagramconcerning the contraction of
the data set.

The estimation of the GM was performed
against these data. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the results
of the natural frequency and the GM, respectively.
In these figures, the horizon axis indicates the
number of the data set. In Fig. 4, the vertical axis
indicates the expectation of the filter distribution
estimated by the MCF. As mentioned above, the
estimated GM depends on the accuracy of the
estimated natural frequency, since the GM is
calculated by using the estimated natural frequency.
From these figures, it can be seen that the estimated
GM is bigger than the given one, when the
estimated natural frequency is bigger than the given
one. However, it can be seen that the estimated GM
gradually coincides with the given one, when the
estimated natural frequency approaches to the given
one. Therefore, it can be considered that the
proposed procedure is the powerful tool concerning
the GM estimation.

Figure 1: Photo of the sample ship.

We show the one of the results of the model
experiments. The conditions are as follows:
 The model ship speed is corresponding to
10[knots] in actual ship.
 The encounter angle relationship between the
ship course and the wave direction is
0[degrees], that is, the model ship ran under
the following seas.
 The measurement device is the Fiber Optic
Gyro (FOG) sensor made by Tamagawa seiki
Co., Ltd., and its sampling rate is 20[Hz].
 The waves are the long-crested irregular
waves, are reproduced by the conditions in
which the significant wave height h1/3 is 1[m]
and the mean period T01 is 6[sec].
 Note that the results of the model scale have
been transformed in to the value of the actual
ship.
As preparation of the GM estimation, as shown
in Fig. 2 we made the 100 data set from one record
of the measured time series data such that the
number of analysis data always becomes 300
samples, because the measurement time in the
model experiment has the constraint. It should be
noted that to use 300 samples is decided by the
viewpoint of the calculation time.

Figure 3: Results of the estimated natural frequency.

Figure 4: Results of the estimated GM.
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Onboard experiments
Secondly, we carried out the onboard
experiments concerning the container ship shown in
Table 1 and Fig. 1 in order to verify the proposed
procedure. In this case, we used the data measured
under the navigation from Tokyo to Sendai in Feb.
23, 2015. This was a voyage of one and a half days.
The GM recorded in the abstract log of the sample
ship at that time is 2.23[m]. This value was
calculated by a loading calculator based on stability
manual. The measurement of the roll motion was
done by the satellite compass “SC-30” made by
FURUNO ELECTRIC CO., LTD. The stationary
time series without the influence of an altering
course and a speed change were used in order to
evaluate the estimated GM. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show
the results of the natural frequency and the GM,
respectively. In these figures, the horizon axis
indicates the number of the data set. In Fig. 6, the
vertical axis indicates the expectation of the filter
distribution estimated by the MCF. From Fig. 5, it
can be seen that the results of the natural frequency
of each data set have large dispersion comparison
with the results of the model experiments. As to
this, it may be considered that there is the limitation
of the way of Yamanouchi (1956), since the actual
seas confirmed by the weather map at that time was
quite complex. Under the influence of this result, as
shown in Fig. 6, it can be seen that the results of the
GM of each data set have slight dispersion.
However, the average of these is 2.04[m], we
consider that the estimated GM can be competently
canceled the influence of the fluctuation of the
natural frequency. This fact is most important point,
and is the evidence that modeling succeeds.
Therefore, as well as the discussion of the model
experiments, it can be considered that the proposed
procedure is the powerful tool concerning the GM
estimation, even if the case of actual seas.

Figure 6: Results of the estimated GM.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduce the novel procedure
to estimate the metacentric height (GM) based on
time series analysis concerning the onboard
monitoring roll data. This procedure is constructed
by the combination of two different statistical
methods. First one is an estimation of the natural
frequency of roll motion based on the way of
Yamanouchi (1956), and other one is the
simultaneous estimation of the GM and the radius
of gyration by using the estimated natural
frequency at the previous step based on the general
state space modeling procedure. And this procedure
also has the characteristics in which the influence
of the estimation error of the natural frequency can
be absorbed. This point is the most different point
from other method to estimate the GM, and is
novelty. In order to verify the accuracy of the
proposed procedure, model and onboard
experiments were carried out. The main
conclusions are summarized as follows.
I. From the free running model experiments, we
can confirm that the proposed procedure can
achieve the good estimation in which the
estimated results are good agreement with the
given one in model experiments.
II. From the onboard experiments, we can
confirm that the proposed procedure can
achieve the good estimation in which the
estimated results are good agreement with the
derived
one
from
stability
manual
corresponding to the ship condition in onboard
experiments, even if the case of actual seas.
Therefore, we can conclude that the proposed
procedure for the GM estimation is the powerful
tool to remain the safe navigation, because the GM
estimation can achieve with only the time series
data of roll motion.

Figure 5: Results of the estimated natural frequency.
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Kitagawa G., 1996, “Monte Carlo Filter and
Smoother for non-Gaussian nonlinear state space
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Statistics, Vol.5, No.1, pp.1-25

Generate the 2 dimensional random number f(j)0
~ p0(x) for j = 1 ~ J.
Here, the f(j)0 are the initial values of the state
variables for the j-th which are sampled from the
initial filter distribution p0(x) of the state variables.
It should be noted that the assumption in which the
radius of gyration (k) exists within from 0.3B to
0.5B was used, and the realizations were sampled
from a uniform distribution U[0.3B, 0.5B]. On the
other hand, as to the metacentric height (GM), the
realizations were sampled from a normal
(Gaussian) distribution N(μ, (μ/4)2). Where, μ was
given by the following equation:
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As mentioned above, the separation of the GM
and the k can be achieved appropriately by the
repeat of the one ahead prediction process (1. and
2.) shown in the [Step 2] and the filtering process
(3. and 4.) shown in the [Step 2]. Anyway, it is very
important point to use the assumption in which the
GM and the k vary with the time, and the separation
of them can be achieved appropriately by this
effect.

[Step 2]
Repeat the following steps for n = 1 ~ N.
1. Generate the 2 dimensional random number w(j)n
~ q(w) for j=1 ~ J.
Here, the w(j)n are the realizations of the system
noise for the j-th which are sampled from the given
system noise distribution q(w) ~ N(0, Ʃ).

Note that in this study the number of particles is
1,000,000 from the view point of the calculation
time. The accuracy of the state estimation, namely
the estimation of the GM and the k, depends on the
number of realizations.

2. Compute the following equation:
p ( j ) n = f ( j ) n−1 + w ( j ) n

(A-2)

p(j)n

are the realizations of the
Here, the
predictive distribution, and this equation
correspond with the random walk model for the one
ahead prediction shown in Eq. 11.
3. Compute the likelihood function α (j)n as follows:

α ( j)n =

1
2pτ 2

 1

× exp − 2 g ( yn , p ( j ) n ) 2 
τ
2



(A-3)

Note that g(*,*) is the following inverse function
concerning the observation noise ε(n).
g ( yn , x n ) = yn −

g GM n
2πk n

(A-4)

Here, the likelihood function α (j)n expresses the
good fit to the data of the realizations concerning
the predictive distribution of the state variables, and
have a role of a weight function. The realizations
for the GM and the k have infinite combination in
this stage. Therefore, the following sampling with
replacement can be done in order to obtain the filter
distribution of the state variables.
4. Generate f(j)n according the following probability
for j=1 ~ J by the resampling of p(1)n ~ p(J)n.

(

)

Pr f ( j ) n = p ( j ) n =

α ( j) n
α

(1)

n

++ α (J )n

7

(A-5)

In this stage, as to the realizations of the GM
and the k sampled from the predictive distribution,
the realizations in which the fit to the data is wrong
are disappeared and the realizations in which the fit
to the data is good are copied.
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Maneuverability in Adverse Conditions:
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ABSTRACT

Maneuverability of ships is presently regulated by the IMO Standards for Ship Maneuverability, which do
not address ship maneuverability in adverse conditions. The importance of norming maneuverability in
adverse conditions increased after the introduction of EEDI, which led to concerns that fulfilling EEDI by
simply reducing ship’s installed power may lead to insufficient maneuverability in adverse conditions.
Responding to the need for norming the maneuverability in adverse conditions, Shigunov and Papanikolaou
(2013) presented additional criteria and an assessment procedure (“Comprehensive Assessment”), which is
based on a relatively simple mathematical model and allows using alternative methods (model tests,
numerical simulations or empirical formulae, depending on designer’s needs) for different components of the
environmental forces and responses (waves, wind, maneuvering forces, rudder forces). This procedure is
especially suitable for ships with innovative propulsion and steering solutions, but may be impracticable if it
is to be applied to all ships. Therefore, two additional procedures were developed, namely the “Simplified
Assessment”, which has the complexity of a spreadsheet calculation but takes all relevant physics and ship
particulars into account, and even a much simpler “check”, which is based on empirical formulae (of the
complexity of a pocket calculator), determining the required installed power as a function of ship’s
deadweight, windage area, rudder area, propeller characteristics and engine type. This paper outlines the
rationale and status of these developments.
Keywords: Manoeuvrability in Waves; Numerical Assessment Methods; Simplified Assessment

formulation of Level 1 was accepted, that does not
relate to propulsion or steering characteristics of
ships. In 2014, these were extended into Phase 1 of
EEDI implementation (until December 31, 2019).
Although 2013 Interim Guidelines is an effective
provision to prevent new built ships from underpowering, the mentioned elements can be
improved.
To address this, several research
initiatives have started in EU (project SHOPERA
[3], Energy Efficient Safe Ship Operation), Japan,
Germany, The Netherlands, Korea and China.

INTRODUCTION

The implementation of the Energy Efficiency
Design Index (EEDI) has raised justified concerns
that some ship designers might choose to simply
lower the installed power to achieve EEDI
requirements, which can lead to insufficient
manoeuvrability of ships under adverse weather
conditions. A requirement was added to the Reg.
21, Ch. 4 of MARPOL Annex VI to verify that the
installed propulsion power is sufficient to maintain
manoeuvrability under adverse conditions. The
first such verification procedure, provided in the
2012 Interim Guidelines, issued in 2012 [1], was
based on three levels of assessment (Level 3,
Comprehensive Assessment, Level 2, Simplified
Assessment and Level 1, Minimum Power Lines).
In the revised, 2013 Interim Guidelines [2], Level 3
was removed as too complex; in Level 2, numerical
methods were replaced with model tests, which is
too complex for this assessment level; besides, a

Manoeuvrability of ships is presently addressed
by IMO Standards for Ship Manoeuvrability,
adopted in 2002 [4], which norm turning, initial
turning, yaw-checking, course-keeping and
emergence stopping abilities of ships, which are
evaluated in simple manoeuvres in calm water.
These Standards have been often criticized for not
addressing ship manoeuvring characteristics at
limited speed, in restricted areas and in adverse
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weather conditions. Two questions arise: first,
whether the acceptance limits of the existing
criteria are strict enough to ensure sufficient
manoeuvrability also at low speed and in adverse
conditions, and second, whether all relevant ship
characteristics are covered by the existing criteria
or additional criteria are required.
Whereas
existing experience and knowledge do not provide
clear answer to the first question, the answer to the
second question is obvious when we note that one
of tasks of steering is withstanding environmental
forces; because different ships experience different
environmental forces, the ship-specific assessment
of ship’s steering and propulsion abilities to
withstand these forces appears a necessary part of
minimum manoeuvrability requirements.

require repeating tests in multiple long realisations
of each seaway, which is too expensive. Second,
only few suitable facilities exist world-wide, which
makes such tests impractical for routine design and
approval. Finally, verification of such tests by the
Administration is impossible, especially in
marginal cases (which are of interest in approval),
where results strongly depend on steering time
history. Alternatives to such model tests – direct
numerical simulations of transient manoeuvres in
irregular waves – are not mature enough yet for
routine design and approval [6].
The alternative procedure proposed in
SHOPERA (referred further to as Comprehensive
Assessment) is based on separate simple model
tests, numerical simulations or empirical formulae
to account for different effects (wave forces, wind
forces, manoeuvrability coefficients, rudder forces),
which are combined in a relatively simple
numerical model for ship motions. The procedure
is based on neglecting oscillatory forces and
moments due to waves and thus considering only
time-average forces, moments and other variables,
assuming that the time scale of their oscillations is
shorter than the time scale of manoeuvring motions.

Based on the analysis of accident statistics,
detailed accident reports, interviews of ship masters
and existing proposals for manoeuvrability criteria
in adverse conditions, work [5] proposed to
consider three scenarios (manoeuvring in the open
sea, manoeuvring in coastal areas and manoeuvring
at limited speed in restricted areas); for each of
these scenarios, the following practical criteria were
proposed:
•

In the open sea: (C1) the ship should be
able to keep heading in head to bowquartering seaway up to 60° off-bow;

•

In coastal areas: the ship should be able, in
waves and wind from any direction, to keep
(C2) a prescribed course and (C3) a
prescribed advance speed;

•

At limited speed in restricted areas: coursekeeping at a specified low speed in strong
wind in (C4) shallow water, (C5) shallow
water near a bank and (C6) shallow water
during overtaking by a quicker ship.

2

This reduces the evaluation of criteria C1-C6 to
a solution of coupled equations of motion in the
horizontal plane under the action of time-average
wave-induced forces and moments (index d ), wind
forces and moments ( w ), calm-water forces and
moments ( s ), including interaction effects, rudder
forces ( R ) and propeller thrust ( T ). Projecting
forces on the x- and y-axes and moments on the zaxis of the ship-fixed coordinate system, Fig. 1,
leads to a system of equations, converging to a
steady state described by the following system
(note that achieving a converged solution can be
realised in different ways, including time-domain
simulation):

ASESSMENT FRAMEWORK

Whereas IMO Manoeuvrability Standards [4]
are evaluated in full-scale trials, this is impossible
in adverse weather conditions; model tests and
numerical computations are possible alternatives.
In principle, criteria C1-C6 can be directly
evaluated in transient model experiments with selfpropelled ship models in simulated irregular waves
and wind, for all required combinations of wave
direction and wave period. However, such an
approach is impracticable at the present state of
technology: First, reliable statistical predictions

X s + X w + X d + X R + T (1 − t ) =
0

(1)

Ys + Yw + Yd + YR =
0

(2)

N s + N w + N d − YR lR =
0;

(3)

lR is the lever of the yaw moment due to rudder,
which in general differs from Lpp 2 due to the

pressure redistribution on the ship stern due to
rudder influence.
Figure 1 shows the coordinate system: origin O
in the main section at the water plane; x -, y - and
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dead ship condition [7], [8]: even though
seakeeping tests in beam seaway at zero forward
speed are much easier to carry out and to evaluate
than transient manoeuvres in seaway, still a simpler
method is used, which is more accurate and more
efficient. It is based on series of separate simple
tests in well-controlled conditions (steady drift in
beam wind, roll decay in calm water and roll in
regular beam waves) which are used to define
separately different elements (heel angle, roll
damping and effective wave slope), which are put
together in a simple analytical model.
Figure 2 shows examples of converged
solutions described (1)-(3), corresponding to the
application of the manoeuvring criteria in coastal
areas C2 and C3 in polar coordinates ship speed
(radial coordinate) – seaway direction (circumferential coordinate, head waves and wind come
from the top). Along the line A, the required
delivered power PD is equal to the available
delivered power PDav , along line B the speed is equal
to the required minimum advance speed (here
4.0 knots), and line C limits the highlighted area in
which the required rudder angle for course-keeping
exceeds the maximum rudder angle (assumed here
25° as an example).

Figure 1. Coordinate system and definitions

z -axes point towards bow, starboard and
downward, respectively (positive rotations and
moments with respect to z -axis are clockwise
when seen from above).
For simplicity of
description and without loss of generality, the ship
is assumed to sail in the north direction with the
speed vs ; its heading deviates from the course by
the drift angle β (positive clockwise when seen
from above). The main wave and wind directions
are described by angles β e and β w , respectively (0,
90 and 180° for waves and wind from the north,
east and south, respectively); rudder angle δ is
positive to port.

The left plot corresponds to a seaway in which
the installed power is sufficient to fulfil both
criteria C2 and C3 (line A does not cross lines B
and C). Further to the right, the following
combinations of wave height and period are shown:
installed power is marginally sufficient to provide
4.0 knots advance speed in head seaway (line A
crosses line B in head seaway); installed power is
marginally sufficient to provide 4.0 knots advance
speed in bow-quartering seaway (line A crosses line
B in bow-quartering seaway); and installed power
is marginally sufficient for course-keeping in nearly
beam seaway (line A crosses line C).

The converged solution, described by the
equation system (1)-(3), provides the required
propeller thrust T (from which, the advance ratio
J , rotation speed n of the propeller, and required
PD and available PDav delivered power are found),
drift angle β and rudder angle δ .
Any contribution in the system (1)-(3) can be
defined individually, with the most suitable
methods (empirical, numerical or experimental),
depending on the designer needs and available
technology. Innovative propulsion and steering
solutions can be directly leveraged when necessary,
by using high-fidelity results for the corresponding
components. If, in the future, better numerical or
experimental methods or empirical formulae are
developed, they can be accommodated by the
procedure without the need to revise Guidelines.
The procedure is also easily verifiable in approval,
because each of the contributions can be easily
verified or updated, if necessary.

An important question is how the accuracy of
each of the components of system (1)-(3) influences
the final result. To investigate this, each of the
coefficients of forces and moments in the system
(1)-(3) was disturbed by ±10% in turn, and the
maximum ratio PD PDav was evaluated at the
significant wave height 5.5 m and zero-upcrossing
wave periods from 7 to 15 s along the lines 4.0
knots (criterion C2) and rudder angle 25° (criterion
C3).

Note that a methodologically similar approach
is used for the different problem of ship capsize in
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Figure 2. Examples of assessment results in polar coordinates ship speed (radial coordinate) – seaway direction
(circumferential coordinate, head waves and wind come from the top): line “required power equal to available power” (line
A), line “advance speed 4.0 knots” (line B) and line “rudder angle 25°” (line C)

The results, shown in Table 2 as percentage of
the change of the ratio PD PDav due to change of
each force or moment coefficient by 10%, indicate
that the most important contribution is the timeaverage wave x -force (added resistance), followed
by calm-water z -moment, calm-water y -force,
time-average wave y -force and x -force on the
rudder.

for the majority of conventional vessels, however,
simple checks should be sufficient. In particular, it
is foreseen to develop two simpler assessment
procedures: a Simplified Assessment procedure,
which is based on significant simplifications, such
as reduced number of assessment cases and reduced
complexity of the motion equations, but still takes
into account all relevant physics for propulsion and
steering (similar in complexity to the existing Level
2 assessment in the 2013 Interim Guidelines); and
another, simplest assessment procedure, based on
the definition of the required minimum installed
power as an empirical function of main ship
parameters (similar in complexity to the existing
Level 1 assessment in the 2013 Interim Guidelines,
but taking into account propulsion and steering
characteristics of vessels).

Table 2. Change of ratio of required to available delivered
power in percent due to 10%-change of different components
of forces and moments

x -force

y -force

Calm-water

0.7

1.7

1.8

Wind

1.4

0.6

0.4

Waves

3.5

1.7

0.3

Rudder

1.7

0.0

Contributions

z -moment

SIMPLIFIED ASSESSSMENT PROCEDURES

Principles
The aim of the simplification is to reduce the
number of solution cases, as well as, if possible, the
number of terms in motion equations (1) to (3).
However, the procedure should still remain a firstprinciples assessment, keeping all relevant physics
from the Comprehensive Assessment. In particular,
this procedure evaluates the same criteria (C1-C6)
as those enforced in the Comprehensive
Assessment.
In this paper, such Simplified
Assessment procedures are presented concerning
the following two criteria: propulsion ability
(advance speed at least 4.0 knots in all seaway
directions) and steering ability (course keeping in
all seaway directions).

If empirical formulae are used for all
contributions, this assessment (Comprehensive
Assessment) is not expensive; still it requires the
solution of a nonlinear system of 3 equations for
many cases (combinations of forward speeds and
seaway headings). Whereas acceptable for a
designer, consultancy or Class, this may be still too
complex for Administrations to verify. Therefore,
it is suggested that even simpler alternative
assessment procedures are disposed.
The
Comprehensive Assessment will be anyway
required for cases with large uncertainties, such as
innovative propulsion and steering design solutions;
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Propulsion Ability
The starting point is the system of equations
(1)-(3), which has to be solved for all relevant
forward speeds and all possible seaway directions
to demonstrate that the ship is able to keep forward
speed of at least 4.0 knots in seaway from any
direction. Noting that bow seaways are most
critical for required power at a given speed (Fig. 2,
second and third plots from left), it is enough to
consider only seaways from 0 to about 60° off-bow
in the assessment. Further, neglecting the influence
of drift on the required thrust and required power
allows omitting equations (2) and (3). Thus only
eq. (1) needs to be considered in head waves:
X s + X w + X d + X R + T (1 − tH ) =
0

(4)

However, it is important to keep in mind that the
time-average longitudinal force due to waves X d in
eq. (4) should be taken as the maximum force in
mean wave directions between 0 and 60° off-bow.

Figure 3: PD PDav vs. hs according to Comprehensive and
Simplified Assessments; the latter using propeller curves
and bollard pull assumption

The contributions X s , X w , X d , X R and thrust
T in eq. (4) can be found using any method from
the Comprehensive Assessment (empirical,
numerical or experimental). However, it seems
logical to allow using also simpler approximations
for these terms in the Simplified Assessment.
For example, using semi-empirical models for
the rudder resistance X R , e.g. [9], [10], will lead to
an implicit dependence of X R on the propeller
thrust T , requiring an iterative solution of eq. (4).
To allow a simpler, non-iterative solution, assume
X R = −tR T , where tR is an empirical constant. In
bow-quartering waves, a significant rudder angle
may be required for steering, which leads to
tR = 0.2 (based on Comprehensive Assessment for
15 vessels). This results in a simple non-iterative
equation for the required thrust T :
T= −

Xs + Xw + Xd
,
1 − tH − tR

To define the calm-water resistance X s at 4.0
knots advance speed, the ITTC regression line is
accurate enough:

Xs =
−CF (1 + k )0.5 ρ vs2 A0 ,

(6)

=
where CF 0.075(log10 Re− 2) −2 is the friction
coefficient, Re = vs Lpp ν is the Reynolds number,

k is the form-factor, vs is ship speed, and A0 is
the wetted surface of the hull.
−0.5 X w' ρa (vs + vw ) 2 AF
Wind resistance X w =
can be defined using the air density ρ a , wind speed
vw , frontal windage area AF , and head wind
resistance coefficient X w' , which can be assumed
conservatively as 1.0 in the Simplified Assessment.

(5)

The most challenging term in eq. (5) is the
time-average longitudinal force in short-crested
irregular waves (“added resistance”) X d , taken as
the maximum over the wave directions 0 to 60° off
bow. In the 2013 Interim Guidelines, it can be
defined only using model tests. According to the
SHOPERA approach, it can be defined using any
method
from
Comprehensive
Assessment
(empirical, numerical or experimental) to define
quadratic transfer functions of X d in regular waves,
combined with a spectral integration. Again, using

where tH is the thrust deduction on the ship hull.
At 4.0 knots advance speed, the influence of
forward speed on propeller can be neglected, i.e.
using the bollard pull assumption ( KT and K Q at
zero advance ratio J = 0 ) instead of full openwater propeller curves provides accurate enough
results, Fig. 3.
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carriers, 3 tankers and 4 container ships at hs = 0 to
9.5 m. The plot shows the ratio of the required to
available delivered power PD PDav > 1 according to
the Simplified (y-axis) vs. Comprehensive (x-axis)
Assessment. The proposed Simplified Assessment
procedure is sufficiently accurate to slightly
conservative, especially for PD PDav > 1 (which is
not relevant anyway).
This procedure was
implemented in MS Excel for practical use.

alternative simpler approximations seems to be
appropriate in the Simplified Assessment; here, an
empirical expression is proposed, based on
computations with the software GL Rankine [11], a
spectral integration using JONSWAP spectrum
with γ = 3.3 and cos2-wave energy spreading and
taken as maximum over mean wave directions 0 to
60° off-bow and peak wave periods from 7.0 to
15.0 s:

(

)

Xd =
−83Lpp CB1.5 1 + Fr hs2 ;

Fr = vs ( gLpp )

−1/ 2

6

(7)

Steering Ability

is the Froude number. Figure 4

The starting point is the system (1)-(3), which is
being solved for all relevant forward speeds and all
seaway directions to check that the ship is able to
keep course in seaway from any direction. Note
that for the steering ability, both the steering system
and propulsion (which influences steering ability)
are required and should be integral parts of the
assessment: e.g. ships with powerful propulsion
may have a smaller rudder, whereas ships with
weaker propulsion may compensate this with larger
or more effective steering devices.

shows results of eq. (7), y-axis, vs. numerical
computation, x-axis, for 14 bulk carriers (BC),
tankers (TA) and container vessels (CV).

The first simplification stems from an
observation, which based on the results of
Comprehensive Assessment for about 15 ships, that
the steering ability is challenged to the largest
degree in seaway directions close to beam (Fig. 2,
right), i.e. the point with the maximum ratio of the
required to available delivered power along the line
of maximum rudder angle (further referred to as
critical conditions for steering for brevity) is close
to beam seaway.
This allows reducing the
simplified steering ability assessment to beam
seaways only (from the norming point of view:
ships with better steering ability in beam seaway
will also have better steering ability in all seaway
directions). Thus the system (1)-(3) results in the
following system:
(8)
X s + X w90 + X d90 + X R + T (1 − tH ) =
0

Figure 4: X d in irregular short-crested waves according to
eq. (7) vs. numerical computations.

Figure 5 compares results of the proposed
simplified propulsion ability assessment procedure
with the Comprehensive Assessment for 4 bulk

Ys + Yw90 + Yd90 + YR =
0

(9)

N s + N w90 + N d90 − YR lR =
0

(10)

solved only in beam seaways; superscript 90 at the
time-average wave and wind forces means that their
evaluation is required only in beam waves and
transverse winds, respectively.

Figure 5: Ratio of required to available delivered power
according to Simplified (y-axis) vs. Comprehensive (x-axis)
Propulsion Ability Assessment for 4 bulk carriers
(,,,), 3 tankers (,,) and 4 container ships
(,,,) in waves of significant wave heights from 0.0 to
9.5 m.

To validate the simplification (8)-(10), the ratio
of the required to available delivered power PD PDav
computed using this simplification was compared
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with the comprehensive steering ability assessment
using system (1)-(3) for 15 vessels; results for a
14000 TEU container ship (DTC, top) and a very
large crude oil carrier (KVLCC2, bottom) in Fig. 6
show that the simplification (8)-(10) is sufficiently
accurate.

lsYs + lwYw90 + ldYd90 − YR lR =
0

7
(12)

Express Ys from eq. (9) as

Ys =
−Yw90 − Yd90 − YR

(13)

Introducing eq. (13) into eq. (12) leads to the
following combination of equations (9) and (10):
Yw90 ( lw − ls ) + Yd90 ( ld − ls =
) YR ( ls + lR )

(14)

Analysis of the terms of converged solutions of
the system (1)-(3) in the critical conditions for
steering ability (i.e. forward speeds and seaway
directions, for which PD PDav is maximum along the
line δ = δ max , see Fig. 2, right) shows that
ls ~ Lpp / 2 , lw << ls , ld << ls ,

(15)

Fig. 7, thus eq. (14) can be simplified as
Yw90 ( 0 − ls ) + Yd90 ( 0 − ls =
) YR ( ls + lR )

or
YR =
−b (Yw90 + Yd90 )

(16)

where
=
b ls ( ls + lR )

(17)

As a result, the system of equations (8)-(10)
reduces to one equation

X s + X w90 + X d90 + X R + T (1 − tH ) =
0

(18)

Figure 6: Ratio of required to available delivered power vs.
significant wave height according to comprehensive
steering ability assessment (blue line) and simplified system
(8)-(10) (red line) for DTC (top) and KVLCC2 (bottom) in
full load.

The analysis of the terms of system (1)-(3)
using Comprehensive Assessment shows that none
of terms is negligible compared to the other terms,
thus none of the terms can be simply omitted. To
identify possible simplifications, introduce the
levers of yaw moments as follows:

ls ≡ N s Ys , lw ≡ N w Yw , ld ≡ N d Yd ,

Figure 7: Ratios of levers lw / ls (top) and ld / ls (bottom)
in the critical conditions for steering ability (combinations
of forward speeds and seaway directions, for which
PD PDav is maximum along the line δ = δ max )

(11)

and rewrite eq. (10) using these definitions as
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Obviously, the value of b depends on drift
angle β in critical conditions for steering ability ( b
is a decreasing function of β ), which depends on
ship size and geometry, installed power and wave
height and period. To provide a conservative
recommendation for the value of b , it was
evaluated in critical conditions for the steering
ability using the Comprehensive Assessment and
compared with its values at various drift angles for
11 ships (4 bulk carriers, 4 container ships, 3
tankers). This comparison shows that using the
value of b at drift angle of β = 5 leads to a
maximum conservative error (overestimation) for b
of up to 16%, and to acceptable accuracy results of
the Simplified Assessment, Fig. 9.

This equation is solved only for beam seaway;
its solution (the maximum attainable speed and
corresponding propeller rotation speed and thrust)
defines the maximum available lateral steering
force on the rudder YRav . This steering force should
not be less than the required lateral steering force
defined by eq. (16), YRreq =
−b (Yw90 + Yd90 ) .
As an approximation, assume lR ≈ 0.5 Lpp , then
definition (17) simplifies to
b=
− ls ( ls + 0.5 Lpp ) ,

(19)

which can also be written as
=
b

Ys ls
Ns
N 's
=
=
Ys ls + Ys 0.5 Lpp N s + 0.5Ys Lpp N 's + 0.5Y 's

8

(20)

where Ys' = Ys ( 0.5ρ LppTm vs2 ) , N s' = N s ( 0.5ρ L2ppTm vs2 )
are the coefficients of calm-water side force and
yaw moment, respectively; note that they depend
only on drift angle β.
To validate these approximations, Fig. 8
compares the ratio of the required to available
delivered power according to approximations (16),
(18) and (20) with the same ratio from the
Comprehensive Assessment for the 15 sample
ships. In the Simplified Assessment, the value of b
is taken from the Comprehensive Assessment, as
the exact value
=
b N s ( N s + 0.5Ys Lpp ) in critical
Figure 9: Ratio of required to available delivered power
according to Simplified Assessment (16),(18),(20) using
value
of b N 's /( N 's + 0.5Y 's ) at drift angle β = 5 (y axis) vs.
=
the same ratio according to Comprehensive Assessment (x
axis) for 4 bulk carriers (,,,), 3 tankers (,,) and 4
container ships (,,,) at hs from 0.0 to 9.5 m.

conditions for steering ability; the approximation
provides accurate to slightly conservative results.

If even calm-water manoeuvring derivatives Ys'
and N s' are not available, it is useful to have a
conservative assumption for b . It proves that a
maximum value of b = 0.4 could be used based on
the results for the 11 sample ships, Fig. 10 (here,
even a more conservative assumption b = 0.5 was
used). This assumption actually leads to very
conservative results for container ships (for DTC,
RANSE-computed value of b at drift angle 5° is
0.25). An empirical formula for b at β = 5 as a
function of main ship particulars is required and
needs to be developed.

Figure 8: Ratio of required to available delivered power
according to Simplified Assessment (16),(18),(20) with
taken from
exact value of=
b N s /( N s + 0.5Ys Lpp )
Comprehensive Assessment (1)-(3) (y axis) vs. the same
ratio from Comprehensive Assessment (x axis) for 4 bulk
carriers (,,,), 3 tankers (,,) and 4 container
ships (,,,) in waves of hs from 0.0 to 9.5 m.

To define the other terms in equations (16),
(18), in addition to Comprehensive Assessment
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parameters that are used in approval and are
available to Administration, e.g. the maximum
continuous rating (MCR) of the engine,
corresponding propeller rotation speed nMCR and
ship speed at MCR vMCR . In this case, the calmwater resistance curve can be „calibrated“ as
2
Xs =
−CF (1 + k )0.5 ρ vs2 A0 (1 + cMCR vs2 vMCR
)

(21)

where parameter cMCR is adjusted in such a way
that PB = MCR when n = nMCR and vs = vMCR .
For the time-average longitudinal wave force in
irregular short-crested beam waves X d90 , a simple
empirical formula is proposed, obtained from
numerical computations with GL Rankine and
spectral integration for JONSWAP spectrum with
γ = 3.3 with cos2-spreading, as a maximum over
peak wave periods from 7.0 to 15.0 s:

Figure 10: Ratio of required to available delivered power
according to Simplified Assessment (16),(18) employing
value of b = 0.5 (y axis) vs. the same ratio according to
Comprehensive Assessment (x axis) for 4 bulk carriers
(,,,), 3 tankers (,,) and 4 container ships
(,,,) in waves of hs from 0.0 to 9.5 m.

methods (empirical, numerical and experimental), it
is logical to introduce simplified approximations,
consistent with the complexity of the Simplified
Assessment, which are considered below.

X d90 =
−380 Lpp CB1.5 ( 0.1 + Fr ) hs2

(22)

Comparison of results of eq. (22) with
numerical computations is shown in Fig. 11 at the
forward speed of 4.0 m/s.

The increase in rudder resistance X R is
significant in critical conditions for steering,
because both rudder angle and the ratio PD PDav are
maximal. Because X R implicitly depends on thrust,
which is itself part of solution, a simple assumption
X R = −tR T is used to avoid iterative solution of
eq. (18). According to Comprehensive Assessment
results for 15 vessels, tR = 0.3 is recommended.
To calculate the available lateral force on
rudder YR , model by Söding [9] was used with
δ max = 25a as a conservative assumption.

90

Figure 11: X d in irregular short-crested beam seaway
according to eq. (22) (y-axis) vs. numerical method (x-axis)
for 4 bulk carriers (BC), 3 tankers (TA) and 7 container
ships (CV).

The lateral force due to beam wind is calculated
as Yw90 = −0.5Yw'90 ρ a AL vw2 ; where Yw'90 = 1 can be
used as a conservative assumption for the lateral
wind force coefficient. The longitudinal component
of the wind resistance in beam seaway X w90 can be

Similarly, a simple empirical formula for the
time-average lateral wave force Yd90 in irregular
short-crested beam seaway, obtained for
JONSWAP spectrum with γ = 3.3 and cos2spreading, is proposed as the following function of
peak wave period:

neglected, thus X w90 = −0.5 X w'0 ρ a AF vs2 .
Approximation of the calm-water resistance in
eq. (18) is more difficult than in eq. (5): the ITTC
regression line cannot be used, because it would
under-estimate resistance at the (rather high)
forward speeds relevant in critical conditions for
steering. If the resistance curve is available e.g.
from model tests, it can be directly used;
alternatively, resistance curve should be
approximated in such a way as to fit those

90
d

Y
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= −

540 Lpp hs2
1 + Tp5

(C

B

L0.5
pp )

5

;

(23)
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Fig. 12 compares results of eq. (23) with numerical
computations with GL Rankine followed by
spectral integration.

10

The next level of simplification, namely a
simple empirical formula, is currently being
developed in the project SHOPERA based on
results of the Comprehensive Assessment for a
large number of sample vessels, see e.g. the
approach used in [12].

This procedure was implemented in a MS Excel
for practical use.
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Figure 12: Yd90 at significant wave height of 1.0 m
according to eq. (23) (dashed red line) and numerical
method (solid black line) vs. peak wave period for DTC
(top) and KVLCC2 (bottom).

OUTLOOK

The herein outlined Simplified Assessment
procedure for the maneuverability of ships in
adverse weather conditions is currently under
finalization and validation in the project
SHOPERA; it requires, however, the following
developments: First, the extension on ships with
unconventional
steering
and
propulsion
arrangements (twin propellers, twin rudders,
controlled-pitch propellers, diesel-electric and
turbine propulsion and ships with pod drives).
Second, the development of the Simplified
Procedure for weather-vaning ability (criterion C1)
and manoeuvrability at limited speed in restricted
areas (criteria C4-C6). Third, the finalization of
“simplified” empirical methods, consistent with the
Simplified Assessment, for the time-average wave
forces in irregular short-crested waves: X d in bow
and in beam waves and Yd in beam waves, in
addition to the numerical and empirical methods
required for the Comprehensive Assessment.
Finally, the development of an empirical formula
for b , as a function of main ship particulars.
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Correlations of GZ Curve Parameters
Douglas Perrault, Defence Research and Development Canada – Atlantic Research Centre,
Doug.Perrault@DRDC-RDDC.GC.Ca
ABSTRACT

Over the decades of the last few centuries the stability of ships has moved from the art of the shipbuilder and
master to the realm of regulatory agencies. In that time several concepts for assessing stability have emerged,
all rooted in the GZ curve; the curve that defines the relationship between the angle of heel and the moment
arm of the righting couple that would return the ship to the angle of static equilibrium, which is usually 0°.
Within each concept there are usually several parameters suggested as stability criteria including righting
arms, areas under the curve and moments of areas under the curve. Criteria were developed out of expert
knowledge and have been supported by good service, but the basis is not clearly documented. Many of these
criteria have been observed to be correlated so as to fail to provide additional information or, conversely, to
give a different perspective on the same information. This study looks at the correlations between the
parameters in the standards used by many navies, including those based on the seminal work by Sarchin and
Goldberg and those used by the German and Dutch navies (among others). The study looks not only within
each set, but looks for correlations between the parameter sets as well. The intent is to gain insight into the
parameters and the phenomena they represent, and to identify the optimal parameter set for regression
against probabilistic results of simulations.
Keywords: GZ curve, Correlation of Stability Indicators.

1. INTRODUCTION

investigating relationships
associated with ship stability.

with

parameters

The Cooperative Research Navies (CRNav)
Dynamic Stability Project has developed tools for
assessing dynamic stability of intact ships. The
Naval Stability Standards Working Group
(NSSWG) has overseen the use of the tools to
investigate the relationship between risk of capsize
and various geometry and stability parameters. The
risk of capsize was characterized by the probability
of exceeding a critical roll angle (PECRA),
although the “critical roll angle” could also take on
a number of other important connotations, such as
machinery or weapon limits.

A former paper [1] describes the study of how
the PECRA vary with the input control variables of
ship speed (V), ship heading relative to the wave
system (β), significant wave height (H), and modal
wave period (τ). The study looked into the
variations between ships and between loading
conditions, and investigated the issue of the range
and resolution of the sets of input control variables
that will fully characterize the total probability of
exceeding a critical roll angle (TPECRA) across all
input variables for each load condition of each ship.
The objective of the present study is to look at
those GZ parameters that may be indicators of risk.
While the PECRA in the former study are the
regressands, the parameters in focus here are
regressors. The set of regressors starts with a
selection of parameters that form criteria in many
naval standards, broadening the selection of
parameters, essentially by using each of the
parameters across all of the methods. The study
then seeks to reduce the number of parameters to
those that are not linearly correlated, and should,
therefore, provide additional information. The goal

The probability of exceeding a critical roll
angle (PECRA) is determined by running multiple,
time-domain simulations of a ship in a specific
loading condition at a set speed and heading (the
operating point of the vessel) in waves of a given
significant height and modal period (the
environmental condition). The time series of roll
responses are used to determine the PECRA. The
probability outcomes are later used as the
regressands (response variables) in analysis
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A set of parameters were selected to represent
the majority of those used to evaluate stability
performance in the various naval standards.

of the work is first to find the smallest set of
parameters that can still represent the likely set of
regressors, and second to identify the groups of
parameters that are linearly correlated.

Basic Parameters

The next section will discuss the choice of
parameters. Following that will be a brief
description of how the data was validated prior to
correlation analysis. The section after that will
discuss the reduction of the parameter set based on
the correlation analysis. Finally conclusions will be
presented.

2. SELECTION

OF

PARAMETERS

2

Some of these parameters significantly pre-date
Sarchin and Goldberg [2]. As such they have been
applied by some naval organizations for a very
significant period of time and are the framework
upon which such standards as NES109 [5] were
built (see Figure 1 and Table 1).

AS

REGRESSORS
Although work is on-going to improve
capabilities for assessing stability in real
environments, many of the current criteria in both
merchant and military standards are based on the
GZ curve. In particular, many naval stability
standards are based on work by Sarchin and
Goldberg [2], and by Wendel [3] and influenced by
the work of Rahola [4]. The principal tool has been
the GZ curve, a locus of righting arms as the ship is
inclined to various angles of heel. Various naval
standards use very similar criteria but often have
differences too. The seminal paper by Sarchin and
Goldberg [2] formed the basis or greatly influenced
the standards of the US and its allies, while the
foundational work of Wendel [3] provided the basis
for the German and Dutch naval standards (as well
as other nations). The former work was based on
US experience during World War 2, including the
tragic (intact) loss of several vessels during a
typhoon in 1944. It works with the Calm-Water
(Still-Water) GZ Curve and heeling levers
corresponding to winds of up to 100 knots. The
latter work also applied the concept of balancing
the ship on a wave.

Figure 1: Basic Righting Arm Parameters - Fully Static
Angles and Lever Arms.

Sarchin and Goldberg
Other measures were derived from an energy
balance approach. These assess the relationship
between the shape and area characteristics of the
calm water righting curve against an assumed
environmentally induced heeling curve. The energy
balance assessment parameters selected are given in
Figure 2 and Figure 3. These measures were
proposed by Sarchin and Goldberg [2] and form the
core of many of the current naval stability standards
(e.g., [5][6][7][8]).
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Table 1: Basic Righting Arm Parameters - Fully Static Angles and Lever Arms.

Parameter
GM
(

(

phiSE
)
phiVS
)

RPS
RRPS
(

phiGZmax
)

(

GZmax
)

(

phiREF

" #)

Description

" #

(

GZphiREF

7
" #)

Aratio

Source

The metacentric height (fluid) for the ship at the given loading
condition. Assessed for n000, c000, t000, and s000 only.
The angle of Static Equilibrium for the ship at the given loading
condition, in a particular balance state. This angle is typically, but not
necessarily, 0° for a ship with no heeling lever (e.g. wind).
When a beam wind is applied, it is the angle at which the wind
heeling lever arm curve first intersects the balance state GZ curve.
The angle of Vanishing Stability for the ship at the given loading
condition, in a particular balance state.
When a beam wind is applied, it is still the angle of vanishing
stability, but it may occur at the angle where the wind heeling lever
arm curve intersects the balance state GZ curve a second time, if the
intersection is above the GZ = 0 axis.
Range of positive stability for the ship at the given loading condition,
in a particular balance state. If there is no down-flooding or other
influences, this will be
.
−
The residual range of positive stability for the ship at the given
loading condition, in a particular balance state, with a beam wind
applied. (See also
)
The angle at which the maximum righting lever arm occurs for the
ship at the given loading condition, in a particular balance state.
The angle at which the maximum residual righting lever arm occurs
for the ship at the given loading condition, in a particular balance
state, with a beam wind applied. The residual righting lever is the
righting lever remaining above the wind lever curve.
The maximum righting lever arm of the ship at the given loading
condition, in a particular balance state.
The maximum residual righting lever arm of the ship at the given
loading condition, in a particular balance state, with a beam wind
applied.
The reference angle for the ship at the given loading condition, in a
particular balance state, with a beam:
35°
= %
5° + 2 ×

Bouguer

RN c. 1900
S & G [2]

RN c. 1900
vH [10]
BV [9]

RN c. 1900

RN c. 1900
vH [10]

vH [10]
BV [9]

)*
≤ 15°
01ℎ345)63

The residual righting lever arm at φREF for the ship at the given
loading condition, in a particular balance state, with a beam wind.
The ratio of areas A1 / A2 for the ship at the given loading condition,
in a particular balance state, with a beam wind.
The area under the balance state GZ curve, above the GZ = 0
and
A1 axis and the wind heeling lever arm curve, between
(<=>? @=A> assuming no down-flooding).
The area above the balance state GZ curve, and under the wind
and the roll-back angle,
A2 heeling lever arm curve, between
− "B , is typically 25°.
"B , where the difference,
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The wave-balanced GZ curves are determined
for the cases where the vessel is balanced with the
crest amidships and with the trough amidships and
also for what is termed the seaway-balanced
righting arm which is the mean of the former
curves:
GH I J

=

KLMNOP Q

U

RLSTK

(2)

As part of the van Harpen criteria, an additional
GZ parameter, the residual righting arm, GZ'REF, is
determined at a reference angle, φREF (see [10]).

Figure 2: Illustration of the Sarchin and Goldburg [2]
Criteria.

As applied in van Harpen [10] and BV1030-1
[9], these measures are related to the application of
a heeling arm that is a combination of the beam
wind heeling and a free surface heeling arms,
Kw + Kv, as detailed in Table 2. Note that the beam
wind heeling arm, Kw, differs from that used for the
Sarchin and Goldberg criteria, in that the former
employs a cos3(·) relationship and the latter a
cos2(·). Because the question of how to model the
wind is not settled, for the sake of simplicity only
the Sarchin and Goldberg beam heeling arm is
considered in this investigation.

In the original Sarchin and Goldberg [2] criteria
and therefore the US Navy standard, DDS 079 1
[5], these parameters are related to the application
of a beam wind heeling arm as detailed in Table 2.
Wendel
A different approach is achieved by employing
righting curves that have been determined with the
vessel being balanced on a crest or in a trough of a
wave of an assumed proportion to the vessel. Figure
3 and Table 1 illustrate the wave adjusted GZ
assessment parameters selected from those
embodied in van Harpen [10] (the RNLN navy
standard) based on BV1030-1 [9], the German
Federal Navy standard, which originates in the
work of Wendel [3].

All standards suggest the use of various wind
speeds for different vessels and operational
environments. The full set of wind speeds
examined herein is: 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and
100 knots.
Form Parameters
In order to aid the subsequent analysis and
allow some degree of discrimination between
traditional and more modern hull forms a number
of form parameters have also been selected for
analysis. These are listed in Table 4.

3. EXPANSION OF PARAMETER SET
The parameters that are normally used only
with a particular GZ curve and wind lever curve
were extended for use with all four wave balance
curves and all wind conditions, except for GM
which was only evaluated for the curves without
wind heeling levers applied.

Figure 3: Illustration of the van Harpen [10] (Wendel, see
[3]) Criteria.

These measures take the effect of waves on the
transverse stability into account by calculating the
righting arms with the vessel balanced on a
sinusoidal wave of a height H (m) which is
determined according to:
D
(1)
C=
10 + 0.05D
where the wavelength, λ is set equivalent to the
design waterline length of the vessel.

Areas between major angles (see Table 3)
were included in the parameter set. Note that the
areas at higher angles do not attempt to account for
down-flooding as this would make comparing
results between ships more difficult. Also included
is the determination of the 1st moment of area of the
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• Most of the ships in this study were not
designed
against
the
wave-balance
methodology.
• The methodologies – whether based on
Sarchin and Goldberg or on Wendel – do not
apply the wind speeds as indiscriminately as
they are applied in this study.

righting arms again with, and without, the
application of the various heeling arms.
Each parameter is prefixed by a code (bwww)
which defines the wave balance and the wind speed
used. The first letter designates the wave balance
condition and the following three digits define the
wind speed applied:
b ∈ {n, c, t, s} corresponding to the balance
state ∈ {‘calm-water’ (no wave), ‘crest-balanced’,
‘trough-balanced’, ‘seaway-balanced’}
www ∈ {050, 060, 070, 080, 090, 100}
corresponding to the wind speed ∈ {50, 60, 70, 80,
90, 100} knots.
MATLAB functions were used to investigate
the calm water GZ curve and the wave adjusted
curves with and without a wind lever applied. This
results in 28 cases altogether for each loading
condition of each ship (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Range of Righting Arm and Wind Heeling Arm
Curves.

4. SHIPS
Eight frigate-type ships were used in this
study, with volume displacements from 2400 to
5060 cubic meters and GM values between 0.267
and 1.645. The ships were defined as watertight up
to and including the weatherdeck. No account was
taken of the presence of superstructure for
buoyancy, but the lateral and frontal areas of the
superstructure were used to calculate the wind
heeling curves. All load conditions were at zero
trim.
It is important to note that:
• Some of the loading conditions may not
reflect practice as they were originally
chosen to accomplish a study different from
the current one.
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Tqble 2: Heeling Terms for Energy Balance and Wave Adjusted Analysis.

Parameter

Definition

Origin

Naval Standard

lw

The wind heeling arm

S & G [2]

DDS079 [5]

0.0195V 2 Aw h cos 2 φ
lw =
∆ × 1000

CFTO [7]
RAN [8]

V = nominal wind speed (kts)
2
Aw = lateral sail area (m )
h = height of center of area above half draft (m)
∆ = displacement (tonnes)
The wind heeling arm

Kw

Kw

(

p A h
= w w × 0.25 + 0.75 cos 3 φ
∆

)

NES109 [6]

BV [9]

vH [10]

BV [9]

vH [10]

2

Aw = lateral sail area (m )
h = height of center of area above half draft (m)
∆ = displacement (tonnes)
ρa 2
pw = Cw

2

Va

2

-1

Cw = lateral windage coefficient (s ·m )
−3
ρa = air density (tonnes·m )
−1
Va = wind speed (m·s )
he free surface heeling arm

KLv

n

Kv =

∑

j =1

∆

ρ ji j

sin φ

ρj = density of contents of each slack tank
−3
(tonnes·m )
4
ij = moment of inertia of each free surface (m )
∆ = displacement (tonnes)

Tqble 3: Stability Assessment Parameters from GZ Curve – Areas under the GZ Curve.

A_phi1tophi2

The area under the balance state GZ curve between two specific roll angles.
The residual area under the balance state GZ curve between two specific roll angles,
above the GZ = 0 axis and the wind heeling lever arm curve.
The 1st moment (about the GZ = 0 axis) of the area under the balance state GZ curve
M1xA_phi1tophi2
between two specific roll angles.
The 1st moment (about the GZ = 0 axis) of the residual area under the balance state
GZ curve between two specific roll angles, above the GZ = 0 axis and the wind
heeling lever arm curve.
The 1st moment (about the = 0 axis) of the area under the balance state GZ curve
M1yA_phi1tophi2
between two specific roll angles.
The 1st moment (about the = 0 axis) of the residual area under the balance state GZ
curve between two specific roll angles, above the GZ = 0 axis and the wind heeling
lever arm curve.
CRN [1] (calm water areas)
Case 1:
phi1 = phiSE
phi2 = phiVS
BV1030-1 [9] (wave balance
Case 2:
phi1 = phiSE
phi2 = phiGZmax
areas)
Case 3:
phi1 = phiGZmax
phi2 = phiVS

Case 4:
Case 5:

phi1 = phiSE
phi1 = phiREF

phi2 = phiREF
phi2 = phiVS
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Table 3: Form Assessment Parameters.

Parameter

Description

L
Laft
Lfwd
B
TMean
FMean
AMS
AWP
AWPaft
AWPfwd

Length on waterline (m)
Length on waterline aft of midship (m)
Length on waterline forward of midship (m)
Breadth on waterline (m)
Mean draft (m)
Mean freeboard (m)
Midship area (m2)
Waterplane area (m2)
Waterplane area aft of midship (m2)
Waterplane area forward of midship (m2)
Volume of displacement in loading condition (m3)
Volume of displacement aft of midship (m3)
Volume of displacement forward of midship (m3)
Reserve of Buoyancy (m3)
Vertical Center of Buoyancy (m)
Longitudinal Center of Gravity (m)
Vertical centre of gravity (fluid) (m)
Relative rudder area (%)

aft
fwd

RoB
VCB
LCG
KG
ARR
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If the correlated parameters were grouped
together, a single representative could be chosen for
the regression analysis. The question becomes:
Which parameter is the optimal representative of
the group? Two options are immediately apparent.
The first option is to “let the data decide”; the
parameter that is most strongly correlated with the
others is the best representative; this would seem to
indicate it is in a sense “central” in the group. The
second option is to choose a parameter based on
additional, user-supplied requirements. For
example, ease of calculation could be an additional
criterion. Alternatively, the most physically
meaningful parameter the selection condition. This
suggests that there is a ranking of the parameters
based on computational ease or other
considerations, and that the ranking could be used
to choose the “optimal” representative of the group.
Analysis was performed with several ranking
schemes, but the groupings based on linear
correlation were quite consistent for all of them.

5. GZ CURVE AND FORM PARAMETER
DATA VALIDITY
As can be seen in Figure 4, sometimes the
wind heeling curve passes over top of the righting
arm curve. This happens mostly with the crestbalanced curve, but in a few instances with the
seaway-balanced curve.
The MATLAB code used in this study will
return “NaN” for the GZ parameters associated with
these load conditions. When, for a given ship, the
number of loading conditions with valid data drops
to 2 the correlation function will also return “NaN”,
avoiding the false linear correlation based on only 2
data points (linear by default).
In addition to checking for those cases where
data is not available due to the wind curve
exceeding the GZ curve, the values of the
parameters as read/calculated from the GZ curves
were checked to be sure that they were real
numbers and that they varied with the load
conditions; i.e., were not constant. Additionally, the
robustness of the data was checked by counting
how many of the ships had valid data. This was
intended to give some confidence that the results
are more widely applicable, at least within the set
of frigate-like hull forms.

Correlation results
The valid data for the candidate parameters
were checked for linear correlation using the builtin function in MATLAB. The correlation results
were also filtered such that only correlation
coefficients with a p-value less than 0.05 were kept.
This means that there is less than 5% risk that the
correlation coefficient is in error in predicting the
linear correlation between the parameters.

The data was confirmed to be valid over all 8
ships with 2 groups of exceptions. The first group
includes all the GZ parameters for c080, c090,
c100, and s100, which are each reduced by the
number of load conditions where the wind curve
exceeds the GZ curve as mentioned above. The
second group is made up of the areas and moments
of areas under the GZ curve associated with
phiREF at higher wind speeds and/or lower GZ
curves; i.e., for n080, n090, n100, c050, c060, c070,
c080, c090, c100, t070, t100, s080, and s090. The
two groups overlap for c080, c090, and c100, but
not for s100, or any GZ parameters not associated
with phiREF. The only other data that was valid for
less than all 8 ships was the IMOA1A2 ratio for the
crest-balanced curve, which could be related to the
low GZ curve.

Correlation analysis can be thought of as
analogous to finding the relative projection of a
vector on a plane, where the percent of the vector
that falls in the plane is a function of the angle the
vector makes out of the plane. Indeed, the
correlation coefficient is analogous to the cosine
squared of that angle. The cosine squared of 45° is
0.5 and represents a vector that is as much in-plane
as out-of-plane. At 30° (0.75), the vector is more
aligned with the plane, and at 15° (0.933), the
vector is strongly aligned with the plane.
The correlation coefficients were evaluated to
give a pass-fail matrix for each of the three
thresholds. The sum of the matrices was taken
across all 8 ships as a measure of robust correlation.
The sums for each threshold were compared to
investigate the strength of the correlations. The
difference in the number of correlations exceeding
0.5 and the number exceeding 0.75 was only 0.25%
of the total possible correlations, while the
difference in the number exceeding 0.933 and the
number exceeding 0.75 was 12.3% of the total
possible (0.933 vs. 0.5 was 12.45%). It is clear that

6. REDUCTION OF PARAMETER SET
Within the large set of parameters several
parameters are correlated. This would cause
problems for the multi-parameter regression.
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phiSE and phiGZmax, phiGZmax and phiVS, and
phiREF and phiVS, are correlated for all ships at
some wind-wave states, and for fewer ships at
others.

most of the change in robustness occurs between
the 0.75 and 0.933 thresholds, meaning that most of
the linear correlations found are reasonably strong
and robust across the ship set, and 87.7% of the
correlations are very strong and robust.

The groups above are independent of each
other for most ships and wind-wave cases
examined, and therefore represent a partitioning of
the parameters into an above-water-geometry group
that could be represented by the reserve of
buoyancy or mean freeboard; a below-watergeometry group that could be represented by the
mean draft; the LCG; a small group of GZ
parameters that are correlated to KG; a larger set of
GZ parameters that are correlated to GZmax, and,
finally, a number of independent parameters that
are either related to the area between phiSE and
phiREF or are less robustly correlated to GZmax at
certain wave balances and wind speeds.

Partitions
The correlation results for all three thresholds
showed a clear partitioning of the parameters into
groups as follows:
The relative rudder area, ARR, is robustly
correlated with the mean freeboard and the reserve
of buoyancy in all wave balances and wind
conditions. The relation between the latter 2
variables is understandable, as they are both
measures of the hull form above the water. The link
to the relative rudder area may be due to design
“rules of thumb”. The consistency across wave and
wind states is to be expected, since these
parameters are associated with ship form and are
independent of the environmental conditions for
any given waterline.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Very few of the parameters investigated
resulted in invalid data. In only one case was the
data unavailable over all load conditions. Only a
few cases were found where the data was constant
over the load conditions and therefore the
parameters could not be used as regressors.

In a similar manner, the other form parameters
are robustly correlated; i.e., the vertical center of
buoyancy with the mean draft, the midship crosssectional area, the waterplane area as a whole and
split into fore and aft areas, as well as the volume
displacement as a whole and in fore and aft
volumes. The after waterplane area can be less
robustly correlated to the others at the highest
threshold. All these measures are related to the
immersed hull geometry, and all are independent of
environmental conditions for a specified waterline.

Form parameters were consistently partitioned
into an above-water set and an underwater set.
GZmax and many other GZ parameters showed
strong correlations robustly over the set of ships.
Parameters associated with the REF angle from the
German and Dutch standards showed mixed
correlation results; i.e., not robust over the ship set
for all wind-wave cases. They were, however, not
always available for all wind-wave cases.

The longitudinal center of gravity is correlated
to itself across all wind speeds and wave balances,
as expected. It is also correlated to the ARR –
freeboard – reserve of buoyancy group for half of
the ships. One might have expected it to be more
related to underwater form than above-water form.

The following
suggested:

groups

of

regressors

are

Independent of wave balance or wind speed:
•

The vertical center of gravity, KG, is
correlated strongly with phiSE and phiREF up to
the 0.75 threshold, but separates at the 0.933
threshold.

•

The areas and moments related to the GZ
curve between phiSE and phiREF do not show
robust correlations. This would indicate they should
be independent regressors.

•

The remaining GZ parameters, A1A2, GM,
phiVS, phiGZmax, RPS, GZmax, GZphiREF, and
the areas and moments between phiSE and phiVS,
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Mean freeboard – representative of the
group including relative rudder area and
reserve of buoyancy.
Mean draft – representing the group
containing VCB, AMS, AWP, AWPaft,
AWPfwd,
VolDisp,
VolDIspaft,
and
VolDispfwd.
KG.
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ABSTRACT

The second generation intact stability criteria are currently under finalization and validation at the IMO.
These criteria are organized in five stability failure modes and three levels of vulnerability assessment in
each failure mode. Although this new regulation will not apply to naval ships, it is interesting to investigate
the behavior of this vessel typology as well, due to their geometry and typical Froude number. This paper
deals with of the pure loss of stability and parametric roll phenomena. Level one and level two vulnerability
criteria for three naval ships of different size (helicopter carrier, destroyer, offshore patrol vessel) are
applied. Results show an overall satisfactory behavior of the three ships investigated by the new regulation,
for both failure stability modes.
Keywords: Parametric Roll, Pure Loss of Stability, 2nd Generation Intact Stability Criteria, Naval Ship

assess in particular the wave profile effect of ship
stability. Wave cases to be considered are based on
a wave scatter diagram. For unrestricted sailing
area, the new regulation imposes the one included
in the IACS Recommendation No 34 (2001)
corresponding to the Northern Atlantic. The new
regulation allows the use of another wave scatter
table if the ship is sailing in a restricted area.

1. INTRODUCTION
The second generation intact stability criteria
are currently being finalized and validated at the
IMO. These new criteria are organized in five
stability failure modes: parametric roll, pure loss of
stability, dead ship condition, surf-riding/broaching
and excessive acceleration. In each failure mode,
three levels of assessment are defined. The first
vulnerability level criterion is set in order to require
simple and approximate evaluations and entailing
therefore a larger “safety margin”. The second level
in general is based on more accurate computations
associated with a statistical averaging of the
phenomena. Safety margins are accordingly tuned.
The third level should consist of a direct assessment
using robust and comprehensive numerical
simulations and presumably allowing more
awareness about safety margins. This paper deals
with the criteria version for Pure Loss (PL) of
stability and Parametric Roll (PR) defined during
the second and third sessions of Sub-Committee on
Ship Design and Construction of the IMO (SDC
2/WP.4 and SDC 3/WP.5). These new criteria

Accidents caused by these failure modes may
be fatal (Kaufmann, 2009) or may cause significant
financial loss (France, et al. 2001) but they are
fortunately rare. The number of naval ships in
service is significantly smaller than the number of
merchant vessels (and their time at sea is smaller
too), therefore, form the risk point of view, it could
be less interesting to address such kind of problems.
However it cannot be excluded in principle that
naval ships are not vulnerable to such stability
failures. Although the new regulations are not
intended for naval ships, it seems interesting to
assess the outcome of their applications. In fact the
hull geometry and the speed of naval ship typology
are in principle a remarkable combination worthy
of attention.
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The goal of this study is to determine the
vulnerability of three representative naval ships to
the pure loss of stability and parametric roll failure
modes as assessed by the new level one and level
two vulnerability assessment criteria. The ships are
chosen for their variety of typology and size: a
helicopter carrier, a destroyer and an offshore patrol
vessel. The principle consists in comparing the
KGmax curves and the relevant GMmin associated
with the new criteria to those associated with the
current IMO criteria (IS Code 2.2 and 2.3, IMO,
2009) and French military criteria (DGA, 1999).
Methods used to compute the new criteria and the
associated KGmax curves are described by
Grinnaert, et al. (2016).

2

Figure 1: Numerical model of the Helicopter Carrier
Jeanne d’Arc.

Figure 2: Hull of the DTMB-5415.

2. PRESENTATION OF SHIPS
The main particulars of the three naval ships are
listed in Table 1.
The first ship is the well-known former French
Helicopter Carrier Jeanne d’Arc. She is known as
non-vulnerable to heavy seas after serving for over
45 years as trainee ship on all seas around the
World. Her data have been provided by the French
Historic Service of Defense (SHD, 1957). Her
numerical model is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 3: Hull of the Offshore Patrol Vessel.

3. PURE LOSS OF STABILITY
Physical Background
When a ship is sailing in head or following
waves, the immersed volume distribution changes
due to the wave profile This causes variations of
restoring moment which may be significant if the
wave length is comparable to the ship length and if
the wave steepness is high. In turn this might imply
large heel angle or capsize if GZ curve weakness
lasts for a long time. Thus, ships sailing at high
speed in following waves may be vulnerable to this
failure mode.

The second ship is the David Taylor Model
Basin hull number 5415. She is presented by
Moelgaard (2000). Imaginary superstructures
inspired by those of the DDG-51 Arleigh Burke are
added to her model to allow the computation of
weather criteria of current IMO and military
regulations. The data of this ship are available on
the www.simman2008.dk website. Her hull is
shown in Figure 2

Presentation of Criteria

The third ship is representative of a 1500-ton
(full load) Offshore Patrol Vessel. Her hull is
shown in Figure 3.
Jeanne

DTMB

d'Arc

5415

OPV

Length BP

LPP

m

172

142

80.6

Breadth

B

m

24

19.06

9.6

Draft

d

m

6.5

6.15

3.37

Displacement

∆

t

11768

8634

1250

Froude number

Fn

-

0.338

0.413

0.457

Bilge keels length Lbk

m

55.7

35.7

24.0

Bilge keels breadth Bbk

m

1.2

0.55

0.30

1.5

1.15

Metacentric height GM m
1.5
Table 1: Main particulars of ships

The pure loss of stability criteria apply to the
ships having a Froude number larger than 0.24. All
the three naval ships studied in this paper are well
over this threshold.
The level one criterion requires that the
minimum metacentric height in waves is larger than
0.05 m. Two methods are proposed to calculate its
value. The first method considers a parallel
waterplane at lower draft. It may be implemented
with the hydrostatic table. The second method
considers the minimum GM for 10 positions of
wave crest along the ship; the wavelength λ is the
ship’s length and wave height is 0.0334λ.The level
two criterion consists of a statistical approach
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Vessel this is true also with a rather considerable
margin.

aimed to weight each wave scenario on the basis of
a wave scatter table. For each wave derived from
the table, the criterion considers the angle of
vanishing stability and the angle of stable
equilibrium under a steady heeling lever which
value depends on both the wave and ship speed. In
all these calculations the wave length is assumed
equal to the ship length.
For more details, please refer to the new
regulation (SDC 2/WP.4 and SDC 3/WP.5).
Results
The KGmax curves associated with level one and
level two criteria of pure loss of stability for the
three naval ships are shown in Figure 4 to Figure 6.
The curves associated with the level one criterion
are drawn in blue (first method) and red (second
method). The curves associated with the second
level are drawn in green. The grey curves indicate
the KGmax associated with the current IMO IS Code
regulation (dot line) and the current DGA French
military regulation (dash line). The light blue
curves give the height of the transverse metacenter
and can be interpreted as zero-GM curves. We can
observe following facts:

Figure 4: KGmax curves associated with the pure loss of
stability criteria for the Helicopter Carrier Jeanne d’Arc.

1) The two possible versions of level one give
significantly different results for all ships. This
point is also observed on merchant ships
(Grinnaert, et al., 2016).

Figure 5: KGmax curves associated with the pure loss of
stability criteria for the DTMB-5415.

2) The first method of level one is extremely
conservative and require a large metacentric height
which may conflict with the excessive acceleration
criteria. The end-of-life loading condition of the FS
Jeanne d’Arc (12,000 tons, GM=1.5m) and the
representative loading condition of the Offshore
Patrol Vessel do not fulfill the condition.
3) The level two is more conservative than the
second method of level one. This point, which is
unexpected and undesirable in the regulation, is
observed also for some merchant ships (Grinnaert,
et al., 2016).

Figure 6: KGmax curves associated with the pure loss of
stability criteria for the Offshore Patrol Vessel.

4) Since the level one curve (red curve, level
one-second method) associated with pure loss of
stability criteria is located above the curve
associated with the military regulation, all the
assessed ships can be deemed in principle as nonvulnerable to this stability failure mode by the new
regulation. In case of the Destroyer and the Patrol

4. PARAMETRIC ROLL
Physical Background
Parametric roll is due to the repetition in time of
variation of ship restoring moment in waves. It
occurs when the wave encounter frequency is
approximatively twice the ship’s roll natural
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1) The two possible versions of level one yields
significantly different results for all ships.

frequency. This failure mode is mostly observed on
container ships (France, et al., 2001) because the
classical hull shape of these ships may generate a
large restoring moment variation. Increasing roll
damping by providing large bilge keels is an
efficient way to prevent parametric roll.

2) The first method of level one is extremely
conservative and requires a large metacentric height
which may conflict with the excessive acceleration
criteria. The end-of-life loading condition of the FS
Jeanne d’Arc does not fulfill the condition. The
representative loading condition for the Patrol
Vessel is compliant but practically positioned on
the curve.

Presentation of Criteria
The level one criterion requires that the nondimensional GM variation in waves (∆GM/GM) is
lower than a coefficient RPR witch value is between
0.17 and 1.87, largely depending on bilge keels
area. Two methods are proposed to calculate the
value of ∆GM. The first method considers parallel
waterplanes at higher and lower drafts. The second
method considers 10 positions of wave crest along
the ship, the wavelength λ is the ship’s length and
wave height is 0.0167λ. ∆GM is half the difference
between the maximum and the minimum
metacentric heights.

3) The KGmax curves associated with the second
level of vulnerability assessment, in the C2 check
version, is coincident with the KMT curve for the
Helicopter Carrier. This means that parametric roll
never occurred during the one-DOF simulation.
4) The curves associated with the level one
second method and both checks of level two are
located above the curve associated with the current
military regulation. Thus, all assessed ships can be
deemed as non-vulnerable to the parametric roll by
the new regulation.

The level two criterion is made of two checks.
The first check (C1) considers the GM variation in
waves and the reference speed corresponding to the
parametric resonance using a weighted average
approach based on a table of 16 waves defined in
terms of length, height and weight. The second
check (C2) considers the maximum roll angle in
waves and each wave scenario is weighted from the
Wave Scatter Diagram; the final result is a
combination for 7 different ship speeds
corresponding to head and following seas. The
maximum roll angle is computed by solving the
one-degree-of-freedom differential equation of
parametric roll.
For more details, please refer to the new
regulation (SDC 2/WP.4 and SDC 3/WP.5).

Figure 7: KGmax curves associated with the parametric roll
criteria for the Helicopter Carrier Jeanne d’Arc.

Results
The KGmax curves associated with level one and
level two criteria of parametric roll for the three
naval ships are shown in Figure 7 to Figure 9. The
curves associated with the level one criterion are
drawn in blue (first method) and red (second
method). The curves associated with the second
level are drawn in green (C1 in plain line, C2 in
dash line). The grey curves indicate the KGmax
associated with the current OMI regulation (dot
line) and French military regulation (dash line). The
light blue curves give the KMT or zero-GM. We
can observe following facts, some of which are
similar to those observed in pure loss of stability:

Figure 8: KGmax curves associated with the parametric roll
criteria for the DTMB-5415.
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5. CONCLUSION
The computation of KGmax curves associated
with level one and level two criteria of pure loss of
stability and parametric roll for three different naval
ships shows that these ships are not vulnerable to
these failure modes according to the new
regulation. Thus, the application of this regulation
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It has been interesting to practically quantify for
each ship the different level of safety provided by
the IS code and the military set of rules: as
expected, the navy rules are more severe and in the
investigated cases it seems exactly of the
appropriate amount in order to avoid ships appear
vulnerable to the pure loss and parametric roll
failures.
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The three ships chosen in this study have
relatively classical “military hull shape”. Thus, it is
logical to find similar results. However, some other
military vessels have significantly different hull
shape (aircraft carrier, amphibious and assault
vessels, military tankers, scientific vessels …) and
may be worthy of assessment.
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ABSTRACT

A wind tunnel experiment has been set up to examine several assumptions regarding the weather
criterion of the intact stability code. The experimental trials are conducted in the Low-Speed Wind Tunnel of
the Aeronautics Laboratory at the Universiti Teknologi Malaysia. Two models are tested. The first model is
an academic model that allows comparisons to be made with analytical models. The second model is the
DTMB 5415 to present a military realistic case. The models are properly weighted to present the correct
hydrostatic characteristics. A water tank is installed in the wind tunnel test section; the models are free to roll
around the longitudinal axis passing through the buoyancy centre owing to a frictionless rod. The experimental
results are then compared with the results of the stability code using the IMO weather criterion and the military
criteria. Finally, in the experimental trials, many configurations are tested to assess the effects of various
geometrical parameters.
Keywords: Second generation intact stability criteria, wind tunnel, roll angle

Kuo and Welaya also mentioned the famous
doctoral thesis written by Jaakko Rahola in 1939.
Rohola's thesis evoked widespread interest
throughout the world at that time because it was the
first comprehensive study and proposed method to
evaluate intact stability which did not require
complex calculations (Rohala, 1939).

1. INTRODUCTION
Intact stability is a basic requirement to
minimise the capsize risk for vessels. It is a
guideline for the ship designer, the ship operator
and the classification society to design, build and
commission the ship before it starts its service life
at sea. A comprehensive background study of intact
stability development was written by Kuo &
Welaya (Welaya & Kuo, 1981). Their paper "A
review of intact stability research and criteria",
stated that the first righting arm curve was
proposed by Reed in 1868, but that the application
was presented by Denny in 1887. In addition, in
1935, Pierrottet tried to rationally establish the
forces which tend to capsize a ship and proposed a
limiting angle at which the dynamic level of the
ship must be equal to or greater than the sum of
energy exerted by the inclining moments.
However, Pierrottet's proposal was too restrictive
for the design process and it was not accepted.

The Sub-Committee on Stability and Load
Lines and on Fishing Vessels Safety 48th Session
(IMO, 2005) emphasized the requirement of
revising the current IS Code. The importance of the
comprehensive review of the current IS Code 2008
would significantly affect the design and ultimately
enhance the safety of ships (Mata-ÁlvarezSantullano & Souto-Iglesias, 2014) .
Intact Stability is a crucial criterion that
concerns most naval architects at the design stage.
The current Intact Stability (IS) Code 2008 is in
force. Except for the weather criterion, the IS Code
2008 only applies to the hydrostatics of the ship. It
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does not cover the seakeeping behaviour of the ship
and first and foremost, it always considers a ship
with a negligible trim angle. In head seas, the ship
can present a significant angle of trim which may
affect the righting arm. Van Santen also presented
an example of a vessel capsizing due to of the small
angle of trim (Van Santen, 2009).

The draft amendment of the IS Code regarding
vulnerability criteria and the standards (levels 1
and 2) related to dead ship condition and excessive
acceleration are contained in SDC 3/INF.10 Annex
1 and 2. The level 1 check for dead ship condition
is basically the same method used for current IS
Code 2.3 which is weather criteria. If it failed, the
design should process to level 2 check and the
direct assessment. Direct assessment procedures
for stability failure are intended to employ the most
advanced state-of-the art technology available
either by numerical analysis or experimental work
for quantitative validation as stated in SDC 1/INF.8
Annex 27 (IMO, 2013).

For the enhancement and improvement of
intact stability criteria, the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO) introduced the new generation
intact stability criteria in 2008 (Francescutto,
2007). Figure 1 presents the procedure to apply to
the second generation intact stability rule. Once the
basic criteria have been satisfied, each failure mode
is verified to satisfaction at the most conservative
level.

3. THE WEATHER CRITERION
The IS Code 2008 Part A 2.3 contains the
weather criterion. The ship must be able to
withstand the combined effects of beam wind and
rolling. The conditions are:
a.

the ship is subjected to a steady wind pressure
acting perpendicular to the ship's centreline
which results in a steadywind heeling lever
(lw1).

b.

from the resultant angle of equilibrium (φ0), the
ship is assumed to present an angle of roll (φ1)
to windward due to wave action. The angle of
heel under action of steady wind (φ0) should not
exceed 16˚or 80% of the angle of deck edge
immersion, whichever is less.

c.

the ship is then subjected to a gust wind
pressure which results in a gust wind heeling
lever (lw2); and under these circumstances,
area b shall be equal to or greater than area a,
as indicated in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Structure of Second Generation Intact
Stability Criteria

2. DEVELOPMENT
GENERATION
CRITERIA

OF
INTACT

SECOND
STABILITY

The last Sub-committee on Ship Design and
Construction meeting at IMO recalled that SDC 2
had agreed, in principle, to the draft amendments
of the 2008 IS Code regarding vulnerability criteria
and the standards (levels 1 and 2) related to
parametric roll, pure loss of stability and surfriding /broaching (SDC 2/WP.4, annexes 1 to 3).
For this purpose, SDC 2 had invited member
governments and international organisations to
bring the criteria to the attention of ship designers,
shipyard operators, ship owners and other
interested parties, and to observe and test the
application of the finalised vulnerability criteria, in
order to gain experience with regard to their use.

Figure 2: Severe wind and rolling
The heeling lever shall be calculated using
formula:
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𝑷∗𝑨∗𝒁
𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎∗𝒈∗𝜟

lw1 =

(1)

lw2 = 1.5 lw1

(2)

5415 DTMB model is widely used for the research
study in seakeeping (Begovic, Day, & Incecik,
2011; Jones & Clarke, 2010; Yoon et al., 2015).
The basic geometry is presented in Table 2. The
body plan and perspective view for “ASL shape” is
shown in Figure 4. The body plan and perspective
view for “5415 shape” is shown in Figure 5.

where lw1 = steady wind heeling angle, lw2 = gust
wind heeling lever, P = wind pressure of 504 Pa, A
= projected lateral area (m2), Z = vertical distance
from the centre of A to the centreof the underwater
lateral area or approximately to a point at one half
of the mean draught (m), 𝛥 =displacement (t) and g
= gravitational acceleration). In Figure 1, a Direct
Assessment (DA) can be used to verify the weather
criterion for unconventional ships. The DA can be
experimental. The present study shows how such
an experimental DA can be conducted for two
models, a civilian ship and a military ship.

Table 2 Basic ship model geometry

In the weather criterion, two main rules are
commonly used. For commercial ship, it uses the
IMO weather criterion and for naval ship, it uses
the Naval Rules. The IMO Weather criterion is
shown in Figure 2 and the weather criterion for
naval ship is shown in Figure 3. The significant
different between IMO an Naval Rules are
presented in the Table 1.

Ship model

ASL shape

5415 shape

LOA, (m)

140

153.3

BOA, (m)

20

20.54

Draft, (m)

12

6.15

Displacement, (tonnes)

26,994

8,635

VCG, (m)

10

7.555

LCG, (m)

70.037

70.137

KM, (m)

10.206

9.493

GM, (m)

0.206

1.938

Figure 4: Body plan (left) and perspective view
(right) of the ASL shape
Figure 3: Weather Criteria for Naval Ships
Table 1 Comparison IMO and naval rules for
weather criterion
Criterion

IMO

Naval Rules

Wind velocity

26 m/s

100 knots

Roll back angle

various*

25°

WHA

constant

cos2θ

Ratio A2/A1

≥1

≥ 1.4

Gust

Yes

No

Figure 5: Body plan (left) and perspective view
(right) of the 5415 shape

5. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
A wind tunnel test was conducted at the low
speed wind tunnel facility at Univerisiti Teknologi
Malaysia. This wind tunnel has a test section of
2m (width) x 1.5m (height) x 5.8m (length). The
maximum test velocity is 80m/s (160 knots). The
wind tunnel has a flow uniformity of less than
0.15%, a temperature uniformity of less than 0.2˚C,
a flow angularity uniformity of less than 0.15˚ and
a turbulence level of less than 0.06% (Ariffin,
Mansor, & Laurens, 2015).

* roll back angle (phi1) calculated based on IS Code 2008
# WHA – wind heeling arm, A2 - restoring energy, A1 –
capsizing energy

4. SHIP MODEL
Two models were used for the experimental
work. The first model is an academic container ship
geometry refered as “ASL shape” in the rest of the
paper. The second model is a research ship model,
the well know DTMB 5415 (Molgaard, 2000). The
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Ship model

Wind tunnel setup

Two ship models were tested as described in
Paragraph 4. Both models were constructed at
ENSTA Bretagne, France using the Computer
Numerical Control (CNC) machine. The material
used was polystyrene. Both models were designed
in 3D drawing and imported to CNC machine
program for fabrication process. The hulls were
divided into six parts for the cutting process. Then,
all parts were glued and laminated with a
fiberglass. The superstructure used the synthetic
glass. The completed ship models are shown in
Figure 6.

The models were allowed to heave and roll
freely. It was not allowed to yaw because the
model must be hold at the longitudinal axis to avoid
the model bump to water tank side. The models
were fixed with a rod both at bow and stern (Figure
7). It is passing through the point of longitudinal
centre of buoyancy. Both rods at bow and stern
were aligned using laser light to confirm the shafts
positioned at same axis. The arrangement of rod
used in this experiment is frictionless therefore,
minimum interaction between the rod and rod stand
can be obtained.
To allow the model to float in the wind tunnel,
a water tank fabricated with glass of 8mm thickness
was installed. Since the wind tunnel is not water
tight, to avoid any leak of water during the
experiment, a dummy pool was placed underneath
the platform. The dummy pool is capable to cope
the total volume of water if the glass water tank
gets damaged. The arrangement in the test section
is shown in Figure 8.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6: Complete build ship models (a) ASL
shape (b) 5415 DTMB shape

Figure 7: Rods fixed at ship models

Inlclining test
To determine the correct centre of gravity,
inclining tests were performed. The inclining test
is a procedure which involves moving a series of
known weights, normally in transverse direction,
and measuring the resulting change in the
equilibrium heel angle of the ship. By using this
information and applying basic naval architecture
principles, the ships’ vertical centre of gravity is
determined from the GM. We also verified that the
natural roll period is as expected. Two devices
were used for the data recording, first is the Ardu
Flyer device and smartphone (Djebli, Hamoudi,
Imine, & Adjlout, 2016).

Figure 8: Arrangement in the test section.
The experiment started with the model placed in
the water tank with the correct draft (Figure 9). A
laser light is used to ensure the vessel is upright.
The test started with measurement of the stable
heel. The wind tunnel velocity was increased
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slowly while the heel angle was recorded using the
Ardu Flyer device. The Ardu Flyer is a complete
open source autopilot system designed for 3D
robotics. This experiment involved three models
configuration as stated below:
a. ASL shape.
b. 5415 shape.
c. ASL with bilge keel shape.
A roll back angle (φ2*) measure was performed
for all the models. The definitions of (φ1) and (φ2*)
are shown in Figure 10. The test steps are as
follow:
a. Model placed in water tank.
b. Wind applied and the wind velocity and
heel angle recorded.
c. Roll back angle (φ1) applied at the model.
d. Then model is suddenly released.
e. The maximum counter roll back angle (φ2*)
recorded.

Figure 10: Definitions used in this experiment
Scaling criteria
The models used in the experiment were scale
down to 1:100. It is the same scale used by
(Begovic et al., 2011) for the ship motion
experiment using DTMB 5415 model. For the GZ
curve, the model and full scale ship has a same
curve shape but values for the model are divided by
102. For weight calculation, values used for the
model are divided by 106. For the wind velocity,
the value used for the model is divided by 10.
Boundary layer
When the air flow over the ocean surface from
any direction, a natural boundary layer is formed.
This means that the wind velocity at the surface is
zero and increase with higher altitude. The
boundary layer thickness in the test section for this
experiment is about 35mm and the velocity profile
is shown in Figure 11.

(a)

(b)
Figure 9: Ship models ready to be tested in wind
tunnel test section (a) ASL shape (b) 5415
DTMB shape
Figure 11: The velocity profile curve
To compute the weather criterion, the General
Hydro Static software (GHS) was used. The GHS
uses a strip method and it is widely used in the
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marine industry (Ariffin, Laurens, & Mansor,
2016). In GHS, there are 2 methods to specify the
wind either by wind velocity or wind pressure.
Specifying a wind velocity, Vwind, in GHS gives a
standard velocity profile with Vwind at 10 metres
from the ground (Yalla, 2001). When specifying a
velocity pressure, a constant value is given. The
calculation in this paper for GHS results were
obtained using the wind pressure input.

6. RESULTS

Figure 13: The GZ curves for ASL shape and
5415 shape

Angle of stable heel (φ0) vs wind velocity

Roll back angle (φ2*) versus roll to windward (φ1)

Figure 12 shows the graph for angle of stable
heel, φ0 versus wind velocity for the two models
and two methods; IMO and experimental. The
5415 curves are following a parabolic shape since
as we can see in Figure 13, the GZ curve of 5415
shape follows a linear curve up to 30 degrees.
Furthermore, the experimental curve is below the
IMO curve which indicates that the drag coefficient
CD, of the ship silhouette is smaller than 1, the
value assumed in the IMO formula (Figure 12).
The ASL curves present different shapes and
behaviour. At first, they do not present the
parabolic shape because as we can see in Figure 13,
the GZ curve is only linear up to 5 degrees.
Furthermore, the experimental curve for this case
is above the IMO curve (Figure 12). That is
explained by the fact that the drag coefficient CD,
for the box shape of the ASL is bigger than 1. This
can be confirmed by the many references that exist
giving the drag coefficients of basic shapes, see for
example (Scott, 2005).

Figure 14 shows the roll back angle (φ2*) versus
roll to windward (φ1) for ASL shape for wind
velocity range of 2 m/s to 4 m/s. Figure 15 shows
the roll back angle (φ2*) versus roll to windward
(φ1) for 5415 shape. In the absence of damping the
results should be like a swing where φ2* follows
φ1. The results suggest a far more complex
behaviour where the hydrostatic force shape is
playing an important role.

Figure 14: Roll back angle (φ2*) vs roll to
windward (φ1) for ASL shape

Figure 12: Graph of wind velocity and angle of
stable heel for ASL shape and 5415 shape on the
experimental results and GHS calculation
Figure 15: Roll back angle (φ2*) vs roll to
windward (φ1) for 5415 shape.
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Ratio φ2* and φ1 with bilge keel

has higher φ2* than wind from starboard 75° and
for the 5415, the beam wind has smaller φ2* than
wind from starboard 75°. The two models have a
different response to the yaw angle. The behaviour
is a combination of the superstructure geometry,
the GZ curve and the damping.

Figure 16 shows the ratio (φ2*/φ1) for the ASL
shape and the ASL with a bilge keel. Both models
were tested at wind velocity 2m/s. For the bare
ASL, the average ratio is 0.55 and for the ASL with
bilge keel, the average ratio is 0.43. As expected,
the configuration with bilge keel contributes to
more roll damping than configuration without bilge
keel.

Figure 18: Roll back angle (φ2*) vs roll to
windward (φ1) for 5415 shape with wind from
port 105
Comparison IMO GHS and experimental result

Figure 16: Roll back angle (φ2*) vs roll to
windward (φ1) for ASL shape, 5415 shape and
ASL with bilge keel configuration

Figure 19 shows the comparison results
between IMO and experimental results. For the
ASL, the counter roll back angle (φ2*) obtained
from experimental results is 24.07°, lower than
IMO which is 29.638°. Therefore, IMO result is
more conservative. For the 5415, the counter roll
back angle (φ2*) obtains from experimental results
is 16.31°, lower than Naval Rules which is 33.82°
for ratio capsizing and restoring energy 1.0 and
39.45° for ratio capsizing and restoring energy 1.4.
Therefore, the IMO and Naval rules are always
more conservative.

Yaw angle effect on stable heel
Figure 17 shows the angle of stable heel for the
ASL and the 5415 both with the wind direction
from star board 75° and port 105°. For the ASL, the
values of φ0 are smaller for the beam wind than
those obtained with the yaw angles. In other words
the assumption of the beam wind in the IMO code
is not necessarily conservative. This phenomenon
also appears for the 5415.

Figure 19: Comparison result for IMO rules
and Naval Rules

Figure 17: Angle of stable heel for wind from
starboard 75° and port 105°

7. CONCLUSION

Effect of roll to windward (φ1) and roll back angle
(φ2*) with yaw angle

In this paper the authors presented an
experimental Direct Assessement (DA) of the
weather criterion for two different models; a
civilian ship with a simple geometry and a military
ship, the well-known DTMB 5415. To conduct the

Figure 18 shows the result for φ1 and φ2* for
the ASL and the 5415 with beam wind and wind
from starboard 75°. For the ASL, the beam wind
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IMO. (2005). SLF 48/21 Report to the Maritime
Safety Committee.

experiments, the low speed wind tunnel of UTM
was used. Both models were placed in a water tank
in the wind tunnel. Both models were free to roll
so the heel angle could be measured and compared
with the IMO and Navy Rules.

IMO. (2013). SDC 1/INF.8 - Development of
Second Generation Intact Stability Criteria.
Jones, D. a., & Clarke, D. B. (2010). Fluent Code
Simulation of Flow around a Naval Hull: the
DTMB 5415.

Although the assumptions taken by the rules
are not always conservative, the final results
always show that the experimental values are lower
than the values given by the rules.

Mata-Álvarez-Santullano, F., & Souto-Iglesias, A.
(2014). Stability, safety and operability of
small fishing vessels. Ocean Engineering, 79,
81–91.
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USN's Recently Defined Standard Practice for the
Construction of a Composite Allowable KG Curve for Single
Load Point Evaluation using the Load Shift Method
Vytenis A. Senuta, Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division
Lauren E. Moraski, Naval Surface Warfare Center Carderock Division

ABSTRACT

USN ships are required to satisfy stability criteria in accordance with T9070-AF-DPC-010/079-1 “Design
Practices and Criteria for U.S. Navy Surface Ships Stability and Reserve Buoyancy” dated 19 January 2016.
These criteria address the hazards at sea and expected loading conditions throughout the service life of a
ship. Allowable KG (KGA) is the highest vertical center of gravity that satisfies a stability criterion.
Typically, ships are required to satisfy multiple intact and damage criteria, so multiple KG A’s are calculated.
This paper and the recent update of USN T9070-AF-DPC-010/079-1 is intended to inform the commercial
community of the USN practice of the load shift method for damage KGA calculations.
Keywords: Allowable KG, Load shift method …

stability criterion and corrective measures must be
taken – either lower KG or raise KGA.

1. INTRODUCTION
USN ships are required to satisfy stability
criteria in accordance with T9070-AF-DPC010/079-1 “Design Practices and Criteria for U.S.
Navy Surface Ships Stability and Reserve
Buoyancy” dated 19 January 2016. These criteria
address the hazards at sea and expected loading
conditions throughout the service life of a ship.
Allowable KG values are calculated for intact and
damage stability.

For the USN, all KGA values reference the Full
Load Departure Condition. The lowest of the
calculated KGA values at a particular displacement
becomes governing for that displacement; these
lowest values are then connected to create a KGA
curve over a specified displacement range.
Typically, intact KGA is calculated for the
following hazards as applicable to the design:
beam wind, high speed turn, icing, towline pull,
crowding of personnel, and lifting of heavy
weights. Damage KGA is calculated for side
damage and raking. Intact KGA calculation is
sufficiently
applicable
for
the
operating
displacement range of a ship since all hazards are
applied to the hull externally. However, since
damage impacts the hull internally, it is highly
dependent on loading (e.g. tank volumetric
emptiness) and therefore KGA necessitates the use
of the Load Shift Method. This method projects
damage KGA values calculated for other load
conditions to its Full Load Departure condition
equivalent.

In the USN, the vertical center of gravity (G) is
measured from the bottom of the keel (K), and the
distance is referred to as KG. Allowable KG (KGA)
is the highest vertical center of gravity that satisfies
a stability criterion. Typically, ships are required to
satisfy multiple intact and damage criteria, so
multiple KGA’s are calculated. The lowest of these
KGA is the governing KGA. Often the governing
KGA represents a combination of criteria at various
displacements.
This is often referred to as
Composite KGA, or, just simply, KGA. When
assessing ship stability, a ship’s KG (typically from
a weight report or inclining experiment) is
compared to (plotted against) its KGA. If KG is
below the KGA, the ship satisfies all stability
criteria. If KG is above, then it fails at least one

USN ship design was traditionally performed
by the USN technical community up through
contract design. The load shift method was
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commonly known and formal documentation was
not deemed necessary. However, with changing
times, commercial design agents and shipyards are
increasingly involved in USN ship design. Without
proper documentation, guidance and design
requirements, commercial entities could not be
expected to properly implement the load shift
concept. This paper and the recent update of USN
T9070-AF-DPC-010/079-1 is intended to inform
the commercial community of the USN practice of
the load shift method for damage KGA calculations.

2

stability criteria for the worst loading condition
with the highest KG, then the ship is safe in the
entire range of operating conditions.
Stability is calculated for the worst loading
condition to meet USN criteria. The result is an
allowable KG, but for that worst loading condition
only. The worst case loading condition can be any
loading combination between Min Op and Full
Load, per DDS 079-1. Traditionally, the worst
operating loading condition has been a modified
Min Op. This is a loading scenario, where loads
located below KG are depleted, but loads above KG
are preserved. This is a very likely scenario, e.g. a
ship returns from deployment with fuel and other
liquids depleted, but with ammunition and other
stores still onboard. In this case, the modified Min
Op yields a higher KG than traditional Min Op.
Therefore, it will be used in the example below.

2. ALLOWABLE KG
USN Allowable KG (KGA) references the Full
Load Condition. It is a singular curve, that
represents the most conservative or limiting intact
and damage stability capability that satisfies all
design applicable USN stability criteria. It is
calculated during the ship design phase. It is meant
to satisfy all foreseeable loading conditions
throughout the operating range (Min Op to Full
Load) and throughout the expected or projected
service life (typically 30 years). Once calculated
during the design phase, there is no need to
recalculate, unless the hull form, watertight
bulkhead configuration, or ship mission changes
which affects liquid amount or location, or space
load densities.
A singular KGA curve also
simplifies stability limits to the Sailor. A singular
Allowable KG curve contributes to commonality as
crews change throughout the service life. Also,
once a singular KGA curve is calculated, it does not
need to be recalculated for unique loading
conditions. It is a relatively conservative limit, but
it is an efficient, all-inclusive limit that is relatively
simple to understand for the non-naval architect,
ship design management, and ship’s force who
must assure ship safety.

4. LOAD SHIFT
USN KGA curves reference the Full Load
Condition. The delta between the worst loading
condition loads and the Full Load Condition loads
must be calculated. This delta will serve as the load
shift. The load shift consists of a weight (Full Load
Condition loads weight minus the “worst” loading
condition loads weight) and vertical moment (Full
Load Condition loads vertical moment minus the
“worst” loading condition loads vertical moment).
The load shift will be added to the calculated
damage allowable KG values of the worst loading
condition to produce Full Load Equivalent Damage
KGA values. The load shift can be applied to the
worst loading condition damage KGA’s at a range of
displacements to produce Full Load Equivalent
Condition damage KGA’s at a range of
displacements. This is the Full Load Equivalent
Damage KGA curve. The Full Load Equivalent
Damage KGA values are then compared against the
calculated Full Load Damage KGA values and the
lesser of the two values at each calculated
displacement is used in the Composite Damage
KGA curve.

3. OPERATING RANGE AND LOADING
The design operating range of a USN surface
combatant is from the Minimum Operating
Condition (Min Op) to the Full Load Departure
Condition (Full Load), unless otherwise specified.
Min Op is basically 1/3 of Full Load loads, with
exceptions. The Load Shift Method is used to
calculate the damage KGA curve based on the
expected limiting case loading condition of the
operating range yielding the highest KG. It
assumes that, if the ship design can satisfy USN

5. METHODOLOGY
The weight (LSWT) and vertical moment
(LSMOM)components of a load shift from Full
Load of any other condition are defined as:
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Condition

LSWT  WTWL  WT MO

(1)

LS MOM  WT FL  KGFL  WTMO KGMO

(2)

where:
WTFL full load displacement
WTMO minimum operating displacement
KGFL full load vertical center of gravity KG
KGMO minimum operating vertical center of
gravity KG

KGAMOWT MO  LS MOM
WT MO  LS WT

(3)

KGAMO - minimum operating allowable KG
KGALS - Load shifted minimum operating
Allowable KG
The chart in Figure 1 shows the positions of
Full Load and Min Op displacement and KG.
These are typically attained from a design weight
estimate. The Full Load displacement and KG are
7400 tonnes and 20.278 meters, respectively. The
Min Op condition is 6400 tonnes and 22.000
meters, respectively. A load shift is calculated
below:

800.0

Full Load

6300.0

5198.3
21.341

134448.3

This curve will serve all foreseeable loading
scenarios within the design operating range during
the service life of the ship. It will not need to be
recalculated, unless there is a change in hull form
and appendages, watertight boundaries, significant
load change or change in ship mission which
affects liquid amount or location, or space load
densities.

(4)

 7400  6400  800 tonnes

LS MOM  WT FL KG FL  WT MO KG MO

+ Load shift

In the example above, the ship’s Full Load
displacement and KG is plotted and compared with
the Allowable KG and Displacement Limit.
Fortunately for this ship, it is currently below the
Allowable KG and less than the Displacement
Limit. Therefore, it is safe in not only the Full
Load condition, but in all operating conditions that
contributed to the composite KGA curve. However,
the ship’s weight/KG growth may change over time
and will require monitoring.

Example

LS WT  WT FL  WT MO

Min Op

Displacement Allowable KG Moment
(tonnes)
(meters)
(tonne-meters)
5500.0
23.500
129250.0

The load shift application is repeated for a
range of Min Op Condition displacements and
corresponding damage allowable KG’s to produce a
range of Full Load Equivalent Condition
displacements and damage allowable KG’s, see
data in Table 1. With the damage Full Load
Equivalent Allowable KG’s now calculated, a curve
can be plotted, see Figure 2 . When compared to a
sample family of calculated intact and damage
Allowable KG curves, the chart may appear as
shown in Figure 3. The lowest of all allowable KG
points will be used to produce the final, composite,
and singular Full Load Allowable KG, shown in
Figure 4.

Accordingly
the
Minimum
Operating
Allowable KG, KGAMO, can be load shifted back to
the Full Load range of displacements as follows:

KGALS 

3

(5)

 7200 20.278  6400 22.000
 5198.3 tonne  meters
A damage allowable KG (KGA) is then
determined via typical stability analysis methods
for the appropriate stability criteria for a Min Op
Loading Condition:

Incorporating LCG/Trim Shift
When discussing standard USN load shift
practice, shifting the weight and KG were discussed
previously; however, shifting the LCG between the
two loading conditions is not typically considered.
Historically, LCG shifts and trim ranges are not
considered for combatant type ships since typical
combatants operate with close to zero trim. For
amphibious type ships with an expected operating
trim range, a range of potential trims are examined
for each displacement of interest. Based on the

Condition Displacement Allowable KG Moment
(tonnes)
(meters)
(tonne-meters)
Min Op
5500.0
23.500
129250.0

The load shift is applied to the above modified
Min Op Condition KGA to produce a Full Load
Equivalent Damage Allowable KG (the MinOp
KGA is “load shifted” to the Full Load Condition
displacement range):
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curves for the analyzed trim range at each
displacement, the expected design operating trim
range can then be located on those curves and the
lower KG from one end of the range is then used as
the limiting KG for that displacement in order to
cover the entire operating trim range. The Figure 5
shows Allowable KG (KGA) values at a particular
displacement for which an example ship has been

4

analyzed in a trim range between -2.0m and 2.0m,
though the ship is only expected to operate between
a -1.5m and 1.5m trim. The KGA value at the -1.5m
trim condition is less than the KGA value at the
1.5m trim condition and thus the -1.5m trim KGA
value becomes the governing KGA limit for this
particular displacement.

Figure 1 Example of load shift

Figure 2: Load shifted allowable KG curves
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Table 1 Example of load shift

BEFORE LOAD SHIFT
Minimum Operating Condition
Allowable
Disp
KG
Moment
(tonne(tonnes) (meters)
meters)
5500
23.500
129250.0
5750
23.350
134262.5
6000
23.200
139200.0
6250
22.950
143437.5
6500
22.650
147225.0
6750
22.250
150187.5
7000
21.800
152600.0

LOAD SHIFT

Weight

Moment

AFTER LOAD SHIFT
Full Load Condition
Allowable
Disp
KG
Moment

(tonnes)
800
800
800
800
800
800
800

(tonne-meters)
5198.3
5198.3
5198.3
5198.3
5198.3
5198.3
5198.3

(tonnes)
6300
6550
6800
7050
7300
7550
7800

(meters)
21.341
21.292
21.235
21.083
20.880
20.581
20.231

(tonne-meters)
134448.3
139460.8
144398.3
148635.8
152423.3
155385.8
157798.3

Figure 3: Family of Allowable KG curves

As mentioned earlier though, an inverse
approach to addressing an operating trim range is to
have a family of trim-based KGA curves. A
differentiation was made above between ship types
with regard to design operating trim ranges. When
considering a ship’s anticipated operating trim
range, another differentiation that should be
considered is the variability in loading conditions.
The family of trim-based KGA curves approach
would not be recommended for amphibious ships
requiring a ballast polygon, for example. The
family of trim-based KGA curves approach should

only be considered when a single composite KGA
curve can be used to evaluate the current status of a
ship’s stability and the ship’s hullform type also
exhibits trim sensitivity (such as SWATHs, Off
Shore Supply Vessels, etc).
To develop a family of trim-based KGA curves,
a range of displacements are examined at specified
trims of interest. This is again because certain
hullforms can display significantly different
characteristics with regard to hydrostatics and
stability when considering trim. This may be a
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result of drastically changing waterplane area, LCF,
LCB, or location of available reserve buoyancy
over a range of trims, for instance. In contrast to
the approach previously described, in cases where a
family of curves is provided for guidance and those
curves see significant variation depending on trim,
unique consideration must be given to account for
the change in LCG between loading conditions as
well. Since the reason a ship would need multiple
KGA curves at multiple trim conditions is the result
of significant changes to the ship’s hydrostatic
properties due to hullform, while a shift in LCG
between loading conditions can be calculated in a
manner similar to the shift in KG, it cannot be
applied using the same approach. However, the
same assumption applies that by using a fixed LCG
shift when applying the load shift between loading
conditions during design, the majority of
displacement changes over the ship’s service life
are assumed to be lightship changes and not a result
of changes to the loads. The previous load shift
example has been updated to account for a trim
shift and is shown below.

6

MinOp Condition (calculated MinOp LCGs for
each MinOp displacement based on applying LCG
shift to Full Load LCGs, see Table 4.
The above calculated MinOp LCGs can then be
used to calculate corresponding trim values. These
are the trim values that should then be used to
perform a damage stability analysis in the MinOp
Loading Condition and are then considered
equivalent to the Full Load trim values when load
shifting the MinOp results back to Full Load for
comparison.
By shifting the LCG in addition to the
displacement and KG, an equitable comparison can
be made between liquid loading conditions, such as
MinOp and Full Load, at a given displacement and
trim to determine the limiting KG in a family of
allowable curves, see Figure 6. By not shifting the
trim along with the displacement and KG, the
damage stability analysis would not be performed
at an approximately equivalent LCG in the alternate
loading condition and would contradict the intent of
performing the load shift in the first place, which is
to create an equitable comparison of conditions.
This also means that by not shifting the trim
between liquid loading conditions for ships that are
trim sensitive, the final KGA curves for multiple,
different trims provide an inaccurate representation
of the safe operating range for the ship’s KG

Full Load Condition (table to be populated with
calculated LCG values at corresponding
displacement/trim combinations using hydrostatic
properties, see Table 2). Calculation the LCG Load
Shift is done in Table 3.

Figure 4: Full Load condition composite Allowable KG curve
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Figure 5: Allowable KG over trim range at one displacement
Table 2 LCG Trim Shift

Displacement [mt]
6300
6550
6800
7050
7300
7550
7800

+0.5m trim
LCG(6300,+0.5)
LCG(6550,+0.5)
LCG(6800,+0.5)
LCG(7050,+0.5)
LCG(7300,+0.5)
LCG(7550,+0.5)
LCG(7800,+0.5)

0.0m trim
LCG(6300,0.0)
LCG(6550,0.0)
LCG(6800,0.0)
LCG(7050,0.0)
LCG(7300,0.0)
LCG(7550,0.0)
LCG(7800,0.0)

-0.5m trim
LCG(6300,-0.5)
LCG(6550,-0.5)
LCG(6800,-0.5)
LCG(7050,-0.5)
LCG(7300,-0.5)
LCG(7550,-0.5)
LCG(7800,-0.5)

Table 3 Calculation the LCG Load Shift:

Condition
Total Full Load Condition
Total Min Op Condition
Load shift

Weight [MT]
7400
6400
800

LCG [m AFP]
55.00
56.50

L-Mom [m-MT]
407000
361600
45400

Table 4 Calculated Min Op LCGs
Displacement [mt]
5500

[6300*LCG(6300,+0.5)]-45400
5500

[6300*LCG(6300,0.0)]- 45400
5500

[6300*LCG(6300,-0.5)]- 45400
5500

5750

[6550*LCG(6550,+0.5)]- 45400
5750

[6550*LCG(6550,0.0)]- 45400
5750

[6550*LCG(6550,-0.5)]- 45400
5750

6000

[6800*LCG(6800,+0.5)]- 45400
6000
[7050*LCG(7050,+0.5)]- 45400
6250
[7300*LCG(7300,+0.5)]- 45400
6500
[7550*LCG(7550,+0.5)]- 45400
6750
[7800*LCG(7800,+0.5)]- 45400
7000

[6800*LCG(6800,0.0)]- 45400
6000
[7050*LCG(7050,0.0)]- 45400
6250
[7300*LCG(7300,0.0)]- 45400
6500
[7550*LCG(7550,0.0)]- 45400
6750
[7800*LCG(7800,0.0)]- 45400
7000

[6800*LCG(6800,-0.5)]- 45400
6000
[7050*LCG(7050,-0.5)]- 45400
6250
[7300*LCG(7300,-0.5)]- 45400
6500
[7550*LCG(7550,-0.5)]- 45400
6750
[7800*LCG(7800,-0.5)]- 45400
7000

6250
6500
6750
7000
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Figure 6: Allowable KG for various trims

equitable comparison of conditions. This also
means that by not shifting the trim between liquid
loading conditions for ships that are trim sensitive,
the final KGA curves for multiple, different trims
provide an inaccurate representation of the safe
operating range for the ship’s KG.

Conclusion
The Load Shift Method is used to calculate the
damage KGA curve based on the expected limiting
case loading condition of the operating range
yielding the highest KG. The family of trim-based
KGA curves approach should only be considered
when a single composite KGA curve can be used to
evaluate the current status of a ship’s stability and
the ship’s hullform type also exhibits trim
sensitivity (such as SWATHs, Off Shore Supply
Vessels, etc). By shifting the LCG in addition to the
displacement and KG, an equitable comparison can
be made between liquid loading conditions, such as
MinOp and Full Load, at a given displacement and
trim to determine the limiting KG in a family of
allowable curves.
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By not shifting the trim along with the
displacement and KG, the damage stability analysis
would not be performed at an approximately
equivalent LCG in the alternate loading condition
and would contradict the intent of performing the
load shift in the first place, which is to create an
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